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TRANSLATORS' PREFACE

Thb text upon which this translation is based differs only

in a few minor points from that of Professor Kiilpe's

EinUitumg in die PhUosojplm, as published in 1895. The

author has modified passages in §§ 2, 6, 10, 23 and 30;

has added to the list of literary references; and has made

some forty verbal changes in the course of the work.

The translators have added titles to the literature of several

of the earlier sections, indicating the addition in every

case by the use of square brackets, and have filled in a

small number of cross-references which the author had

left in general terms. They have been greatly tempted,

in certain contexts, to write special paragraphs dealing

with the English philosophers at more length than has

been done by Professor Kiilpe. But the new matter

woidd have considerably increased the expense of the

book, besides breaking the thread of the original exposition.

Moreover, th<5 fact that the work was primarily intended

as a text-book for German students of philosophy should

not make it less interesting or valuable to their English-

speaking contemporariea

CIOBNBLL UNIVEKSITT,

March SOth, 1897.





AUTHOR'S PREFACE

This book has been written to supply a need which my
experience as a teacher had brought home to me. At the

same time, it is meant as a modest contribution to the

philosophical work of the present day. On the one hand,

I have striven to produce an elementary but complete

guide to philosophy, past and present ; and have thus been

led to include in the work facts and arguments which

have hitherto been confined to encyclopaedias of philosophy.

On the other, I have attempted, whether by way of criticism

or by the adoption of a positive attitude to philosophical

aims and problems, to further, or at least to stimulate,

scientific work in the philosophical field. The reader will

find, I hope, that the divergent schools of philosophic

thought and the achievements of individual philosophers,

ancient and modem, are treated with uniform interest and

impartiality, and that the estimate of their value is based

upon good reasons. Nevertheless, I am fuUy aware that

a limited knowledge of the subject-matter, and a certain

inevitable subjectivism in interpretation and selection, place

such formidable obstacles in the path of my best endeavours

that I am very far from realising the ideal which I had

JTI'jpW'l.to.MTffill flihi itiM outset of my undertaking.



TOi Authoi^s Preface.

The law of brevity was imperative, but obedience ex-

ceedingly difficult. Many pages of exposition have been

sacrificed to it; and whether I have always saved the

most important part I cannot venture to decide. Grave

difficulties were also encountered in the choice of works

for citation under the various sections. I have mentioned

those that seemed best adapted to the plan of the work.

I shall be exceedingly grateful for any proposal or sugges-

tion from the philosophical or the general reader— and

I have tried to write for a wider public than is made up

of students of philosophy—which may assist me in the

preparation of a possible second edition.

WCbzbueo,

JwM, 1896.
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INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY

INTRODUCTION

§ I. The Purpose of an Introduction to Philosophy,

1. That the need of an Introduction to Philosophy was felt ia the

past is shown by the record of systematic leetiu'es and the

existence of books upon the subject. That the same need is

felt to-day is proved by the advertisement of introductory lecture

courses in philosophy at most universities. There is, however,

at the present time a curious dearth of books, whether elementary

outUnes or advanced treatises, to be used as supplementary to oral

teaching. Thus we have nothing that can compare for practical

value with the Einleitung in die PMlosophie, by Johann Georg

Walch, 1727, which treated ia three books of philosophy and

philosophical knowledge in general, of the special philosophical

disciplines, and of the philosophical mysteries, and gave its

readers much historical information and numerous literary

references. This work presents a comprehensive and detailed

picture not only of the condition of philosophical thought at

a particular time, but also (in spite of certain peculiar and

erroneous historical statements) of the history of philosophy at

large.

2. But not every Introduction to Philosophy has been written

from thii standpoint. We find that the problem, nominally the

same but variously conceived, has been approached by two

essentially different paths. (1) A first gi-oup of authors attempt

to lead their readers to ^Mloso^pMse^ by enumerating the principal
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pkilosopMcal problems and indicating their solution. An ex-

position of this kind is contained in Suabedias' Zmr Einleitung

in die PhilosopMe, 1827, where it is expressly stated that an

Introduction to Philosophy should point out the way in which

one may oneseK attain to philosophy. For this reason, the

author goes on, it should be "neither a metaphysics nor an

encyclopsedia of philosophicar knowledge, neither a rSsuviS of

the history of philosophy nor a critique of philosophical

systems," but should tell us "what is the nature of philosophy,

i.e., what is the aim of philosophical thinking." A very similar

standpoint is taken up by Simon Erhardt, in hie excellent

Mrdeitung in das Studium der gesamrniem PhilosopMe, 1824.

This clear and systematic little work, which deserves a place

beside Herbert's much better known Lehrbuch zur Uinleitung

in die PhilosopMe (ith edition, 1837), falls into nine sections,

which discuss the idea, object and final purpose of philosophy,

its subdivisions, its sources and the aids to its study, its sub-

jective condition (the philosophical temperament), the relation

of philosophy to the empirical and positive sciences, the problems

which it has to solve, and its history. The writer's general point

of view is that of ScheDing's ' identity ' philosophy.

3. The above-mentioned work of Herbai-t also belongs to this

class of Introductions. Its tone is dogmatic throughout, and its

purpose simply to lead the reader to the understanding and
acceptance of the special philosophy of its author, who, with

this end in view, discusses the essential problems of logic,

metaphysics and practical philosophy (aesthetics). It is only

by an occasional piece of adverse criticism that one learns any-

thing of divergent views, and only from a few historical notes

that one gets a glimpse of the actual development of philosophical

ideas and beliefs ; so that while the book is valuable as a source

of knowledge of Herbart's peculiar philosophical system, it is ia

no sense an Introduction to Philosophy, regarded as an already

existing science.

Lastly, a very recent treatise on the subject, F. Paulsen's

Mnleitung in die PhUosophie (3rd edition, 1895) may, upon
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th.6 whole, be referred to this group. It is true that Paulsen

pays much more attention than Herhart did to the history of

philosophy, and is incomparably more reticent in the matter

of formulating or advocating any personal theories; but the

fact that he confines himself to the problems of metaphysics,

epistemology and ethics, and even accords this last an entirely

subordinate place, shows that he is not attempting a complete

survey of the traditional field of philosophy; while he employs

all the resources of a graceful and attractive literary style to plead

the cause of a consistent modem theory of the universe.

4. (2) A second group of Introductions to' Philosophy is

characterised by the authors' desire to transcend the narrow

limits of individual conviction, and give the reader a bird's-

eye view of the whole extent of philosophy, past and present.

This purpose can be served only by abundant historical citation

and copious literary reference. The attempt made by J. Chr.

Briegleb, in his Einleitv/ng in die philosapMschen Wissenschdftm,

1789, is much less successful than that of "Walch. Briegleb's

historical references are often wrong, and at best very superficial

;

while the bibliography placed at the end of the volume, though

more extensive than the text, is a mere list of titles without

purpose or arrangement. Far more rationally conceived is

Heydenreich's' Encyclopddisehe Einleikmg in das Studium der

Philosqphie, 1793. This autiior is a disciple of Kant, and

draws freely upon the master's work, as well as upon C. L.

Eeinhold's 'elementary' philosophy. He gives a definitioil of

philosophy, works out a philosophical system in detail, goes

on to determine the ultimate purpose of philosophy in general,

and concludes with the statement of certain "rules for the

profitable study"' of the subject. Useful references to modern

philosophical literature are made in their proper places ; but

there is hardly any trace of historical orientation. On the

other hand, we have in von Eeichlin-Meldegg's Einleitung in

die Philosophie, 1870, a critical history of philosophy, which

teUs the reader almost nothing of the range and statu* of

p>.^1n«r>n>.v «.t, t.Tip t.imP. of its pubUcation. Coming to quite
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recent years, we find one work, and one only, which, belongs to

this second class of Introductions : Striimpell's Einleitvmg in die

PhUosqpTiie vom StandpunMe der Geschichte der Philosqphie, 1886.

Although the author is a professed Heibartian, he discusses here,

in a quite impartial spirit, the definition, problems, sub-divisions

and tendencies of philosophy. The various schools are treated by

a strictly historical method, and the criticism is always moderate.

Unfortunately, references to modem literature are entirely lacking,

and the writer's account of the separate philosophical disciphnes

leaves much to be desired on the score of completeness.

5. There can, in our opinion, be little doubt as to which of

these two methods of writing an Introduction to Philosophy

should have the preference. Works of the first type may, no

doubt, stimulate an occasional student to philosophic thought, and-

so lead him to undertake a closer study of philosophy itself. But

if one is trying to gain some real preparation for this study,—^to

find out what has been done in the past, to get a vocabulary of

technical terms, to understand the reasons for the divej^ence of

the schools, and the significance of the supreme efforts of our own
time towards the advancement of philosophical science,—^then

recourse must be had to a work of the second class. In an age

when philosophy was so highly prized by the whole educated

public as it was ia Germany ia the eighteenth century or in Eome
during the last days of the Eepublic, when the chief impulse to

its study was not the desire of knowledge but the hope of personal

happiness and private good forttme, the teacher might, perhaps,

be content simply to lead men to philosophise. But to-day we
hear, only too often, the voice that proclaims the approaching end

of philosophy, or condemns it as a useless superfluity. Judgments

of this kind cannot arise except from ignorance of what philosophy

is and what it means, and cannot be corrected except by an accurate

report of what the main busiuess of philosophy has been in all <

times. And, all this apart, it is hard to see how a student of the

systematic philosophy of our own day can better be sped upon his

course than by an Introduction to Philosophy which pays equal

regard to current doctrines and their historical conditions.
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6. The great advantages possessed by works of the first type,

—

definitenesa of fundamental principles, and the interest which is

lent to all exposition by a warm personal conviction,—are not

whoUy denied to those of the other class. The survey of opposing*

tendencies and changing definitions cannot but impel anyone who

thinks for himseU to indicate what seems to him. to be the probable

solution or explication of the questions under discussion. But in

thus passing the limits of objective statement the writer must

never lose sight of his main purpose, and never suffer his opiaion

to become dogma.

WhUe, then, works of the first category are, as a rule, entirely

without the characteristics which we judge to be valuable iii the

others, it is quite possible to retaiu something of their stimulating

quality while adopting the general plan of books of the second

type. We shall, accordingly, ourselves endeavour in what follows

—presupposing no special knowledge on the reader's part—to give

a short account of the developinent and present status of philo-

sophy. Chapter I. will be devoted to the definition and classification

of philosophy ; Chapter II. to a survey of the separate disciplines

which are now included under the general name of philosophy

;

and Chapter III. to a characterisation of the more ioaportant

schools of philosophic thought. Throughout, our chief aim wiU

be to assist the student in the vmderstanding of lectures and

treatises upon special philosophical topics. The citatiop of the most

important literature of the subjects discussed will also, we may

hope, serve to caU the attention of the beginner to the works

which wUl aid him most in entering upon a more thorough course

of study. In a brief final chapter (Chapter IV.) on the problem

of philosophy and the philosophical system, we shall cast a

glance over the whole range of philosophical investigation, from

the new point of view which we have gained by our critical

consideration of its nature and significance.





CHAPTER I.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION OF PHILOSOPHY

§ 2. The Definition pf Philosophy.

1. A DEFINITION is a determinate relation between certaia

symbols (usually written or spoken words) and the objects which

they indicate. It is, in other words, the meaning of a symbol,

explicitly formulated. Hence any enquiry into the definition of

philosophy must begin by answering the question what the word

'philosophy' means. We are met at once by a great divergence

of opinion as to the significance of the term; so that our first

task will be (c/. §1. 5, 6) to collect and examine those proposed

definitions which have proved most important, i.e., have been

most widely accepted. How far it may be possible to combine the

various formulae into a phrase which shall do equal justice to the

present and the past, we cannot here decide ; we shall recur to the

point in Chapter IV. For the present we confine ourselves to

definitions which have actually been offered, and say nothing of

the ideal definition which we may ultimately find,

2. Little credence is now given to the statement of Heraclides

Ponticus that the use of the word 'philosophy' to denote a

science begins with Pythagoras. Herodotus was, in all probability,

the first to employ the verb ' philosophise
' ; he makes Croesus

tell Solon how he has heard that "from desire of knowledge Solon

has taaversed many lands, philosophising." The phrase "from

desire of knowledge " (Oempirjs dveKev) sounds like a translation of

the participle " philosophising " {(f>iXoa-o^e<ov). Thucydides speaks

in much the same sense of the Athenians in Pericles' incomparable

funeral oration: "We are lovers of wisdom (we philosophise)
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without effeminacy" (<^iAocro^6v/iev aven /uiXaKias). And Cicero

says that knowledge of the best things, and the ability to use

this knowledge, in whatever department they may be acquired,

are termed 'philosophy.' AU these uses of the word indicate

that there is a peculiar province of knowledge which we are

impelled to explore not by any practical need, but by the simple

desire for knowledge itself. Now there can be no doubt that self-

preservation or some other equally practical end lies behind the

first beginnings of aU knowledge. AU the more remarkable, then,

is this distinction of a special province of knowledge, which men
investigate from the pure desire to know, without obtaining any

direct profit for themselves or for the society in which they live.

We employ to-day a single name for such knowledge in aU its

branches, and caU it 'science.' Evidently, then, 'science' and
' philosophy ' spring from a common root.

3. But philosophy came to mean a great deal more than this,

even among the ancients. At first, before its results had been

achieved, we find philosophical activity, philosophising, the centre

of attraction. But as the stock of knowledge increased, and the

thoughts of other generations could be regarded by the objective

light of history, the name was gradually extended to a certain

sum of acquired knowledge, products of this philosophical activity.

When Socrates, pressing the etymological significance of the term,

caUs himself a philosopher (a striver after wisdom), as distinguished

from the Sophists (teachers or possessors of wisdom), he is not

really exalting with a sincere mind the endeavour after knowledge

for knowledge' sake, but rather passing a sceptical judgment upon

the certainty of knowledge or the possibility of knowing. His

disciple Plato takes up a more positive and objective attitude on the

question of what constitutes philosophy. Thus we read, e.g., in

the Theaetetus, of " geometry or any other philosophy "; while in

the Euthydemus we find a general definition of philosophy

regarded as acquisition of knowledge (kt^o-is cTrttrr^/iijs). More
than this : there are passages which define the philosopher as one

whose efforts aim at a knowledge of the eternal,' of the essential

nature of things, and thus give a quite definite objective meaning
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to philosophy. We find a still closer definition in Aristotle's

"first philosophy " (n-j0(0T)j <^iXoo-o^to) and "second philosophy"

or physics. Aristotle means by 'first philosophy' philosophy

proper, the highest or most general philosophy,—that which to-day

is usually entitled metaphysics. But he also employs the word
with technical precision, in its wider sense, as equivalent to

' science,' and as opposed to ' art ' or the ability to make use

of science {rexvr]).—Cf. Bonltz, Index Aristotelicvs, 1870, s.v.

4. The idea of philosophy undergoes yet another change at the

hands of the Stoics and Epicureans. Alongside, or rather in place of,

the strictly scientific meaning of the word, comes an emphasising

of the value of the practical results of philosophic activity, and of

the need for a comprehensive view of the purposes of human Hf9 and

action. Thus Cicero exclaims :
" Philosophy, thou director of our

lives, thou friend of virtue and enemy to vice ! What were we,

what were the life of man at aU, but for thee 'i " The individu-

alistic thought of these schools found its chief interest in the

endeavour after practical capacity or happiness. At the same time

certain special fields of Imowledge, such as mathematics and

astronomy, begin to assume the rank of independent sciences.

It would be difficult to extract from the definitions of phUo-

Bophy which we have mentioned hitherto any abstract formula

which should be valid fOr all alike. Without attempting anything

of the sort, we may, however, call the reader's attention to the fact

that one and all lay special emphasis upon the natural desire for

knowledge as an end in itself. This view also found representation

in the middle ages, when the term philosophy was applied to

knowledge attained by the natural light
i
of reason, as contradis-

tinguished from the supernatural knowledge owed to revelation.

Philosophy thus comes to mean systematised natural knowledge.

5. The same distinction appears in the definition of pMlosophy

as scientia saeeularis, worldly wisdom or temporal science; for

those who accepted it could not, of course, admit that any but

temporal matters, the things of this world, were iUuminable by

the natural bVht of bi]Tna.n reason. Even the rise of modem
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philosopliy produced no apparent change in this point of view;

the only difference is that the value set upon temporal wisdom

increases with marked rapidity, and that there is manifested a

growing tendency to grant the claims of reason to be the sole and

exclusive instrument for the attainment of real knowledge. In

the writings of Descartes or Cartesius (1596-1650), the 'father

of modem philosophy,' we find explicit acceptance of this stand-

point; certain knowledge can be gained only through philosophy,

and established only upon a philosoj^cal basis. Here again, i.e.,

philosophy stands simply for science, as it did in the ancient world.

In England, the differentiation of temporal wisdom and theology

was longer lived. The dominant note, both in Bacon's (1561-

1626) classification of the sciences according to the, faculties of

knowledge,—^in which philosophy is derived from reason,—and in

Hobbes' (1588-1679) definition of philosophy as the knowledge of

causal connections, would seem to be the same with that of mediseval

thought. And the supposition is confirmed by the fact that the

English universities have retained scholastic forms longer than any

others, and that even to-day certain uses of 'philosophical' carry

us back to the older and wider meaniug of the word. Further to

notice ia this connection are the curiously hard and fast distinction

between knowledge and beUef, and the absence of a metaphysics,

in the strict sense of the term, which are characteristic of English

philosophy. Philosophy is made to do service in the investiga-

tions undertaken by the separate sciences] it remains specifically

scientific, and is thus i^ept upon the safe ground of experience,

and deals with facts of universal validity.

6. The chief end of continental philosophy, on the other

hand, has been to accomplish a rational unification of knowledge

and belief by help of a metaphysics erected by scientific methods

upon a scientific basis. Descartes beHeved that the principal aim

of philosophy was the complete knowledge of aU things know-

able, and that this involved the discovery of one supreme and

final principle, from which every fact of knowledge might be

rationally deduced. Later on Christian Wolff (1679-1754)

defined philosophy as the "scientia possibOium, quatenus esse
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possunt," ».£., as the science of the possible, so far as it can

become actual. For him too, that is, the task of philosophy

consists in the estahlishment of most general principles, from

which the data of knowledge can be derived. Nor is there

any great difference of outlook in Kant's (1724-1804) definition

of philosophical knowledge as "rational knowledge from con-

cepts," in J. G. Fichte's (1762-1814) view of philosophy as a

"science of knowledge" (Wissenscfiaftslehre), or in Hegel's

(1770-1831) definition of it as a "science of the absolute."

So we come by easy gradations to the definition of philosophy

as the 'science of principles,' which is generally current at the

present time. The definition proposed by Ueberweg (tl871)

takes precisely this form; and the tendency of many modern

philosophers to regard epistemology and logic as the sole or

at least the central disoiphnes of a scientific philosophy is an

indication of substantial agreement with his view.

7.- But our survey would be incomplete if we failed to take

account of some other attempts to formulate an unitary definition

of philosophy. The rapid growth of the special sciences has led

certain modern philosophers to assign philosophy a place among

them, or to look upon it as supplementary to them. The original

relation of the two departments of knowledge is thus reversed:

philosophy has ceased to be the necessary presupposition of the

work done by individual sciences, and this has come to be

recognised as an adequate basis for philosophical labours.

Herbart (1776-1841) approaches this point of view when he

defines philosophy as the "working over of concepts,'' and

explains that to 'work over' means, lq the concrete case, to

classify, correct and supplement by determination of relative

value. Philosophy accordingly falls for him into three maia

divisions: logic, metaphysics and practical philosophy^ or

8Bsthetics {if. §1. 3). Even here, then, we find that certain

concepts are recognised as given, as data of experience. The

same fundamental thought, expressed in greatly improved form,

recurs in Wundt, who states that the problem of philosophy

is the unification of all knowledge obtained by the special
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Boiences in a consistent whole; and in Paulsen, who defines

philosophy as the sum total of aU scientific knowledge. Such

a view evidently regards philosophy as supplementary to the

separate sciences, as something which they may, perhaps, he

able to do without; and there can be no doubt that this idea

of the business of philosophy is widely prevalent at the present

time. Of less influence is the position held by Beneke

(1798-1854) and Lipps, who assert that philosophy is psychology,

or the science of the inner experience, .and that it must therefore

be looked upon as co-ordinate with natural science.
~~

S. It is evident that none of these modem delBnitions seeks

to appreciate or explain philosophy considered as a product of

historic development ; they are intended rather to give expression

to the j)ersonal opinions of independent thinkers aa to the best

possible way of pursuing the study of philosophy at a particular

time. Hence, while they may appeal to us as programmes for

determinate systems, or as apt rSsumSs of the views of individual

philosophers, they cannot be regarded as attempts to summarise

the permanent characteristics of philosophy in a formula of

universal validity. As it is a matter of indifference for our

immediate purpose which of the more general definitions of

philosophy we adopt, we will take that proposed by TJeberweg

{ef. above, §2. 6), and try by its aid to iLLiistrate the relation

of philosophy to allied fields of thought. As a science of

'principles,' philosophy differs from the special sciences in

that it is restricted to those most general concepts which they

employ, but do not explain. Every science speaks of conditions,

laws, forces, possibilities, realities, etc. ; but no single discipline

can undertake a comprehensive discussion of these and similar

terms, if only for the reason that they are applied in the most

diverse spheres, and by no means always endowed with the

same attributes. As a 'science,' philosophy falls under the

general heading of products of mental activity, while it is dis-

tinguished from other members of the same class, e.g., from art

and religion, by its endeavour to assure the universal validity of

its statements.
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9. The fbllowing criticisms may be passed upon this definition

of philosophy:

—

(a) The fact that philosophy has always had an individual

significance, i.e., that it has been the work of particular philoso-

phers, may well make us hesitate to predicate the term ' science

'

of the sum total of philosophic achievement. We do not speak

of Helmholta' or Maxwell's physics, of Berzelius' or Liebig's

chemistry, of Eanke's or Taiae's history, of Savigny's or Wachter's

jurisprudence. If the name of an individual occurs in the expo-

sition of any of these sciences, it is only that some definite

discovery may be accredited to its author, or some definite hypo-

thesis, which has not met with general acceptance, be associated

with those investigators upon whose authority it rests. Philosophy

is to a much greater degree the work of particular men ; and it is

as yet only ia certain of the philosophical discipliues that we can

see personal opinions beginning to consolidate about a nucleus of

generally accepted laws.

(B) But neither does philosophy deal with 'principles,' in all

the departments of knowledge which pass imder its name. Ethics,

e.g., purports tb be a direct scientific investigation of the facts and

laws of the moral life, and to state the conditions which must be

fulfilled by every action which is to be made the matter of a moral

judgment. .Esthetics, in the same way, is the science of the facts

and laws of aesthetic pleasure. Neither of these two disciplines,

which are universally ascribed to philosophy, can be regarded by

the impartial critic as anything else than a special science (c/. §§9
and 10),—^unless, indeed, he is prepared to accept a definition of

philosophy as bizarre as that proposed by Lotze, who declared that

it is the investigation of the thoughts which constitute our princi-

ples of j]idgment in daily life and in the separate sciences. And
even then it would not be hard to show that the definition, generous

as it looks, cannot cover a very considerable portion of the field of

philosophic work.

"We must conclude, then, that one of the commonest of current

definitions of philosophy is inadequate in its statement, both of

tiie 'genus proximum' and of *V 'differentia specifiea.' The
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conclusion, serves to justify the attempt, which we propose to

make later on, to find a better definition of the essential purpose

of philosophy.

Note.—We sometimes read of 'sources' of philosopMcal activity,

phUosophy being regarded as the product of a definite impulse or

emotion. Plato, e.g., makes wcynder (ggijg<ifay),_ and Herbart dmM,, the

"oE^n of pEIosopI^^"' BuTCTiriosity as to the existence or nature of

sometTui^, and doubt as to the correctness or validity of some state-

ment, are emotions which underlie advance in aU departments of

science, and can be brought into special relation to philosophy only by
the instancing of some peculiarity in phUosophie subject-matter, by
which they are there aroused. In saying this, however, we do not wish

to deny that a special capacity or specific talent is the presupposition of

a successful handling of philosophical c[uestions.

LiTBEATUKE.
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§ 3. TAe Classification of Philosophy.

1. Classification in philosophy must always be classification along

the lines laid down by a definition of philosophy. Hence the

difierences of definition which we have discussed in preceding

paragraphs mean corresponding differences of classification. As a

matter of fact, however, not every philosopher who has given us a

more or less clear definition of philosophy has also attempted a

definite classification of his subject-matter. The earliest of which

we have record is that of Plato. Plato distinguishes, in treatment

though not in name, between three disciplines : dialectics, physics

and ethics. Dialectics embraces epistemology and metaphysics ; it

is a science of ideas or concepts, of the essential nature^ thingsl

Physics includes natural science, natural philosophy and psy-

chology, and can therefore, pertaps, be best rendered by the phrase

•natural knowledge.' Lastly, ethics covers for Plato the same
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field that it does for us, i.e., is the scienue which deals with moral

conduct. It is plain that this specification of parts of philosophy

does not constitute a system, in any tnie sense of the word, but is

intended simply to bring out some of the more prominent

characteristics of the science. But its adoption by the Stoics

and Epicureans made it of great influence upon subsequent philo-

sophic thought, and it dominated philosophy as late as, and even

later than, the middle ages.

2. The influence of the Platonic classification is also due, in part,

to the fact that no systematic arrangement of the philosophical

disciplines had come down from Aristotle. It is true that

Aristotle is customarily accredited with the division of philosophy

into theqietiCj^^practical and poetic, pn__the_^strength...of , the.

sentence: irScra Stavota r\ TrpaKTiKri ^ TroirjTiKrj rj OewprjriK'q. But we

have seen (cf. § 2. 3) that Aristotle knew and employed a much

narrower definition of philosophy j and as the divisions of his

system show no traces of any such triple distinction, it seems

probable that the word Sidvoia should not be translated 'philo-

sophy.' On the other hand, we find a little further on the phrase

<f>iXocro<j)ia.i deotprjTiKal used to cover the sciences of mathematics,

physics and theology; so that we are bound to assume, at least,

that Aristotle recognised a complementary ' practical ' philosophy.

However this may be, it is readily intelligible that the AristoteHan

definitions could have but little influence upon later thought.

At the beginning of modern philosophy we are met by a

comprehensive classification of pHlpsophy upon an entirely new

principle. It occurs in Bacon's work (1623) De dignitate ot

aiigmentia scientiarum {of. § 2. 5). Bacon begins by classifying the

faculties of knowledge, and thus enunciates for the first time a

principle that has never since wanted for advocates,—the principle

that psychological enquiry must form the basis of all philosophy,

indeed of all science. The faculties of knowledge are memory,

imagination and understanding or reason. From the first arises

the science of history; from the second, poetry; while reason gives

us philosophy. Philosophy itself is subdivided according to its

subject-matter. It maj^ be concerned with God, nature or man,
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and falls accordingly into three parts, entitled theology, natural

philosophy and anthropology. Within each of these departments

Bacon draws a further distinction between practical and theoretical

investigation, and in this way, and hy the more exact specification

of subject-matter, splits up the three primary disciplines into

various other sciences. The far-reaching influence of this com-

prehensive classification of the sciences is attested by the fact

that d'Alembert kept it practically unchanged in his Discours

preliminaire to the famous Uncydopedie (1751 ff.).

3. The fruitfulness of the new principle is further evidenced by

the classification of philosophy proposed by C. "WoUf (c/. § 2. 6),

which also has its root in psychology. Wolff distinguishes a

facultas cognoscitiva and a facuUas appetitiva, a faculty of know-

ledge and a faculty of desire, and so obtains two main divisions

of philosophy, the theoretical Imetaphysica) and the practical.

The classification proceeds on the basis of subject-matter.

Theoretical philosophy, which has to do with God, the mind

and the world, falls into theology, psychology and cosmology

(physics). Behind these special theoretical disciplines Mes the

fundamental science of ontology, whose business is the discussion

of the most general concepts of the understanding (categories).

Practical philosophy, in its turn, is divided into ethics, economics

and politics, which treat of man respectively as an individual, as

member of a family, and as citizen of a state.^ These, too,

have their fundamental science, 'general practical philosophy.'

A general introduction to both the practical and theoretical

philosophies is afforded by logic, which Wolff considered to

be a purely formal discipliae. Lastly, this whole arrange-

ment is crossed, and to a certain extent interfered with, by

a classification in terms of the method employed in the

separate philosophical sciences. The mathematical method of

deduction, which derives facts from most general principles, is

pronounced to be intrinsically preferable; but an induction,

which starts out from individual facts, is also recommended

1 Similar divisions of the 'practical philosophy' of theii mastei had
already been made by the Aristotelians.
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and expounded. WoMf accordingly opposes the rational to the

empirical disciplines. Alongside of rational theology stands

experimental theology or teleology; and we have similarly a

rational and empirical cosmology or physics, and a rational and

empirical psychology. The opposition is primarily no more than

a difference in manner of exposition; the contents of the science

remains the same, but the methods followed are divergent.

None the less it contains within it the suggestion of a separation

of philosophy from the special sciences, of which before "Wolffs

time we find but little trace. Originally, cosmology or physics

covered the whole field of natural knowledge. Later on,

philosophers availed themselves of the two different terms, in

order to give convenient expression to the difference between

the investigations of natural philosophy and natural science.

4. The most important classification of philosophy in modem
times is that given by Hegel. He distinguishes a science of the

origin of absolute knowledge from a specific exposition of its

contents. The former he caUs the ' phenomenology ' of mind.

This sets forth six stages in the gradual development of know-

ledge, until it reaches its culmination in 'absolute knowing.'

The method by which these stages are developed is logical,

not psychological : it is the method of ' dialectic,' which Hegel

employed with such rigorous consistency. The keynote of the

dialectic is that the higher stages of knowledge do not simply

replace the lower, but take up all that is good in these into

themselves; so that the highest stage, of absolute knowledge,

contains in it the truth of all the lower stages. Hegel defines

'logic' as the science that treats of the contents of absolute

knowledge, which he developes, by the same dialectic method,

from the universal contentiess concept of being to the absolute

idea, the richest in contents of all concepts; Logic gives rise

to two special philosophical disciplines,—the 'philosophy of

nature' and the 'philosophy of mind.'

We find a similar set of divisions, despite a wide difference

of general standpoiat, in Wundt's classification of philosophy.

We may first of all, Wundt savs, enauire into the origin of th§
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whole contents of knowledge: this enquiry is the task of episte-

mology. But, secondly, we may investigate this same contents

with reference to the systematic connection of the principles of

knowledge : this enquiry is the task of a ' theory of principles.'

This falls again into a general theory of principles, or metaphysics,

and a special theory of principles, which may in its turn be sub-

divided into the philosophy of nature and the philosophy of mind.

It is clear that this classification is at bottom very similar to that

of Hegel; though* the divergence in method and the restricted

meaning of the phrase 'theory of principles' are more than

sufficient to differentiate the two.

Herbart's classification has already been mentioned (§2. 7).

We cannot here discuss certain quite recent attempts to furnish

a new classification of philosophy.

5. Eemembering our definition of philosophy as a science of

principles (§ 2. 8), we must now raise the question in what

sense such a science is capable of division into separate disci-

plines. It is plain that, if subdivision is to be possible, the

term 'principles' must be so defined as to admit of it; and a

definition of the kind, recognising the distinction of classes under

the general rubric 'principles,' seems to be implicit, in Wundt's

assumption of a general and special theory of principles. But no

attempt at a systematic classification of the disciplines which rank

as 'philosophical' can be successful, so long as no single and

universally acceptable definition of philosophy can be found.

Indeed, it is not diG&cult to show that all the classifications quoted

above fail to accomplish their purpose. In ihe first pla«e, we
must take exception to the idea of a 'philosophy of mind.' If

the phrase means a philosophical consideration of the mental

sciences, philology, jurisprudence, history, etc., there is no place

made for ethics and aesthetics: while the statement that psy-

chology is ttie fundamental discipline of these mental sciences does

but scant justice to the peculiar position which it occupies in

general philosophy. This apart, however, we can see that there is

absolutely no hope of success for any attempt at a systematic

classification on the basis of a single and universally acceptable
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definition of philosophy. We have only to look at history, to

rememher that disciplines once accounted philosophical have now
lost that title ; in a word, to recall the changes of meaning that

the term philosophy has undergone (§2). "Wolff, e.g., did not

hesitate to include empirical psychology and physics under philo-

sophy; while Wundt regards the former as a special science, and

accordingly excludes it from the circle of philosophical disciplines,

and experimental physics has long been treated independently of

philosophy, as a special natural science. Descartes stiU regarded

medicine and mechanics as parts of philosophy, and Newton called

his famous masterpiece, Naturalis^ pMlosophiae prineipia mathe-

matica, without having the least intention of writing a 'natural

philosophy' in the present sense of the words. A. Comte (1798-

1857) and Herbert Spencer have made sociology a part of philo-

sophy, thus filling a gap left by Bacon in his classification of the

sciences ; but the time seems not far distant when it, too, wiE cut

loose from philosophy, and take rank as a separate science. If

philosophy were a single science, with a permanent and definite

subject-matter, aU this change of opinion with regard to its

divisions and subdivisions would be quite incomprehensible.

6. A critical examination of current classifications, then, has

led us to the same result as oitr investigation of the customary

definition of philosophy. The original problem still confronts us

;

and we find fresh reason for the endeavour to lay down a new
definition of philosophy, which shall be adequate to all that is of

universal validity in its natmre and contents.

We must, however, adopt some sort of classification for the

survey of the admittedly pMlosophical disciplines which we shall

essay in the following Chapter. JFor this preliininaiy purpose we
may divide up our subject-matter into general and special philo-

sophical disciplines, the former having reference to the whole

contents of our knowledge, whether as its presupposition, com-

pletion or exposition, the latter only to certain departments of

scientific achievement. We say nothing at all here upon the

question whether or not the sciences mentioned under the head

of special philosophical disciplines deserve the general name of
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philosophy in the light of any definition hitherto proposed. 'Our

sole purpose in making the classification is to obtain a thread upon

which to hang our discussion of the different sciences which are

to-day generally regarded as philosophicalj—to satisfy the demands

of logic without committing ourselves to any definite conception

of philosophy as a whole. Among the general philosophical

disciplines we include metaphysics, logic and epistemology

;

among the special, natural philosophy, psychology, ethics and

the philosophy of law, aesthetics, the philosophy of religion and

the philosophy of history. Sociology is here embraced under

the title 'philosophy of history.'

LiTEEATURB.
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CHAPTER II.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL DISCIPLINES

A. THE GENERAL PHILOSOPHICAL DISCIPLINES

§ 4. Metaphysics,

1. The name ' metapiiysics ' is of purely accidental origia. The

editors of Aristotle's writings placed his most general investigations

after the works on natural science and natural philosophy, and

since the latter were called ra (ftvartKo,, the former were naturally

known as to, /iera rot ^uo-uca. This arrangement, origiQally chrono-

logical only, was later looked upon as logically correct j and it is no

unusual thing to find philosophers, even as late as the eighteenth

century, judicially discussing the double meaning of the /nera. The

Aristotelian metaphysics treated of the most general determinations

of being, and attempted to elaborate a theory of the universe. Hence

it is by no means true to say that Aristotle created the science to

which his writings have furnished a name : metaphysics had

already been studied by the philosophers of both the earlier and

later Ionian schools,—among others, by Plato. The term

•dialectics,' which occurs in Plato (c/. §3. 1), covers the dis-j

OTission of topics similar to those examined by the AristoteHanj

metaphysics. At a later time, however, the word fell into dis-i

repute, through its scholastic associations. Dialectics was one of|

the regular subjects in the curriculum of the schools of the middle;

ages, but came to be regarded as nothing more than an apprentice-|

ship in hairsplitting and barren disputation. Nevertheless,!

Schleiermacher (1768-1834) revived the term, to cover meta-

physical and eniateinnlocncal disquisitions ; and Hegel brought it

ai
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into temporary favour by his Tise of the dialectical method

{cf. § 3. 4). More recently stiU, E. Diilmng has called his acute

essay on space, tune, causality and infinity 'natural dialectics'

(1865).

2. Keeping to our definition of philosophy as a science of

principles (§2. 8), we must regard metaphysics as the science

of the most general principles. It wiU, therefore, be concerned

with such concepts as those of being, becoming, possibility,

actuality, necessity, etc. Many philosophers, however, fdllowing

WoMF, have regarded these matters as the subject of a special

branch of metaphysics, ontology. Lotze, e.^., divides his meta-

physics (2nd ed., 1884 j Eng. trs., 1887) into ontology, cosmology

and psychology, and assigns to the first-named the duty of deciding

the most general determinations of beiag. Prom another point of

view, metaphysics has been conceived of as a theory of the real,

in contradiction to the theory of the phenomenal, which is

furnished by the special sciences.^ Its problem would then be the

cognition of the seK-existent, of that which must be regarded as

existing, absolutely, behind the world of appearances. We find

this idea of metaphysics in Descartes and Spinoza (1632-1677),

Leibnia (1646-1716) and Herbart, Schopenhauer (1788-1860)

and E. von Hartmann; though the reasons that each of these

philosophers gives for regarding such a science as possible differ

pretty widely from those given by the others. Metaphysics, then,

takes shape as a theory of the universe ; something which rounds

off and in a certain measure corrects the knowledge attained by

the separate sciences. And it is in this meaning of metaphysics

that we have the root of that individuality which characterises

not it alone but all philosophy. Eor a theory of the universe,

to use popular language, is not only the work of the 'under-

standing,' not only an intellectual analysis and recomposition of

scientific data, but also the creation of 'feeling' and 'wiU,' of a

mind which approaches those data with definite needs and require-

ments. It must satisfy the demands not only of the intellect, but

also of the wUl,—^in more general phrase, of human life. Hence

it is this sense of the word metaphysics that phUosopheis have in
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view wlieii they distinguisli a wliole niunlier of divergent

' schools
' ; the terms monism and dualism, materialism and spirit-

ualism, etc., stand for metaphysical opposites. Even Kant, who
set out to rob metaphysics of its title to existence as a part of_

scientific knowledge, admitted that he was dealing with an

irrepressible requirement of human reason, and did not for a

moment believe that his criticism had made aU attempts at

metaphysics impossible,

3. The chief result of Kant's ' critique of aU metaphysics ' is the

proof that every metaphysics must be preceded by an investigation

into the limits of our faculty of knowledge. It is on this account

that Kant is known as the representative of a 'critical' philo-

sophy. His demonstration of the unscientific character of current

metaphysical essays in aU the three departments of theoretical

philosophy distinguished by WoUf—rational psychology, cosmology

and theology—is irrefragable. It runs somewhat as follows.

(1) The conclusion of rational psychology, the assumption of

an imperishable and substantial mind, rests upon a paralogism oi

erroneous inference : it involves argument from the ' I ' familiar

to everyone as logical subject to an 'I' as substantial existence.

(2) Cosmology makes certain statements with regard to the

spatial, temporal and causal attributes of the universe, and

declares that they possess universal validity. The claim is un-

'

founded : for precisely opposite assertions can be demonstrated to

be equally worthy of credence. Thus arise what are known as the

' cosmological antinomies.' The finitude and infinitude of space,

time and causality are proven with equal cogency.

(3) Finally, Kant subjects the customary proofs of the existence

of God offered by rational theology—the ontological, cosmological

and physico-theological—to a destructive criticism, and again suc-

ceeds in showing that the methods of proof employed are

scientifically inadequate. We cannot argue from the idea of a

supreme or most perfect being to his existence ; we cannot infer a

final cause from the fact of an order of nature in the universe ; and

we cannot conclude from the purposive course of natural phenomena

that it is the work of a supreme regulating intelligence (q^. §22).
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To the metaphysical ideas which find treatment in these

different connections, Kant opposes the extremely happy and

fruitful conception of a 'regulative principle.' He nnderstands

by this an hypothesis which is intended to regulate scientific

investigation, without putting forward any daims of its own to

independent significance, i.e., a highest principle which owes its

place simply to considerations of expediency. Since in the scientific

investigation of nature, e.g., it is convenient to set out from the

assumption of the infinity of the universe, this, and not the

contrary assumption of its finitude, is raised to the rank of a

regulative principle ; but its adoption does not pledge the investi-

gator to include the metaphysical doctrine of infinity in his general

theory of the universe. When, however, Kant comes to discuss

the question of the freedom or determination of the will, he is led

to the conclusion that we may at least assert the possibility of an

uncaused beginning of any series of events, provided that they lie

outside the sphere of phenomena—the only objects of scientific

knowledge—or of possible experience. It was on this basis that

Kant, later on, worked out his metaphysics of ethics, in which he

demanded the acceptance of freedom of the wilL

4. The post-Kantian philosophy is perhaps more rife in meta-

physical speculation than that of any other period. "We shall

look for metaphysics, however, less in the works of the ' idealists,'

Fichte, ScheDing and Hegel, than in Kant's 'realistic' followers,

Herbart and Schopenhauer. For the realists made an express

attempt to obtain knowledge of the essential nature of things, to

get an idea of the character of the ' thing in itself,' which Kant
believed to lie behind the world of phenomena, but which he

declared, in his critical, discussion of the limits of human know-

ledge, to be whoUy inaccessible to scientific determination. Fichte,

ScheUing and Hegel, on the other hand, desired primarily merely

to systematise the Kantian philosophy. G. L. Reinhold (1758-

1823) began in the same way, with the search for a general

principle valid for the whole faculty of knowledge. The result

of his efforts was a supreme principle of ideation, by means

of which unity was brought into the critique of pure reason,
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Kant's theoretical philosophy. 'JFichte went a step farther,

endeavouring tp trace hack hoth the critique of pure reason and

the critique of practical reason (the ethics) to ultimate prin-

ciples. The concept of the self proved to he best adapted to

his purpose : Kant makes it a final logical presupposition of know-

ledge, i.e., of the theoretical philosophy; and 'will' is defined

in the practical philosophy as the thing in itself which Hes behind

the complex of phenomena constituting the nature of man. The

idea of the ego can thus be regarded as the culmination of Kant's

,

theoretical and practical philosophy alike. Schelling (1775-1854)

and Hegel, with the same end in view, rose to a yet higher

abstraction. Schelling introduced the idea of absolute identity as

the supreme principle of aU philosophical knowledge; Hegel

made use of the corresponding idea of absolute existence, or,

simply, of the ' absolute.'

It is evident from the above historical sketch that for these

three philosophers metaphysics was a secondary result, not a

chief end of philosophical enquiry. Indeed, Hegel's recognition

of thought and being, reason and reality, as two completely

distinct fields, is a sufficiently clear indication of his rejection

of a special metaphysics as science of the existential nature

of thingEi The modem tendency to make Hegel's 'speculative'

metaphysics responsible for the general discredit iato ' which

philosophy subsequently fell is, therefore, historically unjusti-

fiable. Hegel's undertaking was, as a matter of fact, conceived

entirely in the spirit of latter-day science ; he planned to give

a comprehensive logical deduction and exposition of things as

they were. Objection cannot be taken to his intention, but

only to his manner pf carrying it out.

5. In England metaphysics has never succeeded in obtaining

a permanent foothold. English philosophy is an expressly

empirical philosophy; and it seems never to have occurred to

the great English thinkers, even as a possible problem, to

combine natujal philosophy and psychology with ethics, and

so to approach the questions which form the peculiar subject-

matter of continental metaphysics They will have philosophy
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studied just as if it were a special science, or at least employed

for the fvirtherance of the special (more particularly the natural)

sciences. The few exceptions—Berkeley (1685-1753) and some

of the Scottish philosophers—simply serve to prove the rule.

This position wilh regard to metaphysics has recently been

defended in detail by Herbert Spencer, and has become known

as agnosticism, Spencer admits the existence of an absolute,

corresponding to Kajit's thing iu itself, and lying behind the

world of phenomena, but makes aU knowledge consist in

relations, and thus leaves the absolute indefinable,—not even

to be characterised by any negative statement that might serve

to determine its nature. The thinkers of this school are also

frequently called positivists. Positivism originally meant the

conception of philosophy expounded by A. Comte in his Cours

de pJdlosqphie positive (6 vols., 1830-42); the idea of philosophy

as nothing more than a systematisation of the special sciences.

Recently, however, the name has been used with a wider signifi-

cation, and there are not a few philosophers at the present day

who might properly be classed- as positivists. Characteristic of

the positivist attitude are the rejection of aU metaphysics, and

the recognition of philosophy as a universal science and of

experience as the sole source and sole object of knowledge. •

In this sense of the term, David Hume (1711-1776) was a

positivist. E. Laas, whose book on ' Idealism and Positivism

'

(3 vols., 1879-1884) is a critical and historical account of the

differences between these two great branches of philosophical

thought, puts the dawn of positivism as far back as the sophist

Protagoras. And the Neo-Kantians of our own time, whose

chief representatives are F. A. Lange (t 1875), H. Cohen,

P. Natorp, K. Lasswitz, etc., have by their insistence upon the

critical side of Kant's teaching taken up an attitude to meta-

physics which shows the closest resemblance to that of positivism.

6. We cannot decide between these conflicting-epinions until we

have definitely marked out the field of metaphysics. If we under-

stand by metaphysics what is still sometimes understood by it,

the theory of the most general concepts employed for tho
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determination of empirical data (c/. § 4. 2), no objection can be

urged against its claim to scientific recognition. Its pursuit would

be entirely confined within the limits of possible experience, and

could not of itself lead to any general view of the universe. "We

beHeve, however, that a metaphysics of this kind is best called

' epistemology,' since (as we shall have occasion to show later in

,

detail : c/l § 5) it is precisely the investigation of the most general

-determinations of empirical data which constitutes the peculiar

problem of that science. We accordingly exclude it from meta^

physics.

There now remains for metaphysics nothing but the elabora-

tion of a theory of the universe. That such a theory must

transcend the limits of possible experience needs no special proof

the gaps in our knowledge are obvious enough. It is only

against this second conception of metaphysics, therefore, that

criticism, agnosticism and positivism can bring any valid argu-

ments. But even here we cannot admit that their attack is wholly

justified, or even that it is in keeping with the spirit of the

Kantian philosophy. Poif metaphysics is, surely, to be combated

and driven back within its borders only when it puts forth a claim

to universal scientific validity. As an irrepressible requirement of

the human reason it wiU stiU. maintain its ground wherever a

theory of the universe is found indispensable, and religion—the

only other ministrant to similar needs—^proves unable to supply a

comprehensive view of life and the world. The motives from

which religion took its origin are whoUy practical. Its office is to

assure an encouraging outlook, to provide a firm foundation, for

the life of moral action and moral endeavour. But the ideas in

which its purpose is realised are subject to the natural influences

of scientific progress. Hence the desire must soon arise for a

reconciliation or compromise between scientific laws on the one

hand and the imperishable elements in religious conviction on the

other. The details of such a compromise wiU differ at different

times, since the postulates advanced upon the scientific side are

constantly changing. But the reconciliation itself has always been

entrusted to metaphysics.—In our opinion, then, metaphysics is a
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theory of the universe, based partly upon practical motives, partly

upon the demand for a consistent roxmding-off of scientific know-

ledge. With the stones suppUed by the special sciences, at some

given stage of their development, for its building material, it erects

a complete and comprehensive structure, wherein each separate

scientific fact finds its modest but definite and recognised place.

And in the second instance it takes account of those practical

requirements which have necessarily determined the first beginnings

of every theory of the universe. Metaphysics thus appears as a

science, in the sense that scientific knowledge constitutes the only

real basis of metaphysical enquiry. At the same time, it can

never attain to the scientific ideal, and become a system of

universally valid propositions, for the simple reason that the

continual progress of scientific knowledge prevents the final

co-ordination of underlying facts, and compels us to supplement

what is known by more or less probable hypotheses.^

7. If we ask under what conditions the need of a theory

of the universe, however differently satisfied, is universally

felt, we are met primarily by the four following: (1) some

measure of uncertainty in poUtical and legal relations; (2)

insecurity and discomfort in the affairs of social Hfe; (3) lack

of exact knowledge of natural processes, and of the means

whereby they can be adapted to himian ends ; and (4) insufficient

experience of one's own inner hfe, and of the prerequisites of

self-control. Whenever, that is to say, the external and internal

worlds in which the individual is obHged to pass his hfe leave

him dissatisfied because things are of this complexion or are not

of that, there arises a desire for a more ideal existence, such as

can best be pictured by help of a new theory of the universe.

And these are also the influences which lead to the adoption

of a metaphysics. Now and again the metaphysical spirit seizes

on a population already stirred by other and similar impulses,

1 The reader should compare with this paragraph Wundfs original

attempt {System der PMlosopMe, 1889) to derive the right of meta-

physics to transcend experience from sumlar procedure within the

limits of the special sciences.
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and is confirmed and reinforced by their presence. Thus "Wolff's

systematisation of Leibniz' theory of the universe came before

the German public at a time when the intellectual and emotional

life of the nation, in the most widely different departments of

activity, was eminently favourable to its reception. WoMPs idea

of reality as something accidental and confused, something

calcidated rather to hinder the advancement of knowledge than

to furnish its necessary basis, and the correspondingly high value

which he set upon clear and distinct rational knowledge, upon

thought and understanding, coincided with a rationalistic art,

a pedantic etiquette in the intercourse of daily life, and an

universal preference for the subtle and artificial. Hence it is

not surprising that his doctrines displaced scholasticism and

Cartesianism in the universities, that they were heard from the

pulpit, and that they furnished the principles upon which

children's books were written. Nor were the sciences—theology,

jurisprudence, medicine—^behindhand : they investigated and ex-

pounded upon WoMan Unes. Special societies were established

for the propagation of the truth according to "WoMf, and even

belles lettres became, under his influence, a refinement of mental

gymnastic that could be taught and learned. Contrast with this

universal participation in a philosophical theory of the universe

the spirit of our own time, with its delight in the real, its rich

store of scientific knowledge, its vast material improvements and

its high standard of social weU-being

!

8. This general change of view has, of course, left its imprint

upon, the metaphysics of our day. Slowly but surely the relation

between reason and reality has been altering. Kant still inclined

upon the whole to place the rational above the real, though he

recognised that reality was at least the necessary starting-point

for any extension of human knowledge. But it was Hegel who

taught us to see that the real and the rational must be coincident,

i.e., must be given equal weight in a theory of the universe.

Lotee went further, dedaring that reality is much richer than

our thought; and, lastly, Wundt makes the directly experienced

reality of the 'obieot of idea' not only the foundation of hia
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epistemology, but the end and aim of metaphysical enquiry

into the ultimate nature of things. Indeed, "Wundt does not

hesitate to assert that the rational determiaatioti of certain

aspects or constituents of this direct reality, as it is undertaken

by the special sciences, and more particularly by natural science

and psychology, depends upon a whoUy artificial distinction, and

leads to results which are merely conceptual, not real. Here

we have the relation between reason and reality completely

reversed; and the change is strictly paralleled by a reversal of

the values attached to them ia popular estimation.

A survey of the literature of metaphysics would mean a survey

of the philosophical systems of aU ages. We will, therefore, only

mention here two short treatises written from different points of

view, and on that account well calculated to bring home to the

reader the lack of universal validity in metaphysical expositions.

They are the Gruncbiige der Metwphysik, by K. Dieterich (1885), and
the Elemente der Metarphysik, by P. Deussen (2nd edition, 1890 ; trs.

1894). The ilrst-mentioned author is a follower of Lotze, the latter

of Schopenhauer.

§ 5. Epistemology,

1. In the wider sense of the term, epistemology or theory of

knowledge means the science of the material and formal principles

of knowledge ; in its narrbwer sense, it is the discipline which is

exclusively concerned with the material principles of knowledge.

The word 'logic' is also often used in a broad sense to cover

the whole field, while a more restricted usage confines it to the

science of the formal principles of knowledge. We shall employ

both terms only in their more limited meanings, regarding logic

and epistemolo^ as two complementary sciences, the one of

which treats of the most general contents, the other of the

most general forms of knowledge. Both together may be said

to constitute the ' science of knowledge ' (in Fichte's terminology,

WissefmchaftsMire : cf. § 2. 6).

For the ancients epistemology did not exist as a separate

discipline. Plato included epistemological investigations under

what ha calls dialectics {cf. §3. 1), and we find them also ia
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Aristotle's metaphysics (c/. §4. 1); but there is no sharp line

of division between epistemology on the one hand, and the

properly metaphysical or specifically logical discussions on the

other. The principal epistemological questions in ancient

philosophy are those which centre round, the truth and

universal validity of knowledge. There is hardly any trace

of the problems which have loomed so large in modern thought,

—the relation between the subjective and objective factors in

knowledge, the parts played by object and by knowing subject

in the process of perception or knowledge, and the determination

of the limits of knowledge and of the nature of pure experience.

2. The EngKsh philosopher, John Locke, must be regarded as

the real founder of epistemology as an independent - discipline.

His great work, An Essay concerning Human Understanding,

which appeared in 1690, contains the first systematic enquiry into

the origin, certainty, nature and limits of knowledge. Locke was

led to undertake an investigation of the kind by the experience

that in matters of metaphysics, moral' philosophy and religion

agreement of opinions was hardly to be obtained. The universal

source of knowledge lies for him in external and internal percep-

tion, 'sensation' and 'reflection'; and a comprehensive classi-

fication of the ' ideas ' which are derived from these two sources

leads him. to assume a certain limited number of- elementary

constituents, which in manifold connection and combination make

up our developed knowledge. The distinction between primary

and secondary qualities of physical bodies (already clearly drawn

by GralUei, who in his turn may have followed Democritus),

whereby certain attributes of things are looked upon as per-

manent and necessary, others as transitory and contingent, due

to our own special organisation,—in other words, the doctrine of

the subjectivity of the qualities of sense, of colours, tones, tastes,

etc.,—^is raised by Locke to the epistemological antithesis of outer

and inner, subject and object.

3. It is readily intelligible that this first attempt at an episte-

mology—the fijst, despite the preparatory work abeady done by

HfrbVpiii •'""°
"liitiiWknlJirrff^ff"'?1i'iJn' Locke, like aU the episte-
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mologists of that period, made the curious mistake of regarding the

psychological poiut of view as natural and original, and hasing the

recognition of any objective factor in knowledge upon a mere

argument from probability. But his penetrating analysis of the

materials of human knowledge, his introduction of logical categories

(substance, mode, relation, etc.) which allow of a simpler, more

useful and more systematic arrangement of the objects of know-

ledge than Aristotle's tenfold grouping by where, how, to what end,

etc., and finally his careful discussion of the various stages and

cortaitity of knowledge, have aU been of lasting service to the

science. How great an impression his work made upon philosophy

is shown by the fact that Leibniz wrote his Nouveaux essais sur

Verdmdement humain (the publication of which was postponed on

account of Locke's death, and which consequently appeared post-

humously in 1765) in direct criticism of Locke's theories.

Leibniz is principally concerned with the attack upon the doctrine

of innate ideas to which Locke had devoted his first book. Locke

formidates his position in the words of an old aphorism: Nihil est

in iTttelledu quod rum prius fuerit in sensu ; Leibniz adds : nisi

intdledits ipse. We must remember that in the continental

philosophy of the time the universal validity of knowledge is

always referred to an innate endowment of the mind, of whose

existence we are assured by intuition, and in contrast with which

the teachings of experience possess only a contingent, or at most a

probable value {cf. § L 7).

4. This idea pervades the thought of Kant, who, after Locke,

has done most toward the establishment of epistemology upon a

scientific basis. Stimulated by the critical discussions of David
Hume, the first to rouse him from his ' dogmatic slumber,' Kant
essayed to explain what to him was an indisputable fact : the

existence of universally valid scientific knowledge in the form of

mathematics and mathematical natural science. He was led by his

enquiry to the assumption of a priori elements both in sensuous

knowledge and in knowledge of the understandiag. Space and

time are the forms of all perception, which lie ready in the mind,

and render an universally valid science of number and space
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possible. In the same way, the twelve categories which constitute

the original possession of our understanding enable us to express

the fundamental propositions of natural science with regard to

matter, change and the uniform connection of phenomena, in

necessary formulae. This a priori, then,—which in Kant himself

stUl has many of the attributes of an innate mental character,

though by the modem representatives of his epistemplogy, the Neo-

Kantians, it is used more correctly to designate a presupposition

of scientific knowledge that is independent of experiehce,—this

a priori is the root of all necessity and universality. At the

same time, the a priori elements cannot of themselves, in Kant's

opinion, furnish us with knowledge. They become fruitful only

when applied to the material of experience. Hence their employ-

ment beyond the limits of possible experience, in what is called

the 'transcendent' sphere, is merely pseudo-scientific, and can

lead to no result (c/. § 4. 3). The works in which Kant expounds

his epistemological views are the KritiJe der reinen Vemunft (1781)

and the Prolegomena zu einerjeden Mmftigen Metaphysik (1783).

5. In the writiags of Kant's immediate successors epistemology

appears linder different names. We have already mentioned

Fichte's term Wissensehaftslehre, science of knowledge (c/. §5. 1).

In his elaboration of this discipline Fichte comes to definite

metaphysical conclusions as to the principle which underlies the

order of the universe, and passes far beyond the limits of episte-

mology proper. The same thing is true of ScheUing's ' philosophy

of identity,' of Hegel's 'logic,' of Herbart's 'metaphysics' and

of Schopenhauer's system. No one of these authors makes any

attempt to define the boundaries of strictly epistemological

enquiry. Since the sixth decade of the present century the

conviction has grown among German philosophers that a sound'

epistemology can alone furnish an adequate basis for philosophy in

general, and a reliable criterion of the inferences drawn from the

investigators of the special sciences. MateriaKsm, the metaphysical

assiimption that matter is the principle of aU things (c/.'§16), was

the direct occasion of the return to Kant which this conviction

brought with it. Hegel's speculative philosophy crumbled beneath
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the attacks of the empirical disciplines and of this cautious new

philosophy, and philosophical science began by slow degrees to

recover its lost ground. To-day, the first, thing demanded of a

philosopher is a complete familiarity with epistemology, which there

is a great tendency to regard as actually equivalent to ' philosophy,'

—so far, at least, as philosophy can lay claim to any scientific

import; and the high value set upon epistemology has extended

beyond philosophy. Men of eminence in'the special sciences, like

Hehnholtz, Fick, Mach, etc., have attempted to answer the episte-

mological questions which lie behind their sciences. So in Protestant

theology: Eitschl's school, in particular, are convinced that the

scientific exposition of the contents of the Christian religion

presupposes not a metaphysics, but Kant's or Lotze's epistemology.

6. There can be no doubt that epistemology deserves the high

position thus accorded to it. But in face of the multiplicity of

opinions concerning its special problem, we are called upon to

delimit its sphere of application as precisely and definitely as we

can. If one understands by 'knowledge' the obtaining of know-

ledge or knowing, i.e., the acts or processes which lead to

knowledge, epistemology evidently becomes a part of psychology.

For these activities cannot imply anything but psychical functions

;

indeed, we often hear of a 'psychology of knowledge,' whose

subject-matter consists of all the conscious processes involved in

the acquisition of knowledge,—sensation, perception, memory and

imagination, attention and thought, etc. The old psychology

spoke in the same sense of a,fa£,ultas cogndscitiva, within which it

distinguished between lower and higher faculties of knowledge.

The point of view from which all these processes are considered

is, that of the purpose which they are conceived to fulfil or to be

capable of fulfilling : what must be the nature of those psychical

functions—so the question runs—which lead, have led and can

lead to knowledge 1 This teleological standpoint, which is

thoroughly characteristic of the older psychology, makes the

jJsychology of knowledge an applied science. Epistemology, as

thus defined, would, therefore, be a department of applied

psychology. We trace the same tendency in certain modern names
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for psychical processes. The phrases 'sensation of weight,'

'sensation of resistance,' 'sensation of movement;,' denote those

simple sensation qualities which give rise to the idea of a heavy,

fixed or moving object.

7. If epistemology were nothing more than a part of applied

psychology, it could not (1) form the presupposition of all the

discipliaes engaged with a pertain subject-matter, but would itself

presuppose the quite definite science of psychology. (2) Moreover,

on such a definition it must be looked upon as one of the special

sciences, since empirical psychology, which constitutes its founda-'

tion, has already become a special science (c/. §8. 9). (3) Further,

it wotdd bear no relation to the weighty questions of the validity

and limits of human knowledge; for no amount of applied psy-

chology could,help us to determine the value or extent of possible

knowledge. (4) Finally, it would be whoUy unable, under these

circumstances, to undertake any objective investigation of the

general problems of the distinction between subject and object, of

causality, of development, etc. All that it could do would be to

show the course which the processes of scientific enquiry or

acqiusition most usefully take va. the mind of some particuliir

individual i but then it would entirely lose the character of a

scientific philosophy and general phUosophieal discipline. It

seems evident, therefore, that epistemology cannot be regarded as

a theory of knowing.'

The other meaning which we can give the term is that of the

science of the results of obtaining knowledge or knowing, the

science of knowledge^as acquired. But again, in this very general

sense, epistemology would run the risk of confusion with logic

and the special sciences. Now we can distinguish logic from

epistemology (as we shall see later: §6) by entrusting to it the

exclusive treatment of the formal principles of knowledge; and

if we hand over the special contents of knowledge to the special

sciences, we are obviously left with an epistemology whose

peculiar province is that of the general contents of knowledge.

The discipline would, on this view, be occupied with those con-

cepts whose comprehensive application in different special sciences
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made theni the logical presuppositions of these sciences, and

prevented their adequate discussion -withia the limits of any

individual science.

8. Epistemology treats, then, not of any special facts which

can he separated from other special facts, nor yet of those more

general contents of knowledge which can still he disposed of

within a restricted field of scientific enquiry, hut of matter

so general that it is common and essential to all, or at least

to great groups of the special sciences. The reader will hetter

understand what is meant if we give a list of the ohjects which

come under this category.

(1) The first business of epistemology will be the definition

of the phrase 'contents of knowledge' in its most general

sense,—an examination of the question of the possibility of

knowledge. Such an examination is of special importance in

connection with the 'limits' of knowledge, which are generally

admitted and often enough make their appearance in the course

of a scientific discussion. Closely related to this last question are

(a) the distinction between ' transcendence ' and ' immanence,'

between what lies beyond all experience and what is contained

in experience] (6) the antithesis of the a priori and the a

posteriori, of what in human knowledge is independent of

experience and what is dependent upon experience] (e) the

enquiry into the conditions of the 'necessity' and 'universal

validity' of statements, i.e., into the nature of the contents which

make these statements possible, etc., etc. (2) In the second

place, epistemology will have to test the fundamental division

of the contents of knowledge into 'subjective' and 'objective.'

This division is so far-reaching that it differentiates the two great

departments of natural science and psychology; all that can be

regarded subjectively is handed over to psychology, aU that can

be objectified, to natural science. It is clear that the examination '

could not be carried out by a psychological epistemology ; and it

follows that the school of subjective idealism, which adopts the

psychological point of view and looks upon every datum of

knowledge as an idea of the knowing subject (cf. §26. 1 ff.),
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has barred the way to any solution of the prohlem involved.

(3) In the third place, epistemology must consider the not less

fundamental division of knowledge into 'formal' and 'material'

constituents. (4) As a fourth problem "we might set down the

iavestigation of being and becoming, or change, and of one of

the more special forms of change, development. Besides these

enquiries, which constitute the logical presupposition of all

the special sciences, epistemology wUl be occupied with certain

less general concepts, common only to definite groups of sciences.

(5) Under this head faU the concepts of matter, force, energy,

life, mind, the relation between psychical and physical processes,

etc. As a rule, however, these special questions are discussed in

particular philosophical disciplines, such as natural philosophy or

psychology.

9. We need use no argument to prove that our definition gives

epistemology the significance of a fundamental philosophical

science. On the other hand, we may pause for a moment to

notice that it completely nullifies a difficulty which has often been

urged from the dialectic standpoint against the recognition of

epistemology as a separate discipKne. The question has been

raised, how the value and validity of knowledge can be deter-

ndned when we are always obliged to use the knowing mind in

coming to our determination. If we posit the validity of know-

ledge ia the latter case, it is plaia that no further investigation of

the validity of knowledge is necessary. If we do not, then we

have no criterion by which to judge of validity or invalidity at all.

Now this line of argument wiU, evidently, hold only as against the

conception of epistemology as a theory of knowirig^ It has no

force whatsoever when brought against our definition of the

discipliae as a science of the most general contents of knowledge.

There can be no doubt that epistemological investigations are

among the most difficult in the whole realm of philosophy. ITot

only does their conceptual character require a very peculiar capacity

for abstract thought; their dependence upon the progress of the

special sciences—which cannot but exert grea;t influence upon our

knowledge of the most general Contents of science—^demands, at
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tlie same time, a familiaiify with the status of all the special

branches of scientific work. Moreover, through the action of a

psychological law of universal validity, which cannot be further

discussed at present, we find that the most general concepts are

those first formed by popular and philosophical reflection ; so that

epistemology runs a risk of sufiering from the confusion of popular

linguistic usage and from association with all sorts of metaphysical

theories and beliefs. Although the science is, in principle, as

capable of attaining to necessity and universal vaHdity as any

other discipline, still the difficulties which it has to meet are fully

sufficient to explain the iajct that epistemological antitheses still

play a part in philosophy, and that the conception of the study as

a whole cannot as yet be said to have become wholly clear and

definite. "We may note that in the special sciences, too, it is the

most general theories which are least capable of a formulation

which shall exempt them from discussion and disagreement.

10. The varying use of the term 'logic' has led to the frequent

inclusion of epistemological expositions in wbrks which bear that title,

and which also deal with the problems peculiar to logic in its narrower

sense. We shall here, then, merely mention the names of those modem
writers who have given epistemology a place in their logics : Schuppe,

Lotze and Wundt. The works themselves will be cited imder § 6. We
append a list of strictly epistemological treatises.

H. Cohen, Karnes Theorie der Erfahrung, 2nd ed., 1885. (The chief

epistemological work of the Neo-Kantians.)

A. Eiehl, Der philosophische Kritizismus, 2 vols., 3 parts, 1876-8'7. (The

first volume contains an historical exposition, beginning with Locke.)

K. von Schubert-Soldem, Grundlagen einer ErJtenntnisstheorie. 1884.

J. Volkelt, Erfahnmg und Denken. 1885.

E. Avenarius, Kritik der rdnen Erfdkrwng. 2 vols. 1888-90.

G. Heymans, Die Gesetze und Elememte des tdssenschafilichen Derikens.

2 vols. 1890-94. (Contains also a shftrt sketch of logic)

F. Erhardt, Metaphysik. I. Erkenntnisstheorie. 1894. (Takes up a

position nearly allied to that of Kant with regard to the apriority of

space and time.)

L. Basse, PhUosophie und Erkenntnisstheorie. I. 1894. (Contains a

critical discussion of different epistemological tendencies, in connection

with the question of the possibility of a metaphysics, together with ao

outUne of a qrstem of philosophy.)
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[L. T. Hobhouse, Thi Themy of Knowledge. 1896.]

A history of epistemology is mucL needed, but still remains to be

written.

§ 6. Logic,

1. Lo^o, defined as the science of the formal principles of

knowledge, was founded by Aristotle. True, we find in earlier

thirikers anticipations of and contributions to the science : many of

the Platonic dialogues, in particular, contain discussions of the

formation of concepts, of definition, and of the deductive pro-

cedure. But it was not till the time of Aristotle that logic was

raised to the rank of an independent discipline and its divisions

systematically classified. The theory of inference and proof

Aristotle calls 'analytics' (tA dvaA-uriKa); in the prior analytics

he treats oi inference, in the posterior of proof, of definitions, of

classifications and of the inductive procedure. The theory of

dialectical inference or reasoning from probabilities he calls 'topics'

(to ToirtKa). The book irepl Jp/tijvctas deals with the proposition

and the judgment; the book JrepJ Karriyopiav (of doubtful

authenticity) discusses fundamental concepts. The editors and

commentators of the Aristotelian writings named all these logical

treatises, taken as a whole, the opyavov, and the science which

they expounded, logic : Aristotle himself had used only the term

analytics. The Stoics, of whom Zeno and Chrysippus deserve

special mention, supplemented the Aristotelian logic by epistemo-

Jogical disquisitions and the theory of hypothetical and disjunctive

inference. After the sixth century a.d., the most important

propositions of the organon were included in the text-books of

the ' seven liberal arts,' and thus took a prominent place in the

curriculum of the Christian schools of the middle ages. The name

of the discipline was now changed to dialectics, to accord with the

Stoic subdivision of logic into dialectics and rhetoric {cf. §§ 3. 1 ; 4. 1).

Logic came to be a favourite field of philosophic activity among

the scholastics, and the Aristotelian 'syllogistic,' the theory of

inference, was developed with great subtlety. Elaborate deductions

of permissible and impermissible inferences were made, the criteria

being the general or special, form and the positive or negative
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quality of the judgments contained ia them. At the same time

an important part was played by the controversy between

nominalism and realism. The nominalists maintained that general

concepts are merely names {miversalia sunt nomina); the realists

asserted that they are real determinations, the real nature of the

objects which they designate (universalia swid reoMa).

2. In the modem period the Aristotelian logic held its own for

some length of time. Melancthon's text-books retained it even

in the Protestant schools. But the general revolt against Aristotle

and the scholastics which characterises the beginnings of modem
philosophy led to various changes, more or less violent and

radical, in the complexion of the science. Petrus Eamus (11572),

it is true, diverges much less seriously from the Aristotelian con-

ception than his zealous polemics would lead us to mfer. His

service consists in a systematisation of logic, which has persisted

"with but slight alteration to our own day; logic is (divided into

four parts, the theories of the concept, of the judgment,' of

inference and of method. Bacon's attack is more energetic. He
discards the syllogism and the deductive procedure altogether, on

the ground that they do not further knowledge and cannot lead

to any advance in science, and eulogises induction in their stead

as the one true and normal path to scientific knowledge. His

opposition to Aristotle is expressed even in the title of his work

upon logic, the Novum Organon. We musi admit that the

method which Bacon describes as induction coiid not pass muster

under that name at the present day. But nevertheless the im-

pulse which he gave, perhaps a Uttle too vigorously, to the

development of the methods employed in the past and to be

employed in the future by the empirical science whose awakening

he saw, has had a very considerable influence upon the history of

logic. The enquiries undertaken by his successors, Hobbes,

Locke, Berkeley and Hume, into the concept and its relation to

the word are not only acute but of permanent value.

The methodical rules prescribed by Descartes have had far

less effect. Apart from his adoption of clearness and distinctness

of knowledge as the test of truth, he demanded no more than
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the analysis of difficulties, the orderly arrangement of thoughts,

and complete synopses or enumerations. Mathematics supplied him

with an ideal of scientific exposition. Spinoza held mathematics

in still higher esteem ; whUe Leibniz and Wolff try to found

the procedure of all the sciences, so far as possible, upon mathe-

matical models. Wolff wrote a systematic logic, which he

regarded as the foundation of philosophy in general (c/. § 3. . 3).

He divides logic, in his usual way, into a theoretical and practical

discipline. The former deals with concept, judgment and

iaference, in Aristotelian fashion; the latter seeks not oidy to

formulate technical scientific methods, but also to lay down similar

rules for the conduct of life.

3. We owe to Kant the separation of logic from epistemology,

and a new and fruitful classification of its subject-matter. He '

defines it as the science of the right use of reason and under-

standing according to the a priori principles of ' how the under-

standing should think,' i.e., subsumes it on the one hand to

the idea of end, making it to some degree a technical or norma-

tive discipline, and on the other assigns to it a purely formal

function. His division of logic is best shown by the following

table

:

t •

Logic.

General. Special

Pure. Applied.

Doctrine of Elements. Methodology.

The feature of this scheme which has foimd most general

acceptance is the distinction of methodology, the theory of

method, from the theory of the elements (concept, judgment and

inference). In modem times there has appeared a whole series

of excellent and formative treatises on logic. The pahn of highest

merit among them all must be awarded to the work of John

Stuart MiU (t 1872), the first logical reformer. Mill's System of

Logic, Ratiocinative and Indiictive, was published in 1843, and had

run into eight editions before the death of its author. Pollow-

ing the traditions of English logic, Mill makes induction the
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ceatre of his whole enquiry, and attaches very Kttle importance to

deduction and the syllogism. F. Ueberweg's System der Logik

(5th ed.j revised by Jiirgen Bona Meyer, 1882) is especially

valuable for its numerous historical excursus. M. "W. Drobisch

has attempted in his Neue DarsteUung der Logik (5th ed., 1887)

to work out a purely formal logic, upon Herbartian principles

(c/. § 2. 7). The most recent German wOrks, on the other hand,

have endeavoured to steer a middle course between Hegel's

metaphysical conception of the science (cf. § 3. 4) and Herbart's

purely formal standpoint. At the same time many important

changes have been introduced in the treatment of certain parts

of logic. Thus C. Sigwart {Logik, 2nd ed., 2 vols., 1889-93 ; tr.

by Helen Dendy, 1894) gives judgment the most prominent place

in his discussions, while B. Erdmann (Logik, vol. I., 1892) has,

in name at least, completely eliminated the theory of the concepts

H. Lotze {System der PMlosophie. L Logik, 2nd ed., 1880; Eng. tr.,

2nd ed., 1888), W. Schuppe (Ih-kenntnisstheoretiscke Logik, 1878)

and W. "Wundt {Logik, 2nd ed., 2 vols., 1893 ff.) combine episte-

mological disquisitions with the development of properly logical

theories. Th. lipps' Chrwndziige der Logik, 1893, is a brief but

very clear and suggestive exposition of logic from the psycho-

logical point of view. Lastly, among historical treatises we may
mention the monumental work of K. von Prantl, GeschicTite der

Logik im Abendlande, whose four volumes (1855-70) bring the

reader, unfortunately, no farther than the first thirty years of the

sixteenth century, and F. Harms' GescMcMe der Logik (1881).

4. Logic is, without doubt, the most advanced of all the

philosophical discipliaes, both as regards the mode of formulation

and the certainty and finality of its statements. M"evertheless, we
find here as elsewhere differences in method of treatment and in

individual theory. Hegel's assumption of the identity of thought

and existence, and the metaphysical logic which grew out of it,

may, it is true, be consideiBd to have been definitely abandoned at

the present day, thanks more especially to the adverse criticism of

Trendelenburg's Logische Untersuchungen (3rd ed., 1870). But
alongside of this an episteniological, a purely formal and a psycha
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logical logic have grown up and flotuislied, while the last few

decades have added a mathematical logic to the list. Epistemo-

logical lo^c treats of the general contents of knowledge in

connection with the properly logical questions. The purely /orwiaZ

logic takes no account at all of contents or of the significance of

the forms of thought for scientific knowledge. The psychological

view makes logic a department of psychology ; thought, and, in

particular, correct thought, are considered as psychical processes.

;

PiuaUy, mathematical logic has earned its special title by the

invention of a new systepi of symbols, a logical algorithm or

calculus. Again, we may draw a distinction between logical

treatises according as they emphasise the normative character of

the science, the laying down of rules and precepts for the opera-

tions of thought, or merely look upon scientific thought itself as

the object of a descriptive or easplanatory investigation. In face

of these divergences of opinion, we cannot attempt to give any

detailed criticism of separate theories, but must confine ourselves

to the presentation, in a consistent way, of what we take to be the

prevailing view of the problems of logic.

5. We defined logic above (§ 5. 1) as the science of the formal

principles of knowledge. By 'formal principles' we mean the

general relations, presupposed in every instance of the acquisition

of knowledge,' between the objects of knowledge and the symbols

(words, letters, figures, etc.) which designate or represent them.

The dictionary may be said to give us these relations, in so far as

it gives the meanings of particular words; and conversation or

communication of any kind presupposes a knowledge of the

relations obtaining between the expressions employed and the

objects to which they refer. "With logic, however, it is different.

Logic does not try to find out aU the possible meanings of particu-

lar symbols ; it is content to furnish a scientific exposition of the

general facts and laws of these relations, i.e., to state the conditions

under which every special system of nomenclature or terminology

must be worked out and applied. But, further, it concerns itself

only with that sort of knowledge which leads to scientifically

valia results, and accordingly claims the title of propaedeutic to
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all scientific knowledge. Since, towever, limitation of the aim of

a science necessarily means a sharp definition of the purpose

which it subserves, logic turns aside from the consideration of the

various possible paths to knowledge, and even of those which have

actually been trodden in the past, and becomes a normative disci-

pline, i.e., a science whose object is not a datum, something given,

but must be termed ideal, realisable only under certain conditions.

The ideal aim of all science is a universally valid formula or a

system of universally valid formulae. Logic, therefore, shows us

the conditions under which this ideal can be attained, i.e., lays

down definite rules for scientific investigation in general. In this

sense we can accept the current definition of it as the 'art of

thinking,' including under the word ' thinking ' all the operations

which constitute the objective conditions of the attainment of the

purpose described above. Such conditions would be the formation

of useful concepts, a system of classification, an inductive or

deductive procedure, etc. And since, again, a complete scientific

account of all these rules presupposes a knowledge of the elements

which go to determine them, logic is not only a methodology,

but also a theory of the elementary processes. Thus the concept,

the meaning of a symbol, is a logical element in every scientific

formula ; and judgment, the scientific formula itself, is an element

in more complicated thought - connections ; and inference, the

logical colligation of scientific formulae, is the next higher element

in a comprehensive scientific argument. In this way the theory of

concept, judgment and inference becomes a necessary propaedeutic

to the higher normative function of logic, which it must attempt

to discharge in the form of a methodology.

6. A few critical remarks upon the psychological and mathe-

matical methods of treating logic may help to esplain and justify

our view of its nature and ptirpose. 'So one can deny that

scientific formulae, with aU that appertains to them, are spoken

or written by subjects, and may therefore be regarded as the

voluntary actions or thought-activities of individuals. But this

is no reason for subsuming logic to psychology. For (1) logic

and epistemology, as forming part of a general science of know*
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ledge, have to determine the presuppositions of all the sciences,

inclusive of psychology. Logic, then, obviously, cannot be a

department of psychology; if it were, it could not do its duty,

at any rate so far as psychology was concerned. (2) "We may say

that where the subject-matter of logic and of psychology is the

same, it is treated from an entirely different point of view.

Psychology, in deaHng with concepts, tries to show how they

take shape in the course of the iadividual life, and what

psychical states are implied in their use. It has to answer

questions as to the general or special nature of the ideas, as

to the reproduction of symbols by various perceptions, as to

the peculiar conditions under which the hearing, reading and

writing subject is placed. The logical discussion of concepts is

completely foreign to these enquiries. For logic, concepts are

simply the relations between name and object; and it deals only

with the general forms of such relations and the objective con-

ditions of their employment. (3) The fact that judgments must

be termed voluntary actions or operations of thought teUs us

absolutely nothing of thar validity, their truth or falsehood.

On the contrary, the dependence of Scientific formulsa on the

subject who may happen to use them is for logic entirely

irrelevant. It is a matter of complete iadifference whether the

judgment is read, heard or written; whether it arouses this

association or that; how far the attention is involved in it, etc.

(4) It is only when we separate logic and psychology in this

way that we can understand how logic could attain as early

as it did to the form of an exact science, and could remain as

little affected as it has, even down to the present time, by the

changes and advances in psychological knowledge.

7. The new science of mathematical logic seeks to represent

aU the relations existing among concepts, analytically, by means

of appropriate symbols, and to derive conclusions or deduce new

facts from these data by mathematical conversions and trans-

formations. The foundation of the logical algorithm, in its strict

form, was laid by G. Boole in his work. An Investigation of the

Laws of Thought (ISM). After him W. S. Jevons. J, Venn,
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C. S. Pierce and E. Schroeder {Vorlemngen iiber die Algebra der

Logik, I., 1890) have done most to develope the science. "We may
illustrate its procedure by one simple example. The fundamental

form of all categorical judgments is expressed in the relation

a i^ 6, when the sign = indicates equality of extension, and the

sign ( the suhordination of a to 6, If, now, a e^h and h ^ e,

it is inferred that a ^ c. A grave objection to the view that

this logic can ever be the whole of logic is that it confines all

relations among concepts to the extension of the concepts.

Eecently, however, an attempt has been made, with some

success, to transcend this exclusive logic of extension, and

subject the contents of concepts, to a similarly mathematical

mode of exposition (logic of contents). We would, nevertheless,

caU attention to the following arguments

:

(1) With a few entirely trivial exceptions, mathematical logic

is a superfluity. Nothing is gained by it which cannot be gained,

and gained more easily, by means of verbal logic. It pre-

supposes not only familiarity with the expressions current in

ordinary logic, but the further knowledge of the symbolic

language peculiar to itself.

' (2) The method of treatment often does violence to logical

terms, never exhibiting them except as dressed out quantitively

and deductively in mathematical garb. Indeed, there is a great

deal (the theory of the concept or of induction, e.g.) which

cannot be adequately represented at all in mathematical form.

(3) The experiment was frequently tried, in earlier times, of

representing certain logical proportions or relations in a simple

and pictorial way by aid of geometrical figures or brief analytical

proofs, put this procedure is simply a procedure sometimes

followed by mathematics itself—a concrete realisation of the

logical cotmection—and not in any sense a mathematical logic.

(4) It is clear that logic gains nothing in force or accuracy

by mathematical formulation; for it is the logical element, of

course, that gives mathematics its force and accuracy. It is only

because mathematics is freer than any other science of all the

confusing properties natural to a knowledge whose contents ia
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eliaxply defined, or whose subject-matter has penetrated to the

popular consciousness, that it gives us most directly and plainly

the impression of logical precision and necessity.

(5) Mathematical logio:—^though its representatives usually fail

to see this—consists simply of a peculiar technique, a special

method of colligating concepts and judgments with one another

;

I ifc is not a theory of thought or of the purposive employment of

the functions of knowledge. But then it cannot be logic itself,

whose business it is to supply us with just this theory.

Literature.

La logigue ou Fart de pensffr. 1662 and later, (This is the ' Port

Royal' logic ; one of the most famous works of the Cartesian school:

c/.p.41).

F. H. Bradley, Principles of Logic, 1883 (c/. p. 42).

[B. Bosanquet, Logic or the Morphology of Knowledge, 1888.]

B. THE SPECIAL PHILOSOPHICAL DISCIPLINES.

§ 7. Natural Philosophy.

1. The philosophical thought of ancient Greece begins with

natural philosophy.' The two principal schools of pre-Socratic

philosophers are usually termed the 'earlier' and 'later' natural

philosophy ; and aU the various attempts of the time to determine

the nature of things were directed predominantly upon nature,

upon the external objects of perception. Indeed, this purpose

played so large a part in the scientific enquiry of the age that,

even when attention was given to man himself and the things of

mind, the activities which attracted greatest notice were those

that seemed to contribute most to a knowledge of external nature.
'

It is not difiicult to find a reason for the prominence accorded to

nature at a period when interest in general philosophical investiga-

tion was just awaking.

(1) Even to-day, popular thinking looks upon 'things'—solid,

heavy, coloured, resonant things—as having absolute existence,

and entirely disregards the share which the perceiving subject

undoubtedly has in the perception of such objects. Objectification,

that is, is the most natural attitude for us to take up towards
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experience, and only a mature reflection can teach, us that what

seems so objective is in part a product of iatemal and external

factors, in part something given—^primarily, at any rate—solely ia

our idea. Philology bears out this judgment by showing that

names for the objects of sense perception are earliei developed

than names for the subjective functions of seeing, hearing, sensing,

perceiving, etc.

(2) The exclusive interest which a primitive civilisation takes

in the external in nature is determined by the supreme importance

of a knowledge of natural processes, in order that they may be

subjugated, calculated, foreseen. Indeed, it is true to say in

general that the impulse to knowledge, when we first meet with it,

is rooted in the impulse to self-preservation ; and that even when
(as here in philosophy: cf. §2. 2) it begins to develope a force of its

own, its course is for some time determined by considerations of

the value and advantage of the knowledge obtained for the

purposes of practical life.

2. The most important theory of natural philosophy in old

Greek thought, if not in that of the whole of antiquity, is the

theory propounded by the Atomists. They were the first to draw

any sort of clear distinction between the external world, as

determinable only in a quantitative way, and the internal, as

determinable only in terms of quality. It can be proved that

this purely mechanical view of nature, which reappeared at the

beginning of modem philosophy, was to some extent a necessary

corollary of Anaximenes' theory that air was the essence of all

things. In later Greek and mediaeval thought, however, the

atomistic theory, important as it might have been for scientific

investigation, was displaced by the doctrine of Plato and Aristotle,

who taught that natural things have no real existence at all, but

are rather the negation of real existence,—or at most contain the

possibility or potentiality of existence,—while true reality is to be

found in form, in ideas or concepts. Alongside of this subordina-

tion of matter went the substitution of a teleological or purposive

theory for the purely mechajiical, causal view of the colligation of

natural processes. Plato discusses the questions of natural philo-
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sophy in the Timoeus ; Aristotle principally in the rit ^o-tKa or

(f)vcriK^ d,Kp6aa-is—the treatise ordioarily cited as the Physics.

Neither in the Atomists nor in Plato and Aristotle do we find any

distinction made between a special natural science and a more

general natural philosophy.

The interest in natural philosophy shows a great falling off in

the succeeding schools. Epicurus, however, deserves especial

gratitude for having accepted Democritus' doctrine of the atoms,

practically unchanged. The contempt for nature which is so

marked a feature of Christian philosophy is to be explained, in

part, by the influence of Platonic ideas ; the sensible and material

is not simply appearance, mere phenomenal existence, but also

evil, the bad principle (ef. § 9. 3). It is only occasionally in the

middle ages that we come across any less negative attitude toward

natural objects and occurrences. Eoger Bacon (f 1294) is marked

out by his greater knowledge of their import and personal share

in their investigation.

3. With the beginning of modem natural science—with the

coming of men like Copernicus, Galilei and Kepler—all this is

altered. It is not by chance that just where we find the first

trace of the new philosophy, in Mcolaus Cusanus (1401-64),

Bernardinus Telesius (1508-88) and the rest, we find also the

greatest emphasis laid upon natural philosophy. But how close

the connection still was between philosophy and special science is

seen in the fact that Galilei and Kepler both regarded themselves,

primarily, as philosophers, and arrived at their great discoveries

by way of very general considerations. The results of all these

enquiries have exerted a vast influence upon the philosophical

view of the universe. We may conveniently arrange them under

the five following heads.

(1) The first important result of modem natural science

to be mentioned here, was the disproof of the 'heaven of

fixed stars' of the ancients, and the consequent hyppthesis of

the infinity of space. Out of this grew that antithesis of the

sensible and the supersensible or insensible, of which every

religiously coloured metaphysics had thenceforth to take account.
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The solid vault of the sky was tttmed to an infinite mass of

vapour, and those who still clung to the religious ideas of a world

beyond this world could not now thiok of it as realised in

sensible form, but only in insensible. The antithesis soon came

to be identical with tM* between bodily and mental, physical

and psychical.

(2) A second great result 'was the discovery of a strict

uniformity in the relations of aU bodies, and of the possibility

of a thorough-going application of mathematics to natural phe-

nomena. This banishes all arbitrariness and indeterminism from

the reabn of perception, and drives them to take refuge in the

only region left,—^that of mind or morals. The antithesis of

sensible and supersensible or insensible thus takes over a new
meaning from that of nature and mind or morals, mechanism and

freedom.

4. (3) In the third place, the basal assumptions of modem
natural science have led to an exact definition of matter as

objective, and to the important doctrine of the subjectivity of

the qualities of sense (</. § 5. 1). GtalUei distinguishes between

the essential and the accidental properties of bodies. In the

former class he puts form, relative magnitude, position, time,

movement or rest, number, and isolation or contiguity with other

bodieg. AU these attributes are inseparable from the idea of

body. On the other hand, it is not necessary to the existence of

a body that it should be white or red, bitter or sweet, resonant or

mute, pleasantly or unpleasantly odorous ; these are aU. expressions

for the efiects of bodies upon our sense organs. Here again it

is evident that the antithesis of physical and psychical assumes a

new and more exact form.

(4) A fourth principal result is the change in our estimation

of the importance of the earth, and of ourselves who live upon

the earth and are devoted to the acquisition of knowledge con-

cerning it. The earth has ceased to be the centre of the iiniverse,

and is now merely one of the numerous planets which circle

round the sun, an infinitesimal point in the infinity of space.

The proud claim of man to be the final purpose of the world's
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development gives place to a more modest conception of his

destiny ; and the dogmatic theories of earlier centuries are trans-

formed to a sceptical valuation of the capacity of our faculty of

knowledge. We are brought to a consciousness of the sub-

jectivity, the inevitable limitation of human knowledge and

human ajipreciations.

(5) Fifthly and lastly: the impression produced by these

pioneer researches in natural science meant a better understanding

of the value which aU observation and all experience have for aU

knowledge, if only they are controlled by a rational purpose and

combined with the deductive activity of the understanding.

, Galilei declares that a thousand reasons are not able to prove a

real experience untrue. At the same time, however, the new

antithesis of outer and inner experience is brought upon the

stage of philosophic thought.

5. There is no trace of any theoretical separation of natural

science from natural philosophy imtU towards the end of the

eighteenth century. Descartes' Princvpia pMlosophiae combiaes

the two. Wolff's terms 'experimental physics' and 'rational

cosmology' are indicative rather of different methods of exposition

(ef. § 3. 3) than of a difference in subject-matter. Nor did

Newton, to whom we owe the establishment of the fundamental

concepts of modem physics, draw a distinction between physics

and philosophy. Natural philosophy may be said to have assumed

an independent place with the appearance of three works, at the

end of the eighteenth century : the Systhme de la nature of 1770,

Kant's MetaphysiseheAnfangsgrimde der Naturwissenschaft (1786),

and ScheUing's Entvmrf eines Systems der NaturpMlosophie (1799).

The aim of the first of these was rather propagandist than scientific

The name Mirabaud appeared upon the title-page; but the actual

author was, in all probability. Baron Holbach (f 1789). The book

proceeded, however, from the group of 'Encyclopaedists,' and

evidently contains contributions from other hands,—^from Diderot

in particular. Its first volume is devoted to the exposition of a

purely materialistic metaphysics (§ 16). The whole of the second

volume is a polemic against religion, and especially the Christian
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faith. The results attained by the natural science of the time

are worked up mth great skill into a single system of natural

phenomena ; but no account is taken of any definite investigation-

Kant's MetapTiysische Anfangsgriinde is simply an attempt to

establish the a ^priori principles of all natural science, and conse-

quently deals exclusively -with the most general concepts,—those

of matter, motion, force, etc. Kant arrives at what is called a

dynamic conception of nature, and finds the essential character of

the phenomena of external nature iu forces which are distributed

ia space, and act and react upon one another. At this point

ScheUing takes up the question. He developes the Kantian

theory of nature, more especially upon the organic side, applying

the teleological arguments (c/. § 20) which Kant had set forth in

his Kritik dec Urfheilsleraft (1790). The whole of nature, he

thinks, is a graduated system of purposes, beginning with its lowest,

most insignificant and crudest forms, and rising to its highest,

richest and most delicate manifestation in the mental Hfe of man.

Here, then, the question of the development of natural phenomena

is set in the forefront of philosophical enquiry.

6. ScheUing's theory of development was largely and boldly

conceived, and despite the fantastic form which it assumed in the

hands of its author and his more immediate school—of whom
Steffens was most prominent in geology and Oken in biology

—

found general acceptance among workers in natural science at the

beginning of the nineteenth century. ISTot a few of the men who
later did good work in the field of exact research were originally

adherents of ScheUing's natural philosophy. The widespread dis-

repute into which it fell when its scientific inadequacy was realised,

taken together with the overthrow of the Hegelian philosophy, led

to a general distrust in any contributions to natural science, in the

wider sense of the term, offered by philosophers proper. We can

see now that limited material was chiefly to blame for the in-

sufficiency of the natural philosophy in matters of detail, and that

its great value lay not in the special knowledge which it embodied,

but in its ability to satisfy the craving for a consistent explanation

of things, an explanation that should include the whole of nature.
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organic as well as inorganic, psycliical as well as physical. Eecently

it has grown to be the custom for scientific workers to try and

satisfy their own philosophic needs, and for philosophers to

approach the special problems of natural philosophy only under

the more general formulation of metaphysics or of epistemology

and logic. This state of affairs is not one for us to congratulate

ourselves upon. The philosophical ideas propounded by the repre-

sentatives of natural science are invalidated, almost without excep-

tion, by ignorance of the history of philosophy and by a prejudiced

estimate of conclusions drawn from experiences and results within

one special field. On the other hand, we hope to show in what

foUows, by an enumeration of the objects with which a natural

philosophy would have to do, that the task of instituting a general

iavesJtigation into the principles of natural science confronts philo-

sophy to-day just as it did a century ago.

7. It is plainly characteristic of natural philosophy to ,overlap

metaphysics on the one side and epistemology and logic on the

other. The collection and working-over of scientific results are

exceedingly important for a general theory of the tmiverse, while

natural science specialises, by particular application, the most

general contents and forms of knowledge. "We abstract here from

the possible import of natural philosophy for a theory of the

universe. Its remaining problems faU into three groups.

(1) The first group consists of certain definite epistemological

questions. Chief of these are the questions of the reality of

the external world, of the meaning of ' law,' and of the concepts

of causation, substance and development. That their discussion is

a purely logical prerequisite of work in natural science is clear

enough; all of the concepts named, as well as the hypothesis of

the existence of an external world, play a part in the expositions

of the special' sciences,—but none of them receive that careful and

comprehensive treatment which their very general significance

would lead us to expect. They can obtain it only at the hands of

a natural philosophy.

(2) In the seccsid place, natural philosophy must critically

examine the methods and fundamental concepts of the natural
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sciences. The problems mentioned im.der (1) are not confined to

the domain of natural science, though they are there given a

special application ; the problems of this second group are couched

in terms of concepts and methods which have been shaped by the

natural sciences, and find scientific use only within their limits.

Here belong matter, force, energy, motion, and the spatial and

temporal factors of natural occurrence. These concepts, like the

others, although they constitute quite special preconditions of

scientific knowledge, are not subjected to the critical examination

they deserve by natural science itself. And those refined

procedures, by which the natural sciences are ever attaining to

greater knowledge, must also furnish weighty matter for logical

consideration.

8. (3) Finally, we must entrust to natural philosophy the task

of thorough analysis and appreciation of scientific theories, or at

least of those which possess any wide significance: the atomic

theory, the biological theory of evolution, the mechanical and

vitalistic theories of life, etc. Under this heading we shall look

for an epistemological determination of the meaning of the term

' theory,' as employed by natural science, and a decision between

the many opposing hypotheses, made on the basis of an intimate

knowledge of the facts upon which they rest, and with an eye to

their metaphysical value. It need hardly be said that familiarity

with the methods and results of scientific investigation is indis-

pensable for the solution of aJl these questions.

It follows from what was said above {ff. § 7. 6) that the modem
literature of natural philosophy is exceedingly scanty. Special con-

tributions have come from workers in natural science, and there are

chapters deaUng with natural philosophy in various epistemological and
metaphysical treatises. Apart from these, we may call attention, in the

first place, to the Philosophie Aer Naiv,rvnssensc3uift, by F. Schultze (2

vols., 1881-82). The first part contains a history of natural philosophy

down to Kant ; the second gives a systematic exposition of ' critical

empiricism.' The author has, however, confined himself to a discussion,

from the Kantian standpoint, of the most general problems of natnral

philosophy. We may recommend, secondly, K. Kroman's valuable

work, Unsere Islaixurerktniiinisi (1883 ; &om the Danish). The book is
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devoted to an exclusively epistemological treatment of mathematics and
natural science. K. Lasswitz' Geschichte der Atomistik (2 vols., 1890) is

also a noteworthy contribution to the history of natural philosophy.

{Gf. W. WheweU, History of the Inductive Sciences and Philosophy of the

InduoiMie Soimces, 1837 and 1840.]

§ 8. Psychology.

1. While the distinction between exact work within the natural

sciences and a philosophical consideration of the general principles

underlying them was fully recognised in the eighteenth century,

the analogous separation of psychology as a special science from

psychology as a department of philosophical enquiry is only now
in course of making. Our survey of the development of psycho-

logy must, therefore, touch upon questions which really belong to

a definite and specialised discipline.

The first thing necessary to the working-out of a psychology is

a more or less clear and precise idea of the relation between

physical and psychical, or a delimitation of the two fields of

natural science and psychology. The contents and method of any

'psychology,' therefore, depend upon its author's personal con-

ception of the nature of the psychical. "We may convenienliy

distinguish three periods in the history of the science.

(1) In the first, mind, the substrate of aU psychical phenomena,

is identified with the vital principle. This view carries with it a

very broad interpretation of psychology.

(2) In the second, the province of miad is limited by the

definition of 'mental' as that which can be known by internal

petception. At this stage, i.e., the division of physical and

psychical depends upon a sharp opposition of external and internal

perception.

(3) The third and, probably, final period, which has found its

explicit formulation in quite recent times, makes the psychical

co-extensive with the subjective, i.e., with what is dependent

upon the experiencing individual. That element in direct, un-

ediated, unreflecting experience which is dependent upon the
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experiencing subject, and gives evidence of this dependence, is,

the psychical element in the experience. On the other hand,

that element in it which is independent of the subject, and

whose existence and mode of operation depend upon laws oE

their own, is termed objective or physical

2. The view of the first period as to the nature of mind

prevailed in antiquity and throughont the middle ages. It meets

us immistakably in the earliest systematic treatise upon psycholo'gy

that has come down to us, Aristotle's jrepi ^XV^- ^ ^^^ "^^

book Aristotle gives a critical survey of previous psychological

theories. In the second, he defines mind as the entelechy of

the body, t.e., as its actuaJisation or formative principle. At

the same time he describes its faculties or divisions in detail

The lowest mental faculty is the nutritive function ; this belongs

only to plants, the lowest organisms. Next above it stands the

sensitive mind, which together with the nutritive is present in

animals. The highest level of mental development is reached

with the rational mind. Aristotle makes this the distinguishing

characteristic of man, who possesses it along with the other two.

Now an author who attributes the nutritive function to mind

is evidently of the opinion that mind and vital principle are

one and the same, t.e., that mind is the source of aU those

peculiar phenomena which we group together under the name

of 'Ufe,' and oppose to the lifeless, to inorganic matter. The

second book concludes with remarks upon the senses. In the

third, Aristotle discusses perception and idea (memory, imagi-

nation), the understanding, feeUng, desire, and movement

Christian philosophy took over from Aristotle the idea of a

separation, conceptual if not actual, of the rational mind from

the lower mental faculties. The division was not only useful

as pointing the difference between man and the animals,—^it

distinguished a perishable and an imperishable element in the

final work of creation, and provided a simple psychological basis

for the sharp contrast of sense and reason, of the faculty for the

things of time and of this world and the sense for things eternal

and the world beyond.
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3. The same view obtained at the beginning of modem'
philosophy. The Italian natural philosopheis generally divided

mind into mortal and immortal, reasoning and merely perceiving

parts. They laid, perhaps, an even greater stress upon the

advantages possessed by the immortal part of mind in the

acqtdsition of true knowledge. Its procedure is intuitive; it

knows the truth by an immediate perception; whereas the

mortal part is dependent upon the senses and upon demon-

stration or deduction; The mortal part, that is to say, is the

substrate even of those activities which are ordinarily ascribed

to the understanding,—^inference from given assumptions, the

logical coUigation of concepts.^

At this point the road Ues open to a more consistent idea of

psychology. When once it is realised that the ' intuitive

'

knowledge of the human mind has not dwelt in it from all

eternity, i.e., is not a connate possession of the mind, but little

is needed to do away with the unnatural separation into mortal

and immortal parts, and set up a new and better definition of

'mental.' The honour of effecting this reform in psychology

belongs to John Locke, the founder of modern epistemology

(cf. §5. 2). With him the second period of psychology begins

—

the period characterised by the definition of mind as the substrate

of the internal sense. It is clear that this theory must look upon

all purely organic processes as physical and not psychical; for thes

processes of organic life are known through external perception in

precisely the same way as inorganic phenomena. The wide

acceptance of the two forms of sense or perception is seen in

Leibniz' use of the terms 'perception' and 'apperception,' the

counterparts of Locke's 'sensation' and 'reflection.' The

German psychology of the eighteenth century employed the words

simply to mean the activities of the external and internal senses.

^ The Cartesian differentiation of mind and body, by tbought and exten-

sion, is simply a special expression of the same fundamental idea. ' It has

been more important for metaphysics than for psychology. "What had
previously been called the ' mortal ' part of mind, was by Descartes referred

to the physical realm. It followed as a matter of course that animals were

mindless and automatic.
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4. Even to-day the difference between psychical and physical is

often referred to Locke's difference between internal and external

perception, though a very little reflection shows that no clear idea

of their relation can be gained from it.

(1) In the first place, there is no ' internal sense,' in the strict

meaning of the phrase, but only external senses, i.e., definite organs

for the reception of stimuli. The expression can, therefore, never

be used otherwise than figuratively, and even so is dangerous

unless a clear idea of the nature of the function which it indicates

has been previously acquired in some other way.

(2) The antithesis of external and internal perception cannot be

allowed to pass as an adequate expression for differences in the

world of given facts. Modem epistemology has proved that our

original experience does not fall apart into two different worlds,

but is entirely unitary. The relations expressed by the phrases

•internal' and 'external perception' are of later growth, and

depend upon aU sorts of observations; there are not two radically

and intrinsically different functions. In other words, the terms

are not necessary and unequivocal names for separate, co-existent

acts, but merely figurative expressions—^not too happily chosen

—

of a deeper-lying distinction.

(3) Finally, it the hypothesis of an external and internal

perception were correct, we should be entirely at a loss in regard

to the qualities of sense, ».e., to what is now called 'sensation.'

For modem natural science, while it uses them as aids to the

knowledge of objective processes, refers them as facts to the

knowing subject (</. § 7. 4). On the other hand, there can be

no doubt that (as Locke himself definitely stated) they originate

in external and not in internal perception; so that psychology

would be precluded from discussing what is obviously a part of

mental life.

5. Psychologists have thus been led, in recent years, to attempt

another definition of the 'psychical.' The third period begins

with a reference to the epistemological idea of the subject or the

•subjective.' The unitariness of aU the original data of

experience is admitted, but a distinction drawn between a
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subjective and an objective factor, from whose co-operation they

result. 'Sensation,' 'idea,' 'perception,' are names for the

subjective factor; 'objects,' and the 'properties,' 'states' and

'relations of objects' are expressions for the objective factor.

Bjit there are also phenomena in the original experiences which

are of a purely subjective nature—^the 'images' of memory,

feelings, desires, voHtiods—and which accordingly admit only

of psychological examination. It is evident that those who look

to the difference of subject and object for the distinction between

psychical and physical take a great deal of work upon them; they

have to determine in each particular case what proportion of ah

experience is referable to subjective factory. But this is precisely

what the workers in natural science do. Everyone who has had

occasion to make scientific investigations knows that the first thing

aimed at is a knowledge of the object,—of the objective, that is,

with all its subjective accretions stripped off. The very idea of

an 'error of observation,' above and beyond inaccuracies of

circmnstance or technique, is an indication that subjective states

have something to say in the investigation of natural phenomena;

and the popular notion that we see or hear ' something that isn't

there,' or that what seems to be seen is ' only in our eye,' takes

us straight to the selfsame difficulty. For the developed con-

sciousness, as for the naive, every experience is an unitary

whole; and it is only the habit of abstract reflection upon

experience that makes the objective and subjective worlds seem

to fall apart as originally different forms of existence. Just as

a plane curve can be represented in analytical geometry as the

function of two variables, the abscissae and the ordinates, without

prejudice to the unitary course of the curve itself, so the world

of human experience may be seduced to a subjective and an

objective factor without prejudice to its real coherence (c/. § 26.

12 f.). E. Mach {Beitrage mr Analyse der Empfindungen, 1886)

and E. Avenarius (c/. § 5. 10) were the first to work out this

view with full theoretical consistency. The author believes that

he has given the first exposition of psychology, from the same

Btandooint, in his Gnmdriss der Fs^chologie (1893, tr. 1895).
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6. From the earliest times attempts had been made, more or less

independently of the prevailing opinion as to the nature of mind,

to determine the interrelations of psychical and purely bodily

processes. The theory of 'animal aipirits' {spiritus animales),

propounded in the second century a.d. by Claudius Gralenus, found

wide acceptance as an explanation of the vital processes of the

human body and their connection with certain psychical functions.

It remained the current view, with but little modification, down

to the end of the eighteenth century. The nerves were conceived

of as very fine tubes, fitted directly to the most delicate branches

of th« blood vessels. Only the most fiery, mobile and subtle

particles of the blood could force a way iuto them; and these

particles formed the 'animal spirits.' The heart thus becomes

the real central organ of all vital phenomena. Its heat, the vital

warmlii, causes the movement of the blood, which it propels to

the remotest branches of the vascular system. As late as 1772,

E. Platner, in his Avihropologie, gave a physiological theory of

attention based upon the hypothesis of animal spirits. But in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries it was more especially the

affective processes that were singled out for physiological explana-

tion. Descartes {Lespassions de I'dme, 1650) regarded the emotions

as the peculiar effects of an iuteraction between mind and body,

and sought to reduce them to perceptible changes in the action of

the heart. So had Melancthon—in the main a good Aristotelian

—done before him, in the De anima of 1530. One of the most

important adherents of this school was ttie Spanish philosopher

Ludovicus Yives {De anima est vita, 1539). There can be no

doubt that the physiological interpretation was greatly supported

by the separation of the mind into mortal and immortal parts

(§§. 2f.)j the idea that the mortal psychical functions depended

upon certain bodily processes had nothing either dangerous or

repugnant about it.

The first logicsi systematisation of all the efforts of this age to

formulate an exact theory of emotion is given by Spinoza, in the

fourth book of his Ethics. We have in it an impartial examination

of the interrelations between psychical and physical processes, but
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one which must of necessity undergo essential change with the

entrance of psychology upon its second period. As a matter of

fact, Locke's work was followed, especially ia Germany, by the

development of a pure psychology of internal perception, which,

with more or less of consciousness, completely disregarded the

physical conditions of mental phenomena. This is the Erfahnmgs-

sederdehre, or 'empirical theory of mind,' which took its title

from Chi. Wolff's psychdlogia empiriea or eayperimentcAis.

7. Pre-eminent among these psychologists of pure internal

experience is J. N. Tetens. Certain chapters of his PMlosophische

Versuche uber die menschMsche Natur und ihre EntwieMimg (2 vols.,

1777) stUl possess considerably more than a mere historical interest

;

their, summary of the facts, as then known, is thorough and

impartial, and their logical connection carefully worked out.

Similar attempts to erect a corisistent theory of psychical pheno-

mena upon the basis of inteHial perception alone have been made

down to our own day. Herbart's Lehrbuch zwr Psychologie (1816

and later) and Psychologie ais Wissenschaft (2 vols., 1824-25)

are among the most important. Herbart tried further, by aid of

certain metaphysical assumptions concerning the nature and powers

of the mind, and of mathematical formulae, to write an exact

psychology, a mental 'statics and mechanics.' Among modem
psychologists, F. Brentano (Psychologie vom empirisehen Stand-

punJct, I., 1874) and Th. Lipps {Die Ctrundthatsachen des Seelenle-

bens, 1883) may be mentioned as representative of the same school.

Besides Herbart, F. E. Beneke {Lehrlmeh der Psydkologie als Naiur-

wissenschaft, 4th ed., 1877) made a creditable attempt to bmld

up a psychology without physiological assistance. There can be

no doubt at aU that such a trjeatment of the science is possible in

itself ; indeed, that it is the only available method of dealing with

some of the more complex mental states. When we are asked to

describe the psychological mechanism of some sesthetical, ethical,

logical or religious idea, emotion or voluntary action, we shall get

no help towards' a solution of our problem by referring the process

in question to any sort of brain function. For the real problem

here is simply the analysis of a complex mental experience, not
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the detennination of ita bodily conditions. K we can describe

the elementary processes and their mode of co-operation in the

complei whole with scientific accuracy, we have done everything

in the way of an 'explanation' of the phenomena that can

reasonably be demanded of us. A psychology of the internal

experience only becomes exceptionable when it is obliged to have

recourse to all kinds of auxiliary concepts or secondary hypotheses,

which are themselves not deducible from internal experience. But

our mental Hfe, so far as we know anything about it, is by no

means self-complete; so that, as a matter of fact, most of the

psychologists of this school are compelled to make a more or less

free use of the ' unconscious ' in order to fill the gaps that they

cannot but find in internal experience, and to base their theory of

the elementary psychical processes on the hypothesis of a subsl^an-

tial mind, which stands behind the facts of consciousness, and

controls and arranges them. Neither assumption can be said to

satisfy the requirements of science.

8. So it has come about that physiological psychology, the

beginnings of which we mentioned just now, has gradually risen

to greater and greater importance. And since the new definition

(that of the third period) of the subject-matter of psychology

has also led to the connection of the subjectively conditioned, the

psychical, with its condition, the corporeal individual, modem
psychology has become a science of those elements in pure,

primitive experience which depend upon corporeal experiencing

subjects. We have been brought to this residt not only by
the work of psychologists proper, but also by that of the

physiologists. It was the general custom, some years ago, to

include mental phenomena in physiology, as specific functions

of living beings. To be mentioned among the psychologists of

the last century are D. Hartley {Observation on Man, 1749), J.

Priestley (t 1804) and C. Bonnet (Essay de Psychologie, 1755

and later). H. Lotze's Medidnische Psychologie (1852) marked
a great advance in the scientific direction.

Lastly, the new psychology received systematic formulation in

W. Wuodt's Chrundzuge der jihysiologiscJien Psyclwlmm (1874;
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2 vols., 4th ed., 1893). This work is dominated by the idea of a

thoroTigh-goiag psychophysical paraUeUsm, *.e., hy the hypothesis

that some physical or physiological process can be correlated

with every psychical process discoverable by internal perception.

Everything that other theories would ascribe to the unconscious

or to a substantial mind falls, on this view, within the purely

physiological domain. The principle thus assures to physiological

psychology the advantage of ha^ving none but observed, or at

least observable, processes to describe and explain in the course of

its exposition of mental phenomena. Psychophysical parallelism

is not a metaphysical principle, and therefore has nothing to do

with materialism (c/l § 16), which makes material movements the

cause of psychical phenomena : the bodily is the ' condition ' of

the mental in the sense that one magnitude is dependent upon

another in a mathematical function, i.e., that uniform relations of

change obtain between the two. In other words, it is only a

' regulative ' principle (</. § 4. 3).

9. It is only on the assumption of an uniform connection of

bodily and mental processes that.we can make use of a new and

valuable aid to psychological investigation,—experiment. The
beginnings of psychological experimentation are to be found in

certain of the older contributions to the physiology of the senses.

The dependence of colour sensation upon definite properties of

the physical stimulus, light, and the analogous relation of

auditory sensation to acoustic phenomena, led to results, far

back in the history of physical discovery, which a psychology

of sensation can turn to good account. But experiment for

explicitly psychological ends is a comparatively late feature of

the science. Tetens (cf. § 8. 7) and Bonnet now and then give

brief descriptions of experiments. It was not tiU 1849, however,

when E. H. "Weber published his famous work on the sense of

touch and common feeling {Ueber den Tastsinn und das Gemeinge-

fvKL, in E. Wagner's Handwiyrterhueh der Physiologie), that any

real impetus was given to a systematic employment of the ex-

perimental method ; and not till 1860 that experimental psychology

took shape from the fruitful investigations of G. T. Fechnej
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(Elemenie der PsychopTiys^, 1860 j 2nd ed., unchanged, 1889).

Fechner meant by peychophysies an exact theory of the inter-

relations of physical and psychical, and based the applicability

of experiment upon the assumption that the dependence of

sensation on stimulus can be mathematically expressed. Follow-

ing him, Wundt has introduced experimented methods and results

into his physiological psychology.

We may take it, then, that the field of psychology as a special

science has now been definitely marked out. In includes : (a)

the reduction of more complex facts of consciousness to more

simple; (&) the determination of the relations of dependency

which hold between psychical processes and the physical (neural)

processes which run parallel to themj (c) the application of

experiment, to obtain an objective measure of mental processes

and an exact knowledge of their nature. The history of the

development of the psychical life may, perhaps, be made the

subject of independent scientific investigation. Herbert Spencer

(The Principles of Psychology, 1855 and later) has written

consistently from the developmental standpoint— onesidedly,

however, since the whole of animal psychology and the

psychology of childhood fall under the general rubric. Lastly,

we may note that M. Lazarus and H. Steinthal have distinguished

a 'psychology of peoples' from the ordinary individual psychology.

Its purpose is the study of aU those mental phenomena which

cannot be explained from the individual organisation, but originate

in and are peculiaT to entire groups of individuals, 'peoples.'

Language and custom are examples of such phenomena.

10. It is evident that all the objects of enquiry which we have

grouped together in the preceding paragraph belong to psychology

in the sense of a special science, and not to a philosophical

psychology; for all alike are as truly liltimate data, sheer facts,

as axe any ' natural ' phenomena. If we define philosophy as

the science of principles, we cannot call these psychological in-

vestigations philosophical. Indeed, there is general agreement

on the point among experimental or physiological psychologists.

But it thus becomes all the mca:e necessary to ask whether there
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may not be a philosophical psychology alongside of the scientific,

and, if so, in what relation it stands to the philosophy of miad
or of the mental sciences which, since Hegel's day, we have heen

accustomed to oppose to the philosophy of nature. "We can best

begin oui answer to the question

(1) By giving a list of the special problems which would fall

within the sphere of a philosophical psychology (c/. §7. 7). In

the first place (o) philosophical psychology has to discuss the

epistemological and logical presuppositions of scientific or empirical

psychology. These include the concepts of subject and individual,

of psychical causality and psychical measurement, of the analytic,

synthetic and genetic methods, etc. (&) It must further under-

take a critical examination of the fundamental concepts employed

by empirical psychology : ooneoiousness and the unconscious, mind
and its relation to body, the mental element, etc. (c) It must

bring together the general theories of empirical psychology, and

scrutinise them in the interests of philosophy: the theories of

spatial and temporal ideas, of sensation, of association, etc.

(2) We come very close to metaphysics in the theories of

substantiality and actuality. The former assumes a mind-

substance, the latter asserts that the acts of consciousness, as

directly given, constitute mental reality.

(3) The discipline would be concerned with the antithesis of

intellectaalism and voluntarism. Intellectualism finds the ultimate

elements of mental experience in the iuteUectual processes, thought

or idea ; voluntarism looks upon the phenomena of wiU as typical

of the mental Ufe at large.

(4) The terms 'monism' and 'dualism,' 'materialism' and

'spiritualism' (which we shall discuss in detail iu Chapter III.)

are indicative of different solutions that have been offered of the

problem of the relation of psychical to physical.

"We find numerous essays of this philosophical-psychological

tenor between the covers of epistemological and metaphysical

works, or iucluded iu what is, for the most part, a scientific

treatment of psychology. The first attempt in modem times

to make philosophical psychology an iadependent discipline, is
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to be found in J. Eehmke's Lehrhuch dear allgemeinen Psychologic

(1894). Eehmke's examine has been followed by G. T. Ladd, in

The Philosophy of Mind, 1895.

11. A philosophical psychology in this meaning of the phrase

is not a philosophy of mind or of the mental sciences : it has

to do simply with the special presuppositions, basal concepts or

theories of empirical psychology, and not by any means with

those of all the 'mental' sciences. If these iaclude empirical

psychology itself, then, in t^e author's opnion, philosophical

psychology can never be more than a part of a general philo-

sophy of mind: the other departments would be those of the

philosophy of law, the philosophy of religion, the philosophy

of history, and, perhaps, ethics and aeetheties. "With . such a

variety of disciplines to be covered by ttie single title, it would

seem well to" dispense with the idea of a general philosophy of

mind, or of the mental sciences, altogether—all the more, as it

does not offer any real contrast to the philosof^y of nature.

.Athetios, e.g., is obliged, in some rejects, to take account of

•natural' processes; and it would not be fair to the objective

significance of law, axt, religion and history, if we considered

them merely as mental products.

In cencliiMiHi, we may mention certaia works upon psychology,

which have not been expressly named in the text.

W. VcdkmaHB, Ltkrbueh der Psyahologie, 4th ed., 2 vols., 1894 f.

(The standpoint is essentially that of Herbait. The work is

characterised by detailed historical excursus and numerous references

to the literature. The text is, in. places, entirely out of date.)

A. Bain, The Senses and the Intellect, 1855 and later ; The Emotiong

and the WM, 1869 and later. (The authdr is a representative of the

'associationist' psychology, which regards association as the funda-

mental phmomenon in every psychological imiformity.)

H. HoSdasg, Psychologie in Umrissen, 2nd ed., 1893. (From the

Danish. !&iglish tTanslation from the 1st ed. of the Gterman, by

M. G. Lowndes, 1891.)

W. James, The Principles of Psychology, 2 vols., 1890.

W. Wundt, Vorlesungen iiber Menschen- und Thierseele, 2nd ed., 1892.

(English translation, 1894.) Grvmdriss der P^ckologie (also in Englisli

trs.), 1897.
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E. B. Titchener, An Outline of Psychology, 2nd ed., 1897.

G. F. Stout, Analytic Psychology, 2 vols., 1896.

F. Jodl, Lehrbuch der Psychologic, 1896.

F. A. Carus {Geschichte der Psychologic, 1808) and F. Harms (Qeschichte

der Psychologic, 1878) liave written general histories of psychology

;

but both are very incomplete. The two volumes so far published

(1880, 1884) of H. Siebeok's admirable Geschichte der Psychologic extend

only as far as Thomas Aquinas,

§ 9. Ethics and the Philosophy of Law.

1. With ethics and aesthetics we enter upon an entirely new field.

The philosophical disciplines which we have discussed hitherto rest

upon one, if not upon a whole numbei of special sciences; but

these two have no such basis. They themselves possess the

character of special sciences, dealing with definite and ultimate

facts. Ethics or moral philosophy is ordinarily regarded as a

normative science (cf. §6. 4, 5), and its problem defined as the

exact determination of the conditions which must be fulfilled

if human volition and action are to be made 'moral.' In this

sense it may be termed the art of conduct, just as logic is the

art of thought. Since, however, the definition of the attribute

'moral' cannot be purely arbitrary, ethics has at the same time

to take account of the historical development of moral judgments,

and by analysing the principles or ideals which it finds in actual

life, to try and make its precepts rational and consistent. Whether

it performs this task well or ill, Ethics, at any rate, always draws a

distinction between conduct as it is, and conduct which is en-

joined, prescribed, or (at least) desired. Indeed, if the distinction

is not made, there is no room for any special application of the

predicate 'moral,' over and above the other attributes, to human

sentiment, impulse, etc. True, it is sometimes said to-day, as it

has been La the past, that there is no real diiferenoe between

'moral' and natural volition and action. But we may agree

to this, and yet not admit any exception to our rale. For if

a 'natural' action is opposed to the action that, as a matter

of fact, we find occurring, with the sanction of social usage and
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other etliical influences, we have, though in different words,.the

very distinction which our statement emphasised.

2. The first question that meets the moralist, therefore, is

that of t^e origination of this antithesis between unregulated,

impulsive conduct and conduct regulated by some kind of law,

precept or maxim. He will find it definitely answered by the

results of investigation in the sphere of ethnic psychology. The

first beginnings of a normative judgment of human conduct take

the form of religious ideas and practices, and of those customary

usages and rules of social intercourse which seem to be as old

as society itself. At a very early stage of civilisation these

two influences put a constraint upon the individual; his actions

are largely subjected to outside control, and his hfe follows a

definitely prescribed course. It is not till comparatively late

that the various regulative factors are split up into well-marked

groups. "When this happens, we find religion, custom, law and

morality to have been the chief elements in the originally un-

differentiated total sanction. Still later is the demand for the

separate scientific invest^ation of the different classes of

phenomena. Though poetry and the language of daily life

gradually come to distinguish between religious and worldly

wisdom, the consciousness of their connection is very slow to

die. Hence it should not be surprising that Socrates, who is

generally looked upon as the founder of ethics proper, expressly

mentions two sources of moral order—the written laws of the

state, and the unwritten laws of the gods. At the same time,

the moral decay that he saw around him led him to attempt

for his age what all later moralists have attempted for theirs,

the discovery of universally valid moral principles. So he came

to regard virtuous or moral conduct as the result of knowledge,

something that could be communicated and taught.

3. Plato, like Socrates, tried to determine the conditions of the

universal vaUdity of moral standards. In the PJwedrus, Phcedo

a,ni Byntblic, ethics is brought into close connection with meta-

physics. The antithesis of the sensible material, matter, and

the form or idea or essence of things, becomes a contrast of
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values : matter is the principle of what is base and evU,

the 'idea' the precondition of everything good. Por Plato

there can be but one virtue. And this is, in a sense, the con-

dition of its universal validity; for we are apt to say of truth,

too, that it must be one. All that is good comes, in the last

resort, from God; and true happiness is found only in the im-

material world of pure ideas. Beauty alone can give sensible

knowledge the imprint of the good, of moral value, and" so

enable us to catch a glimpse in it of the higher beyond it.

The fuU realisation of virtuous endeavour presupposes a certain

form of society, the state. In his ideal repubUo Plato describes

the special conditions under which mankind might live a life that

should satisfy all the requirements of human nature.

Happiness (euSat/^oi'ia) had been regarded by the pre-Socratio

moralists as the contents of the ideal good, the one thing worth

striving for. But we find no systematic formulation of a

happiness-ethics before Aristotle. In the Mcomachean Ethics

.happiness is declared to be a state which may exist at many
different degrees or stages, and the conditions for its attainment

are said to vary correspondingly. Whereas the school of Aristippus

of Cyrene (the ' Hedonist ' or ' Cyrenaic,' as he is called), in the

fourth century B.C., made simple sense-pleasure (i)8ov^) the end of

action, Aristotle is of the opinion that only a permanent happiaeaa

—an equable cheerfulness of temper, not to be ruffled by the

accidents of life—can lay claim to the highest value, and there-

fore rank as the final goal of all human effort. "We achieve this

happiness by the help of reason ; reason alone can assure a wise

moderation of passion and desire, and protect us from the too

much or the too little. Virtue is the golden mean between the

two extremes. Aristotle, like Plato, emphasises the ethical im-

portance of the state; but places the contemplative life of the

sage and the philosopher higher than any form of political activity.

4. In the post-Aristotelian schools ethics shows a still more

definite tendency to become an art of conduct. The Stoics did

most for the continuance of ethical interest. They limited the

fiAlH of t.bfi Rciflnee hv their y©rv noteworthy idea of the a6ta<^o/)a—
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indifferent neutral actions, which, obtain ethical value only as means

for the attainment of good ends. They further drew a sharp Ene

of division between virtuous, dutiful, rational conduct (Kwropdafia),

and vicious, passionate action, emphasising it by the personal con-

trast of the wise (good) man and the fool. We see, then, that

ancient ethics had drawn a whole series of valuable distinctions.

The purpose and regulation of human vohtion and action, of goods,

duties and virtues—aU these had received close consideration.

Christianity, however, introduced an entirely new point of

view, characterised by three principal ideas : the idea of inevitable

guilt, the command to love all men, and the belief that future

blessedness or condemnation is necessarily determined by the

moral quaHty of the Ufe lived upon earth.

(1) Ancient ethics is always convinced of the possibility of a

realisation of its ethical ideals ; Christianity teaches that no man,

however much he try, can attain to a gmltless hfe. Hence there

is need of a liberating, saving power to remove the weight that

must otherwise crush humanity down, and to hold out hope, at

least, of a pure and happy existence.

(2) We find traces, in ancient hterature, of the idea of a love

for humanity in general ; but it does not appear as a duty, still

less as an obvious duty, tiU Christianity has come to declare that

aU men are the children of God, and therefore brothers.

(3) And though the ancient world was familiar enough with

the idea of happiness or misery after death, Christianity, here too,

introduces a new factor, by setting the doctrine of future reward

and punishment in close connection with the moral struggles and

progress of the individual That we reap what we sow in the

moral as in other fields—that our whole hope must centre in the

grace of God, who wUl pardon even the sinner if he repent

—

these are the essential elements in the Christian doctrine, and not

any special notions about heaven and hell.

5. Among the ethical problems which were brought into

prominence for the first time by the rise of Christianity was the

very important question of the freedom of the wUL The ideas of

merit and guilt, now so strongly emphasised, have no meaning
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unless man can be considered free to choose between various

possible courses of action. In the Christian ethics of the middle

ages the freedom of the will came up, for the most part, only as

connected with the further problem of the relation of man and

human freedom to God and omnipotence. Nevertheless we find

a clear recognition of the antithesis of determinism and indeter-

minism,—distinct affirmations and denials of the freedom of the

will (c/. §21).

Yet another revival of ethical interest, prompted by religious

motives, occurred at the Eeformation. The asceticism and

shrinking from the world that characterised the middle ages,

and, to a certain extent, the primitive Christians also, now
-gave way to the belief that a vocation in the world is the one

thing which satisfies aU the requirements of ttie moral Hfe,

that our works here upon earth have a positive value, and

that pleasure in earthly matters is permissible, since the world

and aU. that is in it come from the hand of God. Along with

this conviction went a deepening of the religious sentimemt. Not

by any outward works can we acquire a claim to happiness, to the

grace of God, but only by a steadfast inward faith that triumphs

over the world; and if we lack this faith, no outward ceremony

may give us freedom or redemption from guilt. He who will

be moral is thus taught to look to himself: his regeneration

must take place within himself; his fight with the evil power

of sinful passions is an inward conflict; and only faith in God

and His mediator, Christ, can assure him courage, joy and peace,

6. Modem ethics endeavours, as Socrates endeavoured, to

obtain an universally valid basis for moral standards. Very

different paths have been followed in this attempt. One way,

the most superficial, in which the problem has been attacked,

is to model ethics upon mathematics. Thus Spinoza gives us

an Efhica ordme geometrieo demonstrata ; and both Hobbes and

Locke believe—^though they give what are at least very ingenious

reasons for their belief—that ethics can be deductively presented,

and its conclusions made as strict and imiversaUy valid as those

of mathematics. Apart from this superficial and analogical
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metiiod, we ean distinguish foiu different types of scientific

e^iics in modem philosophy.

(1) Ethics is marted off from religion and metajdiysicB, and the

empirical scientific treatment of moral questions advocated.

(2) E&ics is based . upon some already existing empirical

science, such as psycholo^, poEtiesd economy, hiology, etc., and

in this way itself acquires the character of a fecial science.

(3) The 'moral' is identified with what is 'useful,' either to

the individual or the community. This reduction of the idea

of morality to other terms makes it possible to give a com-

prehensive and fairly precise formulation of moral rules.

(4) Lastly, etibics is built up on aprioristic foundations; moral

laws or judgments of conscience are an original function or

connate possession of the human mind, and morality is, therefore,

independent of all ttie varying theories of experience.

These four views can be separated only in abstract reflection;

in the concrete they are as a rule found together, and serve to

supplement one another. Thus the independence of ethics as

regards rehgion and metajdiysics is confirmed by the relation

in which it is brought to certain positive sciences, or by an

aprioristic mode of treatment, etc. But as there seems to be

no theoretical need of any particular grouping of the different

standpoints, while, as a matter of fact, the history of ethics

supplies instances of very various forms of colligation among

them, we may be allowed to disMnguish thran for our present

purpose as representative of the principal ideas underlying all

the ethical activity of modem lames.

7. At first, we find the ethical interest strongest in the English

philosophy. Bacon gives occasional suggestions towards an in-

dependent treatment of moral philosophy; Hobbes attempts to

work out a definite ethical system. He sets out from the

liypothesis of isolated and purely s^sh individuals, and so

comes to the concluflion t^at sodal life and peace are made

possible only by a reasoned and cabolating oomjdiaace of each

with the demands of all : morality originates in reasoned reflecMon

upon the useful and harmfuL Locke, in a siaailar way, makes the
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relation of human volition and action to some kind of law the

principal topic of ethical discussion. Agreement with the law

means moral conduct, disagreement with it, immoral. But there

were, for Locke, three different kinds of law: the law of God,

the law of the state, and the law of puhlic opinion. Hence

there must be three different forms of moral conduct. Under

the divine law, action is dutiful or sinful; under the law of

the state, guilty or innocent; under the law of public opinion,^

virtuous or vicioiis. Shaftesbury's definition of morality ("An
Inquiry concerning Virtue and Merit," in the Oharacteristics

of Men, etc., 1711 and later) is somewhat different. Ancient

ethics had tended to connect the ethical with the sesthetical;

and Shaftesbury, too, finds the essence of moraKty in the

harmonious relation of the selfish and social emotions, in the

beauty of proportion or symmetry, and in the absence of any

unnatural or aimless inclinations. At the same time, he com-

bines happiness with harmony, and declares that the form in

which morality is first presented to us is that of a judgment

of value. The English ethics of the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, however, is not wholly free from aprioristic elements,

E. Cudworth, S. Clarke and J. Butter balieved that all moral

judgments and modes of conduct Jake their source from an

original disposition or function. Hume {An Engmry concerning

the Principles of Morals, 1751) and Adam Smith {Theory of

Moral iSeniiments, 1759) give a very careful psychological

analysis of the moral sentiment and judgment; and Smith, in

particular^ completely establishes the independent existence of,

and true moral justification for, benevolence or sympathy.

8. Continental philosophy shows us a close connection of ethical

disoussion and metaphysics. It is only here and there, at least

in the earlier period, that we find any advocacy of a treatment

of morals apart from religion and from a preconceived metaphysics.

Bayle (t 1706) and Helvetius (t 1771) were the principal champions

of an independent ethics. For the most part the essence of

moi«^y was found in clear cognition and in the regulation of

the emotions bv the rational will. Upon this point Descartes,
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Spinoza and Leibniz are at one, despite their many differences on

special questions. Perfection, defined in a purely theoretical,

inteUectualistic way (ef. § 30. 5), appears alongside of happiness,

as the ethical ideal. We have already seen (§ 5. 3f.) that apriorism

was generally recognised at this time as the condition of universal

validity and necessity; so that we can understand Kant's endeavour

to give ethics scientific rank by basing it upon a prion principles.

Kant declares, in direct contradiction of Eousseau, the repre-

sentative of the 'natural' element in moral philosophy, that a

* categorical imperative,' which is in opposition to all our natural

tendencies, determines the wiU towards morality. He further

argues, however, against any attempt to define the contents of

the moral law by reference, e.g., to the happiness of all or the

perfection of the individual; for if an empirical element regulates

moral conduct it is useless to pursue an enquiry into the conditions

of the universal validity of ethics. The works in which Kant

put forth his views upon moral philosophy are the Kritik d&r prak-

tischen Vemunft (1788), the Grundlegimg zur Metaphysik der

Sittm (1785), and the Metaphydh der Bitten (1797). Ethics is

here made the basis of a new metaphysics. The fact of a moral

law which demands unconditioned realisation seems intelligible

only on the assumption of a will freed from all constraint of

natural causation; and the incongruity that exists, as a matter

of fact, between virtue and happiness requires, Kant thinks, the

immortality of the soul, and a divine being whose compensative

justice can remove the contradiction. The post-Kantians have

made ethics in most cases one of the most important aids to a

metaphysics. J. G. Fichte extends its rsmge of influence still

further. Knowledge is, to a certain extent, conditioned by the

moral wilL And the reality of other beings besides ourselves is

the necessary precondition of -our own moral efforts, of an ego

struggUng towards morality {System der Sitterdehre, 1798).

9. Ethics is not now accredited with this wide-reaching sig-

nificance. Even ScheUing and Hegel look upon it only as a

transition science, a stage on the road to higher things, not itself

furnishing the ultimate and supreme ideaL Herbart (AUgemeine
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praktische PMloscfphte, 1808) eflfected its complete separatioH from

theoretical philosophy. On his view the attribute ' moral ' cannot

he regarded as determining the essential nature of any object or

objects; but is simply the predicate in a judgment of taste, a

determination of value. This kind of judgment contributes

nothing to our knowledge of things; it is merely the exjaession

of our subjective attitude to them. Now the passing of a

judgment of value presupposes a standard of comparison; and

this is given by the ideas of inner freedom, perfection, benevolence,

justice and recompense. AU five ideas furnish original and

independent judgments of taste. Schopenhauer {Die beiden

Grundproileme der Ethik, 2nd ed., 1860) follows Kant in

the postulation of freedom, but restricts it to the first steps in

the formation of character, the peculiar feature of an individual

will. On the other hand, he refuses to accept the Kantian view

of the purely formal significance of the moral law, and declares

—

in accordance with his pessimistic metaphysics—that sympathy

is the ethical impulse par exceHenee. Schleiermacher's contribution

to ethics (Grundlinim einer Krittk der tiisherigen SiUenlehre,

1803) is the distinction between theory of goods, theory of virtues,

and theory of duties : each in its own way containing an exposition

of the whole of moral science. In quite recent years, since the

epistemological zeal of the sixties has somewhat cooled, there has

been very great activity in the ethical field. A large number of

good and suggestive works have been published, of which only a

few can be mentioned here. Much labour has been devoted in par-

ticular to the strengthening of the foundations of ethics, and the

discovery of new facts of ethical import by investigation in certain

of the special sciences—^political economy, sociology, psychology, etc.

We may mention the following works :

—

E. von Hartmann, PhUnommwlogie des'sittlichen Bevmsstsems. 1879,

Second Edition under the title Das dUliche Bewusstsein. 1886.

H. Spencer, The Princ^les of EtMcs. 1879-93.

W. Wundt, Ethik 2nd ed., 1892. Trs. in preparation.

F. Paulsen, System der Ethik. 2 vols., 3rd ed., 1893.

G. Simmel, Einldtimg in die Morahmssemchaft. 2 vols., 1892-93.

H. Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics. 3rd ed., 1884.
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We may also mention three admirable histories of ethics :

—

T. Ziegler, GmhichU der Ethik. I., Die Ethik der Griechen v/nd

Rinna\ 1881. II., Die christHche Efhik. 2nd ed., revised, 1892.

F. Jodl, GeicMcMe der Ethik in der neueren PMlosophie, 2 vols.,

1882-89.

[H. Sidgwick, Ovilvnes of the History of Ethics. 2nd ed., 1888.]

10. This hasty glance at the historical cotiTse of ethical thinking

is enough to show that there has been a great diversity of opinion

among moral philosophers. Indeed, there is no philosophical

discipline, except metaphysics, which has given rise to so many
schools and standpoints as has ethics. Terms like InteUectualism,

Intuitionism, Eudsemonism, Evolutionism, etc;, all stand for

divergences of ethical theory, whether as regards the origin of

moral precepts, or the real end of moral conduct^ or the motives

of moral action. This lack of agreement in first principles, as

manifested in the history of the discipline, may be referred to the

constant change to which moral ideals and judgments are subject.

"What we to-day look upon as moral, good or meritorious, may, in

earlier times, have been called by other names, or have lain

altogether beyond the sphere of human volition. But the diver-

gence of opinion obtains not only between period and period ; we
find it at every moment of every period. We have only to look

round us now to discover it ; very little examination of different

individuals, or, better still, of different social classes, wiH bring to

light fundamental differences of moral judgment. This uncertainty

as to the essential nature of morality extends, however, only to its

contents ; no one disputes l^t requirements, laws, norms of some

kind, have their place in the consideration of human conduct.

K"ot a particular contents, but the form of the law or r^ulation,

that is, has universal validity in the ethical reahn. What direction

the law takes, with what contents its form is filled, depends upon

the needs, customs and opinions of a particular time. Under

such circimistances an ethi(» which attempts to do more than bring

out these general factors, and determine, with so much of

probability as it may, the character of the morality conditioned

by them, must possess a merely temporary significance.
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The same thing is true of the philosophy of law and political

economy, whose contents are similarly detennined by the stage of

development to which the consoionsness of justice and the code of

law have attained, and by the economic conditions of the time.

If, therefore, ethics is to become an empirical science, like these

two, the first aim of the moralist must be the collection of fa«ts

over a wide range of conduct. Speculations as to the possible or

necessary nature of moral" volition and action expose him to

the obvious risk of travelling out of the main current of the

moral development of his age, and thus condemning himself to

fruitless labour and universal disregard. It is by mere chance, so

to say, that an ethics of this sort can arouse any general interest.

11. The principal task, then, which we must assign to a

scientific ethics, regarded as a separate discipline, is the collection

and analysis of the ethical opinions current in its day. We are

here in full accord with Herbart when he says that the form

in which morality is first presented to us is that of certain judgments

of value passed upon human volition and action. These judgments

take two main forms, corresponding to the two headings of the

quality and the intensity of the will judged. The terms ' good

'

and 'bad' belong to judgments of quahtyj the terms 'merit'

and 'guUt' to judgments of iutensity. Siuce, however, every

determiaation of intensity presupposes some volitional quality,

whose intensity it is, every appreciation of the strength or force of

the will mTist carry with it an estimate of wiU-quality. Hence

only acts of the good will can be meritorious, and only acts of the

bad wiU guilty :—a proposition whose truth must not cause us to

lose sight of the relativity of the concepts 'good' and 'bad.'

Armed with some such simple scheme as this, the moralist would

have to collect the moral judgments of various individuals,

professions, social classes, etc., and discover, by careful sifting of

his material, whether any unitary laws or consistent theories were

to be obtained from them. That done, proposals could be made,

with real hope of successful result, for the improvement or perfec-

tion of the moral consciousness. Only in this way does it seem

possible to bring ethics into living contact with the moral
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development of a national life. It is not by leaning upon

. psyehcdogy, or political economy, or sociol(^y, or any other special

science, tliat ethics can attain to the rank of a universally valid

discipline, but rather by taking its stand upon the facts which are

peculiarly its own, accessible solely to its methods. The analysis

of the moral consdousness as it is, and then the freeing of it from

contradictions and inconsistencies,—^those are the tasks set to a

purely empirical ethics. Its character as a normative science is

assured by the nature of the second problem. We need not

decide, for the present, whether there can be a philosophical

ethics side by side with the empirical. The question has never

been raised, and may accordingly remain a cura posterior.

12. The philosophy of law may be dealt with much more

briefly. It was originally an integral part of ethics, and is still

generally treated as an appendix to moral philosophy. As
'justice' and 'morality' diverge, however—^the former finding

its expression in definite laws, promulgated and enforced by the

state—the sciences that have to do with them become more and

more distinct. A further ground of difference is seen in the

division of the science of 'justice' into a philosophy of law

and a special science of contemporary law; there is no such

special science of 'morality.' The separation of the science of

law from its philosophy is due to H. Gratius (f 1645). The

science has to do withjws civUe, positive law j the philosophy with

jvs naiurcHe, the law of reason or nature. Since Grotius' time,

attempts have constantly been made to determine by a priori

deduction the natural basis or real ground of law, regarded as

independent of the wUl of a law-giver. Elant drew a sharp line

between legality and morality, defining legality as outward com-

pliance with legal prescription. The philosophy of law has,

further, been somewhat influenced by the work of E. Chr. F.

Krause (f 1832), whose pupil, H. Ahrens, gained a wide reputation

by his elaborate Naturrecht oder Philosophie des Eec/ds vnd dei

Staates (6th ed., 2 vols, 1870-71).

We may ako mention :

—

A. Trendelenburg, maturre<M aufdem Gnmde der Ethik. 2nd ed., 1868
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W. Scbuppe, Grvmdimge der Eihik und BecktspMlosophie. 1881.

A. LasBon, Systrnn der BetM&pMlosoptm. 1882.

Ei von Ihering, Der Zweck wn BecM. 2nd ed., 2 vols., 1884-86.

R. Wallaschek, Studien zur BecMsphilosophie. 1889.

K. Bergbohm, J<wrupntdenz wnd BechtsphihsopMe. I. 1891.

In the last-mentioned work the doctrine of natural law is vigorously

attacked, and the philosophy of law defined as a philosophy of positive,

i.e., actual, current law.

[J. Lorimer, InstUtctes of Lam. 1880.

Sir H. Maine, Andent Lom. 11th ed., 1888.

J. H. Stirling, Lectures on the PMhsophy of Law. 1873.]

13. The true problem of the philosophy of law is usually

obscured by a bad use of terms. It is customary to contrast the

philosophy of law with the science of law, a mode of expression

which would lead us to suppose that the philosophy can say some-

thing more or something better than the science upon the facts of

law, as they lie before us for treatment, or that the philosophy has

a special kind of law for its subject-matter, different from the law

of jurisprudence, the positive law established by human enactments

and based upon human convention. EeaUy, of course, the prob-

lem of a philosophy of law must be similar to the problem of a

philosophy of nature (cf. § 7. 7) ; it does not deal directly with the

facts of law, but simply discusses the fundamental principles pre-

supposed and the general theories developed by the corresponding

special science. 'Law' for the philosophy is precisely the same

as 'law' for the science: this latter including, we may note, not

only the systematisation of existing laws, but also the 'general

theory of law,' as it is called, and comparative jurisprudence.

We can therefore state the problems which confront a philosophy

of law, on lines similar to those which are followed in the cases

of natural philosophy and philosophical psychology (cf. §§7, 8).

They are three in number.

(1) The philosophy of law must examine the epistemological

and logical presuppositions of the science of law. Here belong

all concepts of general significance which are applicable outside the

special limits of jurisprudence, and therefore cannot be adequately

defined by a particular science; those, e.g., of action, intention,
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mil, attempt, accident, causality, law, freedom, etc. All these

are general tenns employed by other sciences than jiirisprudence.

Here belongs, further, the logical examination of the procedure,

the peculiar method, of the science of law.

14. (2) The philosophy of law must undertake a critical in-

vestigation of the fundeunental ideas which find expression in the

science, i.e., of the concepts employed exclusively by jurisprudence.

Here belongs, in the first instance, the idea of justice. The very

various definitions of the term given by jurists, in the present as

in the past, necessitate a critical examination of the facts from

which the idea has taken shape. Further to mention are the ideas

of punishment, responsibility, the juristic 'person,' property,

possession, etc. Here, too, we find divergent opinions, leading

to more or less radical differences of school or standpoint.

(3) Lastly, a philosophy of law must examine the general

theories of jurisprudence. It is hardly possible to draw an exact

line of division between these last two problems, since a number

of the fundamental ideas given under (2) have been made the

basis for general theories. Thus there is a very great diversity

of opinion as regards the meaning and purpose of 'punishment,'

go that we have the ' deterrent ' theory, the ' reformation ' theory,

the 'retribution' theory, etc. In the same way there is dispute

as to the origin of justice, and different schools of law have given

very different answers to the question, in the form of particular

theories. Two have persisted to the present day : the theory that

justice is referable to an original capacity or need of the acting

individual, and may, perhaps, be deduced from the idea of a free

personality ; and the contrary theory, that always and everywhere

justice means a sum of precepts or rules of human conduct,

supported by some kind of sanction, and that to understand or

define it we must look to history and experience, not to a priori

hkehhood or arguments of pure reason.

Note.—We may here say a few words about pedagogy. It is nsnal,

at the present day, to exclude pedagogy from the circle of philosophical

disciplines proper, despite the close connection of its topics, both in

history and in fact, with those of philosophy^ Herbart {Allganein'
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PSdagogik, 1806), whose pedagogical doctrines are still dominant at

least in Giermany, sought to make pedagc^ an applied ethics and
psycholc^. Ethics shows the goal of education, determines its end

and aim
; psychology furnishes the method by which the end may be

achieved. Such a view, however, can be correct only if ethical ends

are made absolutely pre-eminent, and aes&etic and intellectual needs

subordinated to them. And even so, it would hardly be right to call

a pedagogy which aimed to be not merely a theory of education but

also a theory of instruction, an 'applied ethics.' The aim or goal of

instruction can be brought only by a very roundabout way into the

sphere of ethical problems and definitions. On the other hand, the con-

nection of pedagogy with psychology cannot be disputed. The process

of learning and the process of instruction—the development of character

and the work of education—are alike unintelligible unless considered

from the psychological point of view. And it were much to be desired

that the intimate relation between the two disciplines should be ex-

plicitly recognised, so that pedagogy might adapt itself without more

delay to the living progress of psychology. The continued veneration

for Herbart's pedagogy does not encourage us, however, to hope for

any such result in the near future.

§10. Esthetics.

1. Esthetics, like ethics, is concerned with the investigation of

particular facts; it is not a critical appendix to some special

science, whether the history of art, as Vischer believed, or any

other. The aim. of modem sesthetics, then, must be the same

with that of modem ethics : to become a positive science. The

two groups of facts with which it has primarily and most directly

to do are the aesthetic judgments of pleasure and displeasure, and

art and artistic production. They are clearly distinguished in

ancient philosophy. Plato, Plotinus and Longiaus gave most atten-

tion to the ideas of beauty and sublimity, i.e., to the contents of the

sesthetic judgment ; Aristotle was principally desirous of contribut-

ing something towards a theory of art, and accordingly propounds

a theory of poetry, especially tragedy. Plato's views upon aes-

thetics are set forth for the most part in the PTiaedrus, Symposium

and PhUebus; Plotinus treats sesthetio questions in the first ajid

fifth Enneads, and Aristotle chiefly in the Poetics. It is doubtful

whether Longinus is the author of the work irepl vtf/ovs. In all
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these books, however, the philosophy of beauty is still mired with

ethics and metaphysics, and is very far from being a simple

empirical investigation of given aesthetic judgments. And it is

much the same with the aesthetics of the middle ages and the

aesthetic theories of modem times. Philosophic interest has

centred in the establishment of ceriiain ideals of artistic creation,

and in general hypotheses as to the significance of beauty in the

universe. At the same time, some writers, especially in England,

—Shaftesbury, Burke and Home, for example,—have done much
to further the psycholo^cal investigation of aesthetic feehng and

appreciation. Home's Elements of Gritidsm (1762 and later)

forms with Kant's work upon aesthetics the most valuable

contribution to the science made by the eighteenth century.

2. The philosophy of art, as is readily intelligible, became a kind

of empirical science at a comparatively early period. The name
might with some reason be applied to Aristotle's Poetics itself, as

well as to Leonardo da Vinci's treatise on painting, the Art

poetique of K". D. Boileau (fl?!!), the Sefleaaons critiqiies sur la

poSsie, la jieinture et la musique (1719 and later) by J. B. Dubos,

etc., etc. But aesthetics does not appear as a comprehensive

discipline until the years 1750-58, when Alexander GottKeb

Baumgarten (1714^1762) published his Aesfhetica (2 vols.). The
book was intended to fiU a gap in Chr. "Wolffs philosophical

system. Wolff had contrasted the higher and the lower faculties

of knowledge, and defined logic as the science of the higher.

There seemed to be no corresponding science of the lower faculiy,

of sensible knowledge; and the new aesthetics was written to

supply the deficiency. The ideal of all higher knowledge is truth,

complete clearness of ideas. Lower knowledge is always confused,

obscure. Baumgarten finds the ideal of this latter sort of knowledge

in beauty (a position, by the way, which had already been indicated

by Leibniz). Beauty is the perfection of sensible knowledge, just

as truth is the perfection of the knowledge of the understanding.

The problems assigned to theoretical aesthetics, which Batmigeirten,

in the spirit of the Wolffian classification of philosophy, marks

Oif from practical l^idens, speciaiis) aesthetics, are three in number;
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(1) It has to show what parts of sensible knowledge aie beauti-

ful, and so aid in the discovery of beauty. This portion of

aesthetics is termed Heuristics.

(2) It has to show what arrangements of these beautiful

elements are beautiful, and therefore to be obseived. This is

the Methodology.

(3) It has to ask how the beautiful and beautifully arranged

elements may be beautifully expressed. This enquiry is termed

Semeiotics.

Baumgaiten himself treats only of the first portion of this system

of theoretical aesthetics. His pupU, G. F. Meier {Anfangsgriinde aller

schonen Kiinste und Wissensehaften, 2nd ed., 1754), is an even more

zealous advocate of the independence of aesthetics. With him began

a period of energetic work upon the new science: and very soon, as

the psychology of the time developed, there came to be a feeling that

the subject-matter of aesthetics was not what Baumgarten had

declared it to be ; that, in particular, beauty could not be termed

off-hand the perfection of sensible knowledge, or, indeed, knowledge

at aU. The assertion, from the side of psychology, of an indepen-

dent faculty of feeling led to the view that the true source of

aesthetics must be sought on that side of mind, in feeling.—Along-

side of these attempts to determine the essential contents or object

of the aesthetic judgment, we find a large number of essays in the

philosophy of art. Thus J. J. Winckehnann endeavoured to set

up general rules for the plastic arts, and G. E. Lessing and J. G.

Herder to formulate a new theory of poetry.

3. Kant is the true founder of scientific aesthetics ; his Kritik

der Urtheilskraft (1790) is an attempt to reconcile the conflicting

views of his predecessors. .^Esthetics is there divided into two

distinct parts : the theory of beauty and sublimity, and an

investigation of the nature of art £ind methods of aesthetic

classification. In the first part, Kant is mainly concerned to

separate aesthetics as clearly as possible from ethics, logic and sense

pleasure. It rests upon an a priori principle, viz., the assumption

of the communicableness of aesthetic impressions, and of a teleo-

logical harmony between the faculties of knowledge,—^imagination
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and imderstanding or reason. Beauty is direct disinterested pleasuie

in forms and relations; sublimity is direct pleasure in sometliing that

baiSes the interest of the senses, i.e., whose magnitude or power

puts it beyond the grasp of sensibility. The philosophy of art

shows liiat a work of art must awaken an idea of the beauty in

things, and that genius is the subjective condition of exemplary

work in art. Eant classifies the arts, according to the means

employed for the expression of beauty, as those of words or

articulation (the arts of speech), of gesticidation or deportment

(the formative arts), and of modulation or tone (the arts of the

play of sensations). The beautiful and sublime derive their

greatest value, however, from their character as perfect symbols of

the moral or the good. Kant's sssthetie theories had a marked

influence upon Schiller's work in the same field \Briefe iiher

die (BstJietische Erziehung, 1795). In substantial agreement with

Kant as regards first principles, SchiUer gives a less formal inter-

pretation of the various phenomena of artistic activity, lays

greater emphasis upon the value of aesthetics, and attaches greater

importance to the beautiful as opposed to the moral {cf. the admir-

.

able presentation of the relations of the two systems in E. Kiihne-

mann's KanPs wnd SchiUer's Begriindung der Aesthetik, 1895).

4. The speculative tendency of the post-Kantian philosophy

is clearly manifested in its aesthetics. A deductive procedme,

of derivation from universal principles, is everywhere followed.

Especially important is the discrimination of an 'aesthetics of

contents' and an 'aesthetics of form.' Hegel is the representa-

tive of the former; Herbart the founder of a purely formal

aesthetics. Hegel {Vorlesimgen iiiber die JEsfhetik, 1836-38:

vol. X. of the collected TFerfe) defines aesthetics as the philosophy

of art; and art is, for him, the lowest form of reality of the

absolute mind, which realises itself in the three stages of art,

religion and philosophy. It follows, of course, that natural

beauty is merely a first step towards beauty properly so called,

the beauty of ait. The essence of artistic beauty resides for

Hegel in the revelation of idea by matter, or in the manifestation

of the eternal and unconditioned in the temporal and finite.
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Such a conception of beauty lays most emphasis upon the

idea which forms the real value of the sesthetio impression.

At the same time, the various arts, and the history of art in

general, show a serial development; we have first the pre-

dominance of matter over idea, then a counterbalancing of one

by the other, and finally a predominance of idea over matter.

In this way Hegel obtains three different forms of art, the

symbolic, classical and romantic, realised historically in Oriental,

Greek and Christian art, and systematically in architecture,

the plastic arts, and the trinity of painting, music and poetry.

The Hegelian sesthetics, or aesthetics of contents, has found

many disciples. We may mention the works of Ch. H. Weisse,

System der Aesthetik, 1830; Fr. Th. Vischer, Aesthetik, 3 parts,

1846-58; A. Zeising, Aesthetisehe Forsehimgen, 1855; M.
Carrifere, AestTietik, 2 vols., 3rd ed., 1885; and K. Koestiin,

Aesthetik, 1869.

5. Among these the great work of Vischer takes first rank.

True, it is—as the author himseK came to see—sadly lacking

as regards system and method ; but its wealth of historipal notes

and of detailed references to the various special arts makes it

a mine of valuable information even for the modem student

of aesthetics. Vischer defines his subject as the theory of the

beautiful, and gives sesthetics second place, next after religion,

in Hegel's trinity of art, religion and philosophy. The work

is divided into three parts : a metaphysics of beauty, which deals

with the general idea of the beautiful; a theory of beauty 'in

one-sided existence,' i.e., as existing objectively in nature and

subjectively in imagination; and a theory of the 'subjective-

objective reality of the beautiful,' i.e., of art. Vischer classifies

the arts according to the three forms of imagination, the con-

structive, receptive or sensitive and poetic. Architecture,

sculpture and painting correspond to constructive imagination,

music to the receptive, and poetry to the poetic.

In Herbart the term aesthetics has an entirely difi'erent signifi-

cance, includiag not only what is ordinarily called aesthetics, but

ethics as well {cf. § 2. 7). It is the science of the supplementing
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of what is by determinations of value. The faculty which enables

us to make such determinations is named by Herbart, quite

generally, 'taste.' Hence not only sesthetical but ethical judg-

ments are 'judgments of taste.' iEsthetics in the narrower

sense has to do with our pleasure in forms; and its problem is

to discover the simple relations which run through all the more

complicated works that evoke the sesthetic impression, and to

define the ideas or ideals which govern aesthetic judgments of

beauty and ugliness. These simple forms and relations Herbart

finds, e.g., in the harmony and disharmony of tones and colours,

in rhythm, as a pleasing or displeasing relation of time periods,

and in symmetry, as a similar relation of spatial extents. He
thinks it necessary, in aesthetics, to abstract entirely from the

matter or contents of the pleasing or displeasing relations and

forms, although the total effect of any work of art is largely

determined by it. The Herbartian standpoint has been systemati-

cally worked out by E. Zimmermann {AesChetik. I., GescMcMe
der Aesthetik als phUosq^hischer Wissenchafi, 1858j II., AUgemeine

AestJietik oils Formwissmschaft, 1865). Zimmermann pays special

attention to the ideals of perfection, unity, etc., which Herbart

had not defined at all exactly.

6. Eomanticism brought with it an exaggeration of the sestheti-

cal point of view. ScheLing, Fr. Schlegel and Schopenhauer, the

principal philosophers of the romantic school, all lay stress, though

each in his own way, upon the supreme importance of beauty and

art. In Schelling, everything appears in the form of a work of

art ; nature is a work of art, and the organism, and indeed the

whole universe ; and beauty takes its place in the developmental

series of subjective creations as the higher synthesis of science

and morality. Schlegel, too, at a certain period of his philoso-

phical development, feU into a sort of hero-worship, a cult of

genius. The autocracy of genius, its full magnificence, finds ex-

pression in free criticism (irony) and free creation, unspoiled by

any law. Lastly, Schopenhauer looks upon the state of aesthetic

enjoyment as the highest form of earthly existence, the one

condition in which we can conquer the cause of all siiffering

—
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will. It makes an end of unrest and struggle; for him who is

sunk: in pure contemplation of the beautiful, intellect and idea

have obtained the wished-for mastery over wiU; he is brought

weU-nigh to that saving last state of human existence, which is

will-less nothing. On the other h^nd, Schopenhauer regards

music as the highest of all the arts, because it is not, like the

others, a form of idea, but a direct image of will itself, the

essence of aU things.

7. In quite recent times this metaphysical and logical stand-

point has been largely given up, and a radically different con-

ception of the object and methods of sesthetics has begun to take

its place. To put it briefly, sesthetics is on the road to become

empirical, instead of speculative or constructive ; and the empirical

method is being applied not merely to judgments of pleasing

impressions, but also to the arts themselves and the creative

activity of the artist. Thus H. Taine {PMloso^phie de Vart, trs.

1865) discourses of art mainly from the point of view of an

historian of civilisation, emphasising the factors which seem to

have determined the course of artistic production in time. It

was he who introduced the words 'milieu' and 'moral tempera-

ture,' which have since become so popular, to designate the total

condition, mental and moral, of a given period. On the other

hand, Grant Allen {Physiological Aesthetics, 1881) and Georg

Hirth (Aufgabe der Kwnstphysiologie, 2 parts, 1891) have

attempted to discover the psychophysical conditions of the vogue

of works of art, especially of plastic art. Finally, G. T. Pechner

{Vorschule der Aesthetik, 2 parts, 1876) examined the empirical

conditions of aesthetic pleasure and displeasure, and was able to

demonstrate the vaKdity of a very proinising method, that of

aesthetic experiment. Fechner distinguished three principal

modes of experimental procedure: the methods of choice, of

production and of application. The method of choice consists

in the picking out of the most pleasing term of a whole series

of different simple forms, geometrical figures, etc. That of pro-

duction consists, e.g., in the drawing of some given figure or form

in the proportions most satisfactory to the subjective feeling of th«
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draiiglitsman. The method of application consists in the investi-

gation of fashionable art-ohjects, or any objects of daily tise, to

detennine the simple form-relations that arouse sesthetic pleasure.

Zeising (4, above) had already made a large number of measure-

ments by this last method, all of which seemed to indicate that

the most pleasing relation of two lines is that known as the

'golden section,' the proportion 8:13. Fechner confirmed

Zeising's restdt for simple figures by the method of choice.

There can be no doubt that experimental aesthetics may be

extended to cover all pleasing relations in the sphere of sense

impressions; and that it wiU bring to light a large number of

new uniformities, and do away with the obscurity and arbitrariness

of the older constructive aesthetics.—^Another very important

poiat in Fechner's work is the distinction of a direct and an

associative factor in the aesthetic judgment. By the former he means

the immediate conditions of pleasure lying in the object under con-

sideration, quite apart from any secondary ideas aroused by it ; by

the latter, reproduced ideas of the meaning of the object, previous

experiences, etc. The distinction is evidently of crucial impor-

tance for the experimental investigation of sesthetic judgments.

8. There can be no question that these recent enquiries

inaugurate a new period in aesthetics, characterised by the purely

empirical treatment of its subject-matter. The objects investi-

gated by the science are on the one hand judgments of aesthetic

pleasure and displeasure, and on the other works of art. The

separation of the two groups shows that there was truth in the

old distinction between a philosophy of beauty and a philosophy

of art. The aesthetic judgment extends beyond works of art,

since there is a beauty of nature as well as of art; and works

of art give us more than the aesthetic judgment, since when we
have decided as to the pleasingness or displeasingness of their

impression we can go on to discuss the conditions of their

origination, the relation between portrayal and portrayed, between

form and contents, copy and model, etc., etc.

(1) The first part of aesthetics, the theory of the aesthetic

judgment, may be regarded as a portion of psychology, and, of
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course, of applied psychology. Its problem is to furnish an exact

definition of the sesthetie judgment and its conditions in terms

of psychology. When viewed in relation to its objects, however,

•• and especially in relation to the beauty of art, it takes on the

(Character of a normative discipline, stating the external conditions

which any given object must fulfil in order to be aesthetically

pleasing. The dominant method of this part of aesthetics can

and must be the method of experiment.

(2) The province of the second half of empirical aesthetics,

the theory of art, is negatively defined by the limits of a number

of already existing purely technical disciplines: harmony and

theory of composition in music, the rules of designing, colouring,

engraving, etching, etc., in the plastic arts, and prosody in the art

of poetry. That is to say, the technique of art, the statement of

the objective conditions of the production of a work of art, may
be ruled out of aesthetics. The problem that remains for the

theory of art is (a) an investigation of the general relation of

portrayal and portrayed within the work of art. The names

idealism, realism and naturalism stand for different conceptions of

this relation. (6) It has also to raise the question of the subjective

conditions of the work of art, the temperament, imagination,

memory, etc., of the creative artist. This part of aesthetics, hke

the first, is evidently psychological in nature, but can also take on

the normative character,—rising above the mere determination

of the mental attitude and furniture of the artist to the ideal

construction of those features of his mental constitution which

are most favourable for the production of a work of art that shall

satisfy the canons of a severe (or, perhaps, of the severest) criticism.

9. In aesthetics, as in ethics, we are met by the problem of the

existence of a philosophical discipline, over and above the special

science of the same name ; and there are not a few philosophers at

the present day who emphasise the value of a philosophy, or even

a metaphysics, of the beautiful. But there is no occasion here to

discuss the possibUity of a philosophical aesthetics in any detail.

The development of the science in the near future must be pre-

eminently an advance along empirical linesr; and the philosophy of
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beauty or of art cannot take permanent shape until a certain

measure of strictly scientific knowledge has been acquired. The

objection so oftenurged against a scientific SBsthetics, that judgments

of taste are purely individual in their nature, and that therefore

anytibing in the way of an tmiversaUy valid proposition in

aesthetics is an impossibility, is met by the fact that, so far,

in all cases where it has been possible to examine the eesthetis

judgment under unexceptionalde conditions, *.e., experimentally,

no trace has been found of 'purely individual' taste, or even of

irregularity in the formulation of taste-judgments. On the con-

trary, there has been manifested a most surprising agreement in

assthetic jndgm^it, an agreement which obliges us most emphati-

cally to continue along the same path of enquiry. The belief in

individual differences, expressed in the current phrase, De gvMibus

rum est dispidavdwm, is easily intelligible when we remember the

complexity of the impressions which form the objects of aesthetic

appreciation in ordinary life. Diversity of interests, differences in

the associative factor, in attention, and even in the actual object of

observation, are conditions which readily account for divergence of

' taste ' in every-day matters.

The following works may be added to the literature quoted in the

foregoing paragraphs:

E. von Eartmann, Aesthetik, I., Die deviiche AestheUk seit Kani,

1886 ; II., System der Aesthetik. 1887.

H. Cohen, Kcml?s Begriindung der AestheUk. 188&.

K. Qroos, Eiideitung in die Aesthetik. 1892.

K. Qrosse, Die Anfange der Kwnst. 1893.

J. Walter, Die Geschichte der Aesthdik im AUerthum. 1893.

H. von Stein, Die Erttst^ung der neueren Aesthetik. 1886.

M. Schasler, Kritisehe Geschichte der Aesthetile, two parts. 18731

\B. Boaanquet, History of Aesthetics. 1892.]

§ 1 1. The Philosophy of Religion,

1. We are helped towards a prehminaiy definiticai of the

philosophy of religion by the distinction drawn above (§ 9. 13)

between a philosophy of law and a science of law. On that
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analogy, we should have to oppose theology, as science, to the

philosophy of religion, as a part of philosophy in general: the

one dealing with some determinate positive religion, the other

examining and testing the general concepts employed or assump-

tions made by a special theology. As a matter of fact, however,

we find that in the philosophy of religion, as in that of law, this

simple conception has been ousted by another, quite different

view. Just as the law of reason or nature is contrasted with the

positive law of the state, so, within a given form of religion, the

natural or rational elements have been separated off from the

revealed. They consist of the religious ideas or feelings which

can be deduced a priori from the nature of man himself, and

more especially from his highest faculty, reason. It is even

probable that this division in religion served as model for the

similar distinction in the sphere of law, where its application is

evidently quite different and much more correct. In law, external

enactments and outward conduct have the principal part to play;

but the essence of religion has always been placed in a purely

inward, subjective attitude, which manifests itself in aU kinds

of conduct, but constitutes a reality entirely apart. And, iadeed,

when we consider how frequently the religious Ufe of the

individual departs from the articles of belief and ceremonial

duties prescribed by his creed, we cannot doubt the existence

of an inward religion, a religion which has grown up from

personal experience and by conflict with all manner of scientific

objections, altogether aside from the objective, historical form

assumed by a particular revealed religion. Hence it is in-

telligible that the philosophy of religion has always asserted

its right to investigate the facts of religion in relative indepen-

dence of theology, and has only occasionally approached the

problem which we assigned to it just now—the discussion of

the value and philosophical significance of the fundamental

theological concepts.

2. It was not tUl a comparatively recent period that the philo-

sophy of religion received independent treatment. In ancient

Tihilosonhv it formed an integral part of metaphysics; and ia
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modem times, even down to our own day, the feeling has generally

been that judgments of religion must be made from the meta-

physical standpoint. Hence the attitude of a philosopher to

religion or the idea of God has come to be looked upon as a

criterion of his metaphysics; witness the terms theism, deism,

pantheism and atheism (c/. §22), which give clear expression to

the relation of the two discipUnes. Moreover, it was metaphysics

that offered the first opposition to Christian dogmatics. Then

again, in the English philosophy, the epistemological examination

of the idea of revelation has led to a criticism of positive religion

in general. The earliest independent treatment of the philosophy

of religion is, perhaps, to be foimd in the writings of the English

'free thinkers' of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,

Toland, Tindal, etc. These men set out to lay a new foundation

for the contents of religion iu a criticism of Christianity and the

doctrines of the church. The result of their efforts was a deism,

a purely mechanical conception of the universe, accepted under

stress of the discoveries of modem natural science, and leaving no

room for a God who should interfere with the destiuy of the

world. Deism cut away the ground from under the feet of natural

religion in the original, metaphysical or epistemological ' and

psychological meaning of the word ; so that it had to be given an

entirely new foundation, if a religious life apart from positive

theology were once more to seem philosophically possible. This

work was done by Kant. He characterised the chief objects of

religious belief as postulates of the moral consciousness, and thus

endeavoured to assure them against all protest from the side of

theoretical ratiocination. The universal rule of mechanical laws

stops short at phenomena ; things in themselves constitute a realm

of freedom, which receives its necessary complement in the

assumption of personal itomortality and of an all-powerful and aU-

good Grod {cf. §9. 8). Kant defines religion, however, as the

recognition of our duties as divine commands, and his own philo-

sophy of religion (Die Religion innerhalh der Oremen der blossen

Vermmft, 1793) consists in a rationalistic interpretation of the

dogmas of the Christian religion, which does not differ in any
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essential point from the older attempts of the period of the

Illumination towards a religion in accordance with reason.

3. Kant was chiefly concerned to make religion a normative

science and defend its right to a place within a philosophical

system. Schleiermacher (Reden, ilber die Beligion, 1799) discusses

it as a factor in history and a datum of psychology, and comes to

the conclusion that aU religion consists in the feeling of an

absolute dependence. Hegel, on the other hand, brings religion

into relation with philosophy once more, describing it as the

obscure and confused anticipation of philosophy. In recent times,

the development of the philosophy of religion has followed three

principal lines: the historical, psychological, and epistemological

and metaphysical. Historically, it has as an object of investigation

the origin and progressive evolution of religion
;
psychologically, it

attempts to describe the psychical processes constituting the

religious life of the individual; epistemologicaUy and metaphysi-

cally, it asks for the justification of religious ideas and examines

their connection with a general theory of the universe. Enquiries

of this latter kind not iofrequently result ia the establishment of

a new religious ideal, whose compatibility with the scientific and

metaphysical theories of the age renders it acceptable where positive

religious ideas have proved unsatisfactory.

The philosophy of religion has been treated from this stand-

point by

:

E. von Hartmann, Das religiose Bewusstsem der Menschhdt im Stufen-

gange seiner Eviwicklv/ng, 1881 ; and Die BeUgion des Geistes. 1882, 2nd

ed., 1888.

O. Pfleiderer, BeligionsphilosopMe. I., Oeschichte der EeUgionsphih-

sophie von Spinom Ms auf die Oegeawa/rt. 3rd ed., 1893. II., Genetisch-

tpeculatvee Beligionsjphihsophie. 2nd ed., 1884.

L. W. E. Eauwenhoff, BeligionaphilosopMe (trs. from the Dutch by

voA Hanne. 1889. New titular edition. 1894.)

H. Siebeck, Lehrbuch der BeligionspfdlosopMe. 1893.

R. Seydel, Beligionsphihsopkie im, Urmriss mit historisch-hritischer

Einleitimg iiher die BeUgion^hihsopMe seit Kant. 1893.

[E. Caird, The Evolution of Beligion. 1893.]

£J. Martiaeau, A Study in Beligions. 1888.]
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4. It is clear from the preceding paragraphs that the position of

the philosophy of religion within the circle of the sciences in

general, and of the philosophical disciplines in particular, cannot

be very simply or definitely described. At one time it is occupied

with the depiction and explanation of a given set of facts (historical

and psychological standpoints), at another with a critical examinar

tion of the possibility of these facts, or the establishment of a

new religious ideal m connection with a determinate metaphysics

(and ethics). In the former case, it is simply a special science.

Many students of the philosophy of rehgiou draw a distinction

at this point between the speculative and empirical modes of

treatment, and entirely exclude the latter from their consideration.

The division seems to be wrong in theory, and impossible in

practice. It is only because the general history of religion and

general psychology leave untouched a number of problems which

can be discussed by a philosophy of religion, that historical and

psychological investigation can be regarded as its special province.

Eeasoning from analogy in other fields, we may expect that the

philosophy of reKgion will some day shake off its present hybrid

character. And the reform will probably begin on the side of the

history of religion, since the student of the philosophy of religion

generally lacks the wide range of previous knowledge that mastery

of the historical material requires. In its psychological aspect, on

the other hand, the philosophy of religion will probably continue

to form a department of applied psychology; the independence

and comprehensiveness of the religious Ufe make it impossible to

do fuU justice to the subject within the limits of a general

psychology. The properly philosophical part of the science,

however, is to be foimd only in its treatment of the second

of the two problems mentioned above. As a philosophy of

theology it has an extremely important function to discharge:

it must carefully analyse the basal theological concepts, the

ideas of God, revelation, sin, justification, worship, etc., and at

the SEune time bring them into connection with related ideas in

other fields, metaphysics, ethics, etc. It is noteworthy that

this, the true vocation of a philosophy of religion, has (so far
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as the author's knowledge extends) neyer yet found explicit

recognition.

§ 12. The Philosophy of History.

1. The extraordinary complexity of the range of facts which

we include under the name of history makes it probable that the

science of history, not less than its philosophy, is among the

latest products of human thought. And indeed it is only in our

own century that we find any real distinction between a scientific

treatment of historical facts and amateurish and dilettante writing

upon past events. E"o previous age recognised that a special

method and special preparation and training are required to obtain

scientifically valid results from historical sources. And even at

the present day, and among the representatives of historical

science, we meet with the statement that the artistic factor is

of as much importance in historical work as the purely scientific

:

a sure indication that a science of history, in the strict sense of

the word, does not yet appear to students in the historical field

the obvious and only thing to work for. We need not be sur-

prised, then, to discover that the philosophy of history shows the

same imperfections and obscurities as its corresponding science.

Three different views of its aim and province can be distinguished.

(1) On the first of these, it has to do with the same subject-

matter as ttie science of history, but must adopt, in contradis-

tinction to the science, a speculative or pragmatic or explanatory

mode of treatment. While the science of history, that is to say,

merely narrates what took place in the past, the philosophy of

history must furnish an explanation, a reasonable basis, for the

succession .of events, and so introduce a rational connection into

the sequence of things. In attempting such an explanation it

takes into account various classes of facts which would otherwise

be neglected: cUmate, the geographical position of a country, the

racial characters of a nation, the economic conditions of develop-

ment, etc., etc. So long as its enquiry is restricted to the examin-

ation of these empirical data, the philosophy of history is evidently
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no more than a supplement to the science of history, and must

give up its titte of philosophical discipline whenever they are

inchided in the province of history proper. As a matter of fact,

the current division of the science into the history of civilisation

and political history expresses ia part, at least, the distinction

drawn in. earlier times between the philosophy and the science

of history.

2. As a nde, however, a metaphysical problem has been

assigned to the philosophy of history along with the empiricaL

An explanation based upon such insufficient data must be not

only hypothetical but exceedingly imperfect; and it is therefore

necessary to go beyond the operation of the empirical factors and

put a metaphysical interpretation upon the course of history.

A purely constructive factor thus takes its place among the

conditions of historical occurrence. History is conceived of, e.g.,

as an education of the human race, or as a realisation of the

dialectic process which controls the colligation of ideas and

concepts, or, from the religious standpoint, as a growth in hoUness,

manifesting the decrees of God and discovering his purposes. In

this sense, the philosophy of history is evidently dependent upon

metaphysics, upon a definite theory of the xmiverse ; and supple-

ments the science of history not by seaxchiag out and evaluating

empirical factors which its sister-discipline has neglected, but

rather by presenting the facts under a new aspect, entirely foreign

to historical science.—^We have here treated together these two

attempts to establish the philosophy of history in an independent

position, because they make their appearance together in the

history of the discipline.

Representatives of this first view of the aim and province of the

philosophy of history are :

J. G. Herder, iifoeji %u emer Phihsophie der GescMchte der MensMidt.

1784-1791.

H. Lotze, MikroJcosrrms. Ideen, ssu/r Naiiwgeschichie wnd GeschieJUe der

Mmschheit. 4th ed., 3 vols., 1884 ffi, (trs., 4th ed., 1894).

C. Hermann, PMlosopMe der Oeschdehte. 1860.

K. L. Michelet, PhUosophie der Geschichte. 2 vols., 1879-1881.
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K. Eocholl, Die PMlosopMe der OescUehte. 2 vols., 1878-1893. (The
first volume contains a critical historical survey of previous contri-

butions to a philosophy of history.)

3. (2) Another view assigns to the philosophy of history the task

of laying a philosophic foundation for the science of history. So

regarded, it consists in the application of epistemology and logic

to a discipline -which assuredly offers an unusually rich and fertile

field for such investig^,tion. For historical science has to surmount

a peculiar difficulty in getting at the facts with which it desires to

deal. These facts are, of course, in each special case, some group of

past phenomena which refer to human fortunes, human volition or

action. Obviously, they are not open to direct examination, but

can be reached only by the help of more or less corrupt literary
,

records or other sources of evidence. Hence the historical enquirer

needs an extremely circumstantial training, before he can begin

work upon his real subject-matter; and historical procedure affords

an interesting test of logical acumen. Nor is it less valuable,

from the standpoint of epistemology, to discuss the value, validity

and truth of the insight gained by the historic method. It is

more apt to be the case in history than in any other department

that scientific investigation leads simply to probability, and not to

certainty of result. In the same way the question must be raised,

from the philosophical side, as to how far we are justified in

supplementing defective records, and the idea of law in history be

subjected to a careful analysis. Lastly, special attention should be

given to the idea of progress, which is oftentimes accepted as a

regulative principle in historical science. Closely connected with

it is the idea of development, as the origination of the higher

from the lower, of the more perfect from the less perfect, of the

more complex from the more simple.-^It can hardly be said that

the problems which we have here handed over to the philosophy

of history have as yet received independent treatment. They are

discussed sporadically in various books on logic (especially those

of Sigwart and Wundt), in metaphysical treatises, and also in

works dealing with the general methodology of the science of
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history (ef. especially E. Bemheim, Lehrlmch der Mstorischen

MeChode, 2iid ed., 1894).

4. (3) The third view of the philosophy of history, together

with a new name to denote it, is found in the 'positive' philosophy

of A. Comte {cf. §4. 5). As a 'positivist,' Comte rejects all

forms of metaphysical enquiry. Hence his philosophy of history

cannot discuss the higher meaning of the course of historical

events, or the workiug of ethical causes in the destinies of the

universe, or the rule of a divine providence; hut simply a certain

group of natural phenomena, which the special science of history

ean deal with in but fragmentary fashion. It is only society that

las a history: not the individual, and not inorganic nature.

Comte's philosophy of history thus becomes a theory of the

tonditions and forms of human society in its present status and
past development ; a ' sociology ' or social physics, divisible into a

statics and a dynamics of society. Its method is based upon a

comparison or analogy. Society may be regarded as an organism;

and the results obtained by the science of animal organisms may
accordingly serve as models for a theory of the stages, forms and
elements of human society. The social statics emphasises the

close connection of all the separate members of the social

organism. The social dynamics declares that the human mind
is the most important factor in social change, so that the stages

or epochs of individual mental evolution are also stages or epochs

of historical development. Comte distinguishes three of these

stages, the theological, metaphysical and positive; the last is

^nal. The most eminent of Comte's successors in the sociological

field is Herbert Spencer {The Principles of Sociology, 3rd ed.,

1885). Spencer gives a general formula for the process of

evolution or development, which purports to be universally

appUcable. All evolution proceeds from an incoherent homo-

geneity to a coherent heterogeneity. The analogy between social

('super-organic') life-forms and organic, especially animal types,

is carried through in detail. Thus the growth of the cell finds itp

social parallel in the horde, tribe and race. The various classes

of society are further compared with the difierent structures of the
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organism: the army corresponding to the ectoderm, the labouring

classes to the endoderm, and the industrial or commercial classes

to the mesoderm. And as the ectoderm gives rise to the nervous

system, the supreme structure of the animal organism, so the army

furnishes the state with leaders, princes or chieftains.

5. The science that has taken shape since Comte's day under

the name of sociology is, evidently, not a true philosophy of

history. It forms a new supplement to history, comparable with

Herder's attempt (2, above) to explaia the course of historical

occurrence from natural conditions and human endowment. It

has also heen justly pointed out that sociology has no claim to rank

either as the only or as the only genuine philosophy of history.

To make society the sole object of historical consideration is every

whit as one-sided as to treat exclusively of political events or great

personalities. A real philosophy of history must be a discipline

which we can put upon the same plane with the philosophies of

nature and of law (§§ 7, 9). In that case, it wiU evidently have

to do not with the facts of history themselves, with mental

processes and the natural and social influences that determine

them, but with the fundamental concepts and ideas presupposed

by historical science, and the logical character of the methods

which, it employs (c/. what was said under 3, above). But there is

also another problem to be solved. Previous attempts to put

a metaphysical interpretation upon the course of history have

been unsuccessful, because their authors sought to give an in-

dependent exposition of what had already been described, fuUy

and adequately, in history itself. At the same time, there can be

no doubt that the results of historical science form an important,

indeed an indispensable, part of the foundation of any compre-

hensive metaphysics. We must go to natural science and

psychology for a theory of the existing universe and its shaping

in time, when we are looking at things from the side of nature or

in the Hght of individual mental development, but we may not

neglect the other and equally valuable material that the science of

history provides for the completing and perfecting of our theory.

Nothing of any worth can be said as to the significance of a
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cosmic evolution, in the highest and widest meaning of the

phiase, without knowledge of the history of past ages. A
metaphysics thus founded upon history must, of course, shed a

reflected light upon the body of facts that form its foundation;

hut the same thing holds, in precisely the same way, of natural

science and psychology. "We may talk, if we will, of a higher

meaning in history, without changing one iota of the facts

established by scientific investigation.

We conclude, then, that the sciences principally concerned,

besides psychology, in the philosophy of history, are metaphysics,

epistemology and logic.

Under this third heading we may mention the very su^estive

work by Q. Simmel, Die Probleme der GeschicktsphUosophie. 1892. The
following books make valuable contributions to the Mstoiy of the

discipline

:

E. Flint, The Philosophy of History in Ewrope. I. 1874. (Treats

only of French and German investigators). The first part of this voL
has appeared in a 2nd, greatly altered ed., under the title : Historical

Philosophy in Frcmce, French Belgium wnd Switzerland. 1893.

F. de Eougemont, Les deux cit&; la philosophie de Vhisloire avx
diff^erents dges de Phumanitd, 2 vols., 1874. (Contains a very complete
bibliography).

E. Fester, Rousseau und die deutsche Geschichtsphilosophie. 1890.

P. Earth, Die Geschichtsphilosophie Hegds wnd der Hegelianer bis auf
Marx und Hart/mann. 1890.

§ 13. Supplementary and Critical Remarks.

1. The reader may have been surprised to find in the foregoing

Sections no discussion of two other philosophical sciences, which

would natuiaUy be classed with the special disciplines: the

philosophy of mathematics and the philosophy of languccge op

of philology. There are two reasons for their omission.

(1) Ifeither of them is, as a general rule, represented in uni-

versity lecture courses, while those that we have mentioned form

part of the ordinary curriculum at almost every seat of learning.

(2) And the same thing holds of philosophic literature. We
find not a little space allotted to mathematics and philology in
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logical, epistemological and psychological treatises; but there are

hardly any systematic works devoted to the exclusive con-

sideration of their philosophical aspects.—It is, therefore, only

a matter of accident, so to say, that the philosophies of mathe-

matics and language do not receive a place in our list of

philosophical disciplines. The accident itself is the more striking

since essays in these two fields form part of the very earliest

material that we possess for a history of' philosophy. Pythagoras

made a notable beginning in the philosophy of mathematics, and

Plato, in his Oratylus, laid the foimdations of a philosophy of

language. Moreover, mathematics and philology were among the

first of the special sciences to cut themselves loose from philosophy;

and we might, therefore, reasonably have expected that they

would have formed the subject of particular and extended

philosophical investigation. We shall try to show in what foUows

why it is that the facts do not correspond to this expectation.

2. (1) The universal applicability of mathematics makes it

the most general of aU the special sciences. Among the

attributes of given reality— quality, intensity, spatial and

temporal character—there is only one, quality, which is not

capable of mathematical treatment; each of the others can be

subsumed under the fundamental concept of mathematics, the

idea of magnitude. And since quality never occurs alone, since

we do not ever find pure qualities among our empirical facts, there

is, in principle, nothing which we cannot make the object of

mathematical consideration. The possibility of a special appli-

cation of mathematical method within a given department,

however, depends further upon our ability to give a special

definition to the general attribute of quantity, i.e., to translate

the general idea of magnitude into the more special concept

of number or measurable magnitude. Eemembering the universal

significance of mathematics, as compared with the Umited range of

the other sciences, we can understand that it very soon came to

occupy a peculiar position among them, and was regarded as

co-ordinate with philosophy rather than as an object of philo-

'

sophical investigatioii.
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(2) But this is not all. The logical Tigonr and unitary

structure of mathematics have constituted it since the begin-

nings of modem philosophy the ideal of aU scientific work.

Attempts have been made in all earnestness to model the

philosophical disciplines after its pattern, in order to assure to

them its universal validity and necessity. Here, then, is a second

obstacle in the way of an impartial and objective philosophy of

mathematics.

(3) Lastly, mathematics seemed to offer but scanty material

for philosophical treatment. Its basal concepts were reducible

to a comparatively small number; and in geometry, at any rate,

the final justification of all its fundamental definitions appeared

to reside in pure intuition or perception. Diversity of contents

was lost sight of in the interest of formal procedure, and philo-

sophy accordingly found but little to lay hold of in mathematical

exposition. But with the increasing differentiation of the

mathematical disciplines, the concepts which they employ have

grown more numerous and complex; and the time is assuredly

not far distant when a philosopher of mathematical training wiU

bring the philosophy of mathematics into systematic form. Even

as it is, the ideas of continuity, multiplicity, function, and infinite

and infinitesimal magnitude, and the antithesis of geometry and

arithmetic or analysis, etc., present a rich field for epistemological,

logical and perhaps, too, psychological investigation.—^The practical

difficulty that confronts the student of this discipline, the mastery

of the complex system of mathematical symbols, can here receive

no more than bare mention.

3. With the philosophy of language the case is a little different.

First among the disciplines to which we might look for the

philosophical supplement to philology stands the science of

logic. For logic, as we have seen (§ 6. 5), is occupied with the

general significance of symbols, and especially of linguistic

symbols; and the close connection which obtaiaed so long,

chiefly through the influence of K. F. Becker, between logic

and grammar, would give a positive reason for our choice.

I^eveitheless, logiG capnot help us. In couise of time the
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difference between the two disciplines was clearly established,

and it fell to psychology to furnish the philosophical treatment

of philology,—which it did with such entire success that modem
essays in the philosophy of language may fairly be classed all

together as psychological. Alongside of individual psychology,

which has given especial attention to the development of speech

in children, there has grown up (chiefly under the impulse 'of

linguistic research) an ethnic psychology (cf. § 8. 9), one of

whose principal problems is the reference of the various stages

in the development of language to general psychological con-

ditions in the history of the race. Here belongs, of course,

the vexed question of the origin of language.—Now we have

seen (§ 8. 10) that this empirical psychology has already acquired

the character of a special science, and may be expected, in the

near future, to assume its outward form. Hence we cannot admit

that the psychological treatment of linguistic facts wiU ever lead

to a real philosophy of linguistic science. As a matter of factj

however, if we abstract from its relations to psychology, the

contents of philology seem to offer no new problem for

philosophy; so that a philosophical psychology would be able

to meet aU the requirements that could be made of a philosophy

of language in this meaning of the phrase. On the other hand,

the form of philology is as much calculated as its contents to arouse

philosophical interest. The various methods which philology, in

the general sense, has developed undoubtedly constitute a separate

and peculiar field for logical enquiry. Here, however, an objection

is raised by the science itseM. Some of its most gifted representa-

tives have declared that it is simply an aid to the study of history.

And, indeed, there can be no question that textual criticism,

exegesis, estimation of authorities, etc., consist simply of a body

of rules and facts which every historian must know who has to

base his knowledge of past events upon written records ; and that

language itself forms but one of the many objects of historical

investigation. Hence we must hand over this half of the

piulosophy of language for treatment by the general philosophy

of history (c/. § 12. 3).
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Here, then, is the explanation of the fact that no attempt

at a separate philosophy of language has as yet been made.

And the reasons given render it prohable that things will remain

in the future very much as they are at present.

The omission of the Tiistory of philosophy from oui list of

philosophical disciplines hardly calls for special explanation. It

must he regarded, of course, as a part of the general science of

history, which includes the histjpry of science. It may not,

perhaps, he superfluous to insist that only a philosopher who has

been trained in historical methods should enter upon research in

the history of philosophy.

4. To these supplementary remarks we may add a few words by

way of criticism. The survey of the philosophical disciplines

which we have undertaken in this Chapter will have sufficed to

convince the impartial reader of the justice of our objections to

the current definition and classification of philosophy (§§ 2, 3).

It cannot have escaped his attention that the sciences now classed

together under the general title of philosophy stand upon very

different planes. On the one hand we have metaphysics, furnish-

ing a speculative supplement to the positive knowledge of the

special sciences ; on the other, the science of knowledge, which in

its two parts, epistemology and logic, is called upon to set forth

and examine the most general contents and the most general form

of all scientific thought. By the introduction of natural philo-

sophy and philosophical psychology we see these general disciplines

brought into relation with more restricted fields j while ethics,

aesthetics, empirical psychology and sociology are one and all

engaged in special enc[uiries, and slowly maturing into independent

disciplines. And yet— all alike are 'philosophy'! The facts

now appeal to us with increased strength and renewed energy to

define philosophy in some different way, and to map out its

province upon some more satisfactory principle. And so we may
end here with a reference forwards, to the place where we shall

endeavour to answer their appeal (Chap. IV).



CHAPTER 111.

SCHOOLS OF PHILOSOPHICAL THOUGHT

§ 14. Classification of Schools of Philosophy,

1. Thb criticism of the two preceding Chapters has led us to

reject the current idea of philosophy as an unitary body of know-

ledge, and to distinguish a large number of diverse philosophical

problems. It follows that there cannot he any unitary or aU-

embracing tendency in a man's philosophical thought, ia the sense

that, e.g., his metaphysical position forthwith determines his

procedure iu all other philosophical disciplines. We have rather

to look for differences of tendency within the separate philosophical

sciences ; and if we find the same term employed to express points

of view in two different disciplines, to interpret it as iadicatiag

merely a general resemblance, and not a really close relationship.

Thus we hear of ' formahsm ' both in logic and in aesthetics ; but

the word ' formal ' means something entirely different in the two

cases, and we should go very far wrong if we inferred that there

was any necessary connection between the sciences. It is true

that a philosopher- is often characterised off-hand by a single

name, as, e.g., an ' iadividualist ' or a ' pantheist.' That, however,

merely means that a certain philosophical standpoint occupies

a prominent place in his system, or expresses the opinion of the

speaker that metaphysics is the most important philosophical

discipline, and that one's attitude to it must therefore be taken to

indicate one's philosophical attitude ia general. The only way to

be accurate is always to say in what department of philosophy the

particular philosopher belongs to a particular school. By doing
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this, we get rid at once of certain inconveniences and errors which

arise solely from inaccuracy of linguistic usage ; e.g., the bracket-

ing together of materialism as metaphysical theory and materialism

as ethical principle. A favourite way of arguing against meta-

physical materialism is to insist upon the unworthy estimate of

man to which a materialistic principle leads in ethics

!

2. We can distinguish schools or tendencies of thought not only

in the contents attributed to a given science, but also in the

general significance attached to it as a whole. Thus different

schools give very different definitions of the problems of logic and

psychology and epistemology. Differences of this kind, so far as

they are of any considerable importance for modern philosophy,

we have already discussed in Chapter II. (§§ 5, 6, 8). Hence we
shall confine ourselves iu the present Section to differences in

the current conceptions of the contents of the philosophical

sciences, differences which can be thought of as existing side by

side, compatibly with practical agreement as to the significance of

each science as a whole.

A difference of opinion in the appreciation or explanation of the

same object is evidently indicative of a lack of universally valid

knowledge. Metaphysics, of aU the scientific disciplines, is tha

most liable to such differences : for the obvious reason that it

travels farthest beyond the empirical determinations of the special

sciences, and is at the same time least dependent upon the stage

of progress to which any one of them may have attained. Hence

we find in metaphysics an extreme variety and persistence of

divergeilt schools. On the other hand, the greatest contrasts of

standpoint occui in epistemology. Not only has epistemology to

formulate and examine, from the side of contents, the presupposi-

tions of all scientific knowledge (c/. § 5) ; the results at which it

arrives are also of influence upon the procedure—iadeed, upon

the recognition of the possibility—of metaphysics. The best

scientific logics give us no groimd for the distinction of funda-

mentally dififerent conceptions. Difierences of tendency in natural

philosophy and psychology wiU be considered along with the

eorresponding differences iu metaphysics. There accordingly
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remains only one other pMlosophioal discipline whose representa-

tives are split up into different camps : ethics.

We thus obtain the following main divisions :

—

A. Mdaphysical schools.

B. Epistemological schools.

C. Ethical schools.

3. Our classification of metaphysical schools can take no account

of differences of opinion upon the question of the possibility of

the science. It may also disregard the divergent views as to the

special methods to be employed in metaphysics. They depend

either upon epistemological definitions or upon general theories of

the nature of metaphysical enquiry, which we have not here

to consider. The only thing left is the contents of metaphysical

speculation. This we accept as the basis of classification, ajid

proceed to arrange under five heads. The first two are of a

general character, referring to all the principles that can find

application in the construction of a theory of the universe. The

last three are of a more special type, being concerned with quite

definite factors within the total theory.

(1) The first group of metaphysical schools can be classified

according to the number of principles assumed for a theory of the

universe. It is customary to distinguish the various views that

can be held upon this question by the terms monism, dualism and

pluralism. But as the difference expressed by the first two is at

the present day predominantly qualitative, it seems better to make

a purely quantitative antithesis, and to speak only of singularism

and pluralism. The former explains or deduces all the phenomena

of the universe from one single principle ; the latter declares that

explanation is impossible without the assumption of a number of

independent principles.

(2) A second means of classifying metaphysical schools is

afforded by the quality of the principles adopted by them. Here

we can distinguish principles of existence and principles of occur-

rence. As principles of existence we may have matter or mind or

both 01 a fusion of the two,—corresponding to the schools of
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materMism, spiriUiaMmt, dualism and monism. As principles of

occurrence we have ecatscUity, the mechanical inter-connection

of cause and effect, and findlUy, the colligation of all processes

from the point of view of purpose,—corresponding to the meta-

physical schools of mechanism and teleology.

4 The special metaphysical schools may be classified by their

attitude to three concepts which played a particularly prominent

part in the Grerman philosophy of the eighteenth century: the

concepts of a supreme being (existence and attributes), of the free-

dom of the wiU and of mind.

(3) The third group may be termed, in general, the theological.

Within it, metaphysical systems are classified according to their

treatment of the idea of Grod. "We can distinguish four typical

attitudes ; those of pantheism^ theism, deism and atheism.

(4) The question of the freedom of the wUl divides meta-

physics into two schools. That which accepts and defends it is

indeterminism^ that which opposes it, determinism.

(5) A last ground of division is found in the various meta-

physical definitions of the nature of mind. The theory of

substantiality supports, that of acbuality denies, the existence of a

mind-substance. Further, the terms itiMlectualism and voluvr

tarism stand for opposing views upon the qualitative character of

the fundamental attributes or functions of the mental life. The

inteUectuaUst regards thought or ideation as the essential activity

of mind ; the voluntaiist looks upon wiU as the source and

sustaining power of mental existence.

It may be said in general that not more than one of the

metaphysical standpoints brought together in a class or group

can be represented within a given philosophical system at a given

time. They are antithetic, and consequently incompatible. On
the other hand, the combination of standpoints which belong to

different classes is almost always theoretically possible j and, as a

matter of fact, many total systems of metaphysics have been

compounded of elements variously chosen from the five groups.

A glance at the history of philosophy shows, however, that

certain combinations have been preferred. Thus the spiritualist
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is usually a thekt and a believer in the substantiality of mind

;

the monist as regularly pantheist and determinist, etc. We may
infer from this that the different classes are not in reality whtdly

independent of one another; and, indeed, it would be strange if

one's belief concerning the general quality of the principles in-

volved in a theory of the universe did not in some measure

affect one's estimation of a special factor. In other words, a

man's general philosophical attitude must, within certain limits,

determiae his attitude to special problems. We shall find this

rule exemplified later on, when we come to deal with the

philosophical schools ia detail.

5. It is easy to see how the different metaphysical categories

can be appHed to a particular system. We may, however, give

a few illustrations.

Spinoza must be termed siagularist, monist and mechanist;

pantheist, determinist, actualist and intellectuaUst. These words

describe the contents of his metaphysical system ia aU essential

poiats. Lotze, on the other hand, represents a very modified

form of singularism, and is spiritualist, teleologist, [.theist, in-

detenninist and substantialist. We cannot speak of him either

as inteUectuaUst or voluntarist, since he recognises more than one

fundamental attribute or function of mind. It is evident that tte

theories of the universe held by Spinoza and Lotze are, practically,

direct opposites. Herbart and Leibniz stand in closer relation to

Lotze, except that both are decided pluraHsts, as well as deter-

minists and inteUectuaUsts. Herbart's metaphysics is a revival of

that of Leibniz : tested by our categories, the two prove to be in

complete agreement. The differences between the two philo-

sophers are to be found in their attitude to epistemology and

ethics, and in the method by which they obtain their metaphysical

results.

It might be urged in objection to our classification that there

are certain thinkers whose work cannot be subsumed to a category

from each of the five classes. Where this is due to the incom-

pleteness of a metaphysical system, the fault cannot, of course, be

laid to the door of our schema. I^evertheless, there are theories
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—Lotze's theory of mind, e.g.—over and above those to which we

have given special names, and to them our classification is not

adequate. The reason that we do not extend the schema to

include them is simply that there are no definite or generally

accepted names to express them in philosophical literature ; and

it would be foieign to our present purpose to add new words to a

terminology already complicated enough.

6. In epistemology there has been a divergence of opinion upon

three principal questions: those of the origin of knowledge, of its

validity or limitations, and of the nature of its objects or contents.

We find the following schools of thought

:

(1) The origin of knowledge is placed by rationalism in the

human mind, and by empiricism in experience. Orificism regards

both mind and experience as concerned in the origination of

knowledge, and attempts to determine the part played by each

factor.

(2) Dogmatism declares, without examination, that all know-

ledge is valid. Scepticism, on the other hand, denies that any

knowledge possesses universal or absolute validity: knowledge is

subjective (mbjectivism) or relative (relativism). Positivism

(cf. §4. 5) restricts the validity of knowledge to the field of

immanence or experience; and criticism requires us accurately

to determine the Hmits of human knowledge before we speak

of transcendence, though it does not regard metaphysical enquiries

as wholly impossible or inadmissible.

(3) Idealism makes the whole contents of knowledge consist of

ideas, i.e., data of consciousness. Realism maintains, on the

contrary, that there is an objective something existing outside of

consciousness. Phenomenalism regards the contents of knowledge

as phenomena, and thus endeavours to take account of both the

idealistic and the realistic factors.

7. Differences in ethical systems centre round four great

problems of the moral life. The first is the question of the

origin of morality, in the sense both of moral obligation and of

the moral judgment. The others are the questions of the motives,

the objects ajid the aims of moral volition and action.
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(1) The autonortuyus ethical systems look for the origin of

morality in the acting individual himselfj the heteronomous or

authoritativB systems find it in injunctions laid upon the individual

from without, whether ia the form of religious or of political laws.

The origin of the moral judgment and of moral knowledge is

placed hy intuitionism or apriorism in a connate disposition of the

human mind; while empiricism or evolutionism makes them

dependent upon the experience or evolution of the individual

and the race.

(2) The ethics of feeling or affective ethics defines the motives

of moral volition and action, in accordance with their psychological

character, as feeUhgs, emotions, etc. The ethics of reflexion, on

the other hand, sees the impulse to morality in dehheration, a

reflective process of the reason or the understanding. A further

distinction is drawn within the ethics of reflexion between an

ethics of the understanding and an ethics of reason,—where reason

is regarded as the higher mental faculty, determining the course

of moral endeavour and achievement upon more general grounds.

(3) The
I
objects in which moral purposes are to be realised are

declared by individualism to be individual men. These are

further defined either as the acting subject himself (egoism)

or as other individuals {altruism). Uhiversalism opposes this

teaching, and ' afiirms that the object of moral endeavour must

always be a community or society, e.g., the nation or the state.

(4) The aim of morality is for subjectivism the production

of a subjective state, that of pleasure or happiness (hedonism and

eudcemonism) ; for objectivism, the attainment of an objective

state, a condition of things determinable by objective standards

or criteria. The names perfectionism, evolutionism, naturalism

and utilitarianism indicate the various ways in which the

definition of this state has been attempted.

8. We may illustrate the working of these new categories by

applying them to the philosophical systems instanced just now

(cf. 5, above). Spinoza, on the epistemological side, proves to

be rationalist, dogmatist and reaUst. His moral system stands

midway between an ethics of feehng and an ethics of reflexion.
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It is autonomous, egoistic and objectivistic. Lotze, on the othei

hand, was in epistemologj a criticist (in both senses of the word)

and a realist; in ethics, an autonomist, intuitionist, adherent of

the ethics of feeling, altruist and eudsemonist.

In conclusion, we may note that certain of the expressions

which we have defined above are used in different meanings. Thus

'evolutionism' may apply not only to the development of the

moral judgment, but also to a particular conception of moral ends.

And the same thing is true of 'criticism.' The difficulty cannot

be avoided, since the accepted nomenclature puts no other terms

at our disposal] and it is far more important, from the point of

view of the present book, to describe current linguistic usage than

to try and correct its objectionable features. In one single case

it seemed well to introduce a new word : objectivism. This was

done, however, only in order to bring a number of related theories

imder their common genus.

The following works may be recommended for the study of the

general subject of this Section:

—

R. Eucken, Geschichte und KrUik der Grundbegriffe der Gegmwart. 1878.

Second ed., under the title. Die Gnmdbegriffe der GegemDart. 1893. (The

historical material, which constituted a principal feature of the first

edition, and upon which the book depends for its chief value, has

unfortunately been greatly curtailed in the second.)

O. Liebmann, Zur Analysis der Wirklichkeit. 2nd ed., 1880. (A
brilliant and su^estive discussion of problems in epistemology,

natural philosophy, psychology, ethics and eesthetics.)

0. Fliigel, Die Prdbleme der Philosophie wnd ihre LSsungen. 3rd ed,,

1893. (Herbartian in standpoint.)

W. Windelband, Geschichte der Philosophie. 1892. Eng. trs., 1893.

(This work gives a history of problems and ideas, as opposed to the

usual chronological and biographical mode of treatment.)

Note.—^F. Paulsen has lately published an essentially different and
much simpler classification of ethical schools. He distinguishes (1)

the various conceptions of the highest good, the final aim of moral
action; and (2) the different definitions of moral judgment. The
question of what constitutes the highest good is answered, he thinks,

by hedonism and energism (according to which a certain occupation with
the affairs of life possesses an ethical value). The attribute of morality
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is predicated, by formalistic ethics, of all action that corresponds to a

moral law or norm ; by teleological ethics, of all action that attains a

determinate end, achieves determinate results. In epistemology, too,

Paulsen recognises but four principal schools: those of realistic

empiricism, realistic rationalism, idealistic empiricism, and idealistic

rationalism. Neither classification appears to be adequate to the facts,

and the ethical lays itself open to further criticism by the absence of

weU-marked lines of division.

A. METAPHYSICAL SCHOOLS.

§ 15. Singularism and Pluralism.

1. Singularism is the oldest metaphysical theory of western

philosophy. In the earlier Ionian school of natural philosophy

Thales chose water, Anaximander the infinite (to wKiipov), and

Anaximenes air, as the principle from which everything has been

derived, or in which the essence of all tlungs consists ; and Heraclitus

defines fire and the Pythagoreans number in the same way. In

every case it is one single principle that is taken as starting-point.

Nevertheless, we do not find any explicit consciousness of the

necessity or importance of an unitary principle until the time of

the Eleatics (Xenophanes, Parmenides, Zeno, Melissus). For them

unity is an indispensable attribute of existence, the distinguishing

mark of reality as opposed both to the many and to the changing,

which are unreal. Moreover, since change and multiplicity are

alike data of sense perception, this preference of unity carries

with it the belief that reason is the only reliable source of know-

ledge.—On the other hand, pluralism, too, finds eminent repre-

sentatives in pre-Sooratic philosophy. Empedocles makes the

four elements (fire, water, earth and air), and tiie moving forces

of love and hate, principles from which to deduce the things and

happenings of the universe: no one of them, he declares, can be

reduced to any other, or brought under a still higher principle.

The Atomists (Leucippus, Deniocritus) give up the qualitative

differences of the elements in favour of a multitude of merely

quantitatively different particles; and Anaxagoras can find only

two independent explanatory principles,—matter, crude and chaotic^
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which he conceives of as divided up into countless elements; and

the ordering and arranging mind.

Plato and Aristotle may be said to combine both views,

Singularism holds its own in the theory of a supreme or ultimate

creative or impeUing agent; pluralism receives expression in the

unmediated antithesis of contents and form, matter and idea.

Plato undoubtedly inclines more definitely to the side of singu-

larism: the idea of the good or of the divine nature is taken by

bim as absolute principle of aU that is and that occurs. In

Aristotle, on the contrary, the pure idea, immaterial form is merely

the primum movens, and accordingly presupposes something that

can be moved. The philosophy of the middle ages vacUlates

in the same way between the two standpoints, though tending on

the whole more towards the Platonic position.

2. The metaphysical systems of modem philosophy, like the

mediaeval, have not always kept the two views sharply distinct.

Descartes, it is true, draws a clear line of division between body

and mind, as two absolutely different qualities; yet both alike

owe their existence to God, the one real 'substance.' In

Spinoza's hands the Cartesian theory becomes a rigorous singu-

larism; thought and extension are two of the infinitely numerous

attributes of the divine substance—^the only two comprehensible

by human knowledge.. Leibniz, apart from his confused treat-

ment of the idea of Gtod, is no less decidedly a pluralist. His

universe consists of an infinite number of independent individual

substances (monads). An explicit preference for a single principle

is expressed in the Kantian philosophy, and in its logical

developments, the systems of Mdite, ScheUing and HegeL All

three endeavour to deduce Kant's system from a supreme prin-

ciple or highest concept, whether in the form of an original action

of the ego (the ego posits itself), or of an absolute indifference or

identity, or of absolute existence. Schopenhauer, too, is a

singularist, but establishes his position in an entirely different

way, setting out to give a positive interpretation of Kant's theory

of the thing in itself, and making will the ultimate and only

reality. Herbart entered a strong protest against the 'prejudice'
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that everything must be deduced from a single principle. What
is, he says, must be qualitatively simple, but need not be quali-

tatively the same. And his explanation of experience leads him

to a distiact pluralism, whose ultimate principles, the reals, show

an unmistakable likeness to Leibniz' monads. Of quite lecent

metaphysicians, Lotze, von Hartmann, Fechner and Diilmng may
be cited as singularists, and Wundt as pluralist. Lotze has

succeeded, in some measure, iu combining both standpoints;

he assumes the existence of independent, individual reals, and

explains their interaction by the hypothesis of one all-embracing

substance.

3. Siagularism has sometimes attempted to justify its stand-

point on general grounds; pluralism never. We may distinguish

four main arguments for the assumption of a single principle.

(1) That which, is logically most general must be one. Fiohte,

Schelling and Hegel, in particular, are agreed upon this point.

AU special ideas must be referable to one highest idea; all special

knowledge must be deducible, by a chain of inference, from one

supreme proposition. And since, further, there is a perfect paral-

lelism between thought and existence (upon this, ako, the three

systems are in agreement), a highest idea or supreme proposition,

must also be the expression of a first principle of all existence or

occurrence.

(2) That which is mod fundamental must be one. Human
knowledge, explaining the world by cause and effect, must lead to

the assumption of a last cause. This is, roughly stated, the reason

given by Plato, Lotze and von Hartmann for the adoption of a

single principle.

(3) That which exists must, as existing, be one. This is the

position of the Eleatics. Diihiing propounds a similar theory:

the aU-inolusive existence must be unitary.

(4) That which is liest and most beautiful must be one. The

chief representative of this view is Plato.

It is interesting to note, as was said just now, that pluralism has

never attempted to justify its standpoint on general grounds.

4. We have in this fact the expression of a deep-rooted differ-
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ence in the character of the two schools of thought. Singularism

ahnost always goes together with a deductive, dialectical, apiioiistic

procedure
;
pluiaUsm is as regularly connected with inductive and

empirical tendencies. We must not suppose, therefore, that truth

is necessarily on the side of the four arguments. If we look at

them a little closely, they seem (all but one) to proceed rather

from a respect for the^ superlative degree than from metaphysical

conviction. Besides which, singularism confuses the logical sub-

sumption of special to more general concepts with real explanation.

The manifold can never be really explained by the simple. The

Atomists were quite right when they said that multiplicity of

empirical data demands multiplicity of actual existence. For we
can adequately explain individual facts only by other individual

facts, and particular things oidy by other particidar things.

Special changes mean special conditions, and the whole notion of

cause and effect presupposes a temporal and quantitative relation

which can exist only as between individual and particular processes.

Hence, while there is every reason to regard the system of logical

concepts as an edifice that culminates in a single idea, that of

itself cannot help us to the discovery of real principles which may
take the highest place in an explanatory theory of the universe.

Eeverence for unity, whether ethical, aesthetical or mysticaJ, has

nothing at all to do with a scientific metaphysics. And all

aprioristic arguments for unity or multiplicity must accordingly be

rejected.

Of the other metaphysical schools, pantheism, theism, deism

and monism belong to singularism ; and dualism (unless connected

with some one of these theological views) to pluralism. !N"o other

metaphysical theory has any necessary connection with the question

of the number of principles requisite for an explanation of the

universe.

§ r6. Materialism.

1. So many different schools of thought are grouped together

under the name of materialism that it seems desirable in the first

place to give a brief account of them all, and then to select those
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that possess any metapliysical significance. We may distinguish

two main forms : fheoretieal and 'practical materialism. Practical

materialism is an ethical standpoiat, and faUs under the fourth

category of our classification (§ 14. 7), the category of aim. or

end. It declares that the material good things of Hfe are the

only end worth striving |or. Theoretical materialism may be

either a regulative principle (§ 4. 3) or a metaphysical standpoint.

As regulative principle it simply inculcates the rule that scientific

investigation must always proceed as if matter were the only

quality of reality, and therefore alone capable of furnishing the

explanation of a given fact. This position was maintained, e.g.,

by Fr. A. Lange, and is held to-day by certain physiologists

and psychologists to be essential to their special work. As
metap]j.ysical standpoint, materialism appears in a monistic {i.e.,

singularistic : cf, § 14. 3) and a dudlistia form. On the duaUstic

hypothesis there are two kinds of matter, a coarser and a finer, a

more inert and a more mobile ; on the monistic, there is but one,

—

matter is unitary thioughout. Finally, the monistic form itself has

three subdivisions : attributive materialism, which makes mind

an attribute of matter; causal materialism, which makes it an

efiect of matter; and equative materialism, which looks upon

mental processes as reaUy material in character. For convenience'

sake we may arrange aU these different materialisms in a table

as follows:

—

Materialism.

Theoretical. Practical.

Eegulative Principle. Metaphysical Standpoiat.

Dualistic. Monistic.

Attributive. Causal, Equative.

2. We are here concfemed only with the metaphysical division

of theoretical materialism. Its dualistic branch is confined to the

philosophies of the ancient world, where it appears as atomism

(founded by Leucippus, further developed by Democritus, and

adopted later by the Epicureans). The theory is that the whole
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visible xmiverse has arisen by the cohesion of small invisible

particles, the atoms. Matter is essentially homogeneous in

character, and aU. differences among phenomena are referable to

the size, form and relative position of the atoms. "The mind, like

everything else, is composed of atoms, which axe, however, in its

case, very smooth, delicate and round; or, as Lucretius put it in

his De rerum naMira, the smallest, roundest and most mobile that

there are. This ancient materialism may be termed dualistic,

since it regarded body and mind as composed of different atoms.

The monistic materialism of modem philosophy makes its first

appearance upon English soiL Hobbes declares that every, xeal

occurrence in the universe is movement. Even sensations and

ideas are, at bottom, nothing else than movements of inward parts

of the animal body. Later, with increased knowledge of the

dependence of psychical states upon the body, materialistic theory

takes on a more special form. John Toland, the free-thinker

(1670-1721 or 1722), defined thought as a function of the brain,

and Eobert Hooke, the 'experimental philosopher ''

(t 1703), held

that memory was a material storage of ideas in the brain sub-

stance. Hooke calculated that the number of ideas acquired by

an adult during his lifetime would amount to nearly 2,000,000,

and gives us the comforting assurance that the microscope show*

the brain to have plenty of room for them alL Pre-Kantian

materialism reached its cUmax, however, in the French philosophy

of the eighteenth century. La Mettrie (L'Jwmme machine, 1748)

endows matter with the power of acquiring motor force and

sensation, and designates mind as the cause of this power.

Since the jnind has its setit (or seats) in the body, it must be

extended, and therefore material. It is, indeed, hardly con-

ceivable that matter is able to think; but there are many other

things just as hard to understand. A great number of clinical

experiences and of facts in comparative anatomy prove the

iependence of psychical upon bodily processes, and it is only as

part of the brain that mind can exercise its influence upon body.

Very much the same ideas recur in the Syel^me de la nature by

Holbach (1770), the ciowning work of this materialistio literature.
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The main purpose of the author is to combat all and every form

of supematuiaKsm, i.e., any view which assumes a principle or

a world beyond and above the mechanical iuterconnection of

natural, sensible, material things in. the physical universe. The
materialistic standpoint is here presented ia much stricter form

than by La Mettrie. Mind is simply body regarded under the

aspect of certain functions or powers. No new arguments are

alleged, however (ef. § 7. 5).

3. The nineteenth century witnessed a revival of materialism,

due partly to the decay of Hegel's speculative philosophy and

partly to the influence of a number of new observations and

experiments on the connection of mind and body. A vehement

discussion of these matters at the Natural Science Congress held

in Gottingen in 1854 led to the publication of a long series

of works, all materialistic in tendency, chief of which are: 0.

Yogt's Kohlerglaube und Wissenschaft (1855), J. Moleschott's

Der Krbislauf des Lebem (5th ed., 1887), and L. Buchner's Kraft

und Staff (16th ed., 1888; trs., 4th Engl, from 15th German ed.,

1884). The main difference between the new materialism and its

eighteenth century forerunner lies in the fact that it shows some

recognition of the need of an epistemological reason for its position.

Thus Yogt affinns that the Itmitations of thought coincide with

the limitations of sensible experience, the explanation being that

the brain is the organ of mental function. This fact is as certain,

he says, as that two and two make four. Nevertheless, our

ultimate abstractions from phenomena wiU. never be explicable,

—

consciousness as little as muscular contraction (!). Here, as in

related works, connections are made out in detail between mental

capacity and the weight of the brain, the extent of its surface,

and the niuaber of its convolutions. The most important work of

the whole school, however, is, without any doubt, Moleschott's

Kreislauf. Its epistemological position is as foUows. AU exist-

ence is existence through attributes ; but there is no attribute

which does not consist simply of a relation. Hence there can be

no difference between the thing-in-itself and the thing-for-us.

If we have found out all the attributes of matter that can exeit
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an influence upon our developed sense organs, tlien we have

grasped the essence of things, and our knowledge, humanly

speaking, is absolute. The materialist, Molesehott says, asserts

the unity of force and matter, miad and body, Grod and the

world. Thought is a movement, a recomposition of brain

substance. It is an extended process, because, as certain phycho-

Iggical experiments—^reaction experiments—show, it requires time

for its consummation (!). The individual man is the sum of

parents and nurse, place and time, air and weather, sound and

light, food and clothing. "We are the sport of every breath of

air that plays upon us.

4. The various statements of Btichner's work are in hopeless

confusion. In the first place he declares that force and matter,

like mind and body, are merely terms to express two difierent sides

or modes of manifestation of one and the same ultimate reality,

whose intimate nature is unknown to us. But this wholly

monistic utterance is promptly contradicted by another, to the

effect that matter was in existence long before mind, and that

mind presupposes the organisation of matter. It is then curious

to read, later on, that there is no matter without mind, and that

matter is the seat of mental as well as of physical forces. Tet

again, mind is defined as the collective expression for the total

activity of the brain, just as respiration is a collective expression

for the activity of the organs of breathing. How atoms, nerve-

cells, and matter set to work to produce sensations and consciousness

is a matter of complete indifference: it is enough to know that

they do. Not content with this unsurpassed confusion of ideas,

the author kindly takes upon himself, in the second place, the

remunerative task of distributing mental processes to particular

brain ganglia, and packs away reason, imagination, memory, the

sense of number, the sense of space, the sense of beauty, and

many other things, into their separate cells. He cannot allow the

developed consciousness of an adult man more than some 100,000

ideas, and so reaches the pleasing conclusion that the five hundred

or thousand million ganglion cells leave full room for new mental

consti-ucts (and faculties ?).
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At the end of this brief historical survey we may mention the

curious form of materialism—a materialism by logical deduction

—

represented by Ueberweg (t 1871). The things of the phenomenal

world, Ueberweg says, are our ideas. As things are extended,

ideas must be extended also. And as ideas run their course in

the mind, mind must be extended. And as, agaiD, what is

extended is matter, the mind must be material. There is no

doubt that the exact opposite of this conclusion could be logically

obtained from precisely the same data.

5. Since our historical exposition of the principal types of

materialistic nietaphysics has brought to view all the arguments

that have been adduced ru its favour, and the subforms of the

monistic type are never found as pure and as sharply defined as we
have made them, we may now, without further delay, attempt the

task of a comprehensive criticism of materialism iu general. If any

metaphysics is justly to be termed dogmatic, it is the materialistic.

The arguments and reasons that materialists offer for their faith

are extraordinarily feeble. Ancient philosophy was able to cope

with the facts, in a certain measure, by its dualism of matters;

and attributive and causal monism does not dispute thef qualitative

peculianfyjof mind. But equative materialism, unless it be turned

into a monism of a different order (§ 19), is mere naive absurdity.

Identity in idea may be asserted only where the characteristics of

the objects or ideas in question can be regarded as identical. But

it is an old and a very true observation that the attributes of the

'psychical' differ essentially, if not entirely, from those of the

'physical.' What then becomes of the dictum that mentality

is a material process ? Until quite recently materialism had made

no attempt whatsoever to provide itself with an epistemological

foundation; and it is one of the results of the Kantian critique

of knowledge that at last, in the nineteenth century, some such

ventures have been undertaken. But aU alike (as can be seen in

our quotations from Vogt and Moleschott) leave the real difficulty

easily and carelessly on one side. The only fact upon which the

materialist can rely for support is the obvious and evident

dependence of psychical processes upon physical. But philosophers
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of other schools have cast no doubt upon the existence of this

connection between the two groups of phenomena; and the fact

must consequently be regarded as highly equivocal, not as a sure

iudex of the correctness of materialism. Indeed, the following

reasons force us to the conclusion that the materialistic hypothesia

is neither the most plausible nor the simplest explanation of the

fact.

6. (1) Materialism stands in contradiction to a fundamental

law of modem natural science, the law of the conservation of

energy; according to which the sum of energy in the universe

always remains constant, and the changes that take place all

about us are simply changes in the distribution of energy,

and involve an absolutely uniform transformation or exchange.

The law evidently implies that the series of 'physical' processes

is a closed chain, in. which there is no place for a new kind of

phenomenon: the 'psychical' or 'mental' Brain processes,

e.g., despite their extreme complexity, must be included in the

circle of causes and effects, and all the changes produced in the

brain substance by outside stimulus conceived of as propagated

and diffused in a purely chemical or physical way. A theory of

this universal validity leaves the mental side of things 'aU in

the air' J for how the secondary effect of mentality can be pro-

duced without any the least loss of enei^ upon the physical

side, is diE&cult to say. The only logical thing to do is to co-

ordinate mental processes, as representing a special form of energy,

"with the ordinary chemical, electrical, thermal and mechanical

energy, and to assume that the same uniform relation of trans-

formation and exchange obtains between them as between the

various 'physical' energies. But apart from the fact that this

view is nowhere mentioned, still less worked out in any detail, in

materialistic hterature, there are several objections to it upon

general grounds, all leading to the same conclusion, that the idea

of energy as defined by natural science is inapplicable to mental

processes.

(2) The idea of matter, which plays so large a part in material-

istic thinking, has neither met with such general acceptance nor
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admits of such certain proof as to take rank, witliout further

discussion, as a firm and adequate foundation for our direct

conscious experience. The conflict between the mechanical and

dynamical views of nature {cf. §7^^ is not yet over; and the

latter eliminates the idea of matter altoge&er. Nor can there be

any doubt that it is possible to obtaia a consistent explanation of

nature on the dynamic hypothesis. But then materialism loses

its foothold once and for all.

7. (3) Materialism cannot explain even the simplest psychical

process. For it would be requisite that the process shotdd be

necessarily deducible frota a certain definite group of material

processes, given or assumed. But it is so difficult to conceive how
a sensation could ever be the necessary and obvious consequence of

a movement, that the materialists themselves do not pretend to a

single ray of iateUectual enlightenment ia the matter. It is not

true, as they urge when confronted with the argument, that the

purely physical nexus is equally inconceivable. In the physical

sphere, the necessity of a determinate occurrence can always be

demonstrated by some conceptual or perceptual construction.

Du Bois-Eeymond's eloquent presentation of these old-world

truths (Ueber die Gfrenzen des Natwrerkennens, 1872 and later) has

helped to win acceptance for them i^ scientific circles, wo which

philosophy proper makes little appeal.^

(4) The idea of a relation of dependence is far more general

than that of causal connection. The former implies only that two

phenomena, a and b, are so related that every change in (or of) a

is followed or accompanied by a corresponding change in (or of) b.

By 'corresponding' change is meant a change wl^ch is qualita-

tively or quantitatively equivalent to the given change; so that

equal or similar processes in (or of) a lead to the appearance of

iqual or similar processes in (or of) b, or that greater, less, stronger,

weaker, etc., changes on the one side are followed by changes in

the same direction on the other. AU these conditions are fulfilled,

of course, by the relation of cause and eifect; but it involves

further a definite temporal connection, quite irrelevant to depend-

ence as such, and thus forbids the inversion of the relation, which
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is perfectly possible under the less special formula. Hence the

assertion of a relation of dependence between psychical and

physical processes must be sharply distinguished from the assertion

of their causal connection.—Now an impartial observation shows

that i^lind is dependent upon body, and body dependent upon

mind. The unprejudiced investigator will, therefore, be content

with the general idea of functional relation, and make no attempt

to apply the more special law of causal connection in this particu-

lar field. Materialism, on the contrary, starts out with the

assumption of the special relation, unmindful of the difference

between cause and dependence, and bhnd to the extreme one-

sidedness of its position.

8. (5) Epistemologically, materialism is guilty of a misunder-

standing of the ultimate character of human experience. 'Sub-

jective' and 'objective,' 'mind' and 'matter,' are not given

ajgriori as independent magnitudes or qualities; what we have to

begin with. is an undifferentiated whole. This is the 'datum of

experience,' and it is only by fairly complicated processes that we
rise from it to the conceptual distiaction between subject and

object (cf. § 26). But materialism, in its search for the sole and

only ground of existence, the essential reality of things, is not

even satisfied to take this first result of conceptual abstraction, but

chooses what we may caU an abstraction of the second order, the

idea of 'matter.' For 'objective' and 'material' are not by
any means convertible terms. The 'objective' element in the

datum of experience is simply the element which is not dependent

upon the experiencing individual ; e.g., certain spatial and temporal

attributes or relations. The idea of matter presupposes a common
substrate of all these processes. Instead, therefore, of taking

account of ,the fuU contents of original experience, materialism

hsis raised a secondary product of conceptual abstraction to the

rank of a metaphysical principle.

(6) To the materialist, however, matter is not an ' idea ' at all,

but a self-evident reality. He talks of the atoms as if they could

be perceived by the senses, and regards matter as the seat of

forces which operate upon us, etc We have the word of sober
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thinkers, who have attained to eminence in natuial science, that

this pictorial application of the idea of matter and its parts may-

be very useful, provided that it does not usurp the place of a true

explanatory principle. The atoms would then be merely figures of

speech, valuable just so far as they helped to simplify one's total

conception of the interconnection of natural phenomena. But the

correct idea of matter and its parts cannot be made pictorial, since

it depends upon a twice repeated abstraction from the original data

of perception. And so it comes about, as Mach says, that the

atoms have been unhesitatingly endowed with certain attributes

which contradict all previous observation. Materialism, that is, is

aU too ready to confuse the figurative idea of corporeal particles

with the abstract idea of atoms.

9. (7) The sole purpose in the formation of the concept of

matter is, as we have seen, to hypostatise the objective element

ia the datum of "experience. There is no iatention of paying the

slightest attention to its subjective side. This is the epistemological

reason for holding to the closed series of causally connected physical

processes, as defined by the law of the conservation of energy.

But the subjective element in the datum of experience is an

ultimate character in human experience in general. Tones, colours

and the rest of the qualities of sense,—^processes of thought, acts

of the will, feelings and emotions,—all aUte are under all circum-

stances and in all their parts among the given things of experience

itself. Matter, on the other hand, is an abstraction of the second

order. How, now, can any connection such as that required by

materialism, whether in its attributive or causal form, obtain

between an original contents of experience and this abstract idea ?

It is much as if one should try to establish a causal or attributive

relation between a good action and the concept of morality. The
relation can exist only when the phenomena brought into con-

nection are processes of the same order, or at least stand upon the

ame level of abstraction.

It follows from this discussion that materialism is not only a

very hypothetical, but also an exceedingly improbable metaphysical

explanation of the world-whole. It has now lost all standing in
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philosophical circles, hut still enjoys a considerahle vogue among

physiologists and alienists, and is often used as a catchword, in the

sense of a well-substantiated scientific theory, in the ordinary

conversation of the educated classes. This is why we have offered

so extended a criticism of its metaphysical pretensions.

In conclusion we may mention the admirable work of F, A. Lange s

Geschiehtedes Matmalisrrms wad Kritih seiner BedevMmgin der Gegemmrt
(3rd ed., 2 vols., 18*!Q-11.; 5th ed. [popular edition without notes],

1896; Eng. trs., 1892).

§ 17. Spiritualism.

1. Spiritualism, the direct metaphysical antithesis of materialism,

appears much later than its rival in the history of philosophy.

The only philosophical doctrine of antiquity that could possibly

be termed spiritualistic—the Platonic theory of ideas—does not

belong to spiritualism in the strict meaning of the word, since the

'idea' was simply the reality in the concept, and did not denote

anything origiaally mental, a simple contents of internal experi-

ence. We may, therefore, regard Leibniz as the first exponent of

spiritualism. According to the Leibnizian epistemology, meta-

physics, like mathematics, mu^ pursue a deductive method, must

set out from what is simplest, what is absolutely clear and certain.

The impressions of sense do not meet these requirements, siuce

tliey give no clear information at aU as to the origiaation of the

qualities contained in them. Hence we must begin every

philosophical enquiry with definitions, formed va. accordance

with the laws of idi'iitity and contradiction. Leibniz' own
metaphysical system is an instance iu point : in all its most

important aspects it is devoloped from the definition of sub-

stance.

Descartes had defined substance as the being which so exists that

it needs no other being for its existence, and concluded from this

that God alone can properly be called substance. Yet it seemed

to him that matter and mind, the res extensa and the res cogitans,

might also fitly be termed substance, since only God, and not any

other being, was necessary to thuir existence. Spinoza objected to
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this lax use of terms, and asserting the material as weU as the

conceptual independence of substance, reserved the name for God.

He defined substance as that which exists in itself, and is con-

ceived by itself, i.e., as that the idea of which does not presuppose

the idea of any other being, as its necessary source and origin.

2. Leibniz' definition is practically the same with that of

Descartes. It runs as follows jSMftstowfrn es^ ens per se existens.

But while his predecessors had maintained the unity of substance,

Leibniz combines with their definition the hypothesis of an

infinite multiplicity of substances. Now that alone can exist by

itself which has the power of action ; so that force, seK-aotivity,

is the essential mark of substance, and substance itself must be

something immaterial, Unextended. Following Giordano Bruno

(t 1600), Leibniz calls these substances, the independent units of

the sum of existence, monads. They are the true atoms, as

opposed to the phenomenal atoms of natural science; they are

the simple elements in everything complex, and therefore in-

divisible and indestructible ; metaphysical points, as opposed to

material or mathematical. Further : since their essence consists

in seH-activity, they cannot receive any impression, nothing can

penetrate them; and the apparent interaction of processes in the

visible world depends solely upon a wise fore-ordination, the,

'pre-established harmony,' in virtue of which the states of all

substances correspond to one another without exerting any mutual

influence. This limitation, again, helps us to a more exact

definition of the activity which we must assume to be present

in substances. It will consist in a repraesentare, i.e., in an idea or

representation. Ancient philosophy had been wont to conceive of

sense perception as a copy of the external world, and the con-

ception is one that has appealed to the popular consciousness in all

ages. Leibniz makes use of it here,- in working out the details of

his metaphysics,—supplementing it, however, by the mathematical

idea of representation. He is thus led to the view that every

monad ideates or represents the whole universe, and is in this

sense a microcosm, a mirror of the aU, une concentration de

Vvomers. Yet again : since the idea is a mental act, the essence
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of the monad is a psychical quality. Things extended or corporeal

are thus reduced to the level of mere phenomena, whose under-

lying reality is to he found in a multiplicity of unextended

substances. But not every monad mirrors the universe with

equal clearness ; there are as many monads as there are degrees of

clearness of the ideating activity.

3. The spiritualistic hypothesis then lapsed till it was revived

in very much the same iosm by Herbart. He sets out from a

general definition of the idea of existence. Being consists for

him in absolute position, which is equally exclusive of relation

and of negation. Now it is clear that a multiplicity of existential

qualities would introduce a relative element into the idea of

existence; whence it foUows that existence must be conceived

of as perfectly simple in character. Such a view, however, stands

in contradiction to the experiential idea of a thing with many
attributes. Eeconciliation, without violence done to the facts of

experience, is only possible on the hypothesis of a multiphcity

of existences, each of absolutely single nature. These are

Herbart's reals,—^incorporeal existences Kke Leibniz" monads, but

indefinable as regards their simple quality. The relations m which

the reals stand to one another are those of disturbance, which

they undergo, and of self-preservation, which they originate

:

every self-preservation cancels a disturbance " in such a way that

it does not occur at alL" Now in the Herbartian psychology the

idea figures as the sole process in which our conscious mental life

finds expression ; so that the seK-preservations of the mental real

may be regarded as ideas. At this point Herbart's spiritualism is

plainly less rigorous than that of Leibniz: Herbart does not

attempt to define the nature of the self-preservations of the reals

constituting 'body,' or the simple quality of any real.

Lotze is far less reserved in his attitude to the spiritualistic

theory. He defines existence as a standing in relations, or a

capacity to do and to suffer. Eelations, however, are only con-

ceivable on the assumption of an unity which holds all existences

together. Lotze accordingly looks upon individual things as

modifications of an absolute, or a substance. He further asserts
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that things can be regarded as independent units only if we
attribute to them a mental quality, thought of as analogous to

our own consciousness.

4. In a certain sense we may term Wundt, too, a spiritualist.

Setting out from a common source, the original reality of the

object of idea (our 'datum of experience'; cf. § 26), scientific

and psychological enquiry diverge to foUow different paths. The

ultimate unit to which we are brought by a metaphysical con-

sideration of the results of natural science is the atom, as merely

quantitatively or formally deJBned. On the other hand, a parallel

consideration of the range of psychological fact leads to the

assumption of an ultimate unit of a qualitative character, which

we call wiU. The problem of ontological metaphysics is to reunite

these divergent paths, and so obtain a conceptual definition of the

original reality. We arrive at a will-atom as the essential unit of

all existence. The purely formal determination of the atom-aspect

of the unit is, however, unessential.

The spiritualistic mode of thought is also found, quite frequently,

outside the circle of philosophers von Fadh. In such cases it is

ordinarily connected with the epistemological form of idealism

(c/. § 26). For if we have made up our mind that the quality of

all experience must be conceived of as idea, we may very easily

go on to read this mental or spiritual process into the concepts

employed in scientific investigation, and so to give even ' material

'

existence a spiritual contents. Berkeley is th,e typical representa-

tive of this point of view : his ' immaterialism ' or ' psychism

'

recognised none but psychical substances, spirits. Sometimes

judgments of value play a part in the scheme of thought j mental

processes being regarded as the more important, indeed as alone

really valuable, while ' material ' processes are reduced to the level

of an unimportant and worthless mode of phenomenal existence.

Spiritualism in metaphysics makes special appeal to those who

hold a dynamic theory in natural philosophy (c/. § 7. 5). If the

atoms are simply centres of force, and consequently unextended

points, it is not difficult' to beheve that they can be adequately

and exhaustively defined by some psychical quality.
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Attempts have also been made to demonstrate the validity of

spiritualism by arguments from analogy. Thus Schopenhauer

declares that it is only in ourselves that we can perceive the thiug-

in-itself as well as the phenomenon. It is therefore only from the

analogy of our own nature that we can determine what, in the

existences outside of us, corresponds to the phenomena that we

think in space and time. Hence the imiverse as phenomenon is a

sum of ideas ; but the universe as thing-in-itself is will

5. The principal thesis of spiritualistic metaphysics admits of

very much simpler formulation than that of materialism. It is

that all empirically given processes, the material or corporeal in

particular, are referable to a mental existence or process. The

quality of this latter is defined on the analogy of our own con-

sciousness, and conceived of as a more or less perfect expression of

personal mental experience, varying with the degree of spontaneity

and independent action manifested by natural objects. The more

precise formulation, in its turn, allows us to make our critique of

spiritualism much briefer and less complicated than was possible in

the case of materialism.

(1) It is very evident that psychology can be brought into

complete harmony with a spiritualistic metaphysics. One objection,

it is true, has been advanced. A spiritualistic interpretation of

the universe, it is said, leaves the existence of other centres of con-

sciousness, outside ourselves, unexplained j nay, more, it mikes

them inexplicable. But there seems to be no reason why a

particular metaphysical interpretation of the movements of other

individuals from which we are wont to infer their inner or

psychical existence should imperil the conclusion that analogy has

suggested. The facts themselves are not altered in any way by

interpretation
J
we have merely to strip them of the scientific

concepts in which they are ordinarily expressed, and clothe them
in the new raiment of the spiritualistic hypothesis. Hence

objections to spiritualism can be raised, if at aU, only from the

side of natural science or epistemology.

(2) But again, the store of ideas, laws and methods which has

been laid up by scienfific investigators will suffer no change at the
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hands of spiritualism. It is a matter of indifferepoe whether we
' keep to the idea of material atoms and a mechanical connection

between them, or attempt to modify, it by positing a spiritual

contents, in which we suppose their essential nature to consist.

For in the latter case, as in the former, we must assume the existence

of aU the relations and the truth of aU the rules whose universal

validity has been established by the observation and calculation of

natural science.

6. (3) Very much the same thing may be said from the point

of view of epistemology. The phenomena of consciousness form

the entire contents of all ' data of experience.' There is no one

concrete experience which cannot be regarded as sensation or idea

or feeling, i.e., as mental process ; and the * objective ' side of

things consists simply of certain spatial or temporal attributes and

relations of experiences which aie customarily referred to formal

concepts like those of 'matter' and 'energy.' If now a special

meaning is read into these terms by the substitution of a spiritual

existence for the 'material,' we seem to get, in place of mere

magnitudes without quality, a definable contents in its full and

complete reality.—True, we may go very far wrong in an attempt

to reconcile a spiritualistic metaphysics with the teachings of

epistemology: ef., e.g., the unfounded assertion that ideahsm is

the necessary or self-evident (!) starting-point for any philosophical

explanation of the universe (see § 26).

"We conclude, then, that the possibility of spiritualism must be

conceded. It will, therefore, take rank above materialism, as not

subject to direct disproof either by epistemology or by the special

sciences concerned,—psychology and natural science. This does

not mean, however, that it is preferable to aU other possible

metaphysical theories. On the contrary, when we try to apply it

in detail, we are met by many and considerable difficulties. "We

pass to a brief consideration of them in what follows.

7. (1) In the first place, we must note that the spiritualistic

interpretation of scientific concepts is extremely arbitrary, (a)

Nothing compels us to beheve that there lies dormant and con-

cealed in the elements of matter a peculiar existence which we
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must conceive of on the analogy of our own consciousness. The

forces which are supposed to be concentrated in the atoms stand

in relation only to their changes of position, t.e., are simply the

conditions of those transformations which are rendered per-

ceptible by the movement of physical bodies. (6) Moreover, the

idea of force is often regarded at the present day as superfluous,

and replaced by an exact statement of the spatial and temporal

relations of masses to one another, (c) Lastly, there is no trace

of any intimate connection between the physical relations and the

relations ascertained by psychology to obtain among mental pro-

cesses. Hence the results of natural science itself neither demand

nor suggest the spiritualistic interpretation of natural processes.

(2) A further difficulty confronts us when we ask for some

definite description of the mental existence which spiritualism

ascribes to the material elements. Leibniz says that the

capacity of representation (ideation) is the inner aspect of natural

phenomena; Schopenhauer, that it is wUl; while on a third view

the whole series of events which manifest themselves in our

individual experience must be transferred mviatis mutandis to

physical bodies and. their constituent parts. Here, again, the ideas

of natural science give us no indication that one or other of these

possibilities is necessarily true in fact.

8. (3) Nor does psychology afford any support to the spiritualistic

hypothesis. It teaches that our personal mental life is connected

with an extremely complicated part of the physical organism

—

not at all that it is packed away in the ultimate material particles

of the body. Modem physiological psychology does not place the

seat of consciousness or mind in a point, or even in a cell of the

brain: the immediate conditions of mental processes are situated

in different quarters of the cerebrum, probably in the cerebral

cortex. Hence there is no sort of precedent or analogy for the

view that every atom represents a mental existence of the kind

known to us in human consciousness. And if we descend with

the comparative psychologist to the lowest levels of animal life,

where a last trace of mentality may be suspected or conjectured,

we are still brought to a halt at the cell or the cell-nucleus; there
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is no warrant for placing the supposed rudiment of consciousness

ia the atom. As for the inorganic world, the scientifically-traiaed

judgment finds no empirical reason whatever for endowing it with

mental attributes.

(4) Finally, epistemology has neither facts nor arguments in

favour of spiritualism. Epistemologically regarded, mental exist-

ence is merely one aspect of the data of experience, however

completely it may coincide with their qualitative contents. The

direct matter-of-fact of experience is not exclusively suhjective or

mental. Moreover, spiritualism makes two enticely arhitraiy

epistemological assumptions, (a) It asserts the independent

existence of the atoms, i.e, of matter, the substrate of objective

phenomena; and (6) it affirms that these hypostatised realities

are spiritual or mental ia nature.

/ , LlTEEATTJEB.

E. Vacherot, Le nouveau spirittialisme. 1884. (Attempts to put

Bpiritualism upon a basis of natural philosophy, and to justify it by a

critical discussion of other schools of philosophic thought.)

Note.—Spiritualism ia sometimes called idealism. This is due, in

part, to the close connection which obtains between epistemological

idealism and metaphysical spiritualism.—In our own day sjgiriUam

is fond of parading under the nobler name of spiritualism.

I 18. Dualism.

1. The dualist looks upon mind and matter, the subjective and

the objective, as two separate and independent existences. His

view is that of the 'healthy human imderstanding,' and of the

Christian dogmatist of the middle ages and the present time. It

appeared comparatively early in the history of philosophy.

Anaxagoras was the most pronounced dualist among the pre-

Socratics (of. § 15. 1). He definitely distinguishes vovs, the mental

principle, from the crirepfiara or oixoiojiep^, the innumerable ultimate

material elements. Mind brings order and movement into what ia

in itself inert and chaotic matter; it has the attributes of seK-

subsistence, simplicity, independence and self-identity. The two
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greatest philosopliers of antiquity may also be termed dualists.

Plato separates matter (vAij) from idea (etiSos), the non-existent

and empty from existence with its wealth of contents, sensible

particularity from the real that finds expression in the generic

idea. There is also a further difference, a difference of value,

between them, which makes the metaphysical distinction all the

sharper. In Aristotle we have the same antithesis, though the

separation of its terms is not so radical as in Plato ; it is expressed

in the concepts of matter and form. Every individual being

(o-uo-io) is, in its concrete reality, formed matter j matter alone is

not capable" of existence, nor—divinity excepted—can there be a

pure form. The two determinations stand to one another as

possibility and realisation, as potentiality and actuality (Srra/tis

and lvepy€ia). Thus mind is defined as the 'entelechy' oi

realisation of the body. Divinity is pure form, and voiis, as in

Plato, is raised above all the other faculties of the human mind

6y the predicate of immortality. In mediaeval philosophy this

duaHsm holds its own, both in metaphysics and in ethics.

2. There is a great difference between ancient and modern

dualism. The dualism of ancient philosophy looks upon body and

mind as the terms in one out of a whole number of valid

antitheses, using them ' merely to illustrate the more general

contrast of matter and form. Their relationship, that is, does not

constitute a dualism, in virtue of any peculiar feature or import

:

they simply furnish an instance of dualism in its more general

aspect. Descartes is the foimder of modem dualism, and the

typical exponent of dualistie metaphysics in modem philosophy.

He makes the conceptual distinction of corpis and mens

fundamental for metaphysics. The 'corporeal' is universally

characterised by extension, the 'mental' by thought. Hence

there are two substances: a res extensa and a res cogitans

(ef. § 17. 1), which exist independently, but stand in reciprocal

relation to each other. How interaction between twpjiompletely

dissimilar substances can be possible Descartes does not go on to

explain. Later philosophers attempt to fill in this gap in hia

system. Among them the Occasionalists (Arnold Geulinc^
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f 1669) deserve special mention. Occasionalism regards a real

interaction between existences so fundamentally different as

impossible. The appearance of interaction is produced by the

direct action of God (eoneursu Dei), Thus the ideas which we
think we receive from the external world through excitation of

the organs of sense are reaUy shaped by God in conformity with

material things, and the movements of our body which seem to

arise from a definite volition are regulated by Him in accordance

with the mental intuition. Mind and body are, therefore, each of

them only the accidental or apparent cause of changes occurring in

the other, causae per occadonem. They are but the opportunity,

the occasion of the working of the true cause, which is God,

It is remarkable that from that time to this—apaJfc, of course,

from modem representatives of mediaeval philosophy—there has

hardly appeared a single vigorous or thorough-going exposition of

the dualistic theory. At present, the standpoint is generally

discredited as inadequate to the problem of interaction. In

popular thought, however, it has still no rival beyond materialism

(§ 16. 9); and we must also conclude, judging from the phraseology

which they universally employ, whether with or without ' reserva-

tion,' that it is the dominant view in the empirical disciplines of

psychology and natural science.

3. This difference between the trend of thought in philosophy

and in the special sciences and the popular consciousness caim.ot,

of course, be allowed to pass as fijial or inevitable until the reason

alleged for it—^the impossibility of a dualistic solution of the

problem of"^interaction in the form of a logical and consistent

interpretation of the facts—is demonstrated beyond the reach of

question. It is urged, as an insuperable difficulty in the way of

dualistic explanation, that the law of cause and effect is necessarily

inapplicable to two entirely disparate processes. But we must

then ask whether qualitative likeness is, as a matter of fact, the

invariable precondition of causal connection. And the answer

seems to be that the causal law says nothing at all as to the

likeness or unlikeness of the processes that stand in the relation

of cause and effect. On the other hand, to dispute the applies
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bility of the principle of causation to disparate proessces, and

then to deny, on that grouni that interaction is possible between

corporeal and mental phenomena, as dualism defines them, looks

very much Kke a circvlus inprdbando : for body and mind furnish

the only instance of disparity, in the required sense of the word-

As for mental phenomena themselves, no more objection is raised

to their causal interconnection than to that of physical processes.

It is truly a strange rule that is based upon one single instance,

and then held to be valid simply in order that this single instance

may be brought under it ! The empirical reasons for the idea of

causation are given in the temporal succession and qualitative or

quantitative equivalence of phenomena (c/. § 16. 7). It is evident

from this that only changes, processes, can be causally related;

and that the modification which they undergo in a particular case

must correspond both in direction and in magnitude, if there is

to be any talk of causal connection between them. But causal

tquivalence has nothing whatever to do with Ukeness or un-

likeness of kind. We believe in the interaction of bodily and

mental processes because we see that a more intensive sensation

foUows upon a stronger excitation of sense, and a more vigorous

movement upon a more vehement impulse of the wiU; and

our belief is not affected in the least by the difference that

undeniably exists between excitation and sensation or intention

and movement.

4. The rightness of this view can be shown in another way.

The processes of the material and mental worlds evince different

degrees of qualitative likeness. Tet there is no corresponding

difference in the degree of confidence with which we subsume

them to the law of cause and effect. Mechanical, electrical and

chemical processes may all be causally interconnected; nor has

the very much greater difference between feeUngs, ideas and

volitions prevented psychologists from attempting their causal

explanation. True, objections have frequently been raised agaiost

the causal interrelation of "psychical processes, the principle of

psychical causation : but the reason is not that there is any

question of their essential similarity, but merely that the law of
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equrfalence does not seem to allow of exact application in tlie

conscious sphere.

Wei may, then, be allowed to dispute the validity of this

venerable argument against a dualistic metaphysics. And if we
are asked, in our turn, to show something of the mechanism of the

causal nexus, to say just how it is that the cause produces the

effect, we can answer with Hume and Lotze that the demand is a

demand for the impossible. The actual working of the causal

law is everywhere hidden from us,—even in the material realm,

where its operation seems so entirely a matter of course. We
must also note that the belief that the cause produces the eifect

implies a metaphysical interpretation of the empirical facts. All

that experience gives us is succession and equivalence.

Dualism has sometimes been attacked from the standpoint of

epistemological idealism (c/; § 26), upon the ground that it entirely

overlooks the fact that what are called ' material ' things are

given only in the form of ideas. We cannot here enter in detail

upon the proof of the erroneousness of this statement. We may
say, however, that it has no more weight as an argument against

dualism than it had as an argument in support of spiritualism

(c/ § 17. 6).

5. Psychology has no quarrel with metaphysical dualism. This is

sufficiently clear from the circumstance that metaphysicians of very

various schools use a dualistic terminology when they are dealing

with psychological topics. With natural science, however, the

case seems to be different. The hypothesis of interaction between

two different substances, or, at least, two independent processes,

appears to conflict with one of the fundamental laws of modem
science—the law of the conservation of energy. We have already

mentioned this law (c/. § 16. 6) in our criticism of metaphysical

materialism j and it seems to teU with equal force against dualism.

But we must remember that materialism derives mental processes

from physical, i.e., affirms a purely one-sided dependence of mind

upon matter, whereas dualism assumes the interaction of the two.

Hence the difficxdty is by no means the same. We need only

posit, as modern psychology does, an equivalence of mental and
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material-^ processes. That granted, it follows tliat tlie amount

of energy lost upon the physical side in the origination of a

corresponding amount of mental energy wiU. be replaced by tbe

subsecinent transformation of the mental back again into a new
form of material energy. It wUl then make no difference whether

or not a given quantum of mental energy is interpolated into the

course of material processes; the law of the conservation of energy,

in its ordinary acceptation, is not touched at all. "We shall be

obliged, finally, to credit the temporal succession of mental and

material processes; but we may assuredly do so without contrar

dieting any fact of experience or any requirement of empirical

science. Dualism may, then, be regarded at the present time as

a possible metaphysical interpretation of erperiential facts and

scientific knowledge.

§ 19. Monism,

1. There can be little doubt that a monistic theory of the

universe is that most generally accepted to-day, whether in

scientific circles or among psychologists and metaphysicians. It

appears in two principal forms. Either mind and matter are two

'sides' of one and the same existence which is constituted by

them, or they are modes of manifestation of an unitary existence,

which ia itself is separate and distinct from them. We may
characterise these two fonus as amcrete and abstract monism.

Abstract monism falls, again, into two divisions, according as the

unitary existence is regarded as accurately definable or as absolutely

unknoum. Besides these three fairly determinate forms of monistic

metaphysics, we find the term 'monism' used, especially in

popular parlance, as the equivalent of materialism. On the other

hand, we sometimes meet with the phrase ' spiritualistic monism.'

This difference of usage is partly due to the fact that monism is

not as a rule distinguished from singularism (cf. § 14. 3), so that it

may either denote a peculiar qualitative definition of existence, or

simply indicate the number of principles employed for that

definitioa
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(1) Concrete monism is one of the very oldest metaphysical

theories. It occurs as animism or Tiylozoism, ia connection with a

kind of dualism, among quite primitive races. AU nature is

endowed with mind, on the analogy of the human individual.

There is not the slightest recognition either of the difference

between mechanical uniformity and the operation of psychical

motives, or of the significance of a closed causal series. The

arbitrary action of the individual is carried over to nature, and all

sorts of natural phenomena pressed into the service of the theory,

as signs of spontaneity and self-originated movement. Hylozoism

is also the doctrine of the earliest Greek philosophers. Here, too,

we have a confused mixture of monistic and duaHstio thought.

2. No attempt at a consistent working out of this concrete

monism appears among the later developments of philosophy.

Since mankind has learned that the organic and the inorganic

are two separate provinces, that uniformity in material processes

takes a different form from uniformity in psychical, and that we
can speak of mind only where we may posit consciousness,—since

this time, animism, and its useless generality of a mind in nature,

have given place to some other type of metaphysical theory of

existence. Now and again a hint of it occurs, as when the

materialists put the unity of mind and matter upon the same plane

with that of matter and force. But these scattered traces of

loose thinking are not enough to make ua hesitate in declaring

that concrete animism has practically disappeared from modern

philosophy. As a matter of fact, it does not solve, but merely

states, a problem. The~Tmity of material and mental existence

which it is concerned to uphold is nothing more than an empiri-

cally given interconnection j whereas the explanation of this inter-

connection is the very task upon which metaphysics has to bend its

energies. Animism must accordingly be considered merely as a

stage of transition, and not as a final system. In this sense, it

may still find a certain acceptance, as it does in Fechner and

Wundt. "When these philosophers assert that mind is the inner

unity of that which, regarded from the outside, we caU body, and

so go on to define mind and body as two different sides of a single
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existence whicli they together constitute, we have before us an

exposition of concrete monism. Reading further, however, we

arrive at the theory that mental existence furnishes an exhaustive

expression for this unitary reality of things, and so witness the

transformation of animism into spiritualism (§17. 4).

3. (2) Abstract monism has played a far more important part

in the development of philosophic systems. Spinoza is its first

typical exponent. Spinoza's one infinite substance, God or causa

sui, is possessed of innumerable attributes. Only two of them,

however, are accessible to human knowledge: extension and

thought. Each of these finds expression in particular 'modes.'

Thus the various physical bodies are modes of the attribute of

extent, and the difierent individual minds modes of the attribute

of thought. But siQce divine existence is possessed of a countless

number of other attributes, its true nature remains unknown to

us. We thus obtain the second sub-form (1, above) of abstract

monism, according to which the common substrate of matter and

mind is not exactly definable. On this theory there cannot, of

course, be interaction, but only parallelism, with essraitial identity

of the corresponding processes. Hence Spinoza's famous saying:

Ordo et connexio idearum idem est ac ordo et connexio rerum.

Every 'event' is, in its fuU significance, a process, conceived of

as running its course within the one substance, God. Our per-

ception of it in mind or body is limited, one-sided, fragmentary.

Many modem philosophers take up this monistic attitude to the

universe. If they do not speak of innumerable attributes of the

original unity, they stDl firmly maintain that its nature is unknown,

and that we obtain knowledge of its reality only from the parallel

forms of external and internal occurrence. Herbert Spencer, e.g.,

is a ' monist ' in this sense of the term. His agnosticism {cf. § 4. 5)

is simply a disclaimer of all attempts to define the original

reality. Fechner, too, vacUlates between this position and that of

spiritualism.

4. The other sub-form of abstract monism (the first in 1, above)

is much bolder, taking upon itself to define the unity of mental

and material, or, as it prefers to say, of the ideal and real aspects.
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Fichte, Schelling and Hegel are its typical representatives. Fichte

makes the absolute ego, or (in his later and simpler terminology)

the absolute, the single source from which an individual ego and

non-ego develope,—makes it, in brief, his one metaphysical prin-

ciple. Schelling, on the other hand, regards absolute identity or

indifference as the original existence. From the self-knowledge

possessed by the absolute arises the antithesis of subject and object;

but the difference between them cannot be more than quantitative,

since their qualitative identity must not be disturbed. Individual

things are, therefore, differences or powers of this quantitative

sort; and even the contrast of real and ideal must be interpreted

as simply formal or quantitative, not a difference of kind. Hegel's

absolute appears at first in the indefinite form of 'being.' By
the operation of the dialectic process the concept receives more and

more of contents, until finally the nature of the absolute or God

is laid bare m the particular definitions to which the impetuous

onrush of the method leads. The special forms of absolute

existence are nature and mind. A very similar standpoint has

been worked out in recent years by von Hartmann, for whom the

' unconscious ' is the quality of the absolute. Lotze, too, may be

regarded as a monist, since he identifies his aU-embracing substance

(needed to explain the possibility of interaction among individual

things), in the religious sense, with the idea of God, and endows

it with ethical attributes; so that the original being ie not only

creative substance, but also moral ideal, and guide of historical

development.

5. In attempting to arrive at a critical estimate of metaphysical

monism, we may rule its concrete form out of the discussion.

Concrete monism is, without any doubt, merely a disguised dualism.

It offers no real explanation of the way in which mental and

material hold together. It expresses the facts somewhat differently

from dualism, without reaUy gaining an iota by its formulation.

With abstract monism, on the other hand, the case is very different.

The derivation of the two modes of phenomena from a single

existence,-known or unknown, seems to render their course in

time and their parallelism more intelligible. We shall accordingly
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consider in what follows whether (and how far) this form of

monism is in a position to furnish an adequate or satisfactory

solution of the great problem which the special sciences give up.

We need not, clearly, esqpect any opposition to it from the side of

epistemology. It fully recognises the reality of the two-sided

•datum of experience'; it simply supplements experience by the

hypothesis of an existence which underlies both sides or aspects.

Nevertheless, it has to run the gauntlet of numerous objections,

some purely logical, some psychological and scientific. We give

the chief of these in the appended summary.

(1) Abstract monism is guilty of a two-fold 'transcendence.'

In the first place, it indefinitely extends the limits of the mental

sphere ; in the second, it hypostatises a known or unknown unity

of mental and corporeal. There is nothing in experience to

necessitate the taking of either step ; so that we cannot but raise

a logical objection to the theory—an objection which may well

take the form of the old scholastic rule: principia praeter neces-

sitatem non sunt multypUcanda.

6. (2) The interpretation which abstract monism has to offer of

the interaction of mind and body is neither the easiest nor the

most obvious. Eecouise is had to it only when the simple idea of

interaction, in the strict meaning of the term which is suggested

by experience, seems to break down ; monism is then a last resort,

a house of refuge from the supposed difficulties of dualism. But

the monistic interpretation is not by any means, as its champions

strangely believe, an obvious deduction from experiential facts.^

Granted that one and the same thing has two different 'sides ' or

modes of manifestation, it does not foUow of necessity that these

evince precisely pajallel changes. A prion there are two other

possibilities; the 'sides' may be altogether independent of each

other (ef. form and quality, or intensity and duration of some

concrete es^jerience), or an inverse relation may obtain between

them (as between the two component parts of a sphere of constant

volume, where increase of one is accompanied by decrease in the

other, and vice versa). There is consequently no reason why the

particular relation between body and mind that we find in expeii-
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ence should follow from the assumptions of abstract monism.

And if the monistic theory needs bolstering by secondary

hypotheses in order to make the given appear as the only possible

relation, it becomes very much more complicated than a straight-

forward dualism. Fechner makes use on occasion of the figure

of a circle. One who stood within the circle would always and

necessarily obtain a dififerent view of it from one who stood

outside. To which we may add that, despite the difference of

standpoint, any change in the size of the area or form of the

periphery would be a change for both observers. But, even as

thus amplified, the figure (which, of course, cannot be regarded as

the only adequate representation of monism in general) is of no

great service; it ofiers no explanation of the equivalence of

material and mental. Lastly, to assert the essential identity

of the~two sides is simply to fall into the absurdities of equative

materialism, which received its deserts in a previous Section

(§ 16. 5).

7. (3) But monism professes to expound not merely the deter-

minate relation of the individual mind and the animal body that

belongs to it, but also a general relation between the outer and

inner sides of all the elements of the universe. The consequence

is that the distinction between the -psychical as conscious pro-

cess and all the purporting 'unconscious' processes, which the

history of psychology shows to have been won with so much pains

and labour, goes completely l)y the board. Paulsen, who makes a

most eloquent appeal for a monistic metaphysics, does not scruple

to extend the idea of mind to include the unconscious. He seems

entirely to overlook the fact that such a procedure makes a

scientific psychology absolutely impossible. If psychology is to

be a science, it must take the form of an empirical, experiential

discipline. This fantastic extension of the idea of the psychical

bars the way completely to any exact formulation of a science of

the psychical.

(4) It is sometimes supposed that justice will be done to all the

facts if we posit an unbroken mental series as the counterpart of

the known continuity of material processes. But we have seen
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that there is an inherent dif&culty in the notion of psychical

causation {cf. § 18. 4) : a difficulty which leaves it at least very

doubtful whether the desired end can be regarded as attainable,

even in imagination, by this hypothetical extension of psychical

values. If no causal connection is discoverable among the facts

of the internal perception as given in experience, any attempt to

extend the meaning of the phrase ' mental processes ' must be

declared hopeless from the outset. They cannot be defined except

-

on the analogy of the facts of consciousness.

8. (5) But abstract monism also comes into collision with the

teachings of empirical natural science. It completely ignores the

line of division between the organic and the inorganic worlds,

though no theory of development has as yet brought the two

together. Now it is plain that no knowing subject can establish

the presence of mental processes in the things or creatures outside

of him except by analogical inference. And his inference becomes

the more imcertain the less similarity there is between human
expressive movements and the expressive movements of other

creatures. Push the analogical expression as we will, it seems,

from everything that we know at present, to be brought to a full

and final stop at the elementary organism, the cell. The difference

between the reaction of the cell to stimuli and the purely physico-

chemical change of one inorganic body under the influence of

another is so fundamental that the metaphysics which ignores it

stands convicted, at the very least, of a disregard of facts.

We cannot, therefore, bring ourselves to believe that monism
offers the most plausible metaphysical interpretation of existence.

The result of our criticism of the different metaphysical schools

so far has rather been to show that, as things are, dualism can

lay claim to possess the greatest probability, since it accords best of

all the metaphysical theories with the special sciences, and can also

best meet the requirements of epistemology and logic, ^sthetical

or ethical disincliaation to a multiplicity of principles cannot

under any circumstances furnish a theoretical argument against it -

{fif. § 15. 4). The least degree of probability, on the other hand,

resides, if our criticism is sound, in the hypothesis of materialism.
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Spiritualism would stand next to dualism in the order of

probability. In most idonistic metaphysics the monism tends, as

a matter of fact, to shade off into spiritualism.

Note.—The term monism (doctrine of unity) has also been employed
for the theory of the coincidence of God and the world, or vanthdsm,

(cf. § 22). And in epistemolo^ we often hear to-day of a monism, in

the sense of a belief in the original unity of the contents of knowledge,

as contradistinguished from the dualistic separation of idea and object

(cf. § 26).—There is no want of literature upon monism, but so great

a lack of any thorough historical and systematic treatment of the

position, that it seems best to make no mention here of publications in

which it is discussed.

§ 20, Mechanism and Teleology.

1. Mechanism takes for its general principle of occurrence the

blind and necessary connection of cause and effect, as typified in

'natural' causation. The point of view is called 'mechanistic'

because all connections of this kind can be regarded in the last

resort as laws of motion, and the science of the laws of motion is

termed mechanics. Mechanism evidently stands in close relation

to materialism {cf. § 16), and is, as a matter of fact, always found

along with materialism in the history^of philosophy. This is true

of the very earliest form of materialism, the atomism of the

ancient Greek philosophers. Leucippus and Democritus conceive

of all occurrence under the form of processes of movement,

consisting partly in a free fall of the atoms, partly in the

modification produced in this by mutual pressure or impact. In,

modem philosophy, Hobbes (§ 2. 5) and the author of the Systhme

de la nature (§ 16. 2) are equally convinced of the universal

validity of mechanism. However, it is not only materialists who
support the theory; it has found favour with monists as well

{cf. § 19). Spinoza, e.g., is as staunch a champion of mechanism

as Hobbes. There is no free will to interrupt the connection of

cause and effect; nor is there any end or purpose in things by

which the course of events is directed. For Spinoza, however,
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the mechanism of cause and effect coincides further with the logical

relation of reason and inference; and thus arises the confusion

between thought and existence which is so characteristic of his

philosophy.

2. A similarly exclusive formulation of teleological metaphysics

is not to be discovered ia the history of philosophy. Wherever

'the teleological principle is accepted, mechanism, too, receives

recognition as one, though only a subordinate, form of occurrence.

We see this, e.g., in Plato, the first indubitahle teleologist in

metaphysical history. In his view, everything has arisen and

everything developes in accordance with purposes, prototypes of

things, 'ideas.' But at the same time his estimate of the

immediate occasion of each separate phase or stage of progress

proceeds strictly by way of cause and effect. The antithesis of

idea and matter is also expressed in the statement that the realm

of ideas is governed by reason and purpose, but the material

domain by a blind necessity.

The co-ordination of the two forms of occurrence appears much
more clearly and precisely in Aristotle. On the one hand we find

change in the nattiral world in the form of movement through

space ; this is subject to a purely mechanicsd uniformity. On the

other, we have to conceive of the goal of aU development as a

growth of form, of energy, of the actual principle. In this way

a teleological uniformity is superimposed upon the mechanical.

Nature does not act without purpose, but turns everything to

some useful end; and this general purposiveness can be ex-

plained only upon the hypothesis that nature itself makes towards

a definite goal, or works for the accomplishment of a definite

purpose. Hence mechanical causes, though indispensable con-

ditions of, or aids to, the realisation of this purpose, must not be

regarded as 'causes' in the strict sense of the word. The real

causes are the causae finales.

The Aristotelian teleology is typical of a whole series of similar

theories. Leibniz, e.g., essays to recoijicile mechanism and

teleology in the same way ; and in the present century Lotze is

the ex|)onent of an essentially similar position.
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3. Kaat was the first to attempt an analysis of the idea of

purpose by a critical and empirical method, and to test its applica-

bility to natural phenomena. His Kritik der Urtheilskraft treats

of the teleological as well as of the sesthetic judgment (c/. § 10. 3).

He describes the purposiveness of a natural object as both objec-

tive and internal or immanent: it consists in the congruence of

the object with its idea, or the determination of the parts by the

whole. The teleological view of nature is first suggested by the

organism, aU of whose members and functions are of service for

the preservation of the individual and the race, and whose various

constituent parts are constantly acting and reacting one upon

another. From the organism it is extended over the whole of

nature, which can also be regarded as a purposive system. The
goal of natural development at large is the moral subject ; for it is

not tiU we arrive at morality that the question 'To what end?'

ceases to have a meaning. The teleological view does not conflict

with the mechanical if we are careful to make the idea of purpose

a regulative (c/. § 4. 3) and not a constitutive principle. As a

subjective maxim of the faculty of judgment, teleology will,

therefore, find its most useful application in cases where a

mechanical interpretation is not (or not at present) possible. The

two views will accordingly supplement, and even assist each other,

—^teleology serving as an heuristic principle of causal investigation.

To an intellect higher than our own the difference between the two

standpoints would entirely disappear. Modern logicians, especially

Sigwart and "Wundt, define the relation between finality and

causality in very much the same way.

4 The cause of mechanism rose considerably in philosophical

favour when the phenomena of Hfe were declared to be one and

aU capable of mechanical interpretation. Descartes had paved the

way for this view by his assertion that animals are automata or

machines. But his theory was opposed by a vitalisUc hypothesis,

which looked upon aU the phenomena of life as ruled by a pecidiar

principle—^the 'vital force,' as it was termed—and thus drew a

sharp Une of division between the living and the lifeless or

'mechanical' ScheUing's natural philosophy, in particular, usea
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this ' oiganic ' theory to e^lain the deyelopment and forms of

the animal kingdom. But the 'vital force' was rather a

hindrance than an aid to scientific iavestigation. As a principle

of explanation it was just as useless In the organic field as the

various mental faculties of the eighteenth century psychology

proved to be ia the field of miad. It was, therefore, a great step

in advance when modem physiologists, with Lotze at their head,

made mechanism a regulative principle in the study of the

processes of life. Almost simultaneously with this revulsion

against vitalism in physiology came the introduction of mechan-

istic ideas into psychology. The old mental faculties were finally

abandoned, and Herhart embarked upon no less an imdertaking

than the writing of a mechanics of mind (cf. § 8, 7). Not long

after, the belief, still widely current, that the manifestation of a

transcendent purpose could be observed in the development of the

animal series, was destroyed by the Darwinian theory of descent

!Not by any economical limitation to the "changes that lead to a de-

sired end, so the theory teUs us, but by a course of the most lavish

extravagance, does the animal kingdom come byslow degrees to wear

the garb of purpose. He alone is of influence for further develop-

ment who can survive in the struggle for existence; and he alone

can survive in that struggle whose organisation is iu a high degree

purposive. But this purposive organisation is merely a special case

among many others, and realised only through accidental variation

in the difierent members of a family or species.—In quite recent

times, however, there has been a revival of vitaJistic tendencies.

The internal conditions of development do not receive their due

recognition at the hands of the Darwinians, and the problem of

life is still as far from a solution as it was a himdred years ago.

5. They are but superficial observers and wholly lacking m
historical knowledge who declare with so much emphasis that

teleology has lost its right to existence as mechanism has grown.

Leibniz believed in a far wider dominion of mechanical laws -than

we can prove for them to-day, and Kant saw clearly enough what

the main course of modern progress would be. Lotze, too, despite

bis brilliant criticism of the doctrine of 'vital force,' and his
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purely mechanical conception of organic Hfe, was a teleologist from

beginning to end. It must then be possible somehow to reconcile

the two interpretations of natural occurrence. To test this con-

clusion we will try to find out a little more definitely what is

meant by mechanism and teleology, or causality and finality.

(1) We imderstand by causality a relation of dependence of

such a character that one member of it, the cause, must be

conceived of as invariably preceding the other member, the

efiect, in time (c/. §§ 16. 7 ; 18. 3). This definition does not say

that the relation between two processes which may be called cause

and effect is wholly unequivocal. True, we assume that one and

the same cause must always produce a quite definite effect (the

reader wUl not forgel, of course, that there are cases m which

different circumstances co-operate to produce an observed effect).

But the converse of the proposition, that one and the same effect

can only be produced by one equally constant cause, has by no

means the same claim to universal validity. On the contrary, we

are taught by a whole series of facts that disparate processes may
produce the same effect. We can, therefore, as a general rule,

easily infer effects, assuming definite causes to be given, but cannot

so certainly argue from a given effect to the causes which must

have led to it.

6. In the realm of inanimate nature we are enabled to overcome

this difiiculty, owing to the uniform character which the causal

relation there assumes. Astronomy, physics and chemistry can

accordingly infer causes from given effects as definitely and con-

fidently as they can derive effects from causes. But in the organic

world the case is very different. Here it is always the effect that

is given,—^whether we term it 'life' or the 'preservation of the

individual' or the 'preservation of the species' or 'form.' The

factors which produce the effect are, on the other hand, so manifold

and so inconstant that we can never argue with any certainty to a

particular causal connection. A simple mechanistic theory of vital

phenomena is consequently both impracticable and valueless, how-

ever sure we may be that, at bottom, organic processes are as

universally subject as inorganic to the law of cause and effect.
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(2) FiTudity, too, is a relation of dependence, so that it does not

stand in absolute opposition to causality. Its two terms are the

end and the means; and as strict a connection is assumed to obtain

between them as between cause and effect. Human voluntary

action looks towards ends, and realises them by appropriately

chosen means. The first peculiarity of this procedure is, then,

the anticipation of an effect : it is essential to an idea of purpose

that the effect be foreseen, and the idea itself starts the causal

series whose end or goal is judged to be the anticipated effect.

Secondly, however, it nearly always imidies a choice between ^

various means or paths, all of whidi lead to the same end. Such

means, as referred to the effect that is producible by them, are

termed purposive. And we further distinguish degrees of pur-

posiveness according to the greater or less degree of certainty,

rapidity and ease with whic]^ the different possible means can

produce the particular effect.

7. The parallel idea of degrees within the causal relation is

entirely foreign to the mechanistic theory. This confines itself

to the unequivocal, quite definite causal connections, in which

one thing is simply 'cause,' and another simply 'effect.' On
the other hand, it is of the very essence of the teleological stand-

point to assume a great variety of means and contrivances, all

leading, though not aU. with equal directness, to one and the

same end. We must not suppose, however, that anticipation

of the effect, which seems to be possible only to a thinking

and willing creature, is one of its necessary preconditions. For

it is where our actions show the nearest approach to an un-

equivocal causal connection (habitual or impulsive actions) that

teleological considerations are least in evidence; although even

here j)urposive ideas are not wanting. Nor must we think that

it is necessary for the teleological judgment that the causal

connection of means and end be completely known; it is enough

if we have an empirical series or regular arrangement of processes.

Mechanism and teleology are thus seen to supplement each other

in a very useful way.

8. Fuller justice would be done to both theories if they were
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not opposed to one another tinder the names of ' causality ' and

•finality.' Causality should rather rank as the superior con-

cept, to which mechanism and finality are alike subordinate:

mechanism being defined as 'unequivocally determined' and

finality as 'equiyocally determined causality.' The idea ol

purpose leads to a metaphysical transcendence only it we
assume, in every case of its application to natural phenomena,

the same anticipation of the e£fect that appears in human
voluntary action. If we assert, e.g., that every organism

possesses ideas of end, whereby it must regulate its actions,

or if we conceive of the universe as ruled by a supreme

intelligence, which lays down its own ends and realises them

in the series of natural occurrences, then we are undoubtedly

guilty of introducing a metaphysical transcendence. It is to

be noted, however, that while the former of these hypotheses is

opposed to the facts of experience, the latter is easily harmonised

with the results of the special sciences. This is true even if

we do not venture, with Kant, to define the end towards which

the whole course of nature trends. Indeed, the real difficulties

of a theological appendix to a theory of the universe arise simply

from the strange attempts that have been made to define the ends

which a divine intelligence may have proposed to itself in the

government of the world.—It follows from our whole discussion

that 'purposeless,' in the strict sense of the word, must either

mean 'mechanical,' or refer to some teleologicaUy wrong relation

that we have assumed to obtain between certain natural processes

or arrangements.

9. It may be objected to the foregoing account of the

mechanistic and teleological theories that it does not bring

to light the real difference between them. Even in the in-

organic sphere, in the domain of physical and chemical processes

pure and simple, the same efiect can be produced in a great

variety of ways. A particular temperature, e.g., can be brought

about by friction, by radiation and by the electric current.

(1) EeaUy, however, the effect in all these cases is iiot a

constant phenomenon, always realised under the most varied
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conditions, but ae transient and accidental, if one may use

those tenns, as the causes which give rise to it.

(2) Moreover, the phenomenon of self-preservation has no true

analogue in the inorganic sphere, where a complex is not marked

off or protected from its surroundings, and where, consequently,

we cannot stress any single function of the totality of inter-

connected parts and processes as determined by or determining

all the rest. Nor do we find in the inanimate world the

characteristic process of vicarious function, the substitution of

one special function for another.

(3) Knally, it is not correct to say in the Inorganic sphere

that the effect is better known than the cause, still less that

it is the only thing given. The effect is never anything more

than a transition point, which is just about as accessible to

human observation as its conditions.—^We see from all these

reasons why it is that the teleological view is applied only to

the organic world, or why, if extended to the great whole of

nature, it is valid only for certain aspects, in certain principles.

There can be no doubt, however, tha,t judgments of value have

their part to play alongside of the purely theoretical arguments,

life and the preservation of individual or species seem more

valuable than death and annihilation; and it is almost a mattei

of course to us to regard them as the effects which are to be

realised by all possible means. We have purposely steered our

discussion clear of this point of view, because "we are here con-

cerned only with the theoretical question, and the facts themselves

furnish us with matter enough to explain and justify the dis-

tinction drawn between mechanism and teleology. It cannot be

denied that the teleological hypothesis has been and may be

advantageously employed by the science of life as an heuristic

princ^le, and a principle of explanation of complex phenomena

;

it cannot be denied that the introduction of a similar conception

in the sciences of inanimate nature has too often resulted in grave

error. To understand this we must appeal to the interconnection

of the facts themselves, not to any scale of values that may have

been applied to the facts.
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§ 21. Determinism and Indeterminism.

1. The antithesis of determinism and indeterminism bears a

certain relationship to that of mechanism and teleology. Deter-

minism asserts the universal validity of the causal connection,

reduces everything to cause and effect, condition and consequence,

motive and action; indeterminism, relying upon certain facts of

the moral life, assumes that 'free' acts, acts not causally con-

ditioned, are at least possible. Nevertheless, the relation between

the two antitheses is not very close. Mechanism and teleology can

both be harmonised with a causal theory; and as a matter of fact

the history of philosophy shows us not only mechanists but a

number of teleologists too among the adherents of determinism.

The one obvious connection is that of mechanism and determinism.

Indeed, the mechanists are apt to let their determinism rise to

fatalism, .which holds that the world is a closed and immutable

chain of causes and effects, beyond the reach of modification by

any action of the individual, and that everything that happens

has been predetermined and calculated out, as if by some great

mathematical formula. The author of the Systhme de la nature

{cf. § 16. 2), e.g., seeks strongly to impress upon his reader the

value of the fatalistic theory. To combat it we need only call to

mind the arguments of the preceding Section (§ 20. 6ff.). We saw

there that there were connections in the world other than those

of mere mechanical causation; and it follows that we cannot

ignore all the various ways in which the action of separate

individuals may help to determine what we call the course of

events. Indeterminism is ordinarily aiErmed only in regard to

the human wiU, because it is only there that the psychological

process of choice plays any important part, and that the moral
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and legal ideas of merit and guilt, lesponsibiUty and account-

abUitj, can find application.

2. The problem of the freedom of the will received no large

share of attention in ancient philosophy. The questions raised

and answered by the Greek philosophers were questions of good

and bad, not of merit and demerit. They did not, as a rule, place

the ideal of moral action so high as to make it seem unattainable,

or realisable only in a few fortunate cases; and so their ethics had

no need to consider the painful contrast of action and intention,

when with all desire for the highest good a man falls far short of

its achievement. But the antithesis of will and deed was inevit-

able. Historically, it is a product of Christianity {of. § 9. 4 f.).

Ever since it appeared, the conflict of determinism and indeter-

miniam has coloured the whole history of philosophy. The

principal stages in the controversy wiU be considered in the

following paragraphs.

We find in Spinoza a vigorous denial of the freedom of the

wUl: his mechanistic metaphysics leads him, of course, to a

clear-cut lieterminism. The feeling of freedom which we ex-

perience in our actions is simply due to ignorance of the causes.

Just as aU. the properties of a triangle foUow from the nature

of the figure, so the whole behaviour of every living creature

b the necessary consequence of its nature. Leibniz' deter-

minism takes a slightly different form. He distinguishes

between mechanical constraint and determination by motives.

Motives can no more influence human volition and action by

way of mechanical compulsion than a geometrical proposition

can compel a man to recognise its truth. They move us without

compeUing us {mdinent sans nScessiter). The articles of faith

put forth by the philosophy of the illumination and its rational

religion included belief in the freedom of the wUl, along with

that in the immortality of the soul and the existence of God.

The adherents of this school tried to prove the possibility of

free will by figures and analogies. Thus Teteas {cf. § 8. 7)

compares the will to a steel spring. The direction in which it

works depends upon the objects which accident has placed
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around it, but the force of its action is an original and native

character. In the case of the will, even the direction of resolve

is self-determined. Just as the water can run out of a full

vessel only at the place where an opening is made, but for the

outflow to happen there must already have been a pressure of

the water exerted upon that particular point, so the wiLL is to

be conceived of as potentially active in the direction in which
its force is actually manifested upon the occasion of some
accidental circumstance.

3. Kant places indeterminism upon a new and different basis

(cf. § 9. 8). The fact from which his ethics sets out is the moral

law, the categorical imperative, with its peremptory demand for

unconditional obedience. A fact of this kind would be un-

intelligible, he says, if we were not able at every moment to

postulate the possibility of the law's fulfilment. Since, now,

the universal rule of causal connection in the world of experience

renders any such absolute possibility inconceivable, we must

hold that the requirements of freedom are realised in the world

of the transcendent, of the thing-in-itself. In other words,

the will, in itself, is free; but the will as phenomenon (as

object of experience) is woven into the inviolable network oi

cause and effect. Schopenhauer has framed a very sinulai

theory. He, too, takes his stand upon the distinction between

phenomena, with their limitations of space, time and causality,

and the invisible, inconceivable world of things in themselves.

He dates the freedom of the wiU, however, from the moment
of the first decision taken by the developing individual. The

character of the individual is thereby determined for all succeed-

ing time : his actions proceed from the empirical causality of an

unchangeable character. Herbart, on the other hand, declares

that determinism is the only tenable position, since no other

admits of any ordered system of human education, or prevents

the dissolution of aU things into arbitrariness and unreason.

Lotze, however, returns to indeterminism. We cannot speak

of a moral judgment of human actions, of accountability and

rBST>nn«i'hilitv. unless we assume a freedom of the wilL ^Freedom
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is an inexplicable fact: but we must and can piove that it is

harmonisa'ble with the empirical connection of cause and effect.

Determinism is the dominant theory in the psychology, meta-

physics and ethics of the present day, although indeterminism

still holds its own in criminal jurispiudence, theological dogmatics

and popular opinion.

4. The problem of the freedom of the •will can be considered

under three different aspects : metaphysical, psychological and

ethical. We must note, in the first place, that no one would have

thought of proposing any such exception to the general law of

causal connection if definite facts of the moral life had not seemed

to demand it. For the metaphysical considerations upon which

indetenmnism is based ,are both precarious and inadequate.

Metaphysicians affirm and attempt to prove the possibility of

freedom, but that is all: and the way in which that is done is

neither scientifically nor logically satisfactory. They either call

metaphors to their assistance, or posit two contrasting worlds,—

a

sphere of phenomena and a sphere of things in liemselves.

Freedom lies beyond the borders of knowledge or demonstration.

It would not be freedom, in the true sense of the word, if it were

necessarily deducible from given assumptions, or could be brought

within the scope of some more general uniformity. The argument

is sometimes urged that necessity is simply a product of our

imderstanding, of that by which we know the world, and that

the world itself has no part or lot in it. The reply is that it is

impossible to say anything of the things that exist independently

of our apprehension or estimation. Either we dispense with any

kind of positive definition of things in themselves: in which case

we leave no room for freedom; or we look upon them as knowable

:

in which case an unitoimity of connection among them is inevit-

able. Moreover, this antithesis of phenomenon and thing-in-itself

can never justify freedom in the special sense of freedom of the

will; and it is only with this that the mcoalist and the meta-

physician who has entered his service are concerned: they care

nothing for a freedom which should be shared by all things alike^

the falling stone as well as the choosing wiU.
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Nor is the case very different witli the psycTwlogical arguments

for indeterminism. The fact from which the psychological

theory sets out is that of choice between various actions which

appear equally possible. But introspection often shows that there

was really a quite definite reason why the particular motive should

prove effectual; and we are but following an accepted scientific

plan if, in cases where perception or memory is not conscious of

this preponderance of definite reasons, we nevertheless infer by

analogy that the reasons must have been there.

5. Our internal experience is throughout of so fragmentary

a character that this inference does not really present the least

difficulty. "What we ordinarily call ' character,' e.g., is not a sum
of clearly analysable processes, but a force in which the entire

course of an individual development is concentrated. The Httle

of it that comes to the surface of consciousness hardly helps

us even to guess at its fuU wealth of contents and energy. And
the incongruity thus shown to exist between internal experience'

and its substrate is further evidenced by another undeniable fact

of our mental life, viz., its .high degree of independence of

external or accidental influences. The simplest instance of our

power to resist the constraint of the external world is that of

following and holding by the attention a contents in itself weak

and inconsiderable, despite the presence of other and far stronger

stimuli. The scholar's absorption in mental work, and the poet's

engagement in artistic production, close the door of consciousness,

so that external occurrences of incomparably greater intensity

may appeal in vain for notice. Fatalism entirely overlooks these

facts ; and determinism is not inclined, as a rule, to give them the

emphasis that they deserve. They are clear evidence of freedom in

the sense of independence of external influences. At the same time,

this freedom is evidently not identical with the freedom affirmed by

indeterminism. This freedom shows itself in cases where there can

be no question whatsoever of a legal or ethical judgment {e.g.,

in animals); and it certainly never means independence of all

reasons. On the other hand, it is this freedom that we have

in mind when we say that it is the task of reflection or reason to
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direct the volition and action of mankind. Experience shows

that the control of external circumstance extends over a wide

range of conduct, though its limits are very different in different

individuals ; so that we cannot entertain any douht as to the

possibility of 'free' decisions in this empirical meaning of

'freedom.' Where a special interest or feeling of value is

present to enhance the strengtti of the subjective motives, they

may be regarded, under normal psychological conditions, as practi-

cally irresistible.

6. The ethicoL judgments which indeterminism invokes are the

judgments of merit and guilt {cf. § 9. 11). The resolution of the

good wiU, which might have resolved differently, is meritorious

;

the resolution of the bad will, which might have resolved

differently, is blameworthy. In both cases it is the addition

"which might have resolved differently" that contains the

characteristic assumption of freedom : the predicates ' good

'

and ' bad,' which simply express a quality of wiU, have nothing

to do with the question at issue. We can speak of actions as

good or bad without being obliged to assume that they are

undetermined. We desire to lay the greater emphasis upon this

fact since, in our own opinion, the two attributes represent the two

extremes of moral value. The consideration of different possibili-

ties always presupposes a certaia internal struggle ; and we would

not award the pabn of highest morality to him who can only

bring himself to good resolve by victory over rival tendencies.

Rather is a noble simplicity of goodness, that seems the necessary

outgrowth of the inward nature, the highest goal of morality in

man. We may suppose, too, that the goodness which springs into

being without struggle against baseness or indifference loses

nothing of its inherent force, whereas a meritorious deed always

implies a loss of moral energy. On the other hand, the ideas of

merit and guilt give us our sole means of estimating the intensity

of the moral will; and both in daily Hfe and in the court of

justice the degree of criminal or virtuous endeavour is judged by

the quality, number and strength of the motives opposing a

determinate voluntary action. The significance of the two con-
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cepts in this connection is generally overlooked; as a matter of

fact, it makes them very important factors in moral appreciation.

7. Indeteiminism, however, lays stress upon the statement that

the agent might have decided otherwise than he did, and appeals

to the old definition of necessity, which says that that is necessary

whose opposite is impossible. If, now, something else than what

actually happened was possible, the event cannot be called neces-

sary; and as we are not able to conceive of causal connection

without this attitude of necessity, cannot either have been causally

conditioned. The reply is that the idea of possibility does not in

any way contradict the idea of necessity, and that consequently

the definition of necessity formulated by Ch. "Wolff cannot be

universally valid. A thing is ' possible ' when certain, but not

all, of its conditions are realised, and when not it alone, but many
other things are dependent upon those particular coiiditions. Thus

an occurrence is not unequivocally determined by the enumeration

of its general conditions. "We must know other 'special' con-

ditions besides, if we are to be able to say that just this and

nothiag else will take place. Hence the necessity of one particu-

lar process is perfectly compatible with the possibility of various

other processes. For to say that other events are possible is

simply to abstract in thought from the special conditions by

which that which actually occurs is adequately and unambiguously

explained. A thing can only be declared impossible when no

single condition of its appearance is present. "We can therefore

(and rules are given for it in the logics) argue from a fact to its

possibility, and from the necessity of a fact to its reality,—which,

of course, iacludes possibility and a great deal more. On the

other hand, it would be quite wrong to deduce any kind of

impossibility—say, the impossibility of the opposite—from a

necessity. "We are, on the contrary (to return to our special

question) fully justified in maintaining the possibility of a

different action from that actually performed, since every process

of choice points to conditions (motives) which, if they had been

present alone or in greater strength, would undoubtedly have

diverted the activity into a different channeL
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8. The conolnsion of this logical argument is, then, tliat the

moral judgments, which are concentrated, so to speak, in the

ideas of merit and guilt, are entirely compatible •with the full

determination of the resolves actually taken by the wOl. Those

who know anything of the complexity of the psychophysical factors

concerned in voluntary action wUl readily admit that our bodily

and mental organisation contains the possibility of very various

actions indeed. Moreover, the fact of choice proves to superfluity

that we can aim. at a great variety of ends. It is, therefore,

impossible to dispute the validity of the assertion that the agent

might have acted otherwise than he did. The same result follows

from the ideas, more important in law than in ethics, of responsi-

bility and accountability. That every man is the doer of his own

deeds, and, a normal constitution presupposed, has a much greatei

share than accidental external circumstances in the performance of

an action, is a truth that we may gather, without need of further

explanation or confirmation, from the preceding discussion. The

freedom, i.e., which the judge attributes to the criminal, is not the

freedom of indeterminism, but independence of external deter-

minants to action, and a mind in which considerations of the

importance of the law of the state or of morality have free play

-and fuU force. If any other kind of freedom were intended, it

would be absurd to try and determine the age of responsibility}

and if the wiU were imconditioned, it could not be affected by
• intoxication and insanity, which are universally regarded as

lessening the gravity of an offence, and as reheving ttie agent of

accountability^ On the other hand, the assumption of an unmotived

and unregulated resolve does away with any kind of stability or

continuity in internal development or in the relations of a man to

his fellows. Indeterminism reaUy aims a blow at the moral and

legal judgment of mankind.

9. Lastly, no support can be foimd for indeterminism in the

denial of a strict psychical causality (cf. § 18. 4). For this does

not mean that there is no uniformity at all in the sphere of mind;

it does not mean, therefore, that the choosing will is unconditioned.

The psychologist defends his practice of using certain physicaJ
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processes as an aid to a scientific knowledge of the mental life by
asserting that a direct causal connection among the phenomena of

consciousness cannot he demonstrated. Thus Mie power of the

will to resist the encroachment of accidental stimuli, even when
intensive (c/. § 21. 5),—an undeniable fact of experience,—would

remain completely inexplicable if we should insist on looking

to introspection alone to furnish us with a means of explanation.

For ethics and criminal law, however, it is entirely indifferent

whether the fact be referred exclusively to definite conscious

processes, or also to something unconscious, something given in

the psychophysical organisation, behind conscious processes. The

denial of a special psychical causality is, therefore, of no im-

portance whatever for the question of the freedom of the wOl.

On the other hand, Leibniz is undoubtedly right when he points

out the difference between mechanical constraint and psychical

motivisation. The process of choice and our independence of

external determinants to action show little trace indeed of the

uniformity and^impUcity of the causal connection as posited by

mechanism {ef. § 20).
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§ 22. The Theological Schools in Metaphysics.

1. Metaphysicians are also divided into hostile camps by their

attitude toward the questions connected with the idea of God. The

theories whose phUosophical aspect we have here to consider are

those of theism, deism, pa/nilieism and atheism. The first three,

which make the idea of God positive, are included und,er the

M
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general name of monoffieism. In the history of religion we meet

with other fonns of belief, such as fetichism and polytheism; but

these have never found support or representation in a philosophical

metaphysics, and so need not be discussed in the present connec-

tion. Certain minor divisions may be distinguished, however,

within the four principal schools, and especially under the

somewhat vague rubric of pantheism.

The various theological beliefs are pretty closely related to the

more general metaphysical theories (§ 14. 3). Theism ordinarily

goes along with spiritualism and dualism; pantheism has an

aflBnity to monism; and atheism is a natural consequence of

materialism. The theist is, of course, always teleologist as well

It is clear even from this summary description that deism is

the most colourless view of all ; it harmonises with the greatest

number of general theories. Practically, it is equivalent to

atheism. For if we merely postulate a divine being to serve

as the final cause of the worid, we cannot take up any religious

or ethical attitude to him, except that of an indefinite reverence.

Theism and pantheism, on the other hand, rarely receive detailed

treatment within the limits of theoretical philosophy. They
acquire their real meaning from the moral attributes which are

predicated of the divine being as highest ethical ideal, and from

the religious attitude of veneration, worship, etc., which mankind

takes up towards it.

2. Theism is the belief which has the longest list of names

attached to it in the history of philosophy. To mention only the

greatest, Plato and Aristotle among the ancients, and Descartes,

Leibniz, Kant, Herbart and Lotze among the modems, all repre-

sent some form of theistic metaphysics. The common element

in aU the different systems is the conception of a personal being,

who is the cause of the world and the director of its course in

time. "Where attempts have been made to fonmilate a more

definite idea of the qualities of this being, they have always

arisen from some practical religious interest. Thus we are

accustomed to speak of God as all-powerful, all-wise and all-good

:

but the last attribute is, really, entirely foreign to theoretical
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philosophy. The two other predicates may, however, he looked

upon as postulates of metaphysical knowledge, since they indicate

N characteristics which must he present if the being who is charac-

terised is to be judged adequate to his task in the universe.

The emphasis laid by certain writers—Chr. H. Weisse (t 1866),

H. Ulrioi (f 1884), and J. H. Fichte (t 1879)—upon the part

played by ethics in the construction of a theistic metaphysics has

won for their doctrine the name of ethical fheism. The arguments

upon which a given theism is based are, naturally, dependent upon
the special metaphysical views of its author. They are not the

same for Plato as for Aristotle, for Descartes as for Leibniz, for

Xant as for Herbart or Lotze.

It is usual to bring together the principal arguments for theism

urged by the different philosophers under the title of 'proofs of

the existence of God.' We may distinguish an ontological, a

cosmological, a teleological (physico-theological), a logical and a

moral proof. Another proof ordinarily added to the list—the

proof e consensu gentium—^liB^ not be considered here, as it

is valid only from the point of view of deism. There is, however,

hardly a single one of the remaining five, with the exception of

the moral proof, that applies exclusively to theism ; they serve the

cause of deism and pantheism every whit as well.

3. (1) The various forms of the ontological proof need not be

separately discussed here. They aU reduce, in essentials, to an

inference of existence from idea. One form, e.g., starts out from

the idea of God as the ens perfectissimum, and then argues that

absolute perfection is not compatible with non-existence.

Existence, i.e., is a necessary attribute of the idea of an aU-

perfect being. Descartes and Leibniz are fully agreed upon this

view. True, Leibniz declares, as against Descartes, that the first

thing to do is to prove the idea of a most real or most perfect

being to be free from all inherent contradiction ; but this does not

touch the essential pai^t of the argument. If the idea is free from

contradiction, i.e., possible, the reality of the object which it

designates foUows just as necessarily for him as for Descartes.

The pre-Kantian philosophers of the eighteenth century (GrusiuSj
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e.g., in Grermany and Hume in England) raised valid objections to

the ontological argument. Kant, whose criticism of the proofs of

the existence of God has won Tiim the title of ' the all-destroyer,'

simply put these objections in more comprehensive form, giving

them a general epistemological reference. Existence, he says, is

never one attribute of an idea along mth others. It is a predicate

which we can apply only to objects of possible experience or

perception, and does not add any new determination to the idea of

those objects. There is, therefore, no difference between the

possible and the actual in the sense that the conceptual contents

of the former lack one attribute (the complementum possibilitatis)

which attaches to that of the former : conceptually considered, the

two are exactly alike. Hence we may argue without more ado

from the possibility of an idea to its existence, but not to the

reality or existence of the object that corresponds to it.

4. Hegel gave a peculiar turn to the ontological proof. The

absolute being at once idea and existence, it follows as a matter of

course that the thought of God has its real counterpart. As thus

formulated, the validity of the ontological argument stands and

falls with the validity of the Hegelian principle of panlogism.

And unfortunately that principle is wrong. Lotze adduces a

logical consideration, which, though he does not regard it as

constituting an actual proof, follows a line of thought similar to

that of the ontological argument. If the greatest did not exist,

he says, the greatest would not exist ; and it is inconceivable that

the greatest thing conceivable should not exist. Persuasive as the

word-play is, however, we need not spend time to show that it does

not take us beyond the circle of our own thoughts or of the

conceivable: it does not demonstrate existence. Closely akin to

the ontological argument is Descartes' view that our thought can

give rise only to what is adequate to us or it. But this always

wears the character of finitude, limitation, imperfection. If, now,

we form the idea of an infinite, perfect being, the idea cannot be

a product of our own thinking, but must issue from a reality

which corresponds to it. And the truth of Grod then becomes, in

its turn, the warrant for the truth of our thought.
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1(2) Related to this, again, is the logical proof offered by Tren-

delenburg (t 1872). Human thought knows itself as finite

thought, but still strives to surmount every barrier. It knows

itself dependent upon things, yet proceeds as if they were

determinable by it alone. This assurance would be self-contra-

dictory, if truth were not postulated in the real, or conceivability

in things. Thought would be but the play of chance or the bold-

ness of despair, if God, the truths were not the common source

and the band of union between thought and things. Here, too, it

is not difficult to see where the spring is made from eonceivabUity

or truth to its objective gueiiantee in a true being. It would

really be much more correct to say : since all human understanding

and knowledge are adapted only to the given or the properties of

the given, they can 'find natural and legitimate application only

within the limits of the given. If we seek to go beyond these

limits, we may come to new words and definitions, but cannot

come to a larger measure of understanding.

5. (3) The cosmologiccH proof argues from the fact that the

world exists to a final cause of the world, in order to avoid the

assumption of the eternity of matter or motion. Aristotle found

a typical expression for this proof in his demand for a primum

movens; and Plato had previously emphasised the creative activity

of God. The proof constantly recurs in modem philosophy,

though no new reasons are adduced in support of it. The search

for causes brings to light more and more :^emote conditions of the

course of the universe. Then, finally, our knowledge of things

comes to a standstill; we are face to face with something which

cannot be explained. But facts which cannot be deduced from

other facts bear the stamp of chance or accident upon them. If,

then, we assert that matter and its movements cannot be further

explained, we have reached in them a fact which is in the air,^ so

to say,-—a fact which is causeless. And if we further attempt to

remove this last fact from the realm of chance, we are led to the

assumption of a being who can be defined as creator of the world,

causa mi, absolute intellect, etc.

(a) This proof, too, received very thorough refutation at the
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hands of Kant. Causality, he says, is a category applicable only

to phenomena, to the empirically possible. It cannot carry us

i beyond the range of given fact, to a transcendent cause of the

world. Furthermore, although the idea of chance is valid for the

individual fact of experience, it does not foUow from this that the

whole universe may be regarded as a mere accident, which must

have its necessary cause in a berog outside of itself.

(6) It is also to be noted that the cosmological proof does not

furnish any argument for theism, but rather suggests a simple

deism. Theoretically, too, nothing is gained for knowledge by,

this step beyond the last given fact of the universe. "Whether we
stop short at the eternity of matter and motion, or regard both

as the work of a divine being, is indifferent for theory; for an

actual derivation of the world from the creative activity of God
would seem to be impossible, and his definition as causa sui gLyas

our thought a purely arbitrary resting-place.

(c) But, finally, the ceaseless advance of causal enquiry into the

conditions of the given points merely to the observance of a

regulative principle (§ 4. 3), by which we are forbidden to pause

here or there in our search, and taught to regard every resting-

place as provisional, a place to recruit our strength for stiU. further

investigation.

6. (4) The teleological proof argues from the purposive arrange-

ment of the universe or of nature to a creator who frames and

realises purposes. And since purposes admit of empirical demon-

stration only as ideas in a mind, this creator must be further

conceived of as intellect. The teleological proof appears in ancient

philosophy, and is declared by Kant to be at once the clearest of

all and the worthiest of consideration. It also furnished Herbart

with the starting-point for his discussions in the field of the

philosophy of religion. But, like the two preceding, it must be

judged to be inadequate. In the first place, as Kant shows, we
can argue from it only to an architect, a planner of the universe

;

for the purposiveness of nature is manifested in its form, not in its

contents. Secondly, Kant says, the teleological hypothesis is a

subjective, regulative principle, and cannot be employed for
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teansoendent conclusions. Lastly, it is doubtful (c/. § 20. 7)

whether we may interpret a teleological theory to mean that

an intellect furnished' with purposive ideas is the necessary pre-

supposition of an explanation of the world. Empirically, it is

only the phenomena of life that suggest the idea of a purposive

arrangement of parts and functions ; the teleological proof, on the

other hand, regards the whole of nature as a system of purposes.

Here again, then, we cannot really speak of a ' proof.'

It has sometimes been urged that although no one of these

arguments is sufficient in itself, nevertheless, all taken together

deserve the title of proof. The plea does not hold, if only for the

reason that the 'proofs' are by no means independent, but (as

Kant pointed out) really presuppose one another. The cosmo-

lOgical proof refers back to the ontological, and the teleological

to both the others. And if the foundation is insecure, that which

is buUt upon the foundation must surely be insecure also.

7. (5) The moral proof of the existence of God argues either

from the existence of an absolute moral law to a lawgiver, or

from the incongruity of virtue and happiness to an aU-good and

all-powerful being who is able to harmonise them. But (a) the fact

of an absolute moral law is by no means assured or universally

valid; and (6) attempts have been made of late, and made with

success, to explain moral norms from an evolutionary standpoint.

Either of these objections is sufficient to rob the inference of a

personal lawgiver of any binding force that it may seem to

possess. In any event, however, the empirical incongruity be-

tween an existence in accordance with moral requirements and

a life which completely satisfies the desires of the individual

cannot be regarded as an adequate reason for the postulate of

a divine justice. For (a) the argument simply implies a wish

to see virtue rewarded with aU the good things of Ufe ; and there

have been times when the one certain indication of moral character

has been found in the avoidance of 'happiness,' in contempt of

these same good things. Moreover, (6) the inference involves a two-

fold transcendence. The proposed reconciliation requires not only

a Dersonal God, but the immortality of the individual as welL
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The reeiilt of all this discussion, then, is entirely negative. No
one of the five 'proofs' of the existence of God deserves its

title
J
and the five together accomplish no more than each can do

alone. On the other hand, nothing that we have said touches

the question of the possibility of the ideas which culminate in

theism, and of the practical interests which may lead to a theistic

hypothesis, although they neither possess nor need to possess any

theoretical validity. Tlieism did not grow up on the soil of a

theoretical metaphysics, hut had its source in religious motives,

and as a thecMry of the universe has always heen shaped hy

rdigious ideas. And no ,religion has allowed the demand for an

explanation of the world to determiae its theistic theory.

8. The first heginniogs of deism can he traced hack to Herhert

of Cherhury (t 1648). He wished to win recognition for a

natural religion, a religion demanded and justified hy reason, as

contradistinguished from the historical religion that had authority

for its foundation. No religion can lay claim to these titles unless

it has found universal acceptance (hy the consensus omnium). The

concept of religion—that is, the common element in all its forms

—is made the criterion of its truth. The contents of the ideas

thus ohtained are set forth by the author in five propositions,

which are declared to he truly catholic, i.e., universally valid

principles. They affirm the existence of a supreme heing, and the

duty of worshipping him; assert that virtue and piety are the

most important parts of the cuUiis divinus; accept the ideas of

repentance and retribution; and profess expectation of reward

and punishment in a future life. The founder of deism also held

the strange belief, which persisted even into the eighteenth

century, that primitive rehgion embodied this pure universal idea,

and that the specific characters of the historical rehgions have

come ittto being through the cunning and deception of individual

men.

Deism was made much more definite by John Locke. He
denied that there was any universal agreement as to the idea

and worship of a divine being, and explained the concept of

deity as formed by the combination and enhancement of the
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most estimaHe qualities of man. He based the existence of

God upon the cosmological argument. The principal repre-

sentatives of deism after Locke were J. Toland (c/. § 16. 2)

and M. Tindal. From theii time oil it also found adherents

in France and Germany. F. M. A. de Voltaire (tl778) and

H. S. Eeimarus (f 1768) may be regarded as its most prominent

exponents in the two countries.

Deism, which has foimd enthusiastic disciples in our own
century {e.g., Thomas Buckle, 1 1862), rests in part upon the

same arguments as theism. God is a transcendent being, supra-

mundane, the creator of the universe : but he has ordered

everything so well that any later interference in the course

of events is not only unnecessary, but would seem to be in-

compatible with his dignity. There can be no doubt that,

practically regarded, deism comes very near to atheism; for a

personal attitude to a being who does not interfere in the

course of the world can manifest itself only in quite general

forms of veneration. Deism can no more be proven than

theism, and the disadvantage under which it labours in con-

sequence of its practical ixnfruitfulhess has been the most

important factor in its gradual disappearance. The world, it

says, would be badly made, and God not a perfect being, if

he were obliged constantly to devote himself to the control

and improvement of the course of events. Naturally, it is

especially hostile to miracles. But if the deist were consistent

In his idea of God—whom he endows with attributes which are

but faintly shadowed forth in man—he would have to confess

that he can know absolutely nothing of God's purposes and

intentions in the creation of the world, or of what is compatible

or incompatible with his dignity.

9. Pantheism, on the other hand, is very widely held at the

present day. It is the form of theology which appeals most

strongly to the scientific adherents of monism (§ 19. 1). Hence,

in view of the great variety of opinions included under the

title of monism, we shall be apt to infer a CMrespondiag

diversity of pantheistic theories. "We may, as a matter of fact*
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distinguiah. between particular and universal pantheism, basing

the distinction upon the different contents of the idea of God.

Universal pantheism identifies the idea of God with that of

the all, of the universe, without any further specification.

Particular pantheism lays emphasis upon some definite aspect

or attribute of the aU, and of its connection with the idea

of Grod. Thus the materialists who affirm the unity of Grod

and the world hold a naturalistic pantheism, i.e., a pantheism

which regards external nature as the equivalent of the idea

of God. The Stoics look upon the inner being of the world

or the world-soul as God : theirs is a spiritualistie pantheism.

J. G. Kchte's system, again, is an ethical pantheism; for bim

the moral order that runs through the universe represents the

divine being. Hegel's belief that the absolute idea reflects the

being of God is a logical pantheism, K. Chr. I"r. Kxause

(ef. § 9. 12) has tried to reconcile theism and pantheism in a

panentJieism, which places God at once above the world and in

the world. And so on : the list does not by any means include

all the different forms that pantheism has taken. Monism seems

to owe its special attractiveness to a sort of kaleidoscopic variety j

and the confused multiformity of pantheism is surely one of the

chief reasons that it has found so many supporters in an age

averse as the present is to keen and accurate thought.

10. Universal pantheism has found historical expression in two
principal forms : in the philosophy of the Eleatics and of Spinoza.

Xenophanes and Parmenides identify existence with the idea of

God ; and as there is nothing outside of or beyond existence, God
is the universe. And Spinoza does not hesitate to speak (as

Giordano Bruno spoke before liim : (jf. § 17. 2) of deus sive naiura.

He distinguishes a naiwra naturans and a natura naturata as two

sides or aspects of this single nature. God is the creative

principle, and the world the created, passive.—Universal pantheism

is also found, more or less exphcit, in treatises upon aesthetics and

the philosophy of religion. The positive sensations or feelings

which arise in consciousness when one is lost in contemplation of

nature oi of a work of art are interpreted as a resignation of self
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to the tmirerse, a renunciation of personality, the merging of the

individual in his environment, so that he ceases, as it were, to be

an individual, and becomes simply a part of the world. The

frame of mind is wholesome enough, no doubt; but it does not

furnish a sufficient reason for the acceptance of pantheistic

doctrines. Atheism and theism are perfectly well able to explain

the appearance of the sensations and feelings in question.

But this apart, pantheism has no better arguments to offer in

defence of its position than theism had. We need not criticise

what it has to say in detail, since the objections that we raised

against the closely related theory of monism (cf. § 19) apply with

very httle change in the present connection. From the point of

view of practical needs and interests, pantheism is far legs satis-

factory than theism ; we cannot conceive of a personal, moral, or

religious relation to the universe or an aspect of it, except in

a very confused and fanciful way.

11. The final outcome of our discussion seems, then, to be a

rejection of all the proofs for the existence of Gfod, i.e., an

atheism. But we have merely wished to show that the necessity

of the idea of God cannot be delnonstrated by any theoretical

argument, and that there is nothing in scientific investigation that

necessarily takes us to it. It does not follow that there are no

other reasons for rounding off our theory of the universe by a

theological concept. And, as a matter of fact, aU those who

have included a positive definition of God within the limits of

their philosophical system have laid the main emphasis upon the

religious or ethical consequences which foUow from it. Atheism,

as set forth by L. Feuerbach (t 1872) or by E. Dtihring, is

theoretically incontrovertible. But its inability to satisfy man-

kind, with all their ideals of moral conduct and aU their religioua

needs, is reason enough for transcending or supplementing tho

powerlessness of theory to cope with it. And, after all, even when

metaphysics has demonstrated or admitted that a particular

theology cannot be proven, it has still a not unimportant task to

perform : it must show the possiUlity of combining a theological

hypothesis with aU that we know of the universe from other
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sources. That is a sorry kind of book-keeping whicli sets down

the items of lielief upon one page and the items of knowledge on

the other, and never comes to any settlement or adjustment of the

two. And we shall not break free of it till we have brought tbe

assumptions or requirements of our moral and religious life into

harmony with the results of theoretical knowledge. It is natural

that the attempts at reconciliation, past and present, should occupy

themselves for the most part with theistic doctrine : theism is the

form of theology that accords best with oui practical interests.
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§ 23. TAe P^chological Schools in Metaphysics.

1. In the most recent works on psychology we find a twofold

antithesis of metaphysical theories. On the one hand there is

difiference of opinion as to the nature of mind. The theory of

substantiality posits a substance underljnmg the individual mental

processes ; the theory of actuality gives the name of mind to the

sum total of mental processes themselves, as actually and imme-

diately given in. experience. In the second place there is difference

of opinion as to the essential quality of the ' psychical.' InteUec-

tuaiism asserts that the intellectual processes of perception, idea,

thought, are the source or foundation of aU the others. Voluntarism

declares, on the contrary, that the phenomena of will, i.e., impulses,

passions, emotions, feelings, are the determining and primary

elements of our inner experience.

The first attribute of nmd-subdance is the first attribute of

substance in general,— stability. All the various 'states' of

mind are phenomena or accidents of the permanent substance.

Secondly, the existence of the mind-substance is self-constituted.
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independent of other existences. It stands in reciprocal relation

to them, but can return, so to speak, of its own initiative, anything

that it suffers at their hands. Thirdly, the miad-suhstance is

indestructible, and consequently immortal. Fourthly, it is often

defined as a simple existence, i.e., as something not compounded

of parts, and therefore indivisible, unextended and immaterial;

and also as something whose peculiar and intrinsic quality is

incompatible with any kind of multiplicity. As against all this,

the cuducMty theory affirms that the unitary connection of actual

mental processes forming our experience at a particular moment is

the mind, and that we have no right to speak of a vehicle of the

separate phenomena of feeling, thinking, willing,, etc., if we mean

anything more than just this interweaving of them into a single

general whole.

2. Descartes is the real founder of the theory of substantiality.

Ancient philosophy identified the mind with the vital principle,

and therefore did not draw so sharp a distinction between the

material and the psychical. It was not tiU Descartes separated

thinking substance from extended substance (c/. § 18. 2) that the

idea of a mind-substance took clear and definite form. It recurs

in Leibniz, but in a difi'erent dress (c/. § 17. 1, 2). The mind

is there a monad, and stands in close connection with the many

other monads that make up its body. These two views dominated

the psychology of the eighteenth century. The notion that mind

is a substance, and, as such, immortal and self-constituted, had

been so completely assimilated by the general consciousness of the

period, that it needed aU the force of Kant's criticism to bring the

transcendence of the theory into clear Hght. Among the meta-

physicians of more recent times Herbart and Lotze are adherents

of substantiality. Herbart makes the mind a real, the simple

quality of which we do not know ; our experiences, the ideas that

cross the threshold of consciousness, are the efforts whereby this

real preserves itself in its interaction with other existences

(c/. § 17. 3). Lotze says: "The fact of the unity of conscious-

ness is also eo ipso the fact of the existence of a substance."

Every mind, however, is " that which it gives itself out to be

:
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an unity that lives in definite ideas, feelings and efforts." Mind

substance, that is, is not a mysterious essence behind the rich

contents of our inner experience, but the unification of the inner

experience. Here Lotze's view approaches very nearly to the

theory of actuality, differing from it in little more than name.

3. The theory of actuality occupies a much less important place

in the history of philosophy. It is only quite recently that

actuality has been explicitly opposed to substantiality. We may
trace its first beginnings in Hume's doctrine that there is no

occasion to hypostatise an individual psychical being; indeed,

that the idea of a mental substance is whoUy inconceivable, and

the self or mind to be regarded simply as a bundle or aggregate of

perceptions. In oui own time the theory of actuality has been

carefully worked out and elaborately explained by "Wundt (who

gave it its name) and Paulsen. The constructive part of it takes

the form of a criticism of the opposing view. This is legitimate,

siuce actuality affirms nothing but what is already given in

experience : it does not constitute a metaphysics, in the strict

sense of the term ; whereas substantiality is really a metaphysics

of psychology, criticism or rejection of which would seem to lead

at once to the acceptance of the rival, empirical view. In what

follows we have brought together the various points made by

Wundt and Paulsen against substantiality. We add brief

metacritical remarks, the gist of which is that the severity with

which substantiality has been handled is very far from being

deserved. The first four paragraphs refer to Paulsen, the last

three to Wundt.

(1) A mind-substance, we are told, is not an object of per-

ception. Now of this there can be no doubt : but then the atoms

cannot either be perceived, and the unconscious processes which

Paulsen does not hesitate to accept never come within the range

of possible experience. True, it might be replied that though the

atoms are not perceptible, stiU, complexes of atoms are ; and the

simple which gives rise to the complex must naturally be conceived

of as equally existent. But iu the case of mind, precisely the

leveise might hold. Here it is the elements that are open to
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observation, the sensations and feelings that are experienced ; the

substantial tmity wMch is required to make the connection of

aU these elements inteUigible might lie outside of the field of

perception.

4. (2) We are told, again, that no idea can be formed of the

connection between the miad-substanee and the psychical pro-

cesses of experience. But neither can an idea be formed of the

connection between psychical and physical phenomena which is

assumed by monism. Moreover, Paulsen defines the mind as

"the multiplicity of mental processes brought together in some

ineoffplicdbU way to form a unity." So that the theory of actuality

cannot, for its part, help us to understand the connection between

the whole of mind and the iudividual mental elements.

(3) We are told, once more, that the attributes of a mind-

substance consist simply of negations. But self-constitution and

stabUity are not negative predicates. And on the other hand the

properties attributed to matter (with the exception of the empirical

relations of bodies to one another) axe in great part of a purely

negative character.

(4) The theory of substantiality declares that the occurrence

of mere acts or functions iu the absence of any vehicle or

substrate is inconceivable. The theory of actuality replies that

the difficulty disappears when we remember that a mental act,

e.g., a feeling, never occurs alone, but always in connection with

a whole mental life. As if a niimber of acts could serve as the

substrate of each individual act in the number ! The theory

comes to this : that various simultaneous mental processes,

which together simply give us more of the same experience

that is given by each one alone, are able somehow to acquire

a unifying function iu virtue of which every individual process

may be related to the whole. Now either we have here the

old substance idea iu a changed form (and this is suggested by

Paulsen's "in some inexplicable way"), or the inconceivability

which substantiality ascribes to actuality is left, after the ex-

planation, just where it was before. We may note that the

question has been raised, in this connection, whether the mind-
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substance itself would not need a further support or substrate.

It is answered by a reference to the attribute of self-dependence

or self-constitution, which has always been involved in the idea

of subtantiaMty.

5. (5) We are told, further, that ttie distinction of phenomenon

and thing-in-itself, first drawn by Eant, and later adopted practi-

cally without change by Herbart, has no significance for the inner

experience. There, we apprehend things exactly as they are; so

that there is no reason why we should posit a mental substance to

play the pMt of the thing-in-itseU, and oppose it to our particular

psychical experiences. Now we freely admit that the distinction

of phenomenon and thing-in-itself has no special application in

the sphere of psychdogical experience. We go farther, and

declare that it is wrong wherever it is applied. But on the

other hand, this distinction was not the primary, stUl less the

only, influence in the formation of the idea of a mind-substance.

Descartes and Leibniz spoke of mind-substance in the old days

before Kant; and Lotze defends the theory upon quite other

grounds. There is absolute agreement among a wide circle of

psychologists at the present day, that some sort of supplement

of what we call inner experience is necessary if we are to

obtain a definite scientific idea of its field or subject-matter.-

The assumption of imconscious psychical excitations, and the

endowment of particular psychical functions with properties and

forces of which we get at most but slight indications in intro-

spection, come imder the same heading with the hypothesis of a

mind-substance : all alike are attempts to satisfy this requirement

of a supplanent or completion of the conscious inner life. To
rule out mind-substance, and introduce in its place the idea of

a psyohophysixal, substance—obtained by the ascription of mental

characteristics to material substance—is not the way to reach a

more fruitful or better-grounded theory (cf. the previous discussion

of § 19).

6. (6) It is said, too, that there is an inconsistency in the

definition of the mind-substance, which is made at once stable

and subject to change. But no one who has adopted the theory
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of substantiality attributes changeableness to the mind-substance.

Every substance has accidents, phenomena, modes of expression,

etc., predicated of it; and so here the changes which actually

take place in our mental life are referred to the empirically given

phenomena of the mind-substance.

(7) Lastly, it is said that the hypothesis of a mind-substanoe is

not even useful for holding together the facts of experience. To
which we may reply that no metaphysical hypothesis is useful for

that purpose. Metaphysical theory simply supplements the results

of scientific enquiry. Empirical psychology must, of course,

always be kept perfectly free from any admixture of the substance

idea in its description and explanation of facts. To say that the

mind feels, thinks, wills, etc., does not give us the least insight

into the origin • and mechanism of these activities. But the

philosopher who is concerned with the question of the connection

of psychical and physical phenomena, and who comes to the con-

clusion (as we did on what seemed good grounds : c/. §§18, 19)

that dualism furnishes biTn with the most probable answer, will

hardly be able to avoid recognising the independence of psychical

existence and postidating for it a substantial underlying unity;

It must be noted that our criticism of actuality does not carry

with it a profession of faith in the rival theory of substantiality.

But it seemed desirable to show that the objections urged against

the latter are not by any means of the nature of constraimng

arguments, and that consequently we must concede the possibility

of substantiality, after as before.

7. The antithesis of inteUectualism and Voluntarism, like that

of substantiality and actuahty, did not become precise and explicit

until quite recently. There is no trace of it in ancient philosophy,

as no attempt was there made to reduce the properties of the mind

to a single essential function. Here, as before, the first impulse

comes from Descartes : thought is the one characteristic attribute

of mind-substance. Spinoza followed Descartes, except that he

regarded the individual mind not as substance, but merely as a

mode of the attribute of thought (cf. § 19. 3). A similar intellec-

tualistic theory was propounded by Leibniz and worked out by hia
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school The universal activity of all monads is the activity of

ideation or representation (c/. § 17. 2). But the colourless gene-

rality of this concept made it possible to endow the mind with a

faculty of desire alongside of and co-ordinate with the faculty of

knowledge. With the recognition of tiie faculty of feeling as a

third faadtas {ef. §10. 2) the simple inteUectuaUstic schema

finally hroke down. We thus find no strict formulation of the

theory until it was revived by Herbart. For him, ideas are the

only true vehicles of conscious occurrence. The feelings of

pleasantness and unpleasantness arise from the relations of rein-

forcement and inhibition (or arrest) that obtain among them ; and

the impression of desire or aversion is produced by the rise of an.

idea in consciousness in face ot certain obstacles or the opposition

which it offers to rival ideas that would force it down. Feeling

and will are, that is, m^erely by-products of the ideating forces,

not independent and co-ordinate phenomena. This standpoint

has not always been very vigorously insisted on by the Her-

bartians, but, on the other hand, has never been entirely given

up. They accordingly represent the intellectuaUsni of the

present day.

8. The first hint of voluntarism appears in Kant, where it is a

consequence of his ethical metaphysics. If freedom is necessary

for the intelligibility of the absolute character of the moral law,

then the thing-in-itseK of our mental life must be a free wiU

(cf. §9. 8). Schopenhauer, however, was the first to expand this

thesis to a general theory of the miiverse. For him the thing-in-

itself is always wiU, wherever it occurs, whether in external

nature or in the inner life ; and intellect is simply an instrument

ready to the hands of will Sometimes, but only in man, this

secondary function frees itself from the dominion of will, and

most completely in the state of passionless aesthetic enjoyment

(cf. § 10. 6). Quite recently, Wundt and Paulsen have made an

especially noteworthy attempt to put voluntarism upon a psycho-

logical basis. Here, again, we will give the separate arguments of

both thinkers, one by one, and append short critical comments 60

them. The first three are Paulsen's, the last Wundt's.
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(1) First of all we ale told to look at the importance of wiU ia

the universal and individual development of the mental life. We
cannot attribute any form of ideas, i.e., any intellectual processes,

to the lowest organisms : they seem to be controlled by sheer

bHnd compulsion. Impulse is, therefore, taken as the basal

function of the inner life. So in the child it is the life of wiU

that first makes its appearance, and only gradually that the

activities of intelligence supervene upon it, in ever-increasing

complexity. To this we have to reply that the idea of develop-

ment, methodologically considered, would lead us to posit an

undifferentiated whole as the source of mental functions, and not

a phenomenon which has acquired its specific jiifferentia in the

adult mental Hfe. "We must accordingly attribute to the lowest

organisms an indefinable total something, of psychical character,

out of which both intellectual and impulsive or volitional pro-

cesses emerge by slow degrees in the course of evolution, until

they become the distinguishable and co-ordinate states that we
know. The mental life of the newly-born infant, we believe, on

the other hand, to contain from the first not only desires and

feeMngs but also a number of special sensations.

9. (2) But even in the developed mental hfe, we are told

further, wDl is the prioaary and determining factor. WiU sets

the final goal of every man's life ; and wUl originates and holds

to all the special purposes that are realised by individual actions.

Will also directs the attention, and chooses among the different

stimuli to which consciousness is exposed. Interest, a pheno-

menon tof wUl, decides which of our experiences are to be stored

away in memory and which forgotten. And the direction and

trend of the course of ideas itself are governed by wUl, so that

even our theoretical knowledge and judgments constantly betray

its influence. To aU of which the reply is that what is here

described as will is not the simple impidse, the bhnd compulsion,

that came before any differentiation of the mental processes.

This will does not act blindly, without reason; it is determined

always by more or less complicated motives and reflections.

Hence we might assert with equal truth that the really primary
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and detennining factor in our mental life is not •will, but that

which occasions the will's activity.

(3) The statement that voluntarism can be harmonised with

a spiritualistic metaphysics, while inteUectualism cannot, is

sufficiently disproved by a 'reference to history. Leibniz' meta-

physics is spiritualistic, in spite of its inteUectualism. Moreover,

there is the third possibility to be taken into account, that

inteUectualism and vcduntarism are alike one-sided and conse-

quently incorrect. Lotze's spiritualism tends towards this view

{cf. § 14. 5). Lastly, however, in the Ught of the objections that

we have raised against spiritualism (§ 17), we should not be able

to admit that this incompatibility, were it proven to exist, had any

value as an argument against inteUectualism.

10. (4) The ideas are declared to be subsidiary, not independent

activities, and consequently incapable of explaining the unity

that, as a matter of fact, characterises our mental life. Moreover,

their changes are so uncertain, and their connections so fragmen-

tary, as to make them altogether unsuited for the discharge of an

unifying function. And the feelings share this character with the

ideas. The wiU is, therefore, the only thing left to which we can

appeal; and its quaUtative constancy renders it eminently fitted

for the task assigned to it. But this quaUtatively constant wiU

is generally rejected by psychologists as an abstraction which does

not correspond to the facts. Moreover, the unity of our mental

life, or of our personality or character, is not a simple fact of

experience, but itself a reflexion upon the facts, and wears the

appearance of an immediate experience simply because it is

familiar to the popular consciousness. The unity of the per-

sonaUty is reaUy a hypothesis, based not so much upon any simple

and constant psychical quality as upon (1) the perception of a

thorough-going interconnection of our separate mental acts,

mediated by the association of ideas; (2) the continuity of our

mental development, which does not admit of sudden and violent

transitions, of the co-existence of incompatible states of mind, etc.;

and (3) the constancy of the sensory background of our mental

life, »,e., of the bodily form in which we are clothed.
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The result of om critique of voluntarismi is not by any means
a proof of the correctness of intellectualism, but merely the

knowledge that no one of the elementary processes of our mental

life can be regarded as ' primary ' in any absolute and exclusive

sense. InteUectuaUsm and voluntarism are, therefore, both alike

in the wrong.
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B. EPISTEMOLOGICAL SCHOOLS.

§ 24. Rationalism, Empiricism and Criticism.

1. The problem now before us is that of the origin of knowledge.

Rationalism (also called apriorism) affirms that reason, a connate

mental faculty, is the fountain of aU true knowledge, and, more

especially, the sole source and warrant of the two most important

attributes of knowledge—^necessity and universal validity. JErrir

pirieism, on the other hand, derives aU knowledge from experience,

and designates the mind or intellect prior to perception a tabula

rasa. If it makes external experience, the experience mediated

by the sense organs, primary and aU-determining, it is called

sensualism. Lastly, criticism attempts to reconcile the opposing

claims of both the other schools. It explains knowledge as the

resultant of a formal factor, deducible from the nature of the

knowing intellect, and a material factor, constituted by the

^ We have here discussed voluntarism only in its metaphysical form. The

methodological voluntarism represented by Wundt in his later books {Logik

ii. 2 and Outlines of Psychology) is something essentially diflferent. It simply

declares that will processes are the typical processes of the mental hfe, and

that all the lest must therefore be explained by reference to them.
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sensatioBs of sense-perception. If either of these factois is

lacking, we can have no real knowledge. It is wholly

impossihle, in particular, to derive facts of any scientific

significance from pure reason, as rationalism asserts. The

relation between rationahsm. and empiricisni is of such a kind

that empiricisni completely excludes rationalism, but not vice

versa. BationaUsm simply denies that universally valid and

necessary knowledge can be obtained from experience. It grants

that a great mass of detailed knowledge comes from experience.

Empiricism, on the contrary, will hear nothing of a creative

reason which is to ooUigate concepts or iutuitions a priori and

put the stamp of truth and adequacy upon knowledge in generaL

2. These epistemological differences did not play an -important

part in ancient pHlosophy. Oui knowledge of pre-Socratio

epistemology is very scanty; but the Meatics seem to have

been radical, and the atomists moderate rationalists. Plato, too,

undoubtedly inclines to rationalism, though he gives no clear

formulation of its leading characteristics. Aristotle's system, the

great compromise of the ancient world, is suggestive of criticism

;

but matter and form mean very different things for him from

what they mean for Kant^ the founder of critical epistemology.

In modem philosophy, on the other hand, the division of schools

is sharply marked. Continental philosophy has been exclusively

rationalistic, English philosophy as exclusively empirical Erancis

Bacon, with whom English empiricism began, shows, it is true,

some of the most pronounced features of rationalistic thought;

and we should not do justice to the philosophy of Hobbes if we

termed it a pure empiricism. It was Locke who gave the theory

its decisive and characteristic form. His attack upon all innate

ideas or principles, whether in the field of theoretical knowledge

or in the domain of practicefl moral injunctions, was the first open

avowal of disbelief in the competency of pure reason to furnish

any sort of a priori certainty. Hume and John Stuart ATill

have followed Locke very closely. The principal names on the

rationalistic side are those of Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz and

Wal£ All these philosophers agree that the best part of ouz
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knowledge proceeds from the mind itself. Leibniz, e.g., opposes

the verity dd raison to the veritSs de fait. The truths of reason are

eternal, universally valid and necessary ; their fundamental law is

the principle of identity. The truths of fact are merely accidental,

and rest upon the principle of sufficient reason or of purpose.

3. Kant distinguishes, as Lambert had done before him {Neues

Organon, 1764), between the matter and the form of knowledge.

He is thus able to reconcile rationalism and empiricism, and to

transcend the older antithesis of understanding and sensihUity.

The senses are capable of giving real scientific knowledge, since

they, equally with the understanding, are ruled by a priori forms.

These are the forms of space and time, which ensure the necessity

and universal validity of mathematical intuition. At the present

day, the three epistemological standpoiats are neither so sharply

opposed nor so variously formulated as in the past history of

philosophy. Of rationaKsm we may say that it has ceased to

exist as a separate theory. Criticism and empiricism still stand in

opposition to each other; but criticism has given up one of the

most important of its original tenets, viz., the a priori in the

sense of the connate, of an ultimate subjective disposition.

Modem adherents of criticism have nearly aH changed the

definition of the a priori to mean simply that part or aspect of

knowledge whose validity is independent of individual experience.

The chief names in the critical school, outside of the 'Neo-

Kantians' in the narrower sense (c/. § 4. 5), are those of W.
Windelband, A. Eiehl (c/. § 5. 10) and 0. Liebmann (c/. § 14. 8).

4. In examining the epistemological theories we shaU have (1)

to weigh the arguments upon which they stand, and (2) to raise

and answer the general question whether hypotheses as to the

origin of knowledge can properly be termed ' epistemological

»

theories' at all.' Rationalism, declares that the necessity and

universal validity of certain propositions is indisputable evidence

of their apriority, and looks upon mathematics abd mathematical

natural science, with their deductive method and array of defini-

tions and axioms, as the models of all true science. We may
niv /T> that the a wiori in the sense of innate dispositions,r«nlv
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ideas, knowledge, or what not—in other words, the subjectivity

of the a 'priori—is no guarantee either of necessity or of muveisal

validity. Mathematics and natural science try to rid their results,

as far as possible, of any sort of subjective addition, and can lay

claim, to universal validity only on the assumption that their con-

tents are exclusively objective. Moreover, there are subjective

states or processes which are quite universal, and stiU have no

power at aU. to put the stamp of necessity and universal validity

(in the ordinary meaning of tiie terms) upon the knowledge of

which they are the condition. Thus it is a quite universal optical

illusion that, other things equal, vertical lines seem longer thaji

horizontal lines of the same objective length. But no one would

think of using this fact as the basis of a necessary or universally

valid system of knowledge. We must accordingly conclude that

the subjective as such has nothing to do with knowledge of this

kiud. (Criticism is open to the same objection, so far as it uses

the a priori in the same way.) Again, (2) if the principle of

identity is the only principle that runs through the innate ' truths

of reason,' progress in the rational sphere must consist in the

development of identical propositions, and knowledge in the

exercise of formal reasoning. The conclusion is evidently in con-

flict both with the facts and with the desire or intention, if one

may use the words, of our impulse to know. (3) Lastly, we may
notice that it is extraordinarily difficult to draw a satisfactory line

of division between the a priori and a posteriori, and that the

rationalistic attempt to include transcendent definitions among the

functions of the a priori has ended in total failure.

5. Empiricism takes its stand upon the undeniable fact that

as experience increases all departments of knowledge increase

also. It explains the necessary character of certain propositions,

as contradistinguished from certain others, by the nature of the

psychological processes involved in their formation. Hume, e.g.,

gives an explanation of this sort for the law of cause and effect.

"When one process constantly foUows another process in conscious-

ness, a strong and enduring association is set up between them.

There grows up, in consequence, what we may call a subjective
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constraint to reproduce the idea of the one process whenever the

idea of the other is present in consciousness. This subjective

compulsion is the condition of the necessity which characterises

connection by cause and effect. The theory can, of course, be

extended to other laws and concepts.

There can be no doubt, however, that it is inadequate to its

problem.

(1) There is no need to collect a number of repeated ex-

periences in order that we may apply the law of causality to

observed phenomena. The scientific worker can demonstrate the

causal nexus by a few suitable variations of a single case; and

frequent repetition adds nothing to the stability of the connection,

and nothing essential to the certainty of its demonstration. It

follows, obviously enough, that an association due to frequent

experience is not the prime factor in the causal relation.

(2) The same thing may be shown in a different way. The

necessity of the causal connection shows no mark whatsoever of

a subjective constraiat to the reproduction of ideas. Its necessity

is not psychological but logical, resting upon the connection of the

concepts.

(3) Empiricism has not been altogether fortunate, in other

respects, in its explanation of the general facts of human
knowledge. When the empiricist speaks cautiously of a

' belief ' in the universal validity of certain truths or axioms,

instead of simply affirmiTig it, he forgets that the propositions

in question are not universally valid because everyone recognises

their validity, but because their validity is entirely independent

of the recognition of any particular individual.

6. Oriticism meets with no better success than rationalism and

empiricism when it essays to determine the origin of knowledge,

and of the constituents of knowledge. As a matter of fact, the

whole question of the sources of knowledge is not epistemological

but psychological, and must be approached by psychological

methods. The psychologist is interested to discover from what

processes an universal proposition has developed, what part of it

has been contributed by sense-perception and what by thought
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or imagiaatioii, etc., etc. But to the science of knowledge, to

a Wissenschaftslehre, the psycholc^cal evcJ.ution of a bit of

knowledge is wholly indifferent. We defined epistemology

{cf. § 5. 7 f.) as a science of the most general contents of

human knowledge. Its business is evidently not with the

historical or psychological derivation of knowledge; all that

it has to do is to furnish a systematic analysis of the most

general contents of knowledge. Really, therefore, rationalism,

empiricism and criticism, although tradition allows them the

right of citizenship in the realm of epistemology, represent

psychological theories or standpoints, and should be banished

from the company of epistemological schools. On the other

hand, universal validity and necessity are attributes of know-

ledge which are materially and formally conditioned and

materially and formally determinable, and thus fall in part

within the province of logic There it must be shown by

what logical operations we arrive at universal and necessary

propositions. Lastly, epistemology must tell us what forms of

knowledge possess this distinguishing character, that they are

valid independently of the recognition or attitude of individuals,

i.e., imiversally valid, and what are valid independently of

individual observation or experience, i.e., necessary. The pre-

dicate of universality refers to the relation of knowledge to

the knowing subject; the predicate of necessity to the relation

of knowledge to the object or contents known. "We can see

at once, when we compare these remarks with the definition of

psychology given earlier in the book (§ 8. 5), that both the logical

and the epistemological enquiries lie altogether outside of the

psychological domain, and that the attempts made to solve the

problem of the origin of knowledge by the three schools whose

positions we have reviewed—^rationalism, empiricism and (historical)

criticism—do not and cannot lead to any satisfactory conclusion.

Leteratubb.

C. Goring, System der krUischen PhUosophde. 2 vols., 1874-75. (Incom-

plete. The author is a positiTist.)

NoiE.—nationalism is used in a wider sense to denote the exclusive
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recognition of what is conceded by reason, or proven by the under-

standing. Thus a criticism of church dogma, which made rationaKty

or demonstrabnity its sole criterion of truth, would be called

'rationalistic,' in this meaning of the Vord. The name of super-

naturalism or irrationalism is given to the opposite standpoint, which
posits superrational realities (unattainable by the natural light of

human knowledge, but known by a special function of 'faith' or

'presentiment' or 'intuition'), or an equally superrational source of

knowledge (revelation).

§ 25. Dogmatism, Scepticism, Positivism and Criticism.

1. Since the time of Kant the word dogmatic has been used to

characterise any philosophical statement or system which has not

been preceded by an epistemological enquiry into the degree of

certainty or range of validity of the assumptions which underlie

it. In this general sense, the investigations of the special

sciences are also dogmatic. All that is required by them is a

special 'technical' criticism,—an estimation, e.g., of the proba-

bility of an historical event, or of the limits of error in a series

of experimental observations. The epistemological test may be

allowed to lapse altogether; in the first place because it can be

applied to the whole company of the special sciences, once and for

all, in a general discussion of their presuppositions, and further

because an enquiry which moves wholly within the limits of

possible experience is not apt to raise peculiar difficulties of an

epistemological kind. Hence we hardly speak of dogmatism

except in philosophical matters. The term is used more especially

to denote the schools which think it unnecessary to draw a line

of division between experiential knowledge and definitions of

transcendent objects. Dogmatism in this narrower sense, that is,

is a theory which sets no limits to human knowledge. It is at

once the emptiest and the most pretentions conception of the

capabilities of oux knowing' faculty. It is accordingly most

generally found in connection with rationalism. For if all true

knowledge comes from pure reason, it has no external or objective

limits. The dogmatists therefore figured very largely among the

rationalists of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The
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worst of them all is Spinoza, who does not offei the slightest

epistemological justification of his deductive procedure, but comes

upon the scene with a whole number of the most dubious defini-

tions and axioms ready-made. Descartes and Leibniz were also

dogmatists ; and chiefly for the reason that they were rationalists.

2. Dogmatism, in the specific meaning of the word, is not

confined to modem philosophy. Plato and Aristotle were no

more concerned to draw epistemological^idistinctiQns of degrees of

certainty than were the rationalists of the seventeenth century.

But the dogmatism of antiquity was due to a lack of scientific

knowledge. The universal validity of a statement of empirical

fact had not as yet taken stand above more or less uncertain

conjecture as to the nature of the transcendent. The problem

of the limits of human knowledge does not aris^ therefore, until

the steady progress of mathematical and scientific enquiry forces

upon men's notice the difference between it and the confused and

contradictory essays of metaphysics.

Empiricism, too, has at first a taint of dogmatism. Defining

experience as the sole source of knowledge, it assumes without

further argument that knowledge cannot pass beyond the limits

of experience. Sometimes, indeed, it confounds the spheres of

immanence and transcendence as impartially as rationalism itseK.

Even in Locke the absence -of any clear idea as to the _ range

of empiristic validity can be easily demonstrated. Hume is the

first to give definite expression to the view that scientific state-

ments and metaphysical opinions cannot be placed upon the same

level, and that positivism is the natural complement of empiricism.

Since Eant's comprehensive criticism of the dogmatic position,

dogmatism proper has practically disappeared from philosophy.

A modem philosopher, setting out to construct a metaphysics,

would probably declare his right to dogmatic procedure, but at the

same time would not blink the fact that the definition of the

transcendent is incomparably leas certain than the results of

investigation within the special sciences. "We may say, therefore,

that dogmatism as a pseudo-epistemological position has now a

merely historical interest.
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3. If dogmatism sets no limits to knowledge, scepticism sets

no limits to ignorance. Absolute scepticism affirms that it cannot

affirm anythiag. It cannot even say -with. Socrates that it knows

that it knows nothing j any claim to knowledge seems to it to be

unjustifiahle presumption. Many arguments have heen brought

forward in its defence, but we need here consider only the two

most important, which are characteristic of two different sceptical

schools—^the schools of relativism and subjectivism. The relativ-

ists declare (1) that all our knowledge is relative, i.e., dependent

upon the particular circumstances imder which we chanced to

acquire it ; and, consequently, that it is valid, if at all, only for a

particular place or time, under particular conditions, etc. They

poiat out further (2) that every act of knowledge must be relative,

since it always presupposes a relation between the knowing subject

and the particular object of knowledge ; so that we are never able

really to grasp anything actual or objective, anythiag that exists

iadependently of all relation to ourselves. The subjectivists (1) lay

an even greater emphasis upon the part played by the knowing

subject in the acquisition of knowledge. "What is known can

never possess more than subjective significance, because it is valid

only for the individual who has come to know it. (2) They also

make much of the difficulties which stand in the way of the

particular act of perception, and which (they say) render it

impossible for us to get a trustworthy view of things. (3) Again,

they teU us to look at our proofs and inferences, and see how
inconclusive they are and must be. Every argument has presuppo-

sitions, and assumes the validity of some other argument ; that,

in turn, assumes the validity of others, and so on. However far

back we foUow the chaui of reasoning, we can always travel

further stiU; so that we either go on for ever, or come to an

arbitrary standstill at some proposition whose uncertainty throws

doubt upon our entire deduction. (4) And lastly, they assert that

every statement may be converted into its contrary or contra-

dictory. This, however, is simply a natural consequence of

sceptism, not a new argument in its favour.

4. Scepticism ran a brilliant and uninterrupted course in ancient
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pbiloBopIiy. It owed its success paitly to the peculiar pleasure

that the Greeks took ia the exercise of dialectic, and partly to the

circumstance that there was as yet no scientific knowledge, in the

strict sense of the phrase, to show the emptiness of the philosophic

word-play. It is usual to distinguish three successive schools of

scepticism : the PyrrTwnists, the sceptics of the academy, and the

younger sceptics. Pyrrho of Elis (so. 300 B.C.) was the founder

of the first. From the very beginning emphasis is laid upon the

practical advantages of a sceptical theory. He who knows nothing

certainly cannot he disturbed by any doubt ; and he who is never

positive in judgment finds the fullest happiness. Happiness is

peace of mind, drapa^ia. The most famous of the later sceptics

are iEnesidemus of Cnossus (in the first century b.c.) and the

physician Sextus Empiiicus (about 200 A.D.). jEnesidemus brings

ten reasons (t/tottoi) to disprove the possibility of knowledge : they

were soon afterwards reduced to five, and then to two. The whole

theory reaches its culmination in the works of Sextus Empiricus.

Modem scepticism, or all of it that is worth mentioning,

is confined almost exclusively to French philosophy. M. d*

Montaigne (f 1592) figured as the champion of relativism, more

especially in the moral sphere; and P. Charron (t 1603) and P
Bayle (t 1706) tried to make a place in philosophy for religious

faith by a sceptical denial of all certainty in the field of theoretical

knowledge. In later times, theology has often attempted to

explain away the difference between scientific knowledge and

religious faith, or at least to show that those points in a scientific

theory which cannot be harmonised with traditional religious ideas

are doubtful and disputable. We often find Hume called a sceptic

But, though he applied the name to himself, we must not foiget

that his scepticism extends only to the peculiar knowledge of

reason, and that he is by no means concerned to d&ij the right of

the facts of life and of sensible experience to our acceptance and

belief, in 1792 there appeared a work entitled .^kesidemus,

written (as was shown later) by G. E. Schulze (t 1833). Its scepti-

cism, again, is a limited scepticism, extending only to the critical

philosophy of Kant and C. L. Beiohold. It made no disciples^
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5. Scepticism has thus died out as an epistemological theory.

If its method is used at all by modem philosophers, it is only

incidentally and for some definite puipose. And, indeed, the

sceptical standpoint cannot be made consistent except by the

complete renunciation of the right to judgment or assertion.

Even ttie statement that we cannot know anything, and the

reasons alleged for it, must be adjudged dogmatic from the

point of view of a radical scepticism. He who holds that

nothing is demonstrable will not attempt to demonstrate that

he can know nothing. In other words, scepticism in its absolute

form is selfTdestructive. On the other hand—and this is the great

advantage that it has over dogmatism—its method possesses a very

high degree of value in all departments of scientific investigation.

Many of the ideas that ' occur ' to us, and many of the observa-

tions that we make are wholly lacking in the permanent value and

universal validity that would- entitle them to rank as scientific

results. Hence what. Hume called the 'academic doubt' is a

necessary concomitant of all honest zeal for knowledge. It

prompts to manifold variation of conditions, to repeated con-

sideration, to unceasing test and trial. Under this aspect

scepticism is an important part of the education of every

investigator. And its methodical advantages will be especially

fruitful in metaphysics, where it teaches the enquirer rightly to

appreciate the worth of reasons and the force of arguments, and

so helps him to take the concepts and theories of previous systems

at their true value. KnaUy, scepticism brings out more clearly

than any other attitude the difference between a theoretical

assumption and a practical guarantee of the Justice or truth of

a given statement. A comparatively simple train of sceptical

reasoning shows that no theoretical assurance is, in the last resort,

beyond the reach of doubt, and that consequently the influences

which constrain us to believe must be sought in the sphere of

volition and action.

6. Pqdtimsm and criticism are at one in the opinion that

human knowledge has limits or degrees of certainty, and that

the range of universally valid knowledge is co-extensive with
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the sphere of possible experience. WHle enquiry is confined to

this sphere, it is able, in theory, to attain results of an evidential

or necessary character. Ideas, for both schools, are not self-

existent magnitudes, whose combinations furnish new knowledge,

independently of experience : they are simply aids to the arrange-

ment and connection of facts, and possess no contents of their

own apart from the various perceptions to which they may be

applied. Hence we can never aigue from concepts, as such, to

realities.

At this point the views of positivism and criticism diverge.

Positivism disputes not only the certainty, but also the possibility

or right of existence of every metaphysics. Criticism, on the

other hand, accepts metaphysics as an 'irrepressible' need of

human reason, as a natural disposition educated by criticism of

knowledge.

7. Laas (§ 4. 5) calls the sophist Protagoras the first positivist.

But his famous saying that " Man is the measure of all things " is

much more like relativistic scepticism than positivism. The

limitation of knowledge by the Epicureans, too, had its root

rather in practical than in theoretical reasons. "What is worth

knowing, on their view, is not what is certain but what seems

necessary for the furtherance of life. Hume, following in the

footsteps of Bacon and Locke, was the first to reach a really

positivistic standpoint (cf. especially the "Treatise on Human
Nature," 1739-40). His pitiless analysis of metaphysical

attempts to extend the sphere of knowledge beyond experience

deprives them of even the semblance of success.

The phrase 'positive philosophy' was introduced by A.

Comte. The purpose of aU the sciences, he says, is to give us a

prevision, whereby' we may acquire the mastery over things, over

the course of events in the world j and aU knowledge is knowledge

of the real laws of natural occurrence, and rests exclusively upon

experience. This positive standpoint cannot be reached till

thought has passed through a theological and a metaphysical phase.

Neither theology nor metaphysics is founded in knowledge, and

for^ihis reason neither has had any considerable influence upon
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human purposive action. Philosophy, however, must take as its

task the systematisation of the separate sciences ; it must organise

them more perfectly, and so make them better adapted for their

practical purpose. The name of positivist may also be appUed

to John Stuart Mill, Herbert Spencer (whose philosc^hy is

ususJly termed agnosticism, because it asserts the unknowability

of the transcendent), E. Laas, A. Eiehl, and, in a certain sense,

E. Diihring and E. Avenarius (c/. § 4. 5).

8. Xant is the founder of criticism, in this as in the other

meaning of the term. His critique of metaphysics was not

intended to prove its total impossibiliiiy, but simply to rebuke ita

dogmatic presumption and contest the scientific value of its

results. For apart from the fact that he recognises an irresistible

metaphysical impulse, which is constantly urging us to transcend

the limits of possible experience, Kant frequently inclines, even

in the course of his critical discussion, to admit at least the possi-

bility of certain metaphysical assumptions, and to conduct proofs

by purely theoretical methods. The one secure foundation upon

which to rest transcendental speculation he finds in the moral

subject ; and so comes himself (as seen above : </. §§ 4. 3 ; 9. 8) to

an ethical metaphysics. This standpoint holds its own, practically

unchanged, at the present day. Philosophers of different schools

accept the Kantian view of the possibility of a metaphysics.

And, as a matter of fact, the truth seems to be with criticism

rather than with positivism. If there is a need for a final and

comprehensive theory of the universe, erected upon the basis

of the special sciences, it can be satisfied only by a metaphysics.

Metaphysical theory can give up the dogmatic form, without

losiag any essential part of its significance. It will be a bridge

uniting theory and practice j and what it lacks in theoretical

necessity or certainty, it wiU regain by its combination of aU

the conclusions of aU the sciences into a serviceable picture

of the universe. Positivism, which refuses to follow this

method, is thereby guilty of dogmatic pretensions. Moreover,

it has never been very rigorously worked out; many of ita

representatives have given it an illegitimate extension by trans-
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cendent speculations, and also satisfied their personal need for a

theory of the universe by a metaphysics meant, at least, for

private use. But it is dif&cult to see why the metaphysical

ideas which prove acceptable to an eminent thinker, after careful

weighing of the results of scientific enquiry and of aU the various

theories, should be withheld from others, merely because they

are not adequate to the strictest canons of scientific demon-

stration. So we shall remain firm in our opinion (c/. § 4. 6),

that metaphysics is both possible and desirable as a supplement

and completion of the special sciences; and that its great task

is to move between theory and practice, experience and hope,

reason and feeling,—weighing probabilities, balaJicing arguments,

reconciling differences.
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§ 26. Idealism, Realism and Phenomenalism.

1. IdeaMsm lays it down that everything knowable, every object

of experience, is in its proper or original nature a contents of

consciouaiess. If it defines this contents as a purely subjective

process in the mind of an individual, it takes the special form

of subjective idealism or solipsism. If on the other hand it

simply says in general terms that experience always consists

of ideas, or that consciousness is an universal attribute or form

of the contents of knowledge, without adding any reference to

a subject to whom ideas and consciousness belong, it is objective

idealism. Kant's transcendental idealism is quite different from

either of these standpoints. It affirms that the formal elements of

human knowledge (space and time as forms of perception; the

categories of multiplicity, causality, possibility, etc., as root-

concepts of the understanding) are an original possession of the
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mind ; but looks upon the material elements as given, and inter-

prets them in a realistic way. The characteristic feature of

realism is the recognition of an external world, not dependent

for its existence upon the ideas or states of consciousness of

the knowing subject. The contents of experience are regarded

not as simply subjective signs, but as signs or effects of something

objective. Differences in the definition of this 'objective' lead

to the distinction of naive and critical realism. Ndime realism

is the view of the great mass of civilised humanity; things or

objects are really just what they are perceived to be. Gritieal

realism is naive realism corrected by natural science; one of

its chief tenets, therefore, is the law of the subjectivity of the

qualities of sense (ef. § 7. 4). Besides this scientific critical

reaHsm, however, there are other definitions of the objective,

all of which arrogate to themselves the name of critical realism.

Lastly, phenomenalism is the theory which terms the formed

material of knowledge a ' phenomenon,' i.e., something both

subjectively and objectively conditioned. The special phase

of it which appears in Kant has not won its way to general

recognition, but its fimdamental idea still finds adherents.

2. No philosopher has worked out a logically consistent theory

of subjective ideaKsm. It is customary to cite Berkeley and J. G.

Fichte as representatives of the schooL Berkeley {A Treatise

concerning the Principles of Hv/man Knowledge, 1710) certainly

says that the existence of things consists in their perception, and

so writes the equation esse = percifi. But he did not stop short

at this definition. Finding sense-perceptions independent of the

subject in whose consciousness they arise, he is led to seek their

explanation in a divine mind. He also assumes the existence

of a number of minds, aU supposed to be, like our own, the

vehicles of ideas {ef. § 17. 4). The point of departure for

Fichte's philosophy, theoretical and practical (i.e., for the

universal ' science of knowledge '), Hes in the idea of an

absolute ego, which is by no means to be identified with the

iadividual self of an empirical subject. This absolute, which

is constructed in order to bring together epistemology and ethics,
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is endowed with an unconscious productive imagination, wherety

the ego sets up an antithetic non-ego, or rather separates into a

finite ('divisible') ego and non-ego. The moral necessity that

human action be directed upon some purposive object gives the

true reason for the recognition of reals in the sphere of the non-

ego : they are the objects of the moral will, goals or aims of its

endeavour. Here too, therefore, the theory of subjective idealism

is not worked out with logical consistency. It might be said,

however, that the later developments of the theory, which

compel us to give up its first idealistic formulation, are really

metaphysical amplifications of the epistemological standpoint,

which in itself is stiU necessary and inevitable. As a matter

of fact, most philosophers of the present day beheve that we

must begin with the statement :
' All the contents of knowledge

is, in tTie first indance, nothing but my idea'; while many are

of Schopenhauer's opinicai that it is theoretically incontrovertible.

There is also a disposition to play it off against materialism, phras-

ing it, perhaps, in some such way as that psychical processes alone

are given, in the first instance, and that their reality is con-

sequently more real than that of material processes {cf. § 17. 4).

3. This phrase "in the first instance," as employed by sub-

jective idealism, may mean one of two things.

(1) It may be interpreted, purely psychologically, to signify

that subjective states, and the reference of all our e^eriences to

our ego, come earlier in the course of individual mental develop-

ment than objective processes or the reference of experiences to

external things. Now, even if this psychological conception

were correct, it could not be looked upon as decisive for the

epistemological position; the original subjectivity, in spite of its

inevitableness, might be wrong, or at least one-sided,—an idea to

be gradually replaced or corrected by the results of a more exact

criticism. Eegarded in the light of modem knowledge of mental

evolution, however, it is very evidently incorrect. All that we
know of child-psychology points to a complete parallelism in the

origin and development of the consciousness of the internal and

external worlds. Indeed, it cannot be othexwise ; the ego and the
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non-ego together comprise the entire contents of possible experi-

ence, so that if either of them is limited it must be by the other.

It is therefore absurd to speak of an ego and its states -without

at the same time positing a non-ego by •which the contents of the

described experience is limited to the ego. We can say definitely,

however, that the first experience of a child is neither subjective

nor objective. It is what we have called (c/. § 16. 8) the 'datum

of experience,' and accordingly contains no reference eiliier to an

ego or to the objects outside of the ego. The process by which

the antithesis of subject and object comes into being is extremely

gradual, and the antithesis itself is constantly receiving addition

and correction as scientific enquiry advances (c/. § 8. 5). But

always and everywhere subjective and objective go together, the

one UmitLQg and determining the other.

4. (2) The 'first' may indicate a logical, not a chronological

priority. Subjective idealism then sets out from the apparently

self-evident statement that everything which can be experienced

must be denominated idea. Idea, however, is never given us

otherwise than as a state or process of a mind, a subject. It

follows that everything which can be experienced is an idea of an

(more particularly of my) ego. Granted the premises, no exception

can be taken to the conclusion, which may accordingly be justly

urged as against the objective idealism that neglects to draw it.

But (a) the presupposition of the whole theory, that everything

which can be experienced is idea, must be called in question. It

assumes, without giving reasons, that the characterisation of the

contents of experience as ideas is a full and complete definition.

Nevertheless, the ample fact of the existence and range of natural

science is enough to prove that the element of idea in the datum

of experience is not the only element that we can find there. (6)

The logical form of subjective idealism falls into further error in

that it exalts what can evidently be meant to designate oidy one

side or attribute of possible experience into the characteristic mark

of its entire contents. 'Idea,' 'perception,' 'consciousness,'

'sensation,' etc., are psychological concepts, and refer merely to

certain elements or fiictors in pure experience, all of which are
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capable of exact definition. Noi is anything gained if we write

'the psychical' for 'idea,' and say that 'the psychical' is, in

the first instance, aU that is given. For the concept of the psychical

introduces a very large abstraction indeed {cf. § 8. 5). It is

fonned by abstracting' from certain sides or attributes of reality,

and considering only that aspect of it which stands in functional

relation (relation of dependence) to an experiencing subject.

(3) Finally, it is not clear how one could advance from the

standpoint of subjective idealism to the recognition of an objective

world, of a non-ego, etc. If anything that we experience is simply

GUI idea, then there is really no possibility and no necessity of

postulating or defining anything trans-subjective. If, on the other

hand, the words 'idea,' 'consciousness,' 'psychical,' etc., are

used to mean something different from what they mean in current

scientific work, things are thrown into unnecessary confusion by

the terminological inaccuracy.

5. Plato's philosophical system might perhaps be termed an

objective idealism, in the sense that he makes the idea the logical

or conceptual element, the essence of things, without any reference

to a subject. But his epistemology is so much mixed with

metaphysics that we can hardly separate it out, and give it a

definite name. True objective idealism first appears in the post-

Kantian philosophers, and more especially in HegeL For Hegel,

the absolute idea includes aU existence, and the dialectic method,

a purely logical process, determines the origin of aU reality.

Even here, however, the idealism is not purely epistemological

Nor does it become epistemological until quite modem times, in

the hands of W. Schuppe, A. von Leclair, J. Rehmke and others,

the exponents of what is called 'epistemological monism '{c/',

§ 19, Note). The school affirms that consciousness or thought

is the general character of aU existence; there is no existence

that was not thought, and no thought that did not think an
existing thing. Ifow, this idea of 'consciousness' admits of

only two interpretations. Either consciousness is the ordinary

consciousness of psychology, or it is something new, to which the

name of consciousness is not usually given. In the former event
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objective idealism is open to precisely the same objection that we
urged against subjective. It takes a igara pro toto. If, on'the

other hand, tJie word consciousness means something more general,

somethiQg hke what we have called the 'datum of experience,*

or what others have termed pure experience or the object of idea,

then the previous objection does not hold, but another does : the

objection, i.e., that an expression which has its acknowledged

place in scientific nomenclature is applied in a wrong and mis-

leading context. Or if, once more—and this is what the

epistemological monists would themselves say—consciousness is

an unitary idea, bringing out what is common to the objective

and the subjective as concrete phenomena, then we must ask what

the use of the abstraction is, where there is no intention of

proceeding further to the construction of an- Hegelian meta-

physics. The empty concept of consciousness or thought cannot

create an unify ; the unity which it is meant to create is given, as

a fact, in the datum of experience or the object of idea.

6. Naive realism considers the object as the original, and the

--idea as its copy, and accordingly places the two in a relation of

likeness or similarity. Things are grey or coloured, dull or

resonant, rough or smooth, of this or that extent and duration,

just as ideas are. "We find the same conception of the world in

the oldest Greek philosophy. To explain the relation between

object and idea it was assumed that particles are given off by the

object, and produce images or copies, which affect our sense-organs.

The difficulties in which the theory necessarily becomes iavolved

do not appeal to the mind of the practical man. In the first

place, he is inclined to objectify his perceptions, i.e., entirely to

overlook their ideational character. Secondly,' however, in every

individual case different sense-qualities can be contrasted with one

another—taste with touch, e.g., or smeU with sight—and then the

one group be ascribed to the idea, and the other to the object.

The principal reasons which have led to the hypothesis of

objects outside of us are the following.

(1) The evident difference between the idea of memory or

imagination, as it is called, and the idea of perception, produced
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by the direct action of sensory stimuli. The two kinds of idea

differ primarily in intensity, but, as a rule, show qualitative

differences also ; and while memory and imagination are subject

to the influence of wDl, sensations set up by external stimulus

appear to come and go without regard to us at all. A realistic

theory is Well fitted to explain this difference: it parallels the

dependence of reproduction (memory and imagination) upon will

by a ^ dependence of peripheral sensations upon stimuli' or

objects.
'

7. (2) It is felt further that an explanation is required for the

constancy of what is perceptible by the senses, in spite of pauses

intervening between the individual acts of perception. It was

from this point of view, e.g., that John Stuart MiU tried to

justify the assumption of an external world. It rests, he says,

upon the presupposition of a " permanent possibility " of percep-

tion. The pauses in perception, that is, are conceived of as filled

up by existing things, which possess the same character when they

lie outside the range of perception that they have when they fall

withiB. it.

(3) Lastly, it is felt that justice must be done to the indepen-

dent relations of the contents of experience to one another, and

more especially their relations in space and time, none of which

we can derive from the subject, from ourselves. The assumption

of self-existent objects, in whieh changes go on and which stand

in the required relations, is again made use of to explain the

independent character of the phenomena.

It is not necessary, though we set out with these considerations,

to proceed straight to naive realism. That is only one, and the

most obvio;us and simple theory of the nature of the reals which

correspond to our perceptions. It is accepted in the common
usages and intercourse of life for the sole reason that the

theoretical difficulties which at once arise to overthrow it are,

as a rule, entirely irrelevant for our practical relations with the

external world. But we cannot take the very first step in

scientific reflexion without stopping our ears to the voxpqpuU, and

exchanging the old theory for a new, in which the objective ig
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conceived of as essentially different from the idea in which it

appears to us. The reasons are briefly as follows.

8. (1) How are we to picture the nature of the object during

pauses in perception t Does it sound when no one is listening, or

is it coloured while no one is looking ? (a) It evidently cannot

be right to ascribe to objects when they are not objects of our

idea the properties which we know only by virtue of this idea.

(6) We know that those bom bUnd are ignorant of the colour or

brightness of objects, and that those born deaf are ignorant of

auditory qualities. Nevertheless, they are able to form an idea

of things, of objects; and though the idea lacks certain sense-

qualities as its characteristics or concrete basis, it need not on this

account be any less adequate than that formed by the normal

individual, (c) Lastly, the sensible character of an object, as

Galilei remarked long ago, is not to be counted among its neces-

sary characteristics, the attributes which are necessarily implied

in its idea (c/. § 7. 4).

(2) The dependence of the impression which we receive from the

object, but not of the object itself, upon all sorts of circumstances

which are of influence in perception, compels us to draw a

qualitative distinction between object and idea. Differences of

illumination make a thing look very different : its brightness

varies with the intensity of the incident hght, and in the twi-

light its colour disappears altogether. Furthermore, the thing

looks very different according to the position which we take up

to it in space ; and its apparent size changes with change of the

distance between it and us who observe it. All these are varia^

tions that we cannot place to the account of the object as such,

and that therefore constrain us to look upon the idea as something

essentially different from the thing about which it informs us.

(3) The fact of the stimulus Itmen and the difference hmen
leads us to the same conclusion. ' Stimulus limen ' is the phrase

used by experimental psychology for the just noticeable stimulus

;

'difference limen' is the just noticeable difference between

stimuli. Their values are determined in the following way.

We take a stimulus or a stimulus difference, and gradually
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increase it until it is noticed or cognised by an observer who
is unacquainted with the objective conditions of the experiment.

The method presupposes the existence of stimuli and stitaalus

differences which cannot be perceived. It foUows, of course, that

the object must be different from the idea.

9. (4) Finally, the manifold objective appliances which natural

science has gradually perfected ia order to a more exact deter-

mioation of its subject-matter show how wide is the difference

between our perception of things and the things themselves.

Microscope and telescope, instruments of measurement, direct

and indirect, weights and numbers, aU._ alike are constantly

emphasising the discrepancy between our impressions and the

corresponding objects. So the naive realism of the vox pqpuli

passes over, by a sort of internal necessity, to the critical realism

of natural science, l^e doctrine of the subjectivity of the

qualities of sense is but a beginning, though in the right

direction. Even as regards the spatial and temporal character

of the contents of experience, we must distinguish between what

appears in idea and what is present ia reality (ef. § 5. 2).

Scientific realism, ia its ordinary form, looks upon the world as

composed of atoms of ponderable and imponderable matter, ruled

by all kiads of forces, and subjected to spatial and temporal change.

This conception was worked out, in all essential points, by Isaac

Newton. But it, again, cannot be taken as "wisdom's final

word." It does not give by any means the only possible account

of the nature of objects.

(1) The controversy between the mechanical and the dynamical

views of nature still continues. The mechanist defines the atoms

as material extended particles j his opponent makes them centres

of force, unextended poiats of reference for the eifects of force

(cf. § 7. 5).

(2) It has not yet been decided whether space is discretely or

continuously fiUed. The atoms may be separated from one another

by empty space, or matter may be an interconnected whole, subject

to displacement or change of density in its various parts, but never

suffering disruption of its direct connection
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10. (3) In quite recent times attempts haye Iseen made to

eliminate the ideas of matter and mass altogether, and to

substitute for them that of energy, the capacity of producing

effects. In this way, again, we should get a very, different

view of the universe from that offered hy the usual scientific

realism.

(4) Lastly, high scientific authorities have admitted that matter,

atoms, etc., are only pictorial aids to thought, models or con-

structions of things, provisional means of explanation (c/. § 16. 8).

It is not the purpose of natural science, they say, to establish

objective entities : it has the more modest task of exhibiting or

describing, in as simple form as possible, the perceptible processes

of nature. And they accordingly refuse to read any realistic

meaning whatever into scientific concepts. When we attempt

to obtain a pictorial idea of small particles, e.g., moving in space,

or of a strain or pressure or blow which they give or receive, we
are inevitably led away from the concepts of the atoms and of

their mutual relations. These concepts, which inform us merely

of spatial or temporal characteristics, and may perhaps involve the

assumption of qualities unknown, true qualitates occuUce, are on

their side incapable of representation in idea. All that they give

us, therefore, is the bare thought that their objects exist; and

since (as we have seen : 9, above) the thought of existence may
be formulated in various, equally possible ways, the positive

definitions of scientific realism cannot be accepted as valid

without long and careful examination. It is the duty of the

metaphysics of nature to tell us what ideas we may most properly

entertain as to the nature of objective reality.

It is not necessary to enter here upon a discussion of other and

far more dubious forms of critical realism. But we may add one

general remark, by way of appreciation of it as an epistemo-

logical theory. It is this : that epistemology is not competent

to decide upon the existence of a conceptually necessary reahty.-

When it has determined the character of the subjective and the

objective, with due regard to the quality of the original contents

of experience, it has done all that we can demand of it. To set
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up an existing reality as the counterpart of these concepts is to

take a step into the realm of metaphysics.

11. The phenomenalism which foUows from this limitation of

the epistemological domain is not the phenomenalism of Kant.

The Kantian epistemology holds, and holds correctly, not only

that we cannot say anything definite about the quality of things-

in-themselves, hut also that we do not eyen know whether or not

they exist. Nevertheless, it distinctly assumes their existence,

and makes them the causes of our sensations or of the material

aspect of phenomena. Furthermore, Kant's hypothesis of the

subjectivity, with its corollary of the necessity, of the forms of

perception and categories, and his view of the objective determi-

nation and contingency of the contents of perception, are neither

of them in conformity Tyith modem theory. It is only in general

outline, therefore, that we can accept the Kantian phenomenalism.

We agree with it that a subjectively conditioned and an objec-

tively conditioned are to be distinguished in pure, actual

experience; and we agree that this experience itself cannot be

adequately described rather as subjective or as objective. "Wundt,

Avenaiius, Mach, and many others—despite wide divergences of

opinion on certain points—are at one in the view that all

experience is at first wholly indifferent, but that it presents two

different sides or contexts, which necessarily lead to its separation

into a subjective and an objective factor. So much of the

original contents of experience (Wundt's object of idea, our

datum of experience) as is dependent upon a knowing subject we

call the subjectively conditioned, or simply the subjective or the

psychical. We have no right to call the data of experience con-

scious processes,—ideas, perceptions, sensations, etc.,—except so far

as they show this subjective side. On the other hand, that element

in the same original contents of experience which is dependent

upon other objects in space is the objectively conditioned, the

objective or exteraal. We have, again, no right to call the data

of experience objects or things, without quaMeation, except in so

far as we are directing our attention to these objective relations of

dependence.
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Since, however, a real separation of the two sides is impractio-

ahle—natural science having to determine in each individual case,

by all sorts of laborious methods, what is actually given in nature,

i.e., truly objective—^we are obliged in practice to define the whole

of a particular experience as conscious process or as object (c/;

§8. 5).

12. The terms 'subject' and 'object,' however, are not

entirely free of ambiguity. It will be well, therefore, briefly

to pass in review the different meanings which may attach to

them.

The antithesis of ego and external world, subject and object,

is brought about, in the first place, by the discrimination of our

own body (more particularly of our body as seen) from other

bodies in space. As thus produced, it goes along with a special

form of subjectification and objectification. The parts, attributes

and states or activities of our own body are made subjective, and,

the parts, attributes, states or activities of other bodies objectified.

By ' attribute ' or ' state ' is here meant anything that ia

spatially or temporally connected with a body as its point of

reference, or that can be regarded as the emanation or effect

of that body. The latter definition gradually becomes the more

important, so that finally nothing is subjectified, e.g., that does

not stand in a relation of dependence to our own body or its

physical properties.

Gradually, however, the antithesis takes on a different meaning.

Theoretically, there is no reason for marking off our own body, as

an individual spatial form, from the other bodies in space, and

setting, it over against them as ego against external world. Our

own body may itself be regarded as a datum of experience, and

considered under the two rubrics of subject and object. The new

concept of subject then connects with the existence of processes

which are always subjectified and never objectified,—feelings, acts

of will, thoughts, images of fancy. All these states are charac-

terised by a total lack of any objective side, in the earlier sense

of the term. They therefore constitute the nucleus of a new

concept of subject; and the subjectification of a contents of
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experience now means its assignment to a position within the

connection of merely subjectified contents.

18. Objectification, too, must now mean simply a special relation

of the contents to one another, not a relation to detenninatt.

objects, marked off in a class by themselves. "We may call the

relation that obtains between i^e subjectified constituents an

ossoeMion, and that which holds between the objectified processes

a mechaniedl connection. In its final and most abstract form, the

concept of subjectification wiU then mean the apprehension of a

contents as member of an associative connection j and objecti-

fication, i^ the same way, will mean the apprehension of a process

as member of a mechanical connection. This new concept of the

subjective need make no change in our definition of the problem

of psychology (cf. § 8. 5). For 'membership in an associative

connection ' is precisely the same, so far as contents is concerned,

with 'dependence upon the body of the experiencing subject.*

Formally regarded, however, the new concept labours under a

disadvantage : it does not place any exact instrument or method

at the disposal of the scientific enquirer. Hence, for scientific

purposes, psychology will do well to retain the older definition

of the subjective, which, if epistemologicaUy less exacts is in

contents identical with the new.
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idealism in this comprehensive way.
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G. W. P. Hegel's Bystem is often called an absolute idedHmn. Herbart's

philosophy, again, is termed realistic, because in his metaphysics he
designates the ultimate elements of existence 'reals.' The irans-

cendental realism of E. von Hartmann affirms that things in themselves

come under the forms of perception (space and time) and the categories,

and so paves the way for their metaphysical determination,

C. ETHICAL SCHOOLS.

§ 27. Theories of the Origin of Morality.

(a) THE ADTHORITATrVB AND THE AUTONOMOUS MORAL SYSTEMS.

1. The heteronomous theory of morality refers the moral

obligation of the individual to external precepts, rules or laws.

Either God (the church) or the state may be looked upon as law-

giver. It is not always clear, however, where the Une is drawn

by the heteronomists between statement of historical fact and

ethical hypothesis; so that the reader must regard it as an open

question whether the authors whom we quote as representing the

theory would derive moral action in the individual case from the

authority of state or church. Socrates, as we saw, speaks of two

different sources of morality: the written law of man and the

unwritten law of God (c/. § 9. 2). Theological ethics is especially

inclined towards heteronomy, tracing moral obligation to the

wiU of God and its revelation. The stricter form of the theory

maintaius that a thing is good and right simply because God wills

it, and that if God shoidd wiU otherwise morality would neces-

sarily assume a different character. In a modified form it declares

that human reason is capable in itself of discovering what is good

and right, though it is a matter for rejoicing that the interests of

human knowledge harmonise as they do with the divine wiU. On
the side of political heteronomy the first writer to mention is

Hobbes iff. § 9. 7). He accepts the absolutism of the state in aU

departments, and accordingly gives it the right to determiae the

nature and direction of human action. True, he also concedes

the validity of a natural moral law and of the commands of God

:

but both alike are so largely dependent upon individual interpreta-
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tion that they cannot possess the same universal validity and

power as the laws of the state. J. H. Kirchmann (t 1884) has

recently taken up a similar position.

2. The hypothesis that the origia of moral obligation is to he

looked for ia social or political or religious (ecclesiastical) sanctions

may serve aU the purposes of an historical enquiry. But it is not

an historical enquiry that the heteronomists are engaged upon.

The essential point of difiference between autonomy and heter-

onomy is this: autonomy finds the origin and sanction of the

moral conduct of the individual in spontaneous, independent

thoughts and impulses; heteronomy in constraining precepts,

whose validity is derived from obedience and submission, not

from a free recognition of their Tightness. And there can be no

doubt that a heteronomy of this kind is often realised in practice.

The man who refrains from a crime because it is forbidden and

punished by the state does not feel a direct moral obligation to

keep from criminal action; and the man who tries to order his

, life in accordance with moral standards for the sake of pleasing

God or satisfying the precepts of the church is, like the criminal,

merely bowing his wiU to an external authority. On the other

hand, there seems to be as little doubt that our moral judgment

decides in favour of autonomy. The first thing that we require

of a moral action is that it arise from inner freedom, and not at

the hest of some extraneous consideration.

We consequently disMnguish very definitely between legal

enactments, rules of propriety in social intercourse, the etiquette

of professional conduct, etc., on the one hand, and moral duty on

the other. That duty and propriety may and should prompt to

precisely the same mode of behaviour does not lessen the

difference between them in the smallest degree. Autonomy, then,

is the natural standpoint of ethics ; and it is readily inteUigible

that, apart from the few authors we have cited (and not aU even

of these are whoUy consistent in their heteronomy), the moral

systems both of ancient and modem times are throughout autono-

mous in character. We need not, therefore, give a special list of

them here.
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(h) Apriorism and Empirioism.

3. We found two opposing views of tlie origin of knowledge

(§ 24), rationalism and empiricism. This epistemological differ-

ence has its ethical parallel in the antithesis of apriorism, or, as it

is also called, nativism or intuitionism, and empiricism, which in

its modern and specialised form is termed evolutionism. We may-

say, if we will, that the question here at issue is the question of

the origin of conscience, understanding by ' conscience ' the source

of moral judgment within us, whether passed upon our own
actions or upon those of others. The apriorists look upon con-

science as an original, innate activity, which can be known only

by intuition ; the empiricists seek %o refer it to experience or to a

gradual process of development. In ethics, as in epistemology,

therefore, it is a question of psychogenesis, of historical psycho-

logy, that stands in the forefront of the battle of the schools.

The apriorists, however, hold further that the obligatory force

of moral norms and the universal validity of moral judgments

compel us to regard them as an innate possession or at least a

necessary development of the practical reason {cf. § 9. 8). Hence

nativism in ethics goes along with rationalism in epistemology.

Descartes, Leibniz, and the school of Leibniz, were all apriorists.

Kant, too, combines apriorism and rationalism. The moral law

with its categorical imperative is a given fact, which can be

understood only if we recognise its apriori character. Conscience is

the function whereby judgment compares an action with the moral

law ; so that it may be termed " the representative of the moral

law in the empirical consciousness of mankind." As such, it is

incumbent on it not only to judge of human actions, but also to

influence choice by warning and admonition.

4. The intuitionist aspect of apriorism is most prominent in

English ethics. The intuitionists place moral ideas or judgments

upon the same level with mathematical axioms or the laws of

nature. The mathematician and the physicist declare that their

first principles neither require nor admit of proof; the moralist

declines in the same way to popularise his intuitions or fit thepi
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ids general recognition by any process of demonstratioiu It

makes no great difference to tlie theory that some of its adherents

offer a satisfactory psychological account of the nativistic character

of morality, explaining that it becomes conscious by the fact of

social intercourse, but is only latent in the isolated individual.

R. Cudworth, K Cumberland and S.' Clarke are the chief

representatives of intuitionism in English philosophy.

Of the followers of Kant, Fichte, Schleiermacher and, to some

extent, Schopenhauer belong to the school of apriorism. Herbarfs

'judgments of taste ' (§ 9. 9) may also be denominated aprioristic,

since the practical ideas which they express are regarded as eternal

and immutable. Finally, Lotze must be ranked among the

exponents of this phase of thought. He declares himseK most

explicitly for the apriority of conscience as law-giving function,

and as explicitly denies the competency of empiricism to decide

what ethical ideas shall be considered as obligatory.

5. Empiricism, particularly in the more special form of evolu-

tionism, is the dominant form of philosophical ethics at the

present day. Locke opened the campaign against intuitionism in

ethics, as he did against apriorism in epistemology (§ 5. 3). His

argument in disproof of innate practical rules or ideas sets out

from the fact that there are no universally recognised judgments

in matters of ethics : we do not find the same moral ideas in rude

peoples, among criminals, etc., that we do in civilised nations and

among individuals who submit to the regulations of the state and

of society. In the second place, it is incompatible with the theory

of an innate moral principle that in actual fact the dictates of

morality should be so frequently disregarded, and that where our

actions do conform to their (supposed) contents quite heterogeneous

motives should be so frequently adducible for them. Lastly, there

can be no doubt that the ipjunctions of morality stand in need

of proof, if they are to make good their claim to validity ; TK^hereas

innate truths neither require nor admit of demonstration. The
only connate disposition to which Locke does not take exception

is the capacity of feeling pleasure and pain j but reHgious, political

and social sanctions have combined with it to determine the for
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mation of our moral ideas. Thin empiricism, and more especially

its negative side, was haUed with great delight by the materialists.

Helvetius and Holbach are more emphatic even than Locke

in their denial of the originality of moral ideas. Nevertheless,

it was impossible to formulate a satisfactory ethical theory along

empirical lines so long as the burden of moral evolution had to be

thrown upon the lifetime of the individual. For there is clear

evidence of moral progress in society, in the community of in-

dividuals; and this cannot be explained whUe we conceive of

each individual as starting afresh for himself, and refuse to posit

any difference of connate disposition.

6. ScheUing and Hegel are the first moralists to evince marked

evolutionistic tendencies; but their view of the historical de-

velopment of ethical norms is logical, not empirical. Hence

they do not enquire into the special factors which have been at

work LQ the alteration df moral standards, but content themselves

with bringing the individual phenomena of the actual moral

life under a general logical law. It is clear to us that this

path can never lead to an imderstanding of the how and why of

ethical ideas. The great advance which Darwin made upon

previous theories of the development of orgisnic life consisted

in the specification of a whole nimiber of empirical factors,

which enable us to see how species originate and become trans-

formed. Darwin carried over the same principles of explanation

to the problem of the origin of conscience (c/. the Descent of

Man). Three factors are concerned in its production : (1) the

social instinct, which is connate in the animals as in man
; (2) the

power, gradually increasing with the rise of the animal in the

scale of development, to compare the present with the past, to

coUect and utilise experiences; and (3) the general factor of

habituation, which regulates aU organic activities and inclinations.

Added to these are natural selection, and the influence which the

approval or disappoval of our feUow-men exercises upon our life

and conduct. It is through the working of natural selection, e.gr.,

that races in which self-control has reached a high degree of

^svelopment^ or the social impulses have come to |)ossess especial
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Bignificance, gain the advantage in the stru^le for existence ovei

others that have remained more backward in these respects.

7. More satisfactory from the philosophic^ point of view is the

attanpt made by Spencer to apply the doctrine of evolution to

ethical problems. All action consists, on his view, in activities

which are adapted to certain ends ; and an action is the more per-

fect the more exact its adaptation. The natural ends of voluntary

activity are either the preservation and furtherance of the in-

dividual life or the life of the race, or the promotion of a state

of society which allows the individual to live and act in the

greatest possible harmony with the aims and purposes of other

individuals. The corresponding grades of conduct are termed by

Spencer self-maintaining, race-maintaining and imiversaL It is

the third stage that constitutes the principal subject-matter of

ethics. Moral science has to deduce from the laws of life and

the general conditions of existence why certain modes of conduct

are harmful and certain others useful That is 'good,' in the

widest sense, which serves to accomplish some purpose; and the

ultimate conscious purpose of all vital activity is the production

or retention of pleasure, or the avoidance or removal of pain.

There are, it is true, many ethical systems and moral judgments

in which the reference to pleasure does not receive so great

emphasis; but the reason is simply- that they substitute for

pleasure, the real and ultimate end of conduct, certain others

which have acquired validity and significance as means to the

attainment of pleasure. The most highly developed conduct is

good conduct; and so the ideal end of action, regarded as a

natiual phase of human evolution, is identical with the ideal

Standald of conduct as judged from the ethical standpoint.

8. Wundt makes another and a different application of the

doctrine of evolution in ethics. He finds the chief reason for

the alteration of moral judgments or purposes in what he calls

the 'law of heterogony of purpose'— the law, i.e., that every

voluntary action tends to go beyond its proposed end, so that

unforeseen effects arise which may serve as the source of new
Ideas of purnose. This idea has preyed extremely fruitful foi
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ethical enquiry. It enables lis to understand how there can be

BO great a difference as there often is between the first and Original

purpose of a voluntary action and the end which it has come to

subserve after a certain period of development. "We see, e.g.,

how an altruistic or universaHstic action might gradually emerge

from what was primarily egoistic or individualistic. Wundt
further distinguishes three stages in the evolution of moral ideas

:

(1) a stage in which the moral aspect of life is as yet undifferen-,

tiated from its other aspects
; (2) a stage in which ethical concepts

become more sharply outHned, under the influence of religious

ideas and social conditions; and (3) a stage in which moral

conceptions become unified and systematised, as philosophy grows

more powerful and religion loses its dogmatic character,—in which

the notion of an ethics of humanity transcends the differences of

race and custom. Lastly, conscience is manifested, Wundt says,

by the dominance of imperative motives, to whose development

many factors have contributed : external and internal constraint,

enduring content, a moral ideal of life. The last factor is operative

only in the introduction of the third stage, of fully conscious

morality, where all the separate moral activities are controlled and

determined by some single fundamental thought.

9. These examples of evolutionary ethics wiU suffice to indicate

the general nature of its method. There can be no doubt that

the requirements of a science of moraHty are very much better

satisfied by evolutionism than by intuitionism. The question of

the origin of moral judgments is not answered by the assumption

of an innate conscience. In the first place, no accoimt is taken

of the actual differences of moral appreciation found in history,

in the life of a nation, and in the conduct of individuals within

the same epoch; in the second, no attempt is made to trace

existent moral ideas to their conditions. And evolutionism is not

open to the objections raised against the older form of empiricism.

At the same time, we are bound to ask here, as we asked in the

oorresponding case of empiristio epistemology {cf. § 24. 6), whether

ethics really has any necessary interest in an historical and

psychological enquiry into the origin of ethical judgments. A
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normative discipline, an axt of volition and action, can gain

nothing either for the validity or for the systematisation of its

norms and precepts from the proof of their gradual development

under a variety of conditions and influences. We can no more

hope that ethics wiU be assisted in any direct way by an account

of the course of moral ideas through the centuries than that logic

would be helped to solve its problems by a psychological history

of the development of its concepts and judgments and methods.

Spencer's conception of an end of action, regarded as a natural

phase of human evolution, is certainly not derived from a purely

theoretical consideration of the course of history, but springs from

a preformed ethical judgment which finds certain activities or

purposes more valuable than others. Evolutionism is a theory,

that is, but not a norm ; it gives us an explanation of particular

facts, but no precepts or laws by which we might regulate our

actions. It follows that the antithesis of intuitionism and

empiricism is not of essential significance for ethics. It applies

to theories which have taken shape duriag the working out of

psychological or sociological problems.
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§ 28. TAe Ethics ofReflexion and the Ethics ofFeeling.

^ 1. The question whether the motives of moral volition and
action, as given in experience, take the form of feelings or of

reflexion—some kind of rational consideration, concept, judgment,
etc.—^may mean either of two difierent things. The emphasis
may lie upon the psychological nature of the motives to a
voluntary action, and the answer to the question be sought by
psychological methods within the psychological sphere ; or interest

may centre round the ethical character of the motives, which maj
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then be classified and valued -vrithout any regard to psychology at

all. These two ways of looking at the question are not very

clearly distinguished in the ethical Uterature, so that it is most

difficult to name the supporters of the various possible theories.

And there is still another difficulty. There is no general agree-

ment as to what we are to understand by motive, and how motive

is related to end. If motive is the same thing as cause, then, of

course, the conscious ground of determination in choice or action

is but a fraction of the total cause. But since a moral judgment

has direct reference only to the conscious processes of volition and

action, the idea of motive is restricted in ethics to this conscious

ground of determination. Now, an end is the idea of a result of

action, regarded in general as attainable ; and it is clear that such

an idea will determine and influence conduct. In this sense, an

end is also a motive. Since, however, a single end may be

regarded, if not as merely the remit of choice, at least as the most

immediate ground of determination in voluntary action, the term

motive is stiU required to designate the occasion which led to the

formation or selection of the particular idea of end. The dis-

tinction between end and motive would then be very simple.

End is the ground of determination in voluntary action j motive

the ground of determination in arriving at an end. Neither can

be considered from the ethical point of view, however, except in

the character of conscious processes. As we find the same lack of

clearness in the ethical literature with regard to the meaning of

these words—some books avoiding the difficulty altogether—it

will again be very difficult to make our historical exposition

anything but obscure.

2. The foUowing account of the advocates of an ethics of

reflexion, an ethics of feeling and a standpoint intermediate

between the two, will (1) employ the idea of motive in the

sense defined above. (2) It will further take its stand upon the

modem definition of feeling as a state of pleasantness or

unpleasantness, without, however, affirming the exclusive validity

of any one of the various possible hypotheses of the quality

of feeling. Some psychologists believe that the feelings ara
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homogeneous througliout, so that there are but two feeling

qualities, those of pleasantness and unpleasantness; others

distinguish a great variety of qualities •within the general

division: sensory, aesthetic, moral, religious, etc., feelings. We
may quite well disregard this difference of psychological opinion

as to the nature of feeling j and indeed we must do so, since

we cannot always determine which position is held hy a particular

moralist. (3) Finally, we shall make no attempt at a separate

treatment of sub-forms of the ethics of reflexion, of an ethics

of understandiag, e.g., and an ethics of reason (cf. § 14. 7). The

only alternatives that we have to consider, therefore, are contaiaed

in the question : Are the motives of moral volition intellectual

or emotional in character? And we may accordingly substitute

the phrase ethical intellectualism, for 'ethics of reflexion,' and

emotional ethics for ' ethics of feeling.*

3. The ethical systems of ancient philosophy are all alike

inteUectualistic. Socrates declares that reflexion alone can

decide as to what will give keen and enduring satisfaction or

happiness, i.e., as to what can serve as moral end in the individual

case. We find the same standpoint in Plato and Aristotle. Moral

determination must proceed from the highest faculty of the

mind, from reason. Hence the highest virtue of aU is wisdom or

prudence or foresight—a certain intellectual constitution. The
same doctrine obtains also among the Stoics and Epicureans.

The Stoics look upon passion as the root of all evil, so that the

negative precondition for morality or goodness is a passionless

frame of mind, apathy. Even in the Scholastic ethics we see

traces of intelleclaalistic influence, in spite of its opposition to .

Christian theory. Thomas Aquinas says that rational foresight

determines the will to choose the best among different possible

purposes. And in modern philosophy the ethics of reflexion has

found numerous adherents. Thus Hobbes' natural moral law

{cf. § 9. 7) consists in an accurate weighing of the useful or

harmful results of action; and immorality consequently rests

upon an inteUeotual error, a wrong inference. Cudworth, too,

makee ooitect fuieelght the source of all morality, and the same
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idea recurs in Clarke, when lie demands of a moral action that

it be constantly and regularly controlled by reason.

4. The ethics of reflexion further includes the materialistic

moralists in its ranks. They prefer the intellectualistic concep-

tion of ethical motives because it harmonises best with empiricism.

Por, evidently, our knowledge and judgment and reflexion may
very well be made dependent upon experience; but the nature

of feeling is determined by disposition and organisation. Intel-

lectuahsm also dominates the metaphysical ethics of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. We cannot, it is true, assert

that Descartes shows any very definite bias towards the position.

StUl, he defines morality, as the intention of doing what one

knows to be right, and holds that the emotions obscure clear

knowledge and therewith debase the good will. Leibniz, on the

other hand, makes moral and rational action identical. Moral

action is the result of clear ideas, immoral action comes from

confused ideas. And as the feelings of pleasantness and

unpleasantness both belong to the class of confused ideas, they

can be regarded only as obstacles to morahty, not as positive

grounds of moral determination. Through the writings of Wolff

this became the accepted theory of ethics in the German

philosophy of the first half of the eighteenth century. Kant,

too, must be counted among the moralists of reflexion. The only

motive to morahty which he recognises is a law of the practical

reason, an a jpriori rule ; leeliags are pathological grounds of

determiuation in human vohtion. J. G. Fichte, during his first

period, is Kant's truest disciple in ethical doctrine. None but

those who act for duty's sake have reached the highest stage of the

moral character. Hegel is also an inteUectualist. Thought, of

says, must decide what purpose shall be posited by the choosing

wiU. And modem utilitarianism (c/. § 30. 9), as represented by

Bentham and J. S. Mill, iuchnes towards the same standpoint.

It is only by a quite compKcated course of reasoning that we can

decide whether a given action is or is not in accordance with tha

ethical end of general prosperity.

5. It is not until the advent of Christianity that the ethics be
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feeling begins to assume definite fonn. Christianity sees the

fundamental motive to moral action in the feeling of love. And

it was then a long tune before philosophical ethics assimilated the

idea of an emotional ethics. In Shaftesbury it is very prominent.

Emotions constitute the springs of aU our actions, and moral

conduct has its root in a harmonious relation <A selfish and social

feehngs(c/.§7. 9).

According to Hutcheson (t 1747), purely disiaterested love or

unselfish preference is the sole source of moral action; while

reason has but a secondary significance, as helping to determine

the objects of action. For Smith, in the same way, sympathy

is the only motive to morality. Eousseau also represents an_

ethics of feeling, but from a different point of view. His belief

that nature is so far superior to civilisation necessarily led him to

lay stress upon natural feeluigs, feelings undistorted by education.

In the post-Eantian philosophy, Schopenhauer is an outspoken

advocate of an emotional ethics. Sympathy is the one moral

motive. L. Feuerbach also belongs to the school : he regards the

impulse to happiness as the fundamental force in all action,

moral actions included. Comte, too, looks on love as the impeUing

motive in social activities. At the present day the ethics of

feeling is undoubtedly in the ascendant. This is largely due

to the tendency of modem psychology to identify feeling and

motive.

6. Not all moralists are strict adherents either of the intellect-

ualistic or of the emotional theory. Many have taken up an

intermediate standpoint, recognising both intellectual and

emotional factors as possible motives. Spinoza, e.g., speaks of

the enslavement of wiU by emotion as the source of all base

and unmoral conduct, and indicates clear or adequate knowledge

as the only means of escape from it; but at the same time

declares that emotions cannot be overcome except by emotions,

and that truly moral conduct from inner freedom can therefore

arise only by way of" a special emotion which is stronger than the

rest. This highest emotion is the amw inteUeduciMs Dei. In

.English ethics, Cumberland gives the feelings of benevolence and
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trust a place Reside rational foresight, as grounds of determination

in volition; and Locke makes self-love an influential motive

alongside of reasoned reflexion. Hume, too, thinks that conduct

is affected in both ways, by sympathy and self-love upon the one

side, and by understanding and reflexion on the other. Lastly,

Herbart may be iucluded in the present list, siace his practical

ideas, which give the standard of reference for all moral appreciar

tion, acknowledge both an emotional and an intellectual motive.

The emotional is clearly recognised in the idea of benevolence;

the intellectual, perhaps, in the idea of perfection.

7. A psychological enquiry into the nature of the motives

.

which determine choice or decision leads, on general grounds,

and quite apart from the question whether feeling has two

qualities or many, to the conclusion that neither emotional nor

inteUectualistic ethics is of itseK adequate to the facts of the

moral hfe. There are actions which must be referred to in-

teUeotual motives exclusively; but there are others which are

iastigated by an affectively-toned idea or judgment, and yet

others whose selection is due simply to considerations of agree-

ableness or disagreeableness. Most moralists of the present day

iacUne to think that feeling must be at least one, if it is not the

sole factor in the taking of a resolution ; and many assert outright

that to wiU. and to be pleased t6 will are one and the same thing.

The actual judgment of the agent, however, returns a flat con-

tradiction to this theory. Sometimes we think that we ought to

do something, not from inclination, but because an external or

internal force compels us ; sometimes a simple reflexion, in which

feeling plays no part at all, influences the will to decide. The

assertion that feelings invariably help to d«termuie volition—stiU

more, the statement that they are the only possible motives to

voluntary action—^is a logical dogma of the most arbitrary kind.

It is not an objective description taken from the facts, but a

hypothetical construction of the course of events. And there is

stiU. another consideration. Working from the evolutionary

standpoint, modem psychology has come to believe that pleasure

and pain are connected with furtherance and obstruction of the
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indlTidual life. Hence those who regard self-preservation as the

real or final purpose of all action find no difficulty in translating

ethics into psychology, and defining their purpose as the pursuit of

pleasure and the avoidance of paia. But to say nothing of the

correctness or iacorrectness of the evolutionary theory of feeling

—and grave ohjections may he brought against it—^the assumed

connection proves nothing whatsoever as regards the particular

action of the adult individual

8. An imprejudiced psychological examination shows quite

clearly (1) that voluntary actions often take place independently

of feeUng. (a) There are numerous cases in which a pleasure or

the avoidance of a pain is experienced not directly, but only ia idea.

In aU these, we Icnma that if a certain event happens a pleasant

feeling wiU arise or an unpleasant feeling be avoided. That is to

say, we know theoretically what is the connection between the

feelrQgs and their conditions. Surely, no one will deny that

choice can be made or resolution taken upon the ground of such

knowledge. It is possible, of course, that the ideas may give rise

to an emotion of expectation or fear, and so be accompanied by

anticipatory feelings; but this is neither necessarily nor (so far

as the author's experience extends) even usually the case. (6)

Here belong further the 'habitual' or 'automatic' actions,

frhose sure and uniform course excludes them from the class of

selective actions (actions involving choice) but not from that of

voluntary action in general. They, too, require a certain impulse,

which they receive from particular ideas, (c) And, finally, all

dutiful actions seem to spring from other than emotional motives.

They, however, are only one out of a large number of similar

instances. Wherever principles, theoretical considerations, etc.,

determine a resolve, the equation of ' wUling ' with ' willingness'

is quite without meaning. If the ethics of reflexion were content

to state that intellectual motives are possible, or of actual occur-

rence, it would undoubtedly be entitled to general acceptance.

9. (2) But it happens hardly less frequently that affectively-

toned ideas or trains of ideas are of determining importance for

choice. When we act from benevolence or sympathy, from fear
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or hope, from enthusiasm or despair, the influences at work are a

more or less intensive feeling and an intellectual factor. Our

choice is not decided hy feeling alone, but hy feeling in con-

nection with particular ideas or judgments. The feeling of

itself is oftentimes far too indefinite to give a concrete

direction to vohtion and choice. And to abstract entirely from

the theoretical factor would argue an inexcusable disregard of

facts. (3) Lastly, it is a by no means uncommon experience that

some idea assumes the dignity of a purpose because it carries with

it an especially vivid feeling of pleasure, which prevents th&

realisation of other weakly-toned or indifferent possibilities. The

relation of purpose and motive in such states of mind is the

intimate relation of idea and feeling—indisputably the simplest,

but not by any means the only case.

The result of our psychological discussion, then, is the rejection

of any exclusive theory as to the nature of motives. We may
note that the ethics of feeUng, as it actually appears in the history

of philosophy, has not as a rule drawn any hard and fast line in

this respect. If the motive to morality is found in love or

sympa/thy or benevolence, we may be sure that the writef has

in mind actions which would fall under our second psycho-

logical rubric, actions where choice is determined by affectively-

toned ideas.

10. "We must now return to the ethical question, and ask which

of the possible forms of motivisation in selective action is to

receive the stamp of moral approval. According to inteUectualism,

none but the first ; according to emotional morality, none but the

third. The inteUectualist would regard any admixture of feehng

in the determination of choice as prejudicial to the moral quality

of volition. But this theory, though it can point to Kant as its

classical exponent, does not possess universal validity. Our moral

Judgment of voluntary action in cases where we have to assume

benevolence or sympathy as motive is by no means a judgment of

disapproval. On the contrary, such action appears especially to

deserve the predicate of good or moral. And most moralists are

here in accord with the judgment of everj-day life. Under these
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- circumstanceB, an exclusive intellectaalism must be rejected j the

only tenable position, from the side of the ethics of reflexion,

win be that which looks upon the intellectual and emotional

factors as alike significant for our moral actions. But again, the

moral consciousness regards with approbation actions which spring

from the pure consideration of duty, and actions influenced simplj

by the idea of feeling. It is at all events not necessary, therefore,

that pleasure or pain be involved in the origination of a moral act

And, finally, conscience does not condemn purely emotional actions,

provided that it can approve their purpose. An act does not lose

in moral value because it is prompted by a feeling of joy. At the

same time, its moral character does not depend upon the feeling

—

unless, of course, we assume the existence of specific moral

feelings. At this point the vexed psychological question of the

homogeneity or heterogeneity of the qualities of pleasantness and

unpleasantness (</. 2, above) begins to have a bearing upon ethics.

Since psychology has not as yet reached a final decision in the

matter, we must simply siispend judgment as to the possibility of

a specific ethics of feeling; though an exclusively emotional theory

may, in any event, be rejected as untenable,

11. "We may call the reader's notice, in the present connection,

to an important fact which has not as yet received from ethical

writers the attention that it deserves. There is a distinction

between peripherally and centrally excited feelings, just as there

is between ideas of perception and ideas of memory or imagina-

tion. But while the ideas produced by peripheral stimulation are

very much more vivid and intensive than the centrally aroused

ideas of memory and imagination, the pleasantness and impleasant-

ness set up by sense stimuli are not always, or even usually,

stronger than those called forth by central excitation. Both facts

are of great importance for the understanding of the more
complicated processes which grow up round feeling or idea.

A knowledge based predominantly upon perception would hardly

be possible if the centrally excited sensations were as vivid as the

peripherally excited ; and, on the other hand, a standard of ethical

or sesthetical appreciation, consistently applied over the whot:
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range of human activity, would hardly be possihle if sense stimuli

were the principal determinants of our emotional life. Moral

education and moral progress are, therefore, closely bound up with

this teleological difference between feelings and ideas.

§ 2g. Individualism and Universalism,

1. Individualism and imiversalism return alternative answers

to the question : Who must be affected by our conduct, if the

conduct is to be termed moral ? Individualism declares that it is

always particular individuals, definite persons, that are the objects

of moral volition; universaUsm declares as certainly that it is

always a community, whether famUy or nation, social class or

professional colleagues, etc., etc., to which moral conduct has to

look. Individualism divides into egoism and altruism, according

as the agent considers himself, his own person, as the end of his

volition, or makes other persons the objects of his moral action.

Universalism has as many forms as there are kinds of community;

we can speak, e.g., of a social, a political, a national and a

humanistic universalism. As a general rule, however, it defines

the supreme community, humanity, as the highest or final

aim of moral conduct, and regards the other forms as merely

preparatory stages, proximate ends or necessary means, to the

fulfilment of the ultimate ethical purpose. There are various

intermediate standpoints between the two extremes. Thus egoism

and altruism may be united, and the different forms of univer-

saUsm brought together into a single universal theory. Nay, even

the extremes themselves, individualism and universalism, may
subsist side by side within the limits of the same ethical system.

We may acknowledge the justice or necessity of conduct which

is directed towards particular individuals, as weU as of conduct

that takes the good of a community for its end.

2. We find both schools of thought represented in ancient

ethics. Socrates, the Stoics and the Epicureans, are all individ-

ualists. Plato inclines to universalism ; while Aristotle takes up

ail intermediate position. Ifo moralist of antiquity stands ior
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ptme altruism : the individaalism is for the most part hoth egoistic

and altruistic. We find an exclusive egoism, however, among the

Cyrenaics (§ 9. 3), and, later, among the Epicureans. The founder

of Christianity may be termed a humanistic mdversalist, since he

felt himself called to bring salvation to aU mankind. His ethical

precepts are, it is true, characterised throughout by an individ-

ualistic tendency; but this does not include respect of persons,

and the individualism is accordingly the fitting precursor of a

humanistic universalism. Egoism and altruism are evenly

balanced; it is only occasionally that the altruistic side becomes

the more pronounced. The same point of view obtains in

theological ethics. The duties of the agent to himself are placed

side by side with his duties towards others. When the theolo-

gians further put forward the community of state or church as

a special object of moral volition, they are not returning to the

prevailing ideas of early Christian ethics, but rather extending

and supplementing them to meet the needs of a different age.

3. In modem ethics we see all sorts and kinds of individualistic

and universalistic theory, Spinoza and Hobbes are egoists who

look upon the preservation, advantage and prosperity of the acting

subject as the natural aim of all endeavour. Hobbes recommends

an attitude of goodwill towards others, but only as a necessary

means to the accomplishment of this end. Descartes and Leibniz,

on the other hand, are individualists who unite egoism and

altruism. Francis Bacon seems to be a pure universalist, of the

social and humanistic type. Cumberland and Locke combine

individualism with vmiversalism ; Hutcheson, Himie and Smith

are very decidedly altruistic. Shaftesbury, Kant and Fichte are

individualists in the general sense of the word; though Fichte

in his later period leans towards a humanistic universalism.

Schopenhauer, Comte and Lotze are altruists ; Hegel and Wundt,

humanistic universalists ; Herbart, an individualist in both

meanings of the term. Finally, Schleiermacher, Krause, Spencer

and von Hartmann seek to harmonise individualism and

universalism.

4. This variety of ethical standpoint is the reflexion (1) of an
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actual difference in moral judgment, and (2) of a multiplicity of

temporal and social influences. The cosmopolitan sentiment of

the eighteenth century could not possibly have found expression

in a national or political universalism, such as is proclaimed on all

sides at the present day. In times when the individual feels

himself and his needs to be at variance with the aims and

regulations of the community to which he belongs by birth and

right, ethics naturally takes tile form either of individualism or

of a revolutionary universalism : and so on. If we question the

actual moral judgment of mankind, we receive an answer that

tells as strongly for individualism as for imiversalism. An act-

of kindness done by one individual to another, without any idea

of assistance to a community, is approved by our conscience as

good,—^provided, of course, that no egoism lies behind it. On the

other hand, we approve equally of a mode of conduct whose

purpose is nothing less than the advantage of humanity at large

:

e.g., the production of works whose intellectual enjoyment is not

confined to any particular persons or, perhaps, to any particular

time. And again, we should not hesitate to caU an action moral

which aimed to further the interests of the narrower circle of the

family, or the wider sphere of profession, social class, people or

state. In other words, our moral judgment knows nothing of the

exclusive antithesis of individualism and universalism. Never-

theless, there may be occasions when it has to distinguish and

even to choose between them. A certain line of action towards

individuals cannot always be harmonised with duty towards the

community, and vice versd.

5. It is a theory held by different moralists at different periods

that there should be agreement between the individual and the

social or universal emotions or tendencies. Kant's categorical

imperative, e.g., expresses this thought in the form of a law. But

however much we may desire the reconciliation, we find

ourselves, as a matter of fact, not seldom obliged to choose

between the good of an individual and the good of the

community. The difficulties which thus arise are not met

by the simple statement that the community must of necessity

Q
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take precedence over the individual The necessity exists only

when the interests of the community coincide with those of the

individual, or when their fulfilment at least promises the satisfac-

tion of the just requirements of individual members. On the

other hand, a case is quite conceivable in which the good of the

community would not by any means appear more important or

valuable than the good of the individual. Consequently we are

always thrown back upon the question of the highest or ultimate

end of moral conduct, the question of the summum homim, and

must let our answer to it decide whether particular persons or

some form of community is to be the aim of our volition. It is

only from the standpoint of a humanistic universalism that we

can say a priori : universalism and individualism are never

irreconcilable. And since Chiistiajiity has lent to this position

aU the weight of religious sanction, it is in the inalienable interest

of ethics to give its fuU support to humanistic theory. The

argument that individual persons must be the concrete point of

attachment in moral volition finds direct refutation in the

increasing development of social, political, national and human-

istic forces.

Our discussion of these two schools of universalism and

individualism must have brought home to the reader the fact

of the relativity of moral judgments. This relativity wiH be

impressed upon us still more forcibly, and in a stUl greater

variety of degree, when we come to enquire into the ends of

moral volition. It has found proverbial expression in the phrase:

" the better is the enemy of the good." AU judgments of value,

including the aesthetic judgment and judgments based upon

feehngs of sense, have this mark of relativity upon them.

Psychologically, it may be referred to the character of feeling

in general It has been the occasion of all the attempts of

moralists in aU times to set up some absolute standard of

moral judgment, to discover some one supreme good or purpose

to be achieved by moral volition. But no definition that

has as yet been offered has been able to command universal

and kisting assent.
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§ 30. Subjectivism and Objectivism.

1. (1) Subjectivism defines the end of moral action as a

Bubjective state, either of the agent himself or of other in-

dividuals. This 'state' must, evidently, be a feeling. The

processes of pleasantness and unpleasantness aie specifically

subjective in character; they are the least capable of oommimi-

cation of all subjective processes; and they have no objective

side at all (cf. § 26. 12). Moreover, they are admirably qualified

to serve as final purposes, beyond which the question 'to what

end' cannot go. At the same time, not aU feelings are of equal

value. They differ, at least, in intensity and duration: and

psychology has drawn the further distinction of sensible or

lower and intellectual or higher feelings, contrasting tho^e that

depend upon sensory stimulation with those produced by the

activity of idea or thought {cf. § 28. 2). Subjectivistio ethics,

following psychology, has taken two different forms, those of

hedonism and eudsemonism.

Hedonism regards the pleasures of sense as the more intensive,

and consequently the better worth pursuit; ettdcBmonism points

to the greater permanence of the intellectual feelings, and

makes an enduring contentment, 'happiness,' the end of moral

endeavour. Both schools put a qidte simple interpretation upon

the antithetic predicates of the moral judgment. Conduct that

tends to awaken pleasure is 'good'; conduct that tends to

arouse pain is 'bad.'

2. (a) Hedonism appears only sporadically in the history of

ethics. It was the position of the Cyrenaic school in the

ancient world (cf. § 9. 3), and has been defended by certain

of the materialistic moralists (especially Helvetius : § § 9. 8

;

27. 5). This slight historical importance is readily intelligible,

(i.) It lies in the very nature of sense feeling on the one

hand, and of the development of the higher civilisation on the

other, that peripheral pleasures and pains, though constantly re-

newed, can exert but a transitory influence upon our inner life.

(ii.) Moreover, the consequences of physical pleasure are often quite
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the reverse of pleasant, (iii.) And lastly, our moral judgment,

wMle it does not refuse to consider them altogether, tolerates

them merely as means to other and higher ends, or in oases where

they do not conflict mth the more important interests of human

Ufe. For all these reasons, sense feeling cannot possihly rank

as the sole and final end of voKtion; and any theory which

attaches so great an importance to it must he rejected.

(&) Eudoeimmmim, which is stiU current in modem ethics, is far

more adequate to the facts. The contentment that comes from a

zealous fulfilment of duty or from a good conscience, from

successful mental labour or artistic achievement, from stimulating

companionship or the confidence of friendship,—^this lasting con-

tentment, it says, is an immeasurably more valuable and therefore

more worthy aim than the brief ' and uncertain satisfaction of the

senses. It is evident that eudaamonism is a theory to Which the

contents of most ethical systems can be subsumed. There is,

probably, no moralist who would assert that the unhappiness of

iadividuals is a necessary result of the conduct he prescribes, oi

who would declare himself indifferent as to its effect for feeUng.

3. Socrates was the first to give a full and clear statement of

the eudsemonistio position. Aristotle thinks it beyond aU question

that good fortune or happiness is the natural end of conduct. The

Epicureans are also eudsemonists. Plato speaks of happiuess in

a transcendent sense; and Christian ethics accepts the doctrine,

at the same time expHcitly demanding the renunciation of

earthly pleasures. It is doubtful, however, whether the ethics

of Christianity is a pure eudasmonism. True, it insists upon

the glories of the other world. But, although these glories

foUow from a moral and religious life upon earth, they are not

necessarily to be regarded as an end prompting to action. In

modem philosophy, Shaftesbury holds an eudaemonistic position;

inner satisfaction is the end of morals. Utilitarianism (of which

we shall treat more fuUy below: see 9) is also apt to appear iu

eudsemonistic dress, making the greatest happiuess of all, or of

the greatest number, the aim of moral voUtion. Lotze, too, may
be termed an eudsemonist, since he looks on feeling as the only
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real and final standard of value. Conduct that has no relation to

pleasure or pain, he would say, can neither be approved nor dis-

approved; indeed, cannot be conduct at all. Lastly, we find

eudsemonism in combination with other ethical theories, e.g., with

that of perfectionism. So in one form or another it pervades the

whole literature of ethics down to the present day.

4. If eudsemonism affirms that the end which it formulates is

the only end which can make moral endeavour and moral action

worth while, we are boimd to take issue with it. "We can mention

ends that are deemed worth wMle, altogether independently of the

feelings connected with them. Suppose that we have chosen

a community—the state, or perhaps mankind in general—as the

object of our moral volition ; it is absolutely impossible for us to

consider the feelings of individual personsl Tou can make an

individual happy, but not mankind or the state. Eudsemonism

may, therefore, be combined with individualism, but is not to be

harmonised with universalistio ideas. And since the ethical value

of universaHsm is unquestionable, eudsemonism must be judged

an incomplete theory.
,

Even in our conduct to individuals, however, the giving of

happiness is by no means the only, or even the ordinary, end of

moral purpose. The teacher who has in mind the efficiency of his

pupU, the philanthropist who seeks to elevate the class of

poverty-stricken indolents, the friend who lightens a criminal

conscience by giving opportunity for full confession,—all these, we
may be sure, do not aim at arousing agreeable feelings whether in

others or in themselves. "We may, therefore, think it desirable

that the attainment of a moral end shaU always bring with it an

enduring satisfaction ; but this wUl oftentimes be a mere secondary

efiect, welcome indeed, but not the one and only purpose of our

volition. It is unnecessary to point out that the foregoing

argument holds against egoistic, as well as against altruistic,

eudsemonism.

5. (2) Oljedivism regards the feelings as too vague and

uncertain to serve as the objects of moral conduct, and accord-

ingly sets up certain objective standards and ends whose validity
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is iadependent of pleasure and paLo. "We have various forms

of objectiTisin, corresponding to the diSeient kinds of objective

standard set up. (a) Perfectionism makes pecfeclion 01 im-

provement the end of moral volition. It was introduced into

ethics by Leibniz. On his metaphysical theory, the vroild is

a graded series of monads (§ 17. 2). The highest and most

perfect of them all is the divine monad; because it alone

represents the universe with complete clearness. The more

obscure ideas a monad has, the less perfect is it. The

process of improvement, then, the advance towards perfection,

means a growth in clear ideas. The theory was systematised and

popularised by Chr. Wolff; so that we, find a trace of it stiU

Hngering ia Xant, in the statement that the duty of the agent

towards himself is the duty of self-improvement. Indeed, the

idea held its own after Elant's day as at least half-way entitled

to a place in an ethical system; and in recent years lipps has

returned to it, though of course without accepting its original

setting, the peculiar metaphysical assumptions of the Leibnizian

monadology. Stripped of these, perfection means simply the

unrestricted play and full development of all one's powers.

6. (6) Another closely related form of objectivism is enmla-

tionism, which affirms that development or progress is the end of

moral endeavour. Hegel was an evolutionist, but somewhat

obscured his position by the logical phrasiag that he gave to the

idea of development. He also deprived morality of the inde-

pendent and, in its own way, supreme value which we now
ascribe to it, by making it only one, and that not the highest,

stage in the dialectic process. Wundt has constructed a graduated

series of ends, which culminates in an ideal conception, never to

be attained in reality. He accepts self-contentment and self-

improvement as individual ends, but stiU only as proximate goals

of conduct, transition stages of moral activity. More important

are the social ends, which find expression in public weU-being and
general progress. And highest of all stand the humanistic ends,

which are chiefly effective to produce intellectual goods, and have

as their immediate aim the constant and continuous improvement
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of mankind. We must always look to religion, Wundt thinks, to

furnish a concrete end of moral endeavour at definite epochs of

human history. Ethics determines simply the tendency, the

general direction of advance; so that development or progress

itself is the only valid ethical end.

7. Neither of these two forms of objectivism is sufficiently

clear and expHcit to furnish a satisfactory ethical theory. It is

meaningless to speak of perfection or progress or development,

unless exact definitions are furnished. We must have criteria by

which we can identify the process in a given case, or test alleged

instances of it. We do not look with moral approbation upon

any and every kind of development, but only upon that which

foUows from a quite determiuate intention or serves quite deter-

minate purposes. If we are told that it is moral perfection or

moral progress that is meant, we reply that the definition is a

logical circle : it contains the very term which needs defining. If

we are told, again, that increase of knowledge or wisdom is a

moral end, we have several objections to urge, (i.) Talent is

irregularly distributed, and cannot on that accoimt be regarded

as a condition of moral achievement, (ii.) The proportionate

exercise of all our powers, the development of a 'beautiful

character,' cannot be brought into connection with the actual

one-sidedness of talent and the restriction to definite sides or

aspects of existence which a particular occupation requires, (iu.)

We do not consider the absence or lack of cultivation of this or

that capacity as necessarily constituting a moral defect. And if

we are told, finally, that the trend of progress can be understood

only from the observation of individual, social and humanistic

purposes, as manifested in the conduct of particular persons, we
reply that this conduct would then be caused or motived by

regard to these purposes, and not by the indefinite ideal of infinite

progress. For the question of the ends of moral volition expects

for answer not a reference to some abstract effect, but the state-

ment of an end which may be striven for by the individual mind

in the individual case.

8. (c) A third form of objectivism is naturcdism. For it, the
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end of all moial conduct is a life according to nature. So far from

regarding morality as a matter of commands, duties, in conflict

with the 'natural man,' it affirms that the object of human
endeavour should be to give full rein to natural inclinations, habits

and impulses. The moral end may, therefore, differ veiy consi-

derably in different cases, and naturalism offers no precise definition

of it. If we feel the need of sensuous pleasure, we should adopt

means to obtain it; and it we prefer work or a higher kind of

satisfaction, we should take measures to secure that. It is note-

worthy, however, that the historical descriptions of the life 'in

accordance Mth nature' vary within wide limits from age to

age. The Cynics introduced the idea into ethics. The Stoics,

who were the first to turn it to ethical account, nevertheless

identified the 'natural' with the 'rational' and 'dutiful'

{cf. § 9. 3). Bousseau, on the other hand, looked upon

'natural' existence as an ideal, in contradistinction to the

affectation and artificiality prevalent in his time. And in our

own day Metzsche {Zwr Genedlogie der Moral, 1887) has drawn

a picture of a 'super-man,' who in exuberant fulness of strength

may satisfy his desires and unfold his powers with total

disregard of consequence. If naturalism really means what it

says, it abolishes ethics altogether : for ethics can exist (as we

showed above: § 9'. 1) only where there is opposition betwean

natural conduct and a conduct required or enjoined. In other

words, the naturalistic position can be held in ethics only so long

as the naturalistic ideal remains unrealised. Its doctrines grew,

as we can easily see, out of a desire for primitiveness and vigour

and simplicity of conduct: and it has a real significance as a

criticism of the contrasting forms of life.

9. ((i) In English ethics a fourth form of objectivism, vMli-

tarianism, has become predominant. Francis Bacon struck the

keynote of utilitarian ethics when he made the common weal the

end of moral endeavour. Since his time it has followed a steady

course, varying only as regards individualistic or universalistic

tendency. Hobbes, Cumberland, and Locke were utilitarians.

The theory was later revived by Bentham, and advocatetj
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vigorously and in great detail by John Stuart MiU (JJtili-

tarianism, 1863). Li France it foimd a disciple in Comte,

and quite recently certain German moralists, von Gizycki

among them, have accepted it. At the same time there has

lately been an energetic reaction against the whole point of view

;

and German ethics in particular—^von Hartmann, Wundt, Paulsen

—^has taken up an attitude of strong opposition. The fundamental

principle of the utilitarian school is that utility or prosperity is

tiie end of moral conduct. But since the idea of utility is a

relative idea, and so always leaves the question open as to what

the useful is nseful for, utilitarianism generally passes over iuto

eudsemonism, attempting to deine utility or prosperity by its

necessary relations to pleasure and pain. The useful thus

comes either to be regarded as that which secures pleasure

and keeps off pain, or to be identified outright with happiness.

The formula: "Work for the greatest good of the greatest

number" becomes transformed into the eudaBmonistic formula:

"Work for the greatest possible happiness of the greatest number.''

This is the only escape from the excessive generality of moral

concepts which follows inevitably from the adoption of the simple

principle of utUity. Por there are assuredly very many useful

things which do not make people happy : e.g., a whole number of

technical inventions, improvements of the means of communica-

tion, certain forms of division of labour, etc., etc.

10. On the points in which utilitarianism has identified itself

with eudsemonism we can refer the reader to the criticism passed

above (see 4) upon the eudsemonistic theory in its exclusive form.

We wordd lay especial emphasis upon the fact that by the direct

testimony of conscience there is no moral obligation to achieve

happiness at any price. True, we normally feel an active sym-

pathy with undeserved suffering ; but we should be doing an ill

service to one who had brought suffering upon himself by his own

weakness and wickedness, if we put an end to his repentance

simply in order that we might see him happy. Not pleasure

absolutely, but only a pleasure which is possible under definite

conditions, can be an end of moral conduct. And it is very
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much, the same with utility or prosperity. Some limitation is

inevitable, if either is to serve as moral end.

Apart from this, however, utiHtariamsm does not seem broad

enough to cover every instance of moral action. It has been

pointed out that the soldier who remains at his pogt in the hour

of defeat is doing useful service neither to others nor to his

cause; and that the public man and head of a family who saves

a drowning child at the risk of his own Hfe is most probably

endangering rather than furthering the general prosperity.

Nevertheless, utilitarianism contains a core of truth, which

becomes the more evident the more it breaks free from its

connection with eudamonism. The good at which it aims

includes perfection and progress as well as satisfaction, so that

rightly understood it furnishes an exceedingly comprehensive

theory of moral conduct. Only it must not stop short at

abstract generalities, but define as accurately as possible the

various forms of prosperity, individualistic and universaUstic.

11. "We might put down as a fifth form of objectivism the theory

that the good itself is an independent end of conducts Differently

expressed, the theory is that duty must be done for duty's sake.

But plainly this is not any new form of objectivism. It simply

affirms that in moral action the contents of motive and end must

coincide. The reason for doing what is good is the good itself.

The motive that prompts to the performance of duty is not some

end which can thereby be accomplished, but an inclination towards

duty. It is evident that a vfew of this sort—^which has been

supported with great energy by many moralists, Kant and Fichte

among them—^is compatible with the utmost diversity of ethical

standppint. For it says nothing whatever as to the contents of

the good or of duty. If it could show proof that moral conduct

and no other exhibits this coincidence of the contents of end

and motive, it would be of value for the characterisation of

action: but otherwise it has no independent validity.

We may now sum up our discussion of the variotis ethical

schools. Only one of them, that of egoism, stands in direct

contradiction with the moral consciousness. Altruism and uui-
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versalisnL are both entitled to consideration. The ethical end,

whether taken to legard other individuals or a community, may
be very variously defined. Sense pleasure and enduring satis-

faction, utility and perfection, may aU be recognised as ends of

moral conduct; and the principle of general prosperity is perhaps

best adapted to bring them all under a single concept. We may
demand, however, that any contradiction between the separate

forms of this prosperity be avoided. As supreme ru|6 of moral

conduct we shall always have before us the increase and further-

ance of moral activities and influences. Finally, we notice once

more the relativity of moral judgmeits {ef. % 29. 5) and the

necessity for their analytical and statistical investigation (c/. § 9.

11). The one-sidedness of the different schools of ethical thought

that we have passed in review makes it desirable that the facts

of the moral consciousness should be ascertained as accurately

as possible, and then worked over into a system.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE PROBLEM OF PHILOSOPHY AND THE
PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEM.

§ 31. The Problem of Philosophy.

L In the first and second Chapters of this work we spoke of

the necessity of finding a new definition of the prohlem of

philosophy. All the attempts made so far to give an univeisally

valid definition of philosophy break down when confronted with

the facts of its historical development. The worst fault that

a definition can have is to he too wide or too narrow; and the

numerous definitions offered hitherto are guilty of both these errors.

If we term philosophy a science of the inner experience, we cannot

give either metaphysics or epistemology or logic or the philosophy

of nature its proper place among the philosophical disciplines.

Moreover, psychology, which is, of course, the real science of the

inner experience, is just separating itself from philosophy and

winning recognition as a special science : so that the definition

is absolutely incompetent to bring out the peculiar features of

philosophical work. If, on the other hand, we say that philosophy

is the sum total of scientific knowledge, the systematisation of the

sciences, we shall fail to understand its historical development

and perinanent significance : we have made the idea of philosophy

too wide. In this way we might run through aU the formulae

that appear in the literature as definitions of philosophy, and

should always find the same mistake. The definition that we
ourselves accepted provisionally and for reasons of expediency

—

that philosophy is the science of principles (§ 2. 8)—is no ezcep

236
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tion to the rule. A very little consideration on general grounds

will show Tis that (and why) a simple definition after the ordinary

logical pattern cannot apply to the suhjeot-matter of philosophy.

2. The genrn proximum that is usually given in definitions

of philosophy is the idea of science. It then becomes necessary

to distinguish philosophical science from other mental products

of the same genus. But no differentia specifica can be proposed

tha.t does not strain the meaniag of wt»rds, and none that even so

is Adequate to the facts. For (1) the objects with which philo-

sophy is concerned are not of necessity specifically different from

those dealt with in the special sciences ; and the form or method

of philosophic treatment is not of necessity different from the

methods which they pursue. (2) Moreover, there is no settled

rule as to what shall be iacluded among the philosophical

disciplines. The departments of philosophy that we discussed

iu Chapter II. represent approximately the body of knowledge

that is called 'philosophy ' at the present day ; but the list is

not by any means exhaustive historically. (3) Lastly, it is

possible to distinguish withia a scientific exposition (and the

distinction is frequently drawn) a part that is philosophical and

a part that belongs to the special object of enquiry.

Plainly, then, there can be no sharp line of division between

philosophical science and the other species of the scientific genus.

We must accordingly give up aU hope of an unitary definition,

and try to express what has been, is, and presumably wiU be

essential to philosophy in another way,—^by help of a divisive

definition.

3. We believe that there are three quite different problems

which have demanded philosophical treatment in all ages.

(1) The first consists in the development of a comprehensive and

consistent theory of the tmiverse. Such a theory must, on the one

side, take account of the whole scientific knowledge of its time,

and on the other, keep a fast hold upon practical issues. It is,

of course, for practice that it is chiefly needed. For the moment

that our attempt to round off scientific knowledge takes us into

the realm of the transcendent, the universal validity of ideas and
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concepts and judgments ceases, not only in fact but in theoiy also.

By theory, therefore, we can obtain no more than a survey, more or

less adequate, of the diflEerent possibilities which open before the

thinking rm'Tirl at the Umit of human knowledge. That every age

has chosen some one of these, and expended upon it all the

resources of subtlety and ingenuity, is due not so much to a

constant curiosity to know, as to the inappeasable craving for

a satisfactory background to human life, human volition and

action,—for a comprehensive idea of what mankind and the

universe are and mean that can be applied in every-day experience.

That is why materialism has tried to recommend itself by asserting

its power completely to satisfy all practicable requirements.

Metaphysics is the old name for this first problem of

philosophy.

4. (2) The second philosophical problem consists in the investi-

gation ef the presuppositions of science. Here belong, in the

first place, certain general concepts, such as space, time, causality,

etc., and, secondly, the methods and forms of scientific thought.

In virtue of this problem, philosophy becomes a fundamental

or central science, of a purely theoretical character, altogether

remote from practical interests. On the other side, the problem

demands from philosophy an independent analytical investigation

of a definite group of facts, with which no other branch of

knowledge is - concerned. With the comprehensive outlook

which it thus obtains, philosophy is in a position to offer a solid

and sober criticism of work done in the special sciences. We aU

know how often the boundary line between fact and hypothesis

or theory is oveastepped, and how often the man of science

presumes to judge of things which lie entirely beyond the range

of special scientific knowledge. In all such cases the fundamental

science, philosophy, is called upon to raise its voice in warning or

correction. Knowledge of presuppositions thus becomes a criterion

of the results that depend upon them. The general name which

we attach to this problem of philosophy is theory of science

(WissenscTiaftslehre). It is evident that the contents and method
of the theory of science must be essentially different from those
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of metapliysics, and that -sre cannot argue legitimately from the

one province to the other.

5. (3) The third problem of philosophy, and the problem whose

Bubject-matter is especially liable to variation, is that of jpaving

fhe way for new specicbl sciences and speciaJ, scientific knowledge.

Remembering this third problem, we can understand the changes

that have taken place in the number and contents of the philo-

sophical disciplines, and show a real continuity of development in

the aims and achievements of historical philosophy. There can

be no doubt that metaphysics and the theory of science furnish

material assistance toward the accomplishment of the desired end.

Metaphysics calls our attention to the gaps that still exist in

knowledge, but that may perhaps be Med up ; and the theory

of science uses its critical authority partly to insist upon a more

BoUd foundation for scientific hypothesis, partly to indicate the

general direction in which scientific work may be pushed on with

greatest prospect of success. Nevertheless, the task requires for

its fulfilment something which is possessed neither by the theory

of science nor by metaphysics. It is so closely related to purely

scientific enqtiiry that the reader may question whether it should

be relegated to philosophy at all. And as a matter of fact we

cannot point to any intrinsic or necessary criterion, whereby we

may decide exactly when a special science, the way for which has

been paved by philosophy, shows its right to an independent place

in the sum of knowledge. The matter depends upon extraneous

circumstances : when material or range of application has reached

a certain limit it becomes inconvenient, to regard the science any

longer as a department of philosophy. Nevertheless, it is not a

simple accident that philosophy has discharged this third function

with such signal success. The man of science who exercises his

powers exclusively on minor problems, on particular sections of

experience, has naturally no comprehensive grasp of what is

possible to science as a whole.—^We cannot give the problem a

special title. It is most fittingly designated by the names of

the special disciplines which owe their origin to philosophical

initiative.
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6. It is not necessary that the three philosophical problems

should be approached separately. There are, on the contrary, a

number of philosophical disciplines, in the strict sense, where the

two first, if not aU three, receive treatment at the same time.

Suppose, e.g., that we are setting out to write a natural philosophy.

We shall (1) first of aU go to the theory of science, and try to

turn its criticisms to account in the special field of natural science.

We shall, that is, pick out and examine the particular presup-

positions upon which natural science depends. (2) We shall

endeavour, secondly, to bring together in our natural philosophy

all the contributions that natural science makes to metaphysics,

and so clear the ground for a theory of the universe, so far as it

can be built up upon scientific foundations. (3) Lastly, we may

be able to work upon the third problem by raising new questions

or erecting new hypotheses upon the basis of facts already known.

—^The same thing holds of philosophical psychology, and would

hold of a philosophical ethics, if there had been opportunity for

its development alongside of a special moral science.

These facts show that we were right to give up an unitary

definition of philosophy, and recognise a number of heterogeneous

philosophical problems. In no other way could we explain how a

bundle of entirely dififerent ends or purposes, held together by the

unity of the subject-matter in which they are realised, comes to

constitute a distinct discipline^. And we are now further in a

position to decide how far philosophical questions or philosophical

points of view may justly be introduced into scientific exposi-

tion. Philosophy must not assume an attitude of calm aloofness

towards the special sciences, and must not shield itself behind the

high sounding—and empty—generality of the systematisation of

scientific knowledge. It must stand in dose and constant relation

to the sciences, acting and reacting, taking from them what they

have to give, and giving to them liberally of what they need.
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§ 32. The Philosophical System.

1. From a scientific system we demand on the one side a

complete classification of the ideas employed, and on the other

a complete deduction of the positions held. That is the ideal

of a scientific system ; hut there is hardly a single discipline that

even approximates to it. Logic and mathematics are the only

sciences which meet the requirements in any degree at aU. It is,

further, an essential precondition of an unitary system that the

science admits of accurate definition; the definition is the only

guarantee of an internal and necessary connection among the

principles or ideas distinguished by classification. It follows,

therefore^ that philosophy as a whole—^the philosophy of § 31

—cannot be reduced to a system. (1) In the first place, th«

heterogeneity of the separate philosophical problems renders

deduction from a single highest definition impossible; (2) and

secondly, the variation in the subject-matter of the third

problem makes philosophy dependent upon time and accident

to a degree that is incompatible with the logical and imiversal

validity of a systematic structure. But if we can have no hope of

framing a system of philosophy in general, we need not despair of

systematising certain departments of philosophical activity. We
win therefore attempt, in what follows, to set forth the main heads

of a systematic arrangement within the three great divisions ot

philosophy. At the same time we shall append brief remarks

upon the method of exposition best suited to the different

problems.

2. Metaphysics, as a theory of the universe based both upon

science and upon the experience of practical life, falls into a

general aad a special part. General metaphysics developes the

highest or ultimate principle of a world theory, and tries to

make it adequate to all the various requirements of scientific

hypothesis and daUy practice. Special metaphysics paves the

way for this general treatment, by shaping the results of science

to meet metaphysical needs. Adopting the current classification

of science as mental and natural, we may subdivide special
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metaphysics into a mdaphysies of nature and a metaphysics of

mind : the expressions have found acceptance in phUosopy, thongh

neither of them is free from objection {cf. § 8. 11). From the

metaphysics of nature we expect an orderly exposition of the

material which the natural sciences contribute to a theory of the

universe. It wiU get this material, for the most part, from

astronomy, physics and geology on the one hand, and the

biological sciences on the other. The metaphysics of mind we
expect, similarly, to gather metaphysical material from the mental

sciences. It will receive most assistance from psychology, ethics,

the philosophy of religion and the philosophy of history. Siace a

metaphysics without transcendence seems to be impossible, and

specidation can be exercised so much more freely and boldly in

general than in special metaphysics,, it would seem that the

synthetic method is that best suited to the first great depart-

ment of philosophical enquiry. Special metaphysics is an

indispensable precondition of general Hence we do not

approve of the ordinary plan of placing ontology (i.&, general

metaphysics) before cosmology and psychology (*.&, practically,

the metaphysics of nature and of mind). Such an arrangement

completely inverts the logical relation of the discipUnes.

3. The theory of science has to investigate the presuppositions

of all the sciences. It falls at once into two parts, corresponding

to the distinction of materud and formal presuppositions. Any
thought can be considered separately under the two aspects of

form and contents; and any science, or system of thoughts, can

be looked at from the same points of view. The great divisions

of the theory of science thus obtained axe epistemology and logic

Epistemology deals with the contents of the most general or

highest concepts of all the sciences; logic with the uniformities

of scientific thought. Within this first division we may make

another, and distinguish between pure or generoU and applied or

special epistemology and logic. The former are restricted to so

much of form or contents as is common to all the sciences; the

latter analyse and verify the formal and material presuppositions

of particular sciences or groups of sciences. There are accord-
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ingly an epistemology and logic of the natuial sciences, of

mathematics, of the mental sciences, etc. The method which,

in the nature of things, can best be followed by the theory of

science is the method of analym. Philosophy is not here

concerned to supplement scientific results by new ideas, but only

to analyse and classify, as accurately as may be, the material that

the sciences themselves provide. Here too, therefore, the special

or applied enquiry is the logical presupposition of the pure or

general. Epistemology and logic most nearly approach the ideal

of complete classification and deduction; and so have yet another

claim to rank as the fundamental philosophical sciences {ef. § § 5.

5,6; 6.4).

4. It is, of course, impossible to give a priori a list of sciences

for which philosophy shall pave the way, or in which its methods

shall stimulate to new activity. We cannot, therefore, hope to

obtain any systematic classification of the lines of work included

in the third philosophical problem. We can only indicate the

status of affairs at the present day, i.e., name the special sciences

which, as things are, stand indebted to philosophy. It foUows

from what we said in our second Chapter with regard to the

special philosophical disciplines, that psychology, ethics, aesthetics,

sociology and, in part, the philosophy of religion, would fall under

this category. We must note, however, that when a department

of philosophical knowledge becomes capable of standing alone,

as a special science, it does not break free of philosophy altogether,

but simply divides up into a philosophical and a scientific part.

This is what will, undoubtedly, occur in the case of the five

disciplines just mentioned. The division has gone farthest in

psychology, and next farthest, perhaps, in sociology'. In both

instances it would be easy to show the need and scope of philo-

sophical treatment, alongside of independent scientific work.

The path which philosophy foUows under such circumstances is

best seen by reference to the philosophy of nature, where the

separation is already complete. AU departments of philosophy

—

metaphysics, epistemology and logic, and perhaps the unnamed

discipline that points out new scientific problems 01 criticises the
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theories of the q)ecial sciences from which it takes a name—^all

departments of philosophy have here comhined to devote their

energies to one definite object {cf. § 31. 6). For this reason we
took pains in Chapter IL, when we were formulating the special

problems of a philosophy of nature, a philosophy of law and a

philosophy of religion, in the philosophical meaning of the terms,

to emphasise the great variety of their contents.

5. The country of science was at first a monarchy; but in the

course of ages monarchy has given place to democracy. In the

old time Queen Philosophy held undivided sway over the special

disciplines,—settled their differences, gave them wise counsel, a^d

offered freely of her treasure of ideas and methods to satisfy their

needs. And they came in brilliant companies, zealous to foUow

the hest of their sovereign, to model their carriage upon hers, to

use her wealth for the increase of their own portion. Then on a

sudden they awoke, as if &om an evil dream. The way that

had been shown them had led them astray; the treasures they

received were but worthless tinsel; and the fair proud form

of the queen herself, the form they had aU aped and envied, a

lying perfection. So they hurled her from the throne.

There followed years of self-reliance, that were years of pros-

perity and success. But prosperity quickly led to arrogance and

impatience of restraint. Soon there was no trace left of the order

and system of the old kingdom : anarchy reigned, and the sciences

were an unruly mob, none regarding its neighbour. In the

meantinie the outcast and despised queen had pondered much: she

had thrown aside the hollow fruits of dialectic, and learned to be

careful and accurate in small things, and to bow to the constraining

power of facts. And when the busy-bodies of her old court would

have laid violent hands upon the abandoned sceptre, and in their

blindness chosen the soulless puppet of materialism to rule over

them, then she stepped forth in the strong armour of epistemology

to turn the storm, and with plain, wise words send back the rebels

to their borders. Since that day her authority has steadily

increased, not least because men see that the lust of power is

gone out of her. She Uves to^y in peaceful intercourse with
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her former subjects. By science, with science, and for science she

works ia all her forms : as metaphysics, as theory of science, and

as pioneer of scientific enquiry. And science, on its side, is ready

to accept the aid of philosophy, with her to serve the cause of

knowledge, and for her to gather facts. It has been the aim of

this Introduction to show that in the democracy of science

philosophy has lost nothing of her true and proper usefulness,

but labours and struggles with the ideal of her past glories ever

present to her.
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iioff., 117, 156, 158, 161, 19s,

20jS., 240, 242, 243, see Feeling,

Ethics of; Reflexion, Ethics ef

Ethnic psychology, see Psychohgy

ofpeoples

Eudsemonism: 76, inf., 22^^,
233f-

Evolution: 35, 37, S2f., 97, gSi.,

148, 209, 211 ff., 23oi.

Evolutionism: 76, ill.^opfiF.jSjof.

Experience: 24, 26, 3 if., 36, 48,

51, S6,^^f., no, ns, 124, I2S,

133. 157. il6,i8ii., 184S., i87£,

192, I96£F., 199, 204ff., 209, 217

Experience, Datum of: 58, I24i.,

129, 131, 133, 142, 197. I99,50^f.

External world: 53, 19S, 196, 200,

205

Fatalism: 153, IS7

Feeling, Ethics of: inf., 214S.

Feeling, Faculty of: 83, 178

Fetichism: 162

Finality: 108, i^df.

Force: 37, 52, 54> 120, 127,132, 139

Form, Esthetics of: 84

Formal, Formalism: 30, 35, 37, 39,

42, 104, 113, z8i{., 194

Freedom: 24, 50, 70, 75, 80, 92,

108, 14s, rJsS., 178, 208

God: 23, 69, 7of., 74, 92, 94, 96,

98, 108, 114, i26f., 13s, i4of.,

154, 161 S., 207 f.

God, Proofe of existence of: 23,

l62ff.

Good (adj.): 69f., 761, 84, 154,

158, 207, 212, 221, 227, 234

Good (subst.): 75, 112, 114, 117,

IS4, 234

Guilt: 7of., 73, 77, 154, ij8, 160

Happiness: 69, 73!, in, 167, 190,

216, 227B.

Hedonism: 69, in, 112, 227

Heterogony of ends : 212

Heteronomy: in, soff.

Hylozoism: 139

Idealism: 24, 26, 36, 89, no, 113,

129, 131, 133, 137, 194S.

Immanence, Immanent : j6, 1 10,

147, 188.

Immaterialism : 129

Indeterminism : 71, lo8f., J'j'jff.

Individual psychology : 64, 103

Individualism : 105, in, 2i2,22j{[.,

229, 232, 234

Inference: 23, 39, 41, 44
Innate: 32f., 57, in, 181, l83f.,

209 ff.

Intellectualism, ethiqal: 74, 76,

2l6{., 2ig, 22li.

Intellectualism, psychological: 65,

loSf., 172, jC77ti.
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Intuitiohism, Intuitive: 32, 57, 76,

mf., 187, 20i}i.

Irtationalism : 187, 194

Judgment: 39£, 41, <#f.

Knowledge, Faculty of; 16, 23, 24,

34, 82, 178, 187

Knowledge, Science of: 11, 30, 33,

44f., 104, 186, igs, 23gi., Z43i.,

24s

Knowledge, Theory of: 30; see

Epistemohgy

r

Language: 103

Life: 37, tf>, 14.fi., 149

Logic, n, i6f , 20, 30, 35, 38,^pff.,

53, 67, 79. 82I 97, loi, 102, 104,

lojf., 159, 170, 214, 236, a42i.

Logic of contents : 46
Logic of extension : 46

Material: 30, 37, ii8, i8it, 195,

242

Materialism: 23, 33, 51, 63, 65,

106, loS, iibS., 13s, i37f., 143,

I44f., 162, 170, 196, 211, 217,

227, 238

Mathematics: 8, 15, 32, 41, 46f.,

5S. 71. looS., 126, 183, 241

Matter: 37, 50, 52, 54, 68, 113,

it6<S., 126, 165, 175, 202

Mechanical, Mechanism: 48, 5°.

54, 92, io8f., 123, 131, 139,

i4S^-t iS3f-i 161. 202, 206
Merit: 70, 73, i6i., 154, jjS, 160

Metaphysics: 9, 10, 14, 18, a/ff.,

'

53f-. 57. 6S. 68, 72, 73fr., 76,

82, 85, 89, 9iff., 94, 96, 98, 100,

104, I05ff.,^7-jff., 188, igiS.,

236, 338, Z4zi., 243, 245
Method: i6f., 4of„ 44, 65, 87£,

95. 97. 99. 19'. •s^^ff.

Mind: 22f., 37, ^6ff., 62f., 65,

io8f., itSS., 154, iJzS., 181

Mode: 32, 140, 177

Monad: 114, isji., 173, 178, 230

Monism: 23, 65, I07ff., iieff.,

I20f., tsSS., 145, 162, 169, 171,

17s. »98

' Monotheism: 162

Moral philosophy: 675 see StAics

Morality: 50, fi/ff., 84, 92, iioff.,

"7. 147. 158, sofS.

Motive: 76, iiof., lS3f., I57f.|

179, 2/^ff., 234

Nativism: 209f.

Natural philosophy: 14, 16, 17,

I9f-. 25. 37. 47f^, 6sf., 79. 99.

104, 106, 236, 240, 244
Natural science: 14, 17, 26, 30,

32f.,3i5f. 49fiF., S3fr., 58, 92, 99,

129, i3o£, 135, 137, 144, 183,

19s. 197. 202t. 240, 243
Naturalism: 89, in, 170, S3if,

Necessary, Necessity: 33, 36, 47,

74. 102, i4Sf., 156, 159, 181,

183, iSjl, 192, 204

Neo-KSntianism : 36, 33, 183

Nominalism: 40
Normative: 41, 44, 67, 78, 89, 93,

214

Object, Objectification, Objective^

3if., 3Sf., 45, 47f., so, 56, S9>
no, /^^f., 131, 133, i4^, 184,

186, 189, i94fr., i97ff., 2ooff.,

203, 20J{., 229

Object of idea: sgf., 129, 199, 204
Objectivism: in, ssyS.

Occasionalism: 1346
Ontology: i6, 22, 242
Organic, Organism: 52f., 57, 98,

132. 139. «44, 'T^fS-, 179. 211
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Panentheism: 170

Pantheism: 92, 104, io8f., 116,

14S. 161, 7(5pff.

Parallelism, psychophysical: 63.

Pedagt^: 80 f.

Perception: 3if.,47, 55. /7f-. "3.
174, i8if., 195. Jgy. I99f..20if.,

204, 222

Perfection: 74f., 82, 86, 163, 219,

•sjof-i 23s
Perfectionism: III, 229, S30

Phenomenal, Phenomenalism: 22,

no, 19s, S04

Phenomenology: 17

Phenomenon : 22, 24^.., 33, 92, tio,

i29f., iS5f., 166, 176, igs

Philosophising: i, 7f., 14

Philosophy, Classification of: 14S

,, Definition of; 7 if.

„ Disciplines of: 19 £,

2ifi'.

„ History of: 104

,, Problem of: 5, 236 ff.

„ Schools of: lOSfF.

,, System of: 5, 241 ff.

Philosophy of history; 20, 66, Jjj'ff'.,

103,242

Philosophy of langu^e : 100, I02i.

Philosophy of law; 20, 66, 67,

y8^., 90, 99, 244

Philosophy of mind; 17, Cj'f., 242

Philosophyof religion: 20, 66, poffi, .

242, 244

Physical: 50, 53, SS, sS^-, 63^..

65, 119, /a/ffi, 175

Physics: I4ff., 51, 149

Pluralism : 107, 109, 7/j£F.

Politics: 16

Polytheism: 162

Position, absolute : 128

Positivism: 26, 98, IIO, 186, 187,

Practical philosophy: 2, II, I5f., S

Pre-established harmony.: 127

Principles, Theory of; 18

Psychical: 34, 37, 43. 5°. 53, J'J'ff..

62, 65, 118, i2iS., 128, I43f.,

160, //aff., 196, 198, 204

Psychism: 129

Psychology: 12, 14, 16, iSff, 22f,,

25. 30. 34f-. j6, 43, 44f., sS^-i

72, 75. 78f., 81, 83, 88f., 93f.,

loof., I02ff'., ic6, i29ff'., 132,

13s. 137, 143. 148, iS6f., i6o,

i'j2S., i8sf., 196, 201, 2o6, 222,

227, 236, 240, 242f.

Psychology of peoples; 64, 68, 103

Psychophysics: 64

Purpose: 23, 34, 52, 70, 76, loS,

lloi£, t4bS., l66f., 212, SIS,

I
226, 22yS.

Qualities, primaryand secondary: 31

Rational, Rationalism: 17, 23, 92,

iiof., 113, iSiS., i87f., 209

Real, Reality: 22, 29f,,40, 53, 129,

I40f., 192

Realism: 24, 40, iioff., 195, iggS.

Reals: /2<f, 173, 207

Reason: 9, 15, 23, 27, 29f., s6f.,

70, 80, 84, 91, in, 113, 146,

157, 181S., 187, 191, 192, 207,

216

Reflexion, Ethics of: inf., ^z^ff.

Reformation: 71

Regulative principle: 24, 63, 97,

117, 148, l66

Relation: 32, 128

Relativism: no, iSgf.

Religion: 12, 27, 34, 51, 66, 68,

72, 73, 84f., poff., 162, 168, iqo,

231

Responsibility: 154, 155, 160

Sceptical, Scepticism: 51, no, 187,
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Science: 8S., ist., 15, 24, 27 f.,

i92f., 237

Science, Mental: 18, 6ji., 241 f.

Science, Theory of, see Knowledge,

Science of

Sensualism: 181

Singularism: io7i 109, /z^ff., 117,

138

Sociology: igf., 75, 78, gSi., 104,

243

SolipsisiA: 194

Soul, see Mind
Special science: z/ff., 17, 19, 26,

3Si-> 49, 67. 81. 94. 95. loi, 104,

144. 187, 193, 2J7, 238, ijpf.,

Spiritualism : 23, 65, io8f., Z26S.,

138, 140, 145, 162, 170, 180

Subject, Subjectification, Subjective,

Subjectivity: 31, 3Sf., 44f., 47£,

Spf., ssf-./*f-. "^'f-. 133. 147,

184, 186, 189, I94ff., i97ff., 202f.,

zost, 227

Subjectivism, epiStemological : no,

189

Subjectivism, ethical: no, ssjS,

Substance: 32, 53, 65, 108, Ii4f.,

1261, I40f., ijsS.

Substantiality, Theory of: 65, lo8f.,

Supernaturalism : 119, 187

Teleology: 17, 48, 52, lo8£, 113,

zfS^., 153, r62f., i66£, 223

Temporal knowledge: 9
Theism: 92, 108 f., 116, 161S.

Theology: isff., s33, 34, 91, 94,

108, 116, 151, i6zS., 190, igz,

207, 224

Theoretical philosophy: ISf., 23,

25, 75, 162

Thing in itself : ^^f., 92, 114, 119,

130, I55f., 176, 204

Thought: 43, 44, 65, 108, 116,

ii8£F., 134, 140, i64f., I72f.. 177.

185, I98f., 238, 242

Topics; 39
Transcend, Transcendence, Trans*

cendent: 28, 33, 36, no, 148,

151, 166, 173, 184, i87£, i93f.,

228, 237, 242

Unconscious: 62f., 65, 141, 143,

161, 174, 176

Universal validity: 12, 27, 3o£,

33. 36, 44. 74, 78, 102, 106, 181,

183, iSjt, 188, 191, 208£, 237
Universalism : in, 213, 223fF.,

229, 232, 234

Universe, Theory of: 2i£, 27S., 53,

93, 96, 99. 107. 109, 193, 237, 241
Utilitarianism: in, 217, 228, syafi

Value, Judgments of: 73, 75, 77,

129, 152, 22b

Virtue: 6gS., 73S., 75, 167, 21b
Vital spirits: 60

Vitalism: 54, 148

Voluntarism: 65, lo8£, 172, 177^.

Will: 65, 73, 77, 80, 87, 108, 114,

I29t, 132, 150, I53ff, 172,

178^., 200, 208, 212^ ai4E,
2I9ff.
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